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RECOR
COVER
Roksan's new tonearm combines superb
engineering with the innovative design
approach we have come to expect from
this company. The Artemiz (reviewed on
page 49) shares this month's cover with
Jeff Rowland's Coherence One preamplifier, which is reviewed along with
the Model 3power amplifiers (page 59).
Photography by Tony Petch
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59 JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 3
monoblock power amplifiers are tested,
along with matching Coherence One
pre-amplifier, by Paul Miller
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23 TECHNOLOGY by Barry Fox
25 HEADROOM by Ken Kessler
89 ACCESSORIES CLUB reader offers
132 REGIONAL DEALER GUIDE
135 ADVERTISERS' INDEX
136 CLASSIFIED ADS

FEATURES
27 A LITTLE LEGEND: the LS3/5A
started life as aBBC Grade II monitor,
but eventually became, arguably, ' the
world's most successful small
loudspeaker', when manufacturers
queued up to build it. Trevor Butler tells
the full story of this classic design
35 LIVE ISSUES Part II: Ben Duncan's
occasional series continues with a
discussion of the practical nature of live
sound reinforcement
43 DEALER OF THE YEAR:
nominated by HFN1RR readers, the Hi Fi News/Sony Dealers of the year
recognized as offering the best in service
and audio advice. Full report on the
National and Regional winners for 1988
87 POT POURRI in which Martin
Colloms offers alistener's critique on the
PWB listening tests, and ashort footnote
on the KEF C35; while John Crabbe
delves down to the disappearing sounds
at ' the last bit' of CD reproduction

49 ROKSAN ARTEMIZ. Alvin Gold
offers afull review of this exciting new
tonearm
53 UPPER DECKS: Chris Bryant
provides athorough comparison between
the Denon DR-M34HR, Nakamichi CR1and Pioneer CT-939
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James Galway — page 91
91
JAMES GALWAY
talks to Sorrel Breunig
99
RECORD REVIEW INDEX
details all CDs and LPs reviewed
in this issue, with an instant ' Best of
the Month' selection

65 TREBLE ENERGY: Martin Colloms
reviews all three Acoustic Energy
loudspeaker models
73 ITL MA-80 represents affordable
British design: Paul Miller tests this
promising integrated amplifier

101
RECORD OF THE MONTH
The Emersons's Bartok Quartets
101
CLASSICAL REVIEWS
Symphonies: Prokofiev's seven or eight; Ives's 'Holidays'; and
Beethoven's ' Tenth' ?
123
ROCK/POP/JAZZ REVIEWS
kicks off with Cameo, then travels
to the Traveling Wilburys and Jane
Wiedlin via Duranduran, Pet Shop
Boys and U2, not to mention jazz
from Charlie Haden, Mal Waldron
129
CAPSULES
short rock/pop/jazz reviews
131
REISSUES
best of the rock re-runs
138
BACK DOOR
Ken Kessler's the year that was:
favourites from 1988

Rowland pre-lpower-amp - page 59
77 WHARFEDALE 505 fills avital gap
in the range of ' Britain's most famous
speakers'. Ken Kessler reports
79 TOSHIBA 9128: Chris Bryant tests a
CD player which looks to be good value
81 A TRUE MONITOR: Ken Kessler
reviews the ATC 050, an impressive
loudspeaker from acompany well
established in the studio field
85 MF's REFs or Musical Fidelity's
Reference 2loudspeakers, reviewed
along with the eminently compatible
MA-50 power amplifiers
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INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

RA820A

30W STEREO
INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

RA820BX3

30W AUDIOPHILE STEREO
INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

RC/RB850

STEREO CONTROL AMPLIFIER AND
50W STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER

These fine corroonents are but a small selection from Rotel's award winning range of real Hi•Fi products
which otter very high standards of technical performance and musical enjoyment. Al are based upon
Rotel's UK balmiced design concept which ensures that within the resources available, each aspect of the
products design has been

optimised.
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Rotel

has

received

What

Hi-Fi?'s prestigious

awards for 1983 for Best Turntable, Best Radio Turner, Best Loudspeaker and Best Hi•Fi System (amplifier —
Turner — C.D. Player — Loudspeakers) call Rotel for detaiis of your nearest dealer.
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HE IDEAL reviewer of hi-fi equipment should be distinguished (to
misuse a DG sleeve note eulogy on
Sviatoslav Richter) by 'a rare objectivity and boundless subjectivity'. Or perhaps
the other way round. HFNIRR has for many
years maintained the view that both objective
measurements and subjective listening
appraisal are necessary if the performance of
products under test is to be properly defined.
At the simplest level, measurements provide
an essential safety net which can save the
consumer from anasty accident if, for example, an amplifier is unstable or produces DC
at its output; or they can warn if aone CD
player is inherently louder than another and
hence will have a misleading advantage in
comparative listening tests. But those who do
profess to hear subtle differences between
pieces of equipment have long ceased to
expect anyone to be able to measure what
they are describing.
It was with this in mind that HFNIRR
helped organise aserious ' blind' listening test
to try to establish the audibility or otherwise
of the system/room treatment developed by
Peter Belt. Such atest presented afar more
satisfactory way of approaching the PWB
phenomenon than the continued publication
of articles which must inevitably be either
generally anti- or pro-PWB. Paul Miller's
March '88 article came to agenerally negative
conclusion, while Christopher Breunig's positive findings in October led to asuggestion, in
the rather purple prose of one of this month's
'Views', that he should go back to Venus!
The idea of carrying out a large scale
listening test at The HiFi Show gelled after
discussions with Ross Walker of Quad and
Jon Vizor of the trade magazine Private
EyeFi. Walker had offered to give £ 10,000 to
charity if he was presented with statisticallyvalid proof that PWB's system treatments
were audible under blind conditions. It was
suggested that a test should be carried out
using four identical systems in four identical
rooms, one or more of which had been
treated by PWB. Such atest could be carried
out in a hotel; the subjects were to be
members of the hi-fi trade, industry and
press, who would be at The 1-IiFi Show
anyway. It was decided, with regret, that it
was impractical to continue the four-room
set-up on the public days. Peter Belt agreed
to take part and to treat one system and room
in such away that there would be no visible
clues. Of the other three rooms, two would

contain identical systems while one would
offer a deliberately faulty sound quality (an
upward tilt on the Quad tone control), which
listeners should detect. This was so that,
when analysing the results, it would be
possible to identify subjects who had failed to
note such a fairly obvious change in sound.
The four systems, generously provided by
Quad and Hayden Laboratories, consisted of
Quad 44/606 amplification and ESL63 loudspeakers, with Denon DCD810 compact disc
players. The Denon players were checked for
consistent peak output and linearity by
measuring output at several levels. The test
was 'double-blind'; in other words, the operator was not told which systems were normal
and which were treated. The musical excerpt
used was Rickie Lee Jones's 'Easy Money',
chosen for its varied content (unprocessed
STEVE
HARRIS
female vocal, natural sounding double-bass
and clearly-recorded percussion) and for its
therefore there is no standard deviation.
familiarity to most if not all listeners.
Room C was identical to Room A and this
In the event, we had no serious problems
should obviously have scored the same, all'
with the equipment nor with the presentathings being equal; and although the scores
tions, although we were not able to control
for that room indicate that it was slightly
the test conditions as tightly as we would have
preferred, the preference is well within the
liked. Our main disappointment was the
standard deviation for the room. In Room D,
discovery that though on the same corridor,
the tone control had been altered to give an
and ' handed' the same way, the four rooms
upward tilt in response; although virtually no
were not strictly speaking identical, due to
preference or dislike was shown overall, the
different placement of the small wallstandard deviation result indicates that there
mounted bedside tables and lights, which
were greater swings of preference for the
were not removable. Some 50 listeners took
individual listeners. Finally, Room B was the
part in the test; each was asked for ascore out
one treated by Peter Belt. Here the standard
of 10 on each room, along with any comdeviation ( 1.23) is many times greater than
ments, the first room being the 'reference' at
the deviation of the mean from the reference
a score of 5. To give the view of an
(0.21), so no significant preference can be
experienced listener, this month's ' Pot
said to have been shown.
Pourri' (page 87) includes Martin Colloms'
'On the basis of these results and this
critique, while for an analysis of the scores I simple statistical test, no preference was
am indebted to Chris Bryant, who gives this
shown for the room treated by Peter Belt,
report:
and we have to assume from the sample of
'Performing asimple analysis using averagpeople who tried the test that no significant
ing and standard deviation techniques, the
change was registered.'
following results were obtained from the
It is clear that PWB did not on this
sample of 53 subjects.
occasion 'transform' the sound as heard by
our listeners. That result may be sufficient
Room
mean score standard
notes
confirmation for the sceptics. Ifeel bound to
deviation
A
5.0
0
ref
say that this does not quite close the chapter
5.21
1.23
PWB
on PWB for us; accepting the fact that subtle
5.34
1.35
as A
sound quality effects (as with those of
D
5.09
1.58
tilt
amplifiers, for instance) may elude all but the
'The rigour with which the tests were
most carefully set-up A/B tests, we intend to
constructed and the order of presentation . organise further listening trials. There is still
have been ignored. Room A was astandard
the longer-term hope that lab measurements
untreated system, listeners were told, and so
may, at some distant future time, tell us what
it was used as reference pre-scored at 5.0;
the fuss was all about.
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OR FEBRUARY, we will be offering
particularly full and varied range of
equipment reviews. We'll be starting
with an exclusive review of Goldring's
new Excel moving-coil cartridge, which will
establish whether Britain's only remaining
large-scale cartridge manufacturer can produce adesign which competes with imported
exotica on equal terms.
Compact disc players on test will range
from the latest 'tweaked' mid-price model
from Marantz to the jewel-like Toshiba personal, which is also designed to plug in to
your system and offers full remote control.
Loudspeaker tests will include afresh look
by several reviewers at the controversial
Celestion SL700, a design which takes the
company's small-high-quality box concept
(originating with the famous SL6) to what
may be an ultimate degree of refinement.
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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MONTH

Reviewed next month, anew British-made moving-coil
cartridge: the Goldring Excel

Amplifier tests will be headed by aUK-made
Kelvin pre-/power combination, and there
will also be a first review of the new Proton
pre-/power amplifiers. There will be acomparative test of upmarket tuners including
Kenwood, Technics and Denon, plus agroup
test of high-quality headphones.
Features for February will include a full
investigation of surround-sound in all its
forms, ranging from the surrogate surround
systems to the elusive Ambisonics; the HFNI
RR Lifetime Achievement Awards for 1988,
and a profile of one of the greatest past
recipients of that tribute, Edgar Villchur.
The music section will include an interview
feature on the Orpheus Chamber Orchestra,
more reviews than ever, along with a Back
Door look at the work of Stephen Sondheim.
The February issue goes on sale on January
20, 1989.
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ACCESSORIES CLUB
Alignment Gauge 83/12
Audiophile LPs 29/1
Cassette Test Tape 21/9
Good Sounds book by Laura Dearborn 73/6
Oftofon Cassette Maintenance 7/4
Mushcrusher Mains-filter 47/2
Off The Shelf Wall- Nut turntable support 7/5
Seasonal Specials round-up 75/12
Sorbothane Sheets 9/7
Tonearm lifter 7/11
Unit Trust Software storage units 81/3
VPI Record Cleaning Machine 33/8
VPI Record Cleaner 7/10

AUDIO FEATURES
Analogue Allies ( Harris) Supp/11
Analogue Audio Supplement Nov 88
Art of Discord ( Kelly) 43/1, 37/2, 31/3, 31/4,
29/5
Cassette Quality ( Kessler) 45/10
Chart Material — Plotting techniques ( Miller)
25/7
Competitions: CDV player 9/1; HiFi
Equipment 25/12; Proms tickets 9/5; Rock
Watch 9/6; Technics CD SLP 770 25/3;
Technicerelarc 9/11; Yamaha CDX-5 25/4
Complete Recordist ( Faulkner) 53/1 and 39/4
CD Video explained (Watkinson) 28/9
The Cutting Edge (Seabury) 37/12
Danish HiFi ( Kessler) 41/1
Designer Series ( Kessler) 43/2, 27/4, 35/6;
(Harris) 27/3, 25/5
Distortion in the head (Crabbe) 37/5
Essex Echo— Within these walls (Hawksford)
29/6 and 25/8
Avery Fisher ( Fox) 41/11
Foiled Again ( Breunig) 39/10
Sidney Harman ( Dearborn) 40/12
HiFi News Awards 50/1 and 33/2
High End Supplement with December 1988
Import Experts (Butler) Supp/12
ION Resolution (Miller) 37/3
Live Issues (Duncan) 33/11
Tom Owen (Harris) Supp/11
Radio ( McKenzie) 25/1
Ribbons On A Shoestring (Thofte) 29/10
Self Assured (Self) 28/8
SME ( Kessler) Supp/10
Stage Coaching (Breakwell) 39/7
Starting Point (Colloms) 33/1
Sound the Charge (Hewksford) 33/5
Studios Look Ahead (Spencer-Allen) 31/7
A Subjectivist Writes ... ( Black) 33/12
System Synergy (Comeau) 37/4
Supertuning CD (Duncan) 55/1
Up Sony's Sleeve (Fox) 35/7

SHOW REPORTS
Amsterdam (Bryant) 25/2
Chicago ( Kessler) 19/8
East Coast ( Kessler) 39/1
Finnish (Crook) 29/2
Frankfurt (Crook) 41/10
Heathrow Pente (Harris/Butler) 27/11
Show Guide with Sept. 88
Las Vagas ( Kessler) 17/3
Parie (Kessler) 23/3 and 25/6
Tokyo (Colloms) 29/12

EQUIPMENT REVIEW
AMPUFIERS
Acoustic Research SP11 (Colloms) 73/4
Audio Research D125 (Colloms) Supp/12
Ariston (Gold) 51/8
Aragon 4004 ( Kessler) 68/6
Cambridge P40 ( Miller) 63/11
Cambridge P55 (Bryant) 59/8
Cyrus One (Conceals) 59/7
Cyrus Tvvo/PSX (Colloms) 43/8
Creek 404052 (Miller) 63/11
DNM ( Breunig) 73/1
DNM Series Ills (Colloms) 59/5
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DNM PA1 Gem (Colloms) 59/5
Deltec DSP/50S DPA 50S (
Mil ler) 79/10
Harman Kardon PAA640VXI 83/2
IncaTech Dirk ( Pot Pourri) 7W3
JVC AX-700 ( Pot Pourri) 85/2
Jadis JA80 (Colloms) 51/6
Marantz PM45 (Miller) 63/11
Matisse ( Kessler/Colloms) 83/10
Meridian 205 (Colloms) 59/1
Mod Squad Line ( Pot Pourri) 75/3
Musical Fidelity A370 ( Pot Pourri) 86/1
Musical Fidelity MVT II ( Pot Pourri) 87/1
Musical Fidelity 3NB (More Musicals) 71/2
Musical Fidelity P140 ( More Musicals) 71/2
Musical Fidelity MVX (
Colloms) 59(4
Nestorovic Alpha 1 ( Kessler) 67/7
Drell SA040 ( Miller) 71/12
Primare 928 ( Kessler) 43/3
QED A240SA ( Miller) 63/11
Rotel RA8406X3 (Miller) 63/11
Rotel RB870 BX+ RB890 BX+ RC870BX
(Miller) 79/1
Rotel RC850+RB850 (Miller) 67/6
Sumo Polaris ( Kessler) 55/5
Sumo Athena ( Kessler) 55/5
YBA1 Pre/Power (Colloms) Supp/12

CD PLAYERS
Accuphase DP8O+DC81 51/2
Acoustic Research C006 ( Bryant) 61/8
Akai CD 73 ( Bryant) 43/4
Aiwa XC 001 ( Bryant) 43/4
Arcam Delta Black Box ( Milted 59/6
Cambridge CD2 ( Pot Pourri) 77/4
Denon DCD 600 (Bryant) 43/4
Denon DCD610 (Colloms) 61/10
Kenwood DP990SG ( Bryant) 43/4
Marantz CD12/CDA12 ( Kessler) Supp/12
Marantz CD65SE (Colloms) 61/10
Marantz CD75DX (Bryant) 67/5
Marantz CD65DX (Bryant) 43/4
Meridian 207 (Colloms) 59/1 and 79/4
Micro Seiki CDM2 (Colloms) 63/6
Mission PCMII (Colloms) 43/8
Musical Fidelity Digilog DAC
(Miller/Gold) 59/12
NAD 5240 (Bryant) 43/4
NAD 3220PE ( Bryant) 73/5
Onkyo DX-2500 (Colloms) 61/10
Philips CD 473 ( Bryant) 4.3/4
Philips CD582 (Colloms) 51/11
Philips CD 782 (Colloms) 57/11
Philips CDV 475 (Colloms) 51/11
Philips CDV 475 ( Butler) 59/11
Pink Triange PIP Il ( Miller) 35/9
Pioneer PD91 (Colloms) 51/9
Rotel RCD 820 BX2 ( Bryant) 67/5
Rotel RCD-820B (Colloms) 61/10
Sanusui CD-X501i (Colloms) 61/10
Sony CDP 333esD ( Bryant) 55/3
Sony CDPM55 (Bryant) 43/4
Sony CDP557EDS (Colloms) 55/8
Sony CDP 337 EDS (Collorns) 67/12
Stax Quattroll(Colloms) 51/12
Teac PD 450 CD (Bryant) 67/5
Technics SLP 770 (Bryant) 43/4
Technics SLP 990 ( Bryant) 67/9
Technics SUV450 (Miller) 63/11
Yamaha CDX 5 ( Pot Pourri)85/2
Yamaha CDX 510 (Bryant) 43/4
Yamaha CDX 910 (Bryant) 67/9
YBA 2 (Crook) 65/4

B&W DM1600 ( Colloms) 59/2
B&W DM1800 ( Colloms) 59/9
B&W 560 (Colloms) 77/11
Castle Stirling (Colloms) 59/9
Celestion DL8 ( I1) (Colloms) 71/3
Celestion DL4Il (Col I
oms) 41/7
Prákell 43/9
Celestion SL 12 (
Clestion DL6Il (Colloms) 77/11
Celestion SL6Si (
Pre kel ) 43/9
Celestion SL600 Si ( Prakel) 43/9
Ensemble PA1 )Colloms) 79/5
Goodmans Maxim II ( Pot Pou rri) 86/1
Goodmans Maxamp (Colloms) 41/7
Harbeth HL (Crook) 65/5
Harbeth LS3/5A (Colloms) 35/8
Heybrook Point Five (Pot Pou rri) 85/2
Infinity Kappa 6 (Colloms) 39/6
Infinity IRS Beta ( Kessler) Supp/12
JBL Everest ( Kessler) 63/4
JBL LX44 (Colloms) 39/6
JBL L2Ot )Colloms( 35/8
JBL TLX 7Gi ( Colloms) 59/9
KEF C35 (Colloms) 51/10
KEF C75 (Colloms) 51/10
Linn Nexus ( Col loms) 39/6
Mission Freedom (Colloms) 59/2
Monitor Audio R452/MD (Crook) 75/4
Monitor Audio R300 MD ( Pot Pourri) 65/8
Mordaunt Short MS25 Ti 11 (Colloms) 41/7
Musical Fidelity MC4 71/2
Rowen R1 & 3 ( Kessler) 64/7
SD Acoustics S03 (Colloms) 35/8
Tannoy Eclipse )Colloms) 41/7
Tannoy M20111Collorns) 59/9
Toshiba SS33M (Pot Pourri) 75/3
TDL Monitor (Colloms) 59/3
TDL Reference ( Kessler) 69/7
Wharfedale Diamond (Kessler) 77/2
Wharfedale 512.2 (Co)loms) 39/6
Wharfedale 507 II Colloms) 77/11
Wilson Watt ( Kessler) 75/1

MISCELLANEOUS
Aiwa HS PX101 ( Pot Pourri) 89/1
Beyer DT 325 Headphones ( Kessler) 73/9
Beyer DT 32011 Headphones ( Kessler) 73/9
Beyer DT48 Headphones ( Kessler) 83/1
Canto rium record maintenance kit
(Pot Pourri) 77/4
Covent Garden Records CD Mods
(Pot Pourri) 70/7
DBX SNR-1 noise reduction unit
(Pot Pourri) 79/4
Cliffs Stone Maggie speaker stands
(Pot Pourri) 87/2
Inflexor loudness compensator
(Pot Pourri) 64/8
Passive PAS-01 pre-amplifier DIY
(Duncan) 31/9
Power mains filter DPA ( Pot Pourri) 89/2
Primare update ( Pot Pourri) 73/7
Rata speaker stands ( Pot Pourri)
71/6 and 71/7
Senheiser HD450 headphones
(Kessler) 73/9
Sennheiser HD480 headphones
(Kessler) 73/9
SME Series IV Damper (Pot Pourri) 70/7
Stan Lambda ( Kessler) 73/10

TAPE RECORDERS

Aiwa XDO01 ( Rumsey) 73/3
Casio DA1 ( Faulkner) 51/7
Sony TCD 010 ( Faulkner) 51/7
Technics (Colloms) 89/10

Denon DR Ml2HX (Gold) 75/5
Denon DR M1OH ( Bryant) 43/12
Nakamichi CR3E ( Kessler) 65/6
Nakamichi CR4E ( Kessler) 65/6
Pioneer CT 443 ( Bryant) 43/12
Sansui D X301iR ( Bryant) 43/12
Teac V 570 (Bryant) 43/12

LOUDSPEAKERS

PICK-UP CARTRIDGES

Alexander 516 ( Kessler) 89/1
Alexander 566 ( Kessler) 89/11
Apogee Diva ( Kessler) 55/6
Apogee Duetta Signature (Colloms) Supp/12
Acoustic Research 5513X (Colloms) 59/2
Ariston Image (Gold) 51/8
BBC LS3/5A ( Update) ( Pot Pourri) 77/3

Cartridge Crop ( Kessler) Supp/11
Clearaudio Signature ( Kessler) Supp/12
Garrott P66 and P77 ( Pot Pourri) 70/6
Krell KC100 ( Kessler) Supp/12
Milltek Aurora m-c ( Miller) 85/1
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Ortophon MC 3000 ( Kessler) 67/2
Ortophon X5MC ( Kessler) 79/9
Ortophon 540 ( Kessler) 79/9
Ortofon MC 70 ( Kessler) Supp/12
Rowland Complement ( Kessler) 75/10
Spectral M-CReference ( Kessler) Supp/12

TUNERS/RECEIVERS
Denon TU 600L (Colloms) 43/5
Denon DR-A25L ( Pot Pourri) 71/6
Hitachi FT-5500 (Col)oms) 43/5
Pioneer F-717L (Colloms) 43/5
Revox 8260 ( McKenzie) 55/7
Sansui TUX701 (Colloms) 43/5

TURNTABLES
AR. EB101 ( Miller) 65/3
Ariston Icon ( Miller) 47/6
Ariston Q-deck (Gold) 51/8
Dual CS 505-3 (Crook) 69/4
Goldmund ST4 (Colloms) 49/3
Kuzma Stabi/Stogi ( Miller) 62/7
Logic Cl ( Miller) 65/3
Lurné Audiomeca J1/SL5 (Colloms) 67/1
Oxford Acoustics Crystal (Colloms) 51/5
Source update (Pot Pourri) 87/2
Systemedek 11X ( Miller) 65/3
Thorens TD 160S (Crook) 79/2
Thorens TD32011/TP90 ( Kessler) 89/10
Turntable Choice survey (Gold) Supp/11
Well-Tempered Turntable ( Breunig) 55/12

MUSIC FEATURES
Audiophile Vinyl (Kessler) Supp/11
Back Door: British Be-Bop (Harrison) 146/12:
Chet Baker ( Harrison) 114/7; Beatles Books
(Kessler) 146/11; Irving Berlin (Argent)
122/5; Little Feat (Clark) 146/10; Female
Pop vocalists ( Kessler) 122/4; Flamenco
Rock (Harris) 122/9; Glenn Miller (Argent)
122/2; Obscurities of 1987 ( Kessler) 138/1;
REM (Clark) 114/6; Tom Waits ( De)lar)
130/3; Led Zeppelin ( Kessler) 106/8
Barry Douglas ( Breunig) 75/7
Emerson Quartet ( Breunig) 95/12
Richard Hickox (Breunig) 91/10
Neeme Jirvi ( Nice) 67/8
Gordon Kremer ( Breunig) 83/4
André Previn ( Nice) 93/11
Dmitry Sitkovetsky ( Breunig) 91/12
Kathryn Stott ( Herring) 91/1
Leonard Slatkin (Herring) 83/9
Jeffrey Tate ( Breunig) 83/3
Michael Tilson Thomas ( Nice) 91/11
Virgin Classics ( Breunig) 75/6
John Williams (Breunig) 83/5

REGULAR ITEMS
Accessories Club: 29/1; 47/2; 81/3; 7/4; 7/5;
73/6; 9/7; 33/8; 21/9; 7/10, 7/11, 75/12
Books: 93/1; 41/2; 33/3; 29/4; 87/4; 87/5;
77/6; 79/7; 27/8; 71/8; 25/9; 93/10, 97/11;
31/12; 87/12
Comment: 7/1; 5/2; 5/3; 5/4; 5/5; 5/6; 5/7;
518; 5/9; 5/10; 5/11; 5/12
Headroom: 25/11; 23/12
News: 17/1; 17/2; 11/3; 17/4; 17/5; 17/6; 17/7;
11/8; 11/9; 17/10; 17/11; 15/12
Technology ( Fox): 23/1; 21/2; 15/3; 23/4;
23/5; 23/6; 23/7; 17/8; 17/9; 25/10; 23/11;
21/12
Views: 13/1; 7/2; 7/3; 9/4; 11/5; 11/6; 11/7;
7/8; 7/9; 9/10; 13/11; 7/12

RECORD REVIEWS
Index: 95/1; 91/2; 93/3; 91/4; 89/5; 79/6; 83/7;
75/8; 87/9; 97/10; 99/11; 99/12
Classical: 97/1; 93/2; 95/3; 93/4; 93/5; 81/6;
85/7; 77/8; 89/9; 99/10; 101/11; 101/12
Classical CD Supplement with April 88
Rock/Pop/Jazz: 123/1; 109/2; 115/3; 109/4;
109/5; 99/6; 99/7; 91/8; 107/9; 127/10;
129/11; 12/12
Rock, Pop, Jazz Supplement with October 88
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ABSOLUTE SOUNDS

HOT PROPERTY

SEQUEL
•Ihbricr — The word connotes ablending, acombination of
the best features of differing technologies to create aperfect
synthesis. Martin-Logan. manufacturers of world-class
electrostatic loudspeakers, have produced the world's finest
most cohesive and cost effective electrostatic/dynamic hybrid
yet to apear. The Sequel incorporates aslim electrostatic
driver augmented by afast, transparent cone bass unit. The
two speakers mate to offer absolutely coherent performance
from the deepest bass to the highest treble. Housed in a
slim, elegant enclosure, these drivers offer the virtues of
their respective genres without the compromises. Hear the
best of both worlds from asingle, stylish package.

TEMPEST
II
The Ili Fi Community is still reeling from the shock: who
would have believed that up-to-the-minute digital technology
could be enhanced by the use of valves — long believed
obsolete? But it's true. An enterprising, iconoclastic
company, California Audio Labs, introduced their Tempest
CD player with valve stages to immediate critical acclaim.

For the full inside story contad:

AS

Absolute Sounds
318 Worple Road, Wimbledon, London SW20 8QU
Tel: 947 5047 Telex: 894800 Absol G.
Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research,
California Audio Laboratories,
Counterpoint, DMP, Duntech, Entec, Goldmund,
Kinergetics, Koetsu, Krell, Madrigal,
Mandrake, Magneplanar, Micro-Seiki, PS Audio,
Randall Research, Wilson Audio, Sonus Faber
'1 have the simplest of tastes...
Iam always satisfied with the best'
Oscar Wilde

Now in Mark II form the Tempest has been uprated even
further with major circuit refinements and ' two-box*
construction to isolate the power supply from the player.
Marrying the technology of the future with the wisdom of the
past has resulted in the most musical CD player of them all.

MANDRAKE
INTERCONNECTS

Previously asimple task, perhaps the most confusing aspect
of hi-fi today is cable selection. The realisation that cables
have as much effect on sound as active components has
resulted in aflood of misinformation and misdirection —
however well-intentioned the designer. Amidst the myriad
cables offering avariety of technologies is one interconnect
which transcends the buzz-words, transcends the confusion,
and transcends the limitations which have compromised all
others. The Mandrake interconnect, an exclusive Absolute
-Sounds product, utilises only the finest conductor material in
construction. Pure silver has long been recognised as the
best conductor of all, but it has taken Mandrake to combine
the absolute clarM • low distortion and better conductivity of
this material with the rhythmic fluidity of phase aligned
copper cables. Combined with WBT connectors, there is no
cleaner path between your components. The effect? Nothing
short of magic; like its Namesake.

Ambisonic ' chicken and egg'
From: Michael Topic, Ambisonic Ltd
Dear Sir, Iread Paul Selby's letter in
December HFNIRR with interest. He raised
some valid points about Ambisonics, but
didn't mention the 'chicken and egg'
syndrome, whereby record producers won't
record Ambisonically because there aren't
any players in the home and equipment
makers won't build players because there
aren't any recordings.
This seems to me like abunch of chickens
standing on the bank of araging river
unwilling to cross because of the curieits. If
one jumps in he'll almost certainly be swept
away to his death. However, if they all link
wings and form achicken-chain, they can all
get to the other side. If agroup of chickens
would agree to work against the current of
stereo, they could all live to lay golden eggs.
In nature, sound comes from all around. In
stereo, it comes from in front of you. If your
ears can tell the difference, there's something
amiss. It's called 'directional distortion'.
Ambisonics shakes the air all around just like
nature. It's not amid 70s processing trick, it
isn't quadraphonic. In fact, it's the only
system that uses all its speakers to act as one
big imaginery spherical speaker, the size of
your room, which you are inside! ( Kind of
like being inside abig, wideband spherical
radiator.)
The current products in surround sound
represent only the.third best system possible,
as they use only two channels and usually
leave the choice of acoustic space to the
listener, not the record producer and artist.
One manufacturer claims to have sold 50,000
units of this kind worldwide. In the 70s it was
proven ( and as far as Iknow, never refuted)
that athird optimal channel gives
unprecedented directional definition and a
fourth; height. Two channel systems, UHJ
included, can only give anice surround cloud,
though Ambisonics UHJ gives the best
defined and most seamless cloud compared to
all other surround sound systems now being
marketed.
The other thing Mr Selby didn't mention is
that stereo recordings played back through a
UHJ system or Ambisonicly recorded works
played back on aregular stereo both produce
great stereo. HFNIRR's comparative review
of the Nimbus ' Planets' CD, which is aUHJ
recording, bears this out. This is because of
the exact and unambiguous way that
Ambisonics handles sound directions, which
are usually panned somewhere on the stereo
frontal stage.
The pundits say many of us will be listening
in nothing but surround sound by the mid
90s. Ambisonics is the only system that works
right from the artist to the listener and is
mono and stereo compatible. You are still
waiting for adecoder to review, but these is
surely astop gap product. It's only when the
manufacturers produce dedicated units,
priced sensibly and when recording studios
adapt to true Ambisonic production that we'll
get anywhere. Now, who'll join the chain to
cross the river?
Yours faithfully

More puffing and sucking
From: James Lockeyear, London
Dear Sir, Iwas most interested in the letter
concerning sound reproduction and the ' DC
component'. Ihave long felt this to be of the
utmost importance in the generation of
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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sound, but, mysteriously, not strictly at issue
in the reproduction of the same sound. There
is one very interesting practical aspect with
which Mr Tomkins does not deal, and I
should be most interested to hear his views.
The importance of attack (starting
transients, etc.) and delay characteristics has
long been recognized, together with the
importance of such components as formats
(coloration due to materials used in
construction). Wind instruments, from the
piccolo to the organ, all have aDC
component, in that there is acontinuous flow
of air. Nobody is quite certain of all that is
involved at the mouth of an organ flue pipe,
but it is certain that various ' DC' eddies and
vortices have an important influence on tone
production. This element is absent in the case
of stringed instruments. Conversely, it cannot
be avoided in the case of organ pipes.
To revert to the distinction in my first
paragraph, although the organ contains what
are usually referred to as ' string' ranks, there
are, in fact, very narrow-scaled metal pipes,
which, although avaluable source of colour,
sound nothing whatever like real strings.
(Note! There is an unavoidable DC
component present, which does not exist in
the case of stringed instruments.) It is quite
impossible to produce reasonably imitative
string tone from any kind of organ pipe. It is
similarly impossible to produce any kind of
percussion tone from pipes. The converse is
no less interesting.
Electronic instruments can produce quite
realistic imitations of string and percussion
tones. However, Ihave yet to hear any
so-called electronic 'organ', be it never so
complicated, that can produce anything
remotely convincing in the way of the
diapason, flute and reed tones of the pipe
organ (or even those of 'organ' strings!). The
answer would appear, in this case, to rest in
the fact that there is no DC component in the
generating element.
My italics, for good reason! The
differences between apipe organ and an
electronic one are immediately audible in a
recording. This to the extent that, given
reasonable playing equipment, Inot only find
it perfectly easy to distinguish between pipe
and electronic organs, but, in the case of the
former, quite often easy to identify the
builder and the individual instrument
concerned.
This goes for all types of pipe organ, but an
interesting example occurs in the case of
theatre-organ ranks, which are often
examples of extreme voicing. It has long since
been demonstrated that reeds of the posthorn
type may display harmonics up to the 30th
partial, and it is thus easy to see why they
may be difficult to imitate electronically. On
the other hand, as seen on an oscilloscope, a
tibia clausa pipe looks roughly like asine
wave. Yet an electronically-produced since
wave sounds nothing like atibia!
Can anyone suggest why there should be
such an important, and seemingly
unavoidable, difference between generation
and reproduction?
Yours faithfully

Tedious, well-worn...
From: JK Bodley Scott, Axminster
Dear Sir, How tedious it was to read, yet
again, in HFNIRR November supplement, all
those well-worn arguments about the
deficiencies of digital audio, and how CD in
particular cannot possibly work except as a

VIEWS

sort of ' lowest common denominator',
convenience formatfor the ignorant masses.
The trouble is that the conclusions so
dogmatically and monotonously proclaimed
by the 'Analogue Allies' and their friends
(with which one gathers at least some of the
editorial staff of HFNIRR are in sympathy)
simply do not correlate with the reality of
listening experience. The plain fact is that CD
does work rather well, whatever the
theoretical limitations. One is reminded of
the bumble-bee which does not know that the
aerodynamics experts have pronounced that
it cannot possibly fly! That CD works well
enough to compete successfully with the best
that analogue vinyl has achieved to-date has
been recognized by almost everyone who has
listened with an open mind and no axe to
grind, outside the fanatical audiophile fringe
(and even by some within it, though such
people tend to keep quiet about it).
In July of last year HFNIRR published a
letter from me on this subject, together with
one from John Oakley expressing somewhat
similar views. Those letters received some
support from rather unlikely quarters, as well
as the predictable contemptuous dismissal
from apurveyor of so-called high-end
analogue exotica. Today, many CDs and a
better CD player later, Ifind no cause to
change my opinions, but rather they are
reinforced by further experience.
At the risk of being as boring as the
'analogue audiophiles', Iwill re-state my
views, if only because so few like-minded
people have stood up to be counted in your
pages. (They probably think it awaste of time
to state the obvious.) At one time Itoo
believed that CD couldn't possibly work, that
the mathematics behind the choice of
sampling frequency were highly suspect, that
there weren't nearly enough bits, etc. Istill
don't really understand why it works. Like
many others who have listened and then
embraced CD, Istill enjoy and get great
musical satisfaction from LPs, of which Ihave
asubstantial collection including many from
the 'golden age', and which are listened to on
apretty good system with afront-end which I
believe most audiophiles would accept as
being capable of at least extracting most of
what is on the records. Nevertheless I
frequently find that my ' low-resolution' CDs
actually convey more musical information,
greater clarity of complex musical textures, of
instrumental and vocal timbres, ahigher
perceived dynamic range and most
importantly amore convincing overall
impression of realism than comparable LPs.
In cases where adirect comparison is
possible, between CD and LP, from the same
9
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ROYAL DANISH THEATRE,
COPENHAGEN

„Wit speakers are used in the most demanding locations around the world. For more information
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This application of digital technology is typical

If you regard power with refinement as more of anecessity
than aluxury, then consider JVC's revolutionary new AX-Z911BK

of

JVC's 51JPEREDIFFillnE series of hi-fi separates—
high performance combined with ease of operation: Many of

integrated amplifier.
It's in aclass of its own Digital Pure-A, to be precise. JVC

Volume
Control

have solved the fundamental

pr'rrete

problem of amplifier design —
how to achieve Class Asound reproduction, considered to be the
—11.•

purest form of amplification, with the efficiency of Class B.

Preffiction
Signai
Processor

D/A Concede
11001 Firer

Amp

•

0Spo
ue

Programmable
Power
Supply

The digital Pure-Acircuit predicts the power demand and
automatically increases or lowers the supply voltage as required,
allowing the amp to operate as Class A, but without the

the features are now computerised and can be handled from
our exclusive COMPL1 LINK remote control.
For the majority, of course, JVC's digital

consistently high voltage demand. Which

sound reproduction will probably remain out

means the purity and power of atraditional

of reach. But for the purist, hearing anything

pre- amp with the flexibility and convenience
of today's high technology.

ou
FOUNDERS OF THE FUTURE

less is an unacceptable price to pay.

--,
0.

SPECIFICATION • 2x100 walls • 8ohms at 1Khz (DIN)/2 x120 watts • 4ohms at 1Khz (DIN) • Digital Pure-ACircuit for class -A operation • Dynamic Super-Awith Gm driver (for analogue
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signal) • ' DIA CONVERTER DIRECT" to amp connection • Built-in DIA converter with quadruple oversampling digital filter • Three digital connections: optical, electrical (coaxial) ,in/output .T.1
for DAT • Low noise motor driven volume control • Gold-plated terminals.
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original (whether the latter is analogue or
not), the same remarks more often than not
apply. What about pitch, rhythm, timing,
tunefulness and musical involvement; all
those things which the particular turntable I
use is supposed to excel at conveying? Ifind
no lack of these qualities in CD as such, only
in poor recordings and/or performances, of
which there are plenty in both formats. This is
the rub. The quality of performance and
recording is far more significant than the
differences between reproduction mediums.
That the experience described above is
widely shared, and not just by the 'ignorant
masses', is quite evident to all who are not
blinded, or should Isay deafened, by dogma
and prejudice; fear and dislike of the multinationals who developed and promote the
detested new medium; or whatever it is that
they are hung-up. Try reading the record
reviews for astart, and not only those in
Gramophone and the Sunday papers. Of
course we will all be told, as before, that we
are deluded, our hearing is defective, we are
using the wrong turntable/arm/cartridge, or
amplifier or speakers or whatever. Otherwise
we couldn't fail to perceive the superiority of
analogue, and so forth. Well, there is a
suitable one-word answer to all that!
It is apity that we cannot forget about the
'digital divide' and accept that there are
merits in both analogue and digital. In
practice analogue is no more perfectable,
certainly not while vinyl records traced by
styli are the medium, than CD is, whatever
theory may say. The chief profiters from the
'only analogue is worthy of serious
consideration' school of self-proclaimed
audiophile authorities are the purveyors of
so-called high-end analogue exotica.
Supported by this dogma, they continue to
con their deluded customers into parting with
five-figure sums for turntables more
noteworthy as status-symbols than anything
else, or the latest 'hand-carved' wonder
moving-coil cartridge costing more by itself
than two or three first class CD players (or
indeed turntables in the Linn, Roksan, Rock
class), not to mention gold-plated valve
amplifiers and other such baubles. Ah well,
hi-fi fools and their money are soon parted,
particularly when they imagine that the
possession of these blatant rip-offs confers on
them some superiority to the CD-satisfied
common herd.
To paraphrase Max Townshend, digital in
its present format may not be the ultimate in
high fidelity, but it is sure as hell that
analogue gramphone records aren't either.
Incidentally, is it not alittle ironical that
Max's reputedly excellent Rock turntable is
said by the reviewers to sound more like CD
than its competitors, which Igather is taken
to be afavourable comment!
Of course, all this is pretty academic
anyway. It seems that the powers-that-be
have decreed that the LP (at least classical) is
moribund, and has amaximum of 5years of
attenuated existence left. What price £ 14,000
turntables now?
Yours faithfully

Analogue tantrum
From: Terry Harris, Gwent
Dear Sir, Icongratulate you on your most

recent tantrum reflected in the questions of
the HFNIRR December competition.
Could it be the editorial staff of HFNIRR
are so committed to the digital revolt that
they are all potential sufferers of nervous
breakdowns?
It appears likely to me the communists
have taken over in anice counter-slide thrust
in the direction of 'bits', instead of analogue
solid state devices for recording and replay.
My father no less once presented me with a
calculator (no less!) which played pretty
tunes — this had no moving parts! It's only a
tuned circuit Isaid, not wishing to believe the
ridiculous.
Iforecast CD's days are already numbered;
whether you are aspoiled princess or a
capitalist.
Yours faithfully

Deliberate Confusion
From: B Mitchell, Luton
Dear Sir, It is not surprising that the digitalanalogue debate has continued for so long.
People deliberately confuse the digital/
analogue argument with CD versus LP.
Since many LPs are digitally recorded and
many CDs are of analogue recordings, the
difference between these arguments must be
understood and, until it is, people will
continue to be misled.
The vinyl supporters are sure to keep this
confusion going, cg 1quote Mr Max
Townshend (whose livelihood depends on the
continued success of vinyl), ' Iwon't say that
gramophone records are the absolute answer
to high fidelity but it's sure as hell that digital
isn't either'. Hardly an objective view but
implying that LPs are never digital. He
continues: 'Maybe 24 bits at 1
/ MHz sampling
2
rate would be astart', this would give a
dynamic range and asignal to noise ratio of
approximately 144 dBs, or to put it another
way 65,536 times better than the current CD
standard. Very useful I'm sure. Indeed, have
you ever heard anyone objectively advocate
vinyl without just harping on about the pros
and cons of analogue and digital? After all,
what is there left in favour of vinyl once you
have removed the analogue argument?
The very latest in analogue recording
equipment may well be able to compete with
the best in digital but avinyl LP and
gramophone aren't exactly the latest thing in
analogue technology. Anyone with ears
should appreciate agood recording whether
it is analogue or digital but let's hear it on a
good CD player.
Yours faithfully

Monopoly on nonsense
From: Chris Skill, Poway, California, USA
Dear Sir, Imust confess to being rather
startled by the foolishness of Christopher
Breunig's 'Foiled Again ...' HFNIRR article
in October. But then Iremembered an
American periodical not overly long ago
espousing aresearcher's claim that playing
digitally recorded vinyl resulted in
microscopic cracks in the metal turntable
spindle. The point is that neither side of the
Atlantic has amonopoly on nonsense,
although with the two aforementioned entries
both would appear to qualify as first rate
contenders.
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But returning to Peter Belt, and his
positively goofy products, only those who
profess to be 'experts' could possibly be taken
in by such aspoof. While Mr Belt's
transparent motivation is the time honored
one of self aggrandizement, gracing his
efforts with an aura of legitimacy by
publishing professionally valueless 'test'
opinions does amanifest disservice to your
otherwise fine reputation.
Ishould hope then that in due course your
wayward correspondent will return from his
temporary Venusian abode, realight here on
terra firma, forget about such oxymoronic
juxtapositions as music reproduction quality
somehow coupled to plastic medical syringes,
and devote himself to the exposition of less
esoteric but more relevant and demonstrable
subject matter.
Failing this, the only rational alternative is
to create aBritish version of TAS, with Mr
Breunig firmly rooted to the masthead
pinnacle, where he can regularly spin out
equally bizarre fiction to aproseletyzed
audience. In such away his mendacious
flights of faith and fancy will not be
unwillingly visited upon your paying and
captive subscribers.
Yours faithfully

Applause for antiquities
From: M Greenhalgh, Lancashire
Dear Sir, As areader of several years
standing, Imust applaud your articles
featuring ' antique' equipment in Ken
Kessler's 'The Anacrophile' series, even if
this has meant that the prices of many of the
featured pieces of equipment has escalated in
the second-hand market as aresult!
Even though Iwas amere nipper when
most of my equipment was new, Ihave a
fondness for old (particularly valve)
equipment, the advantages being that it may
be easily acquired and is in many cases equal
to, even surpassing, much of today's
equipment.
My own system comprises all second-hand
equipment, with the exception of the
cartridge (
Iam an impoverished nurse!), and
was assembled over aperiod of about four
years. It comprises aThorens TDF124 Mkt!
twintable, Audio-Technica AT- 1503 III
pickup arm, Ortofon SPU Gold moving-coil
cartridge, Glassic valve m-chead amp, rebuilt
and modified Beard P505 valve pre-amp,
rebiult and modified Radford STA-25 MkIll
valve power amp and Spendor LS3/5A
speakers. Ialso possess aSony CD player and
have recently acquired abeautiful Revox G36
MkIII valve open- reel machine. Iwould like
to draw to the attention of your readers the
excellent services offered by Les
Wolstenholme of Avondale Audio (who
rebuilt the Beard and Radford) and David
Peart (designer of the Glassic truly wonderful
step-up device).
The Radford was rebuilt and modified with
Holco resistors, polypropylene and
polystyrene capacitors, an enlarged power
supply, gold-plated phono sockets, Michell
binding posts and adose of Wolstenholme
magic, and sounds utterly superb. The Beard
had been attached by aJimmy Hughes fan
and was completely ruined as aresult. Les did
apainstaking ground-up rebuild with
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reviewing the reviews....
The uncoloured bass extension is probably the first feature that one notices. Organ, piano, full orchestra
or electronic bass are immediately characterized by anew depth and fullness, with the whole room
apparently coupled in as an extension to the speakers themselves. Iwould rate it as one of the most
impressive loudspeakers now being made in the UK.
John Borwick, Gramophone

Briefly the TDL Reference Standard is abass reproducer which in frequency range can compare to the
most advanced and most expensive subwoofer constructions, and in respect of the quality of the bass
reproduction these loudspeakers are equal to any commerical design we know of, or have tested. The
bass reproduction in other words is complete, precise and accurate.
Steen Michaelsen and Michael Madsen, High Fidelity (Denmark)

To summarise, it is adistinctive but altogether fascinating speaker, amust for lovers of the type of bass
that strikes you to the marrow; very absorbing and very accurate. There is no doubt that this is aspeaker
for lovers of full-flavoured best quality Barolo, rather than delicate Sauvignon.
Bebo Moroni, Audio Review (Italy)

Gainsaying its large size, the Monitor sounded agile throughout the frequency range, the main treble
register being rated as exceptional. The midrange ran the treble aclose second. The bass remained clean
at full power, and well differentiated from the mid and treble. Cathedral organ could be reproduced at
impressive levels, with fine weight accorded to the pedal registration; but by contrast, its reggae
performance was not to be sneezed at. In particular, if extended bass is important to you, then you owe it
to yourself to hear this speaker.
Martin Gallon's, HiFi News

The extreme bass of course has aunique feel with large transmission-line enclosures like this. The bass
end is unusually extended, as Isoon confirmed by picking out deep organ pedal notes, timpani, etc. The
bass had atightness which added definition all the way up the scale, and this loudspeaker seems to have
less 'hangover' than most.
John Borwick, Gramophone

You don't have to possess Midas'd ears to know instantly that the big TDLs are Something Special. They
stretch down through the bottom octaves with such authority that those who think British designers
can't deal with bass will be eating their words, sans salt and pepper. Deep? You are going to feel the
music, not simply hear it. Not only is the bass deep and exceptionally well-controlled, it has scale. The
quantity and ' size' of the bass is perfectly proportional to the upper registers, rarely swamping it and yet
possessing adimensional presence which can only be described as majestic.
Ken Kessler, HiFi News
copies of these reviews, together with product literature are available on request.

transmission line speakers
Trans ducer

Developments Limited
PO Box 98 High Wyc ombe Bucks HP13 6LN England Tel: (0494) 441191 Telex: 838050TDL-G Fax: (049 4 )461803
652 Glenbrook Road Stamford Connecticut CT 06906 USA Tel: (203) 324 7269 Fax: (203) 324 7027
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audiophile components, modifying the disc
stage and the power supply. It is agorgeous
sounding unit which mates beautifully with
the Radford. He is amagician with valve gear
(and solid state too) and is adesigner of
considerably repute, and Ican
wholeheartedly recommend his services to
anyone. He also produces special turntable
power supply units (to which Isoon hope to
treat my cherished 124) which is usable on
many turntables. Les is based in Chesterfield
in Derbyshire (Tel: Chesterfield 200096) and
is having his workshop considerably enlarged
to cope with the volume of work he receives
(so please be patient!).
In my opinion, Ken Kessler severely
underestimated the Glassic when he reviewed
it — it is unsurpassed as astep-up device, and
is afabulous match with my SPU Gold.
David Peart still produces the Glassic
together with anew valve pre-amp with
separate valve power supply under the name
Verna which Iunderstand is shortly to be
reviewed by Ken Kessler. He also has a
prototype output transformerless valve power
amp which sounds excellent. He is based in
Chester (Tel: Chester 675185) and is well
worth avisit ( his wife makes afirst class cup
of coffee!) Iwould urge all fellow enthusiasts
with alonging for high-end sounds at less
than high-end prices to not be afraid to scour
the classifieds. It might take awhile to find
what you are looking for, you often have to
travel considerable distances and you
certainly don't get comparative dems, but
you will meet knowledgeable enthusiasts,
make useful contacts (
viz, Les and David)
and you can end up with equipment made to
astandard all too rarely seen today.
Lastly, does anyone know where Ican find
aMarantz 10B tuner?
Yours faithfully
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From: David Friend, Prestbury
Dear Sir, Have you ever been to Bayreuth?
The orchestral prelude rises in complete
darkness and fills the auditorium. Since the
orchestra is hidden from the audience even
when the lights are up, the instrumental
positions cannot be seen and so the music
floats in the air. To my taste it sounds like the
best audio-system in the world and yet it is far
removed from the sort of effect strived for by
those who would condition our sonic values
in the home.
This thought was prompted by the letter
from Paul Selby (
HFNIRR Dec) and his plea
for Ambisonics. Ihave good news for him.
The effect he wants is achievable with the
simple expedient of an additional integrated
amplifier connected to the main pre-amplifier
via the tape outlets and driving apair of rear
speakers. Such an arrangement enables the
volume and balance of the rear speakers to be
adjusted to any desired level and it is
remarkable how much extra sense of space
and enjoyment it gives to the music.
Of course Irealize such asuggestion is near
heresy to the hi-fi purists with their
preconditioned ideas of what good sound is
all about. One of these days they will wake up
to the fact that there is agreat variety of taste
out there and will start helping people
towards achieving the sound they enjoy best.
Doctors who write the same prescription for
all ills are best avoided, and Ilook forward to
the day when hi-fi comes of age and the public
is served with aproper evaluation of the very

different sound stages people can achieve in
their homes.
My two amplifier/four speaker formula
may not be as realistic as Ambisonics (which I
have never heard), but it has more impact on
my listening pleasure than all the high end
gimmicks Ihave listened to and found
wanting. After trying anumber of speaker
combinations, Iuse Magneplanar MKIll's at
the front and Allison Ones at the back. Iam
listening to Parsed at the moment and am
almost back at Bayreuth, but if Iwant to
listen to Joan Armatrading or the Lindsay
Quartet Iprefer to use adifferent system in a
different room. Given one choice, however,
there is no doubt about which sound Iwould
take to my desert island.
Yours faithfully

Retail margins and CD profits
From: Mr SMoseley, West Midlands
Dear Sir, Regarding WEA's reduction in the
trade price of its CDs. Ihave just opened a
specialist CD shop and welcomed their move
greatly. However, Iwas then surprised to find
that when Ireceived deliveries of their new
releases, Chris Rea — Best of, Paul Simon —
Negotiations & Love Songs, Anita Baker, etc,
these have in fact received no reduction and
are still at the original trade price of £7.29
plus VAT!
If you then end up with these releases in
the top 20, priced at £9.99/£10.99 in order to
be competitive there is very little margin to
play with (virtually none at £9.99).
This has aknock-on effect because you
have to make up this 'loss' elsewhere, thereby
making it very difficult to sell non-discounted
discs at £10.00, which is WEA's intention. If
they are going to reduce their discs, they
could at least be bold enough to do it across
the board and not just on the slower moving
titles.
Ihave noticed in this area, that none of the
other retailers have dropped their prices of
WEA CDs, possibly due to the problem of
pricing Ihave outlined above.
Quite frankly, Iam sick of the record
companies raking in huge profits, while the
retailers exist on such small margins. They
forget that if the retailers were not there, they
would not exist.
There is ahuge market for CDs untapped
because of their continuing high prices;
everyone's patting themselves on the back for
the increase in CD sales since its
introduction, but they fail to appreciate that
had prices been somewhat more affordable,
the sales could have been many times greater.
Here's hoping we can all actually see trade
prices falling across the board soon.
Yours faithfully

Music Wanting
From: R A Morris, Shrewsbury
Dear Sir, As an avid reader of HFNIRR, and
arecent slave to my Technics compact disc
player, Ifind that there is aserious lack ( at
present) of good compact discs for my kind of
music, which is good cathedral music, and
Big Band swing such as Don Lusher's Tribute
to the Big Bands Version One, etc in my
town.
Could you or your many esteemed music
reviewers recommend any compact discs for
music as above? Iwould be grateful for any
suggestions.
Yours faithfully
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8000C & 8000P
Pre & Power
Amplifier
MUSICAL
POWERFUL
... VERSATILE
Call or write for full data
and details of your
Audiolab dealer:
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY LTD
26 Roman Way Industrial Estate,
Godmanchester, Huntingdon,
Cambs PE18 8LN, England
Tel: (0480) 52521

Your hi-fi may be great
but if the ' sound' isn't clean
its probably because

SICOMIN

YOUR RECORDS
ARE STILL DIRTY!

Ultra low mass Kevlar/Carbon Fibre, spiked
isolation platforms, and composite CD
dampers. for the ultimate in resolution.

Want to know more about the only
effective way to clean records? Then fill
in the coupon below and we'll send you a
copy of our booklet " Record Cleaning
Perfected"

(NITTY GRITTY')
RECORD CARE PRODUCTS
Distributed in the UK by KJ Leisuresound Ltd 26 New Cavendish Street,
London W1M 7LH Telephone: 01-486 8262/3 Fax: 01-487 3452
To: KJ Leisuresound Ltd, 26 New Cavendish St, London W1M 7LEI

Please send me a copy of " Record Cleaning Perfected"
Send SAE for catalogue and list of dealers.

Name
Address
Post Code

NGIHN1

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
318 WORPLE RD. LONDON, SW20 8QU.
TEL: 01 947 5047
TELEX: 894800 Absol G.

NEWS> 1
ALLISON LOUDSPEAKERS RETURN TO UK
After an absence of some years
Allison loudspeakers from the
USA are again available in the
UK market. Allison Acoustics Inc
has established a wholly-owned
UK subsidiary which will eventually branch into manufacturing
and distribution to Europe. The
target date for UK manufacture is
prior to 1992. The company will
be making available the entire
Allison line, which consists of four
model ranges. The LC • Range is
made up of the two-way Model
110 (£ 169.90), Model 120
(£199.90) and Model 145
(£239.90). The CD Range consists
of four models utilizing the company's room-matching techniques
with enclosures which exploit the
room's boundaries for beneficial
effect. Models include the CD6

(£269.90), CD7 (£339.90), CD8
(£499.90) and CD9 (£849.90). The
CD models are available in walnut
or black, with oak available at a
slightly higher cost. The IC range,
launched in 1987, so far consists
of one model, the IC 20, featuring
new technology to provide the
listener with remote control of
various dispersion parameters;
price is £3999.90. Also available is
afour-model range of mini-speakers consisting of the Mini 2passive
monitor (£149.90), the Mini 2P
active £269.90), Mini 2 subwoofer £ 169.90) and the Mini 2
Subwoo er System (£299.90). For
more details, contact Allison
Acoustics Ltd, 20 Cleveland Way,
Shelley, Huddersfield, West
Yorkshire HD9 8NQ. Tel (0484)
603965.

CELLO APPOINTS ASTON AUDIO
Cello Ltd has appointed Aston
Audio as its UK retailer. The
Cello catalogue now consists of
the Audio Suite pre-amp (£4300£11,900 depending on specification), Audio Palette tone control
system (£6700), Master Power

Supply (£ 1700), Performance
Mono Power Amplifier (£9900
per pair), Amati Speaker (£3900
per pair) and Chorals cartridge
(£590). Aston Audio Ltd, Lightbrook House, 4 West Street,
Alderley Edge, Cheshire.

DIGITAL SPEAKER STUDY BY FBA
The Federation of British Audio,
at its AGM, has agreed to appoint
aconsultant to provide afeasibility study into the concept of a
British designed digital speaker.
It is expected the initial study will
take six to twelve months before it
is presented to the Department of
Trade and Industry to seek partial
funding for the project. This is
described by the FBA as long
term with 'blue skies research'

and will encompass transducers,
signal and user interface.
The main benefits are seen as
strengthening specialist industry
in response to overseas competition and to point the way forward
for production configurations,
over anything up to ten years. The
Association will decide at its next
annual meeting how to continue
with the project and finalize the
funding arrangements.

ART AUDIO AMP AND PRE
Art Audio has introduced a new
valve pre- amp, the VP1, and
solid-state power amplifier, the
P180. The VP1 (£ 175) uses top
quality components throughout,
including Holco resistors, capacitors from WonderCap, ICW and
ERO, and ALPS balance and
volume controls. Specification
includes full control over two tape
decks, five line inputs and switehable m-m/m-c phono stage; goldplated sockets are used for the
plug-in phono loading resistors.
The circuits uses no cathode followers and has unusually high

current, low ouput impedance
amplification stages for increased
clarity. The P180 (£255) is rated at
90W/channel into a4ohm load, or
45W/channel into 8ohms. Each
driver stage employs independent
rectification, smoothing and regulation; its toroidal transformer is
rated at 500VA. Full star earthing
is used in the circuit and components are as per the pre-amplifier.
Connections are via high-current
binding posts and gold-plated
phono input connectors. Art Studio, 130 Main Street, Calverton,
Notts. Tel (0602) 653604.

STUDIO POWER ADDS WOOFER

AUDIOFREAKS TO DISTRIBUTE C-J
Conrad- Johnson, Motif and
Sonographe products should soon
be available again in the UK —
Audiofreaks has announced its
acquisition of sole distribution
rights. Since last seen in this
country, the C-J range of valve
electronics has undergone radical
changes. The entry-level pre-amp
PV-7will now retail here for £785,
while two new models replace the
PV-5 and Premier Three preamps: these are the new PV- 8 at
£1699 and the PV-9at £2975, both

incorporating a newly designed
phono stage with passive RIAA
and 47dB gain. Top of the range is
the Premier Seven, a new reference pre-amp — with 12 single
triodes in a zero feedback configuration, it sells for £7669. On
the power amplifier front, the
MV-50 is available at £ 1699 and
the successor to the Premier Four
is the new 2x100W MV- 100 which
will cost £2975. Audiofreaks, 15
Link Way, Ham, Surrey TW10
7QT. 01-948 4153.

ONKYO LAUNCHES 8-TIMES
OVERSAMPLING CD PLAYER
Onkyo has introduced anew CD
player, the DX- 3500, which features 8- times oversampling.
Retailing at only £249.50 ' the
DX-3500 also features Onkyo's
'OptoDrive' circuitry, anew type
of steady-state current supply
which ensures that the output
from the D/A converters is free of
electromagnetic interference; the
unit features separate drives for
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

left and right channels. Also teatured is optical output for feeding
a digital signal to an outboard
DIA converter, 20- track random
music programming, three-beam
laser pick-up, 20-track random/
shuffle play, A- B block repeat and
infra-red remote control. Natural
Sound Systems, Axis 4, Rhodes
Way, Watford, Herts. WD2
4YW. (0923) 226499.
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Studio Power's latest models are
the SUB2000 sub-woofer system
and the Sound Panel. The
SUB2000 System incorporates
two 8in bass units mounted out of
phase with each other in a push/
pull arrangement in one cabinet.
The unit contains the crossover
network, which then feeds a pair
of small satellites, the woofer unit
being sited wherever convenient.

Price of the SUB200 System is
£349.90. The Sound Panel is a
wall-mount speaker containing a
6in bass driver and 2in cone/
domed tweeter. The structure is
described as a ' convex square',
which can go on the wall or the
floor. Price is £189.90 per pair.
Studio Power, Studio House, 65
Victoria Road, Guiseley, Leeds
LS20 8DQ. (0943) 870057.

PRIMARE CHANGES BRING LOWER PRICES
Primare of Denmark has undergone reorganization, resulting in a
change in the distribution network as well as substantial price
reductions. Acoustic Gold will
still be involved with Primare
products in the UK, but supply
will now be direct from Denmark
to the retailer with Acoustic Gold
acting primarily as an agent. The
price changes are as follow: the
928 Mono Block Power
Amplifiers will sell for £1380 each
instead of £2250; the 928 Pre-

amplifier will sell for £2190
instead of £3750; the optional
remote control will add £500 to
the cost. This means that the total
cost of the 928 system less remote
has been cut from £8250 to £4950.
The company has also announced
that it will be launching new products, with details to follow in mid
or late 1989, and that the whitefinished version of the 928 will still
be available to special order. For
details, please contact Acoustic
Gold on 01-941 6737,

HI-FI MARKETS ACQUIRE CAMBRIDGE
Amplifier and CD player manufacturer Cambridge Audio has
become a wholly-owned subsidiary of HiFi Markets Group plc.
Cambridge designer Stan Curtis
will resume his role as product

designer. The sales structure will
remain unchanged. It is understood that HiFi Markets was one
of anumber of bidders seeking to
acquire Cambridge after the company had gone into receivership.
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ANEW RANGE OF SONY TAPES.
WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET.

When you make arecording you want it to

new range apart, they also look special.

sound as close as possible to the original.

But, it's alook with apurpose. The Metal- ES,

Astatement of the obvious?

UX Pro, UX-ES and UX-S all benefit from the

You might not think so when you listen to

new Infinity Shaped shell, which, apart from

some tapes.

looking rather nice, makes them much

That's why Sony have launched a new

tougher, gives the tapes asteady even flow

range of 8audio cassettes. Every single one,

over the heads and reduces modulation

whether it's top of the range Metal- ES or

noise to aminimum.

the world favourite HF has been carefully

And not to be left out, the UX, HF ES and

designed and engineered to give you the

the HF S all have a new wide window so

ultimate in performance in it's category,

you can see exactly where you are on the

including higher levels of retentivity and

tape and the HF has the widest window

coercivity so not only do your recordings

of the lot, because the whole cassette is

capture the original but having captured it,

clear - just like the sound.

they keep it.

Just another way of saying ' what you see

And it's not just the sound that sets Sony's

is what you get

SONY
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ZARATHUSTRA TURNTABLE, PLUTO ARMS 'TAS' ANNIVERSARY AWARDS
Zarathustra Designs, manufacturers of a hand-built, slate plinth
high end turntable, has introduced asimpler, more cost-effective deck and uprated the original
model. The Series 4 (£1400) and
revised Series 5 (£2500) belt-drive
turntables both feature floating
three-point suspension systems
utilizing helical compression
springs. Drive is supplied by a
precision low-torque synchronous
motor, rigidly mounted within a
stainless steel enclosure.
The company has also under-

taken the distribution of Pluto
Audio's Prestige-Titan tonearms
from Germany. Three models are
available, including the 5A Basic
(£2475), 5A Improved ( um)
and 6A (£1000). The Pluto arms
feature straight arm tubes, gimbal
bearings and the ability to handle
awide range of cartridge weights.
Wiring is 99.99% pure silver. For
more information contact
Zarathustra Designs, Gosford
Camp Cottage, Longniddry, East
Lothian EH32 OPX, Scotland. Tel
(087 57) 662.

US magazine The Absolute Sound
marked its 15th year of publication with atwo-day celebration of
the high end 'in honor of the
designers of the equipment, the
authors of the recordings, and the
movers and shakers who brought
it into being'. The culmination
was an awards banquet, with two
'intermissions' of live music.
Probably the largest gathering of
designers, recordists, movers/
shakers, listeners and reporters
ever collected together outside of
a hi-fi show, for pleasure rather
than for business. TAS is planning
to repeat this gathering every year
or so.

OBITUARY: MAURICE
One of the BBC's foremost loudspeaker designers has died aged
63. Maurice Whatton first joined
the Corporation as an engineer at
Bush House, home of the World
Service, in 1947, transferring to
Designs Department in 1953
where he worked initially in the
Television Studio Apparatus Section. He was perhaps best known
there for his work on the first
semi-conductor sync pulse gener-

BRIEFING
CASE LOGIC is anew line of CD
and cassette carrying cases,
including nylon and genuine
leather bags with shoulder straps,
featuring rigid inner library trays
which can be removed for home
storage. Path Group plc, Desborough Industrial Park, High
Wycombe, Bucks. HP12 3BG.
(0494) 459981.
EAR has announced price
increases on the following products: 509 power amplifier, £ 1698;
549 power amplifier, £3295; 802
preamp, £998; The head m-cstepup, £328.

Two categories of awards were
given: for Lifetime Achievement
and for excellence in aparticular
area. Lifetime Achievement
awards were given to: Bill Porter,
engineer for some 7,000 RCA
Nashville recordings, over 300 of
which made it to the pop charts,
with such artists as Elvis Presley,
Buddy Rich, and Chet Atkins; the
late Stewart Hegeman, a highly
regarded engineer and designer of
tube electronics, including the
Citation ONE and the Dynaco
WHATTON
FM-3tuner; of speakers, and tape
ator. He moved to Recording recorders, he believed that what
Section in 1972 working on a could be heard, could be meadigital data store before working sured, even if no-one had yet
in Sound Section from 1973. He figured out how to measure it ( the
was principally involved in louds- award was accepted by his wife
peaker development which Linette who had worked with him
included the LS3/5 and the LS5/9, for many years); Joseph Grado,
still in current production. He was who makes the famed ( for excelalso also responsible for amplifier lent sound at a truly affordable
design. Maurice Whatton retired price) ZTE+1 cartridge as well as
from the BBC in February 1984 the highly regarded Signature
TB series. He also builds violin and
through ill health.
QUAD has developed a new protection circuit for the original ESL
to enable it to be used safely with
the Quad 306 and 606 as well as
other makes of amplifier. The
moving coil module previously
supplied with the Quad 34 preamp will now be an optional
extra; the company's research
revealed that ' most of those supplied were never used'.
RENDAR has introduced the
Spikemodule, athrowaway device
for protection against power line
overloads. It plugs into any 1EC
power distribution system and can
absorb lightning-induced surges
up to 4500A. If surges reach an
unacceptable level, a small panel
on the component changes colour,
indicating the need for replacement. Rendar Ltd, Durban Road,
South Bersted, Bognor Regis,
West Sussex P022 9RL.

CREEK AUDIO, the amplifier
manufacturer, has been purchased by the TGI Group, which
already owns Goodmans, Tannoy
and Mordaunt-Short. It is understood that Creek will be operated
under the auspices of the Mor- Eight STUDER A820 multi-track
tape recorders were used by Jean
daunt-Short division of TGI.
Michel Jarre for his Docklands
MITSUBISHI's latest midi system concert on 8-9 October.
is the E804CD, featuring full
remote control, 50W/channel The assets of VITAVOX has been
amplifier, CD player, three-band acquired by Secomak Ltd. Vitatuner, twin cassette deck, belt- vox can be reached at Honeypot
drive turntable and three-way Lane, Stanmore, Middlesex HA7
speakers. Price is £599.
1BE. 01-952 5566.
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EVENTS
7-10 JANUARY 1989 Winter Consumer Electronics Show, Las
Vegas, Nevada, USA.
31 JANUARY 1989 Alphason
Musical Evenings sponsored by
Aston Audio, Stanneylands
Hotel, Wilmslow, Cheshire. Call
(0625) 582704 for tickets.
21-22 FEBRUARY 1989 Sound
Eighty-Nine, Heathrow Penta
Hotel. Applications for exhibition
space should be made to Sound
and Communications Industries
Federation, 4b High Street, Burnham, Slough SL! 7JH. Tel
(06286) 67633.
7-10 MARCH 1989 86th AES
Convention, Hamburg, West
Germany. For details contact
Norman Bolewski, Malvenstrasse
12, D-1000 Berlin 45, W. Germany. Tel + 30/8 31 28 10.
13-18 APRIL 1989 Satis 89 European trade fair for audio/visual
techniques. Parc des Expositions
de la Porte de Versailles, Paris,
France.
18-21 APRIL 1989 Fiarex 89 International Trade Fair, RAI Centre,
Amsterdam, Holland. For details,

sings operatic tenor. Wilma
Cozart, who started at Mercury
records in New York in 1950 as an
assistant and within one year had
made her distinctive mark. Her
dream was to make the best
record possible and it was one she
shared with Bob Fine, Mercury's
recording engineer. As recording
director, she chose the music to be
recorded and then served as a
tireless organizer and persuader
in selecting the performers and
orchestrating all the many other
elements involved in producing a
record. She and Bob Fine married
in '56; Ms. Cozart left Mercury in
1964, with an extraordinary
record of achievement; J. Gordon
Holt, who established the alternative press with Stereophile. '
If it
weren't for Gordon, none of us
would be here' said HP, in closing
his introduction.
The following designers also
received awards: Yoshiaki Sugano
for the Koetsu moving coil cartridges; Alastair Robertson-Aikman for the SME Series V pivoted
arm; Ivor Tiefenbrun for the Linn
LP- 12 turntable; Bruce Brisson
for the MIT Shotgun series
speaker cables and electronic
interconnects; Doug Sax and Lincoln Mayorga for the Sheffield
Lab direct-to-disc recordings;
William Zane Johnson for the
Audio Research SP-3, SP- 10 and
11 series tube pre-amplifiers, the
D-150 and D-79 series tube power
amplifiers; and Peter Walker for
the Quad ESL 63 electrostatic
loudspeaker. English designers
were surprising well represented
here.
LD
contact RAI Gebouw BV, Europaplein, 1078 GZ Amsterdam,
Holland. Tel 020-549 12 12, Fax
020-46 10 06.
5 JULY 1989 18th Annual International Trombone Workshop,
Eton College, Windsor.
AUGUST 1989 East Coast Electronics Expo, Jacob K Javits Convention Centre, New York City,
USA. Contact Larkin-PluznickLarkin, 100 Wells Ave, PO Box
9103, Newton, MA 02159-9103
USA.
14-17 SEPTEMBER 1989 The HiFi Show, sponsored by HFNIRR.
Heathrow Penta Hotel.
14-18 SEPTEMBER 1989 22nd
Sim- Hi-fi Ives Audio Fair, Milan,
Italy.
18-21 SEPTEMBER 1989
MediaVisie, audio-visual media
trade fair. RAI International
Exhibition Centre, Amsterdam,
Holland. For information, phone
YJ Joustra on (0) 20-549 12 12.
25-28 OCTOBER 1989 Broadcast
89, Frankfurt Fairground, Frankfurt, W Germany. For details
contact Wilhelm P Hosenseidl on
(069) 7575-6452.
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KOSS The word
on everyone's ears
Koss Supersonic
Technology (SST)
Designed specifically for use with today's digital
technology, the SST's offer the best in sound and
comfort. Whether you prefer the heavy bass and
isolated sound of aclosed headphone or the
open, airy sound of ahear-through headphone,
there's an SST model for you.

Koss Prolite

Using Neodymium magnets, the Prolites provide
fema7kable high magnetic flux density without
•-.4dcling to their lightweight portability. The high
powered motor drives the diaphragm at incredibly
high speeds while remaining low in distortion.
Special temporal pad design redirects the pressure
away from the ear to the temple.

Koss Porta Lite

Koss Kordless

A range of four headphones designed to meet
needs of the contemporary music lover whateve
their budget. These models offer great portable
sound with features like extra cushions, volume
balance controls, even 1/4 inch adapter plugs for
home use.

Koss Fun 'N' Fashion

Portable listening never looked or sounded as
great as the Fun ' N' Fashion headphones — the
ultimate accessory for today's fashion conscious
listener. And because they're Koss, you get spare
cushions, volume balance controls, adapter plugs,
and of course, great sound.

Koss Kordless combine the finest in headphone
design with the latest in infrared technologyy. Now,
:isten to your favourite CD's, audio or video tapes,
even TV broadcasts with complete freedom. And
because it's Koss, you get full frequency response
and high-output capabilityy.

Koss Music Pals

For today's active listener on- the-go, Koss
presents the Music Pals. These ultra-lightweight
models fit directly in the ear for asecure,
comfortable fit that's perfect for bicyclists, joggers
and other music lovers on the move. Complete
with arange of accessories.

IÉÇ
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Koss Professionals

Studio and broadcast professionals, as well as other
discriminating audiophiles have long preferred the
full frequency, deep bass sound of Koss'
professional headphones. Foam-filled earcushions
totally isolate the listener from distracting outside
sounds and irritating feedback.

BS

HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01-607 2717

Please send me full details on the full range of Koss headphones, to HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ.
Name

Address

Post Code
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MUNICH SHOW REPORT
'HIGH END 1ST HIP!' proclaimed the badges, which — I
suppose — is aGerman excuse for
indulging in top-end components.
It was a show unlike any I've
attended, small but perfectly
formed as they say.
The venue was Munich's stunning Arabella Hotel, providing
massive rooms and premium creature comforts which make every
other hi-fi show seem almost
slum- like. Sponsored by Munich
spealist retailer Hi Fi Team, the
show attracted exhibitors dealing
only with ' the good stuff' — not a
rack system or ghetto blaster in
sight. And — surprise, surprise —
British makes outnumbered all
others.
It was an object lesson in dismissing stereotypes. Not only did
the Germans reveal an overwhelming approval of Britishmade hi-fi, they also proved to be
as tweaky as the most lunatic of
UK hobbyists; so much for the
belief that the Germans live by
specifications.
Ordinarily, dealer- sponsored
shows offer little in the way of
scoops and launches, but this one
played host to new products and a
load of existing components
which were new to me because
they don't leave the Fatherland.
But just to set the tone, here's a
(probably incomplete) list of the
UK exhibitors who flew the flag
with real style: Beard, A&R, Sugden, Rogers, Musical eldelity,
Rega, Nairn, Linn, Voyd, Moth,
Albarry, SME, TDL, Helius,
Royd, Acoustic Energy. It was
enough to bring a tear to your
eye, especially if you were one of
the only-four UK residents present at the show.
The first sight to greet you at
the top of the stairs was adisplay
from Transrotor, they of turntable-with-airplane-throttle fame.
They weren't showing that multibelt, multi-motor device; instead,
the display featured their Michelllike Classic and Connoisseur
turntables, the former built
around aclear Perspex plinth, the
latter in black. Both are beltdrives with heavy acrylic platters
and they're the least fussy,
cleanest looking machines I've
ever seen. The focus of the display, though, was a gold-plated

PEOPLE
JOHN BOOTH has joined
Marantz UK as Sales and Marketing Director. Also joining
Marantz are ERIC KINGDON,
Product Manager, TERRIE
O'CONNELL, Commercial Manager and DEREK DIMBLEBEE,
National Sales Manager.
GUNTHER BREEST has been
named Managing Director of CBS
Masterworks. He will establish
the company's classical music
headquarters in Hamburg. Mr
Breest joins CBS after 18 years
with DG where he was Executive
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

prototype of a plinth- less deck
which takes two arms at either
end of astraight frame about the
size and shape of two cartons of
cigarettes placed end to end. The
bearing/platter is sited in the middle and the whole thing looks like
some piece of industrial sculpture
rather than mere hi-fi. Also on
view were some neat isolation feet
which come with inserts of three
different degrees of stiffness; you
select the insert according to the
type of component to be supported.
Turntables were everywhere,
belying yet another myth — that

done, with Thorens' approval, is
to manufacture new springs,
plated in chrome vanadium,
machined aclose-tolerance aluminium pulley, devise anew bearing
specified at 98 Rockwell (which
they assured me was higher than
Linn's), plus myriad other detail
changes, including refinement of
the TP90 arm. This sells complete
for DM1300, but the company
wants to offer the bits as a kit
which could be made available in
the UK.
Tweak of the show came from a
chap named Pierre-Jean Farkas,
who handed me three watch wind-

Germany had abandoned LP for
CD. Every single one of the distributors said that quality turntables
were selling well enough to create
a shortage, and two distributors
were fighting over the rights to the
Moth turntable. Besides the
native Transrotor and Thorens
lines (the latter including asensational white version of the TD 321
called the ' Ambiance), Pierre
Lurné showed the new J4, amassive version of the current model
able to take three arms and supported on a huge, wood-trimmed
base. The rest of the decks were
British, with Linn showing both
LP12 and Axis (but only aphoto
of the Ekos), Rega present with
both models plus aRega 3in gloss
white, and the Voyd sporting the
exquisite Helius Cymbeline
tonearm.
Naim distributor Phonosophie
showed their modified version of
the Thorens TD160, reminiscent
of the ATR mods some years
back. What the company has

ing crowns. He took me into a
room, took the mat off a Rega
and placed the three crowns in a
triangle corresponding to the
edges of the record label. The LP
went on top, raising the disc a
couple of millimetres above the
platter — shades of Meitner. What
did it do? Ihate to admit it, but
focus improved, bass was tighter
and showing better extension and
surface noise seemed lower. I'll
tell you more next month, but for
the time being, this guy should
change his name to Pieter Belt.
Freakiest item of all was the
Synthese MPU-End power
amplifier. I'd heard about this
strange beauty notable for its
unusual architecture. Instead of
the usual cubist lump, it looks like
a small dipole speaker, standing
850mm tall, 450mm wide and ( I
forgot to measure it) about four
fingers deep. Rated at 2x150W, it
uses all-bi-polar transistors and is
available with either aclear front
panel to show off the massive,

Vice President and Director of
Artists and Repertoire.
GREGORY DRUMMOND has
been appointed Production Manager of Quad's loudspeaker department.
MARK KINGSTON has been
appointed Press and Information
Officer of the International Federation of Phonogram and Videogram Producers ( IFPI).
DAVID O'MALLEY has been
appointed Sales Director of Beard
Audio. Prior to this appointment
he spent six years with KEF as
National Sales Manager.
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SHOPTALK
CDX is a new CD-only shop
recently opened at Guildhall
News, Goodall Street, Walsall.
Tel Walsall 724210.
NEWBURY AUDIO is anew specialist retailer with purpose-built
single speaker demonstration facilities. The address is 2 Weavers
Walk, Northbrook Street, Newbury, Berkshire. (0635) 33929.
SOUNDWAVES has been
appointed as a Naim franchised
Dealer. Soundwaves, 1 Holbury
Drove Precinct, Holbory, Hants.
SO4 1PW. Tel. (0703) 899131.

component-filled boards or dark
blue panel for those preferring
subtlety. Price is DM7000 (around
£2200).
Ifinally got aclose look at all of
the current Mark Levinson models, including the outboard phono
stage, as well as the latest Bryston
bits, the Sumo tuner first seen at
The HiFi Show at Heathrow, a
half-dozen Sugden amps which
deserve greater exposure in their
home market, the top-end Sony,
Sansui and Kenwood electronics,
Sonus Faber's gorgeous wooden
integrated amplifier, and the
chrome-plated Kebschull valve
amps; they do a stunning 18W
Class-A monoblock for DM3600
per pair (£ 1090). Other valves
heard at the show included the
Premier-series Conrad-Johnson
electronics driving Magneplanar
MG-2.5s, doing amighty job with
the show's number one demo
choice, Bobby McFerrin.
Absolutely new to me were the
gorgeous MC floor- standing
speakers from Holland, the large
floor-standing dynamic speakers
from Dynaudio, mini speakers
from PAT (including aweird cube
subwoofer on springs) and Germany-only Royd loudspeakers
tweaked for that market. Biggest
shocker, though, was aGermanyonly version of the TDL Studio
Monitor ( beveled-edge deluxe
enclosure and 'tighter' sound) and
the prototype of a passive/active
version with passive tweeters but
active mid and bass drivers.
Which leads me to my thought
for the month: only one UK
manufacturer (TDL) bothered to
send over arepresentative, which
is quite shocking when you consider that the German distributors
did a far better job with these
imported products than the parent
companies do when they're
responsible for the exhibitions.
All of the passive displays were
tasteful and comfortable, while
the active demonstrations were
tuned to perfection. Ihave never
heard Naim electronics or Royd
speakers sound as fine as they did
at Munich.
Then again, I've never heard
American high-end equipment
sound as good as it does when set
up by the British...
Ken Kessler

TANDY has opened its 250th
shop. Situated in London's Tottenham Court Road: InterTAN's
MD says it represents a major
achievement.

CRIME WATCH

MERIDIAN had the following
Series 200 units stolen from their
stand at the BBC Radio Show:
207 CD player (s/n K203918); two
205 Mono Power Amplifiers (s/n
J101615 and J101616); 201 Preamplifier (s/n G200877); 204 Tuner/
Timer ( s/n R300755). If you are
offered these, phone Boothroyd
Stuart Ltd on (0480) 52144.
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Ex
' elusive United Kingdom distributor
Cyatuepath Ltd.
.
.
25 geathfield
Stacey Bushes
Milton Keynes
Bucks MK12 61-111
0908-317-707
Fax 0908-322-104
Telex:- 94016133 GAME

•
Matta / Differtential Mode.
mono Power Amplifier
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HE FIRST RADIO SHOW for over
twenty years closed with the BBC
claiming that it had been 'a phenomenal success', and that the target
of 100,000 visitors had been achieved. The
BBC had good reason to be happy. The show
costs were underwritten by the trade exhibitors, many from the hi-fi industry, and profit
from receipts on the door at £5per adult will
be spent on radio programming.
But the exhibitors who underwrote the
show, and the Federation of British Audio,
were less than euphoric.
Henry Skinner had been secretary to the
FBA for only two weeks but had already seen
enough of the industry to be 'surprised' at the
claim to 100,000 visitors. Others who visited
the show.were downright astounded at the
claim — even though the Show was held only
on the balcony at Earls Court, which makes
even a small crowd look large.
Serious hi-fi buffs have seen a variety of
public shows over the years, with The HiFi
Show at the Penta Hotel gaining strength
each year. But the 'brown goods' industry —
that's audio, video, TV — still badly needs a
public show. There is a trade show every
spring, which spreads awkwardly over ascore
of London hotels. But nothing with the glitz
and glamour of Berlin or Paris.
So the idea of a BBC bonanza at Earls
Court looked very hopeful. But initially the
brown goods trade weren't keen. They
wanted it to be a TV and radio show, like
Berlin, whereas the BBC wanted a Radio
Show. And despite protests from the BBC
that there never was apromise of aNICAM
stereo service in 1988, the larger companies
looked at the NICAM chips, TV sets and
VCRs they had designed for the BBC's
system and pondered on the fine dividing line
between encouragement and promise.
In the August issue of HFNIRR (
published
in July) Ireferred to press and trade doubts
about the Radio Show and warned that 'a
radio-only show could well turn out to have
minority appeal and prove a disastrous
embarassment to the BBC'.
Jock Gallagher, describing himself as
Director of the Radio Show, wrote a letter
for publication (without acopy to me) assuring readers that Iwas 'writing from another
planet' and that he, Jock Gallagher, and his
partner, the organizer of the Ski Show, had
done some research and expected 'around
100,000 visitors'.
HFNIRR published Gallagher's letter,
offering me right of reply. I temporarily
waived this right, fearing that asquabble in
print could only harm attendance. Iwrote a
personal letter to the BBC, but heard nothing
in reply.
Despite misgivings, press and trade day at
Earls Court looked hopeful. Most of the
stands were up; so were the BBC temporary
studios and stages. The relatively small number of exhibits was disguised by the fact that
they filled the balcony instead of rattling
round on the vast main floor below.
The BPI, one of the first to commit, had
paid £8000 on behalf of record companies.
Individual electronics companies were cagey
about revealing exactly how much they had
paid, for fear of being ridiculed by those who
stayed away. But the figures soon leaked out.
Members of the Federation of British
Audio had each been charged around £7000.
JVC had seen the show as alaunch pad for
Super VHS video and coughed up £ 120,000
for adouble-decker stand. Pioneer was in for
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£80,000; Goodmans £30,000; Grundig
£40,000.
If the public came they would not be
disappointed. But would they come? At £5a
head?
By the evening of the first day, Saturday
October 1st, exhibitors were already talking
of cutting their losses and pulling out if the
BBC could not pull in more visitors. Most
stands were dead and deserted. Memorex had
shut down and gone home. The FBA members were visiting each other's exhibits
because the few members of the public who
had come to the Show weren't the slightest
bit interested in looking at amps and speakers. The only stands drawing interest were
those with something to play with, like
Cellnet's car race video games.
You could have rolled cannonballs down
the BBC's Story of Radio tunnel and hurt
no-one.
A BBC Radio Big Band was playing a
quiet 'Mood Indigo' on the main open stage
and was being drowned out by the sound of
rock music echoing across the wide open
spaces from disperate loudspeakers on distant stands.
'If Iever get my hands on the people who
organized this shambles' said one hi-fi manufacturer in despair ' I'll remove what little is
left of their brain'.
Most exhibitors were already talking of
'Hell to pay' and claims for refunds if things
didn't improve.
And, griped Bose, the BBC hadn't learned
from the Time Out Show at Olympia, which
had proved that the public is not interested in
evening browsing. Time Out kept open until 9
o'clock each night. Exhibitors ended up with
empty stands because everyone was watching
films or bands.
The Time Out four-day show pulled in
21,600 at £5atime, abit less than Time Out
expected but enough to raise hope for
another next year.
TO's reaction to the BBC's 100,000 prediction was:
'How do they arrive at that? With a first
time show you can't even guess. You just
have to cross fingers and hope'.
At Earls Court some exhibitors said they
resented being stuck on astand until 10 pm
simply to keep the hall open for the BBC's
scheduled broadcasts.
The £5entrance fee was generally acknowledged as too high — even by the BBC, it
seems, whose publicity buried the price.
Advance booking was upset by the postal
strike. But why should people book by post
anyway, when the price was the same as at
the door?
Exhibitors had known they were in trouble
acouple of weeks before the opening, when
friends said 'what show?' when they said they
were to spend time at Earls Court.
'If it fails I'll never get the industry together
again,' said Ross Walker of Quad, who had
worked long and hard to win FBA support.
'We are here because we had to be here,'
said the BPI gloomily, after dealing with only
ahandful of enquiries on the first day. 'But
ask yourself, how many people go to aRadio
One roadshow — only afew hundred at most.'
JVC showed me their S-VHS demonstration room. It was empty. The only people on
the stand were staff. The Earls Court organizers still hadn't provided an aerial feed for
off-air reception.
Worried BBC production staff mingled
with the few dozen casual spectators on the
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first weekend, applauding vigorously to try
and make the live broadcasts sound 'live'.
The show organizers turned to organizing
save-the-show meetings and back at Broadcasting House the BBC bosses were soon
telling every BBC radio station in Britain that
they must plug the Show at every available
opportunity.
The BBC duly blitzed the country with
plugs on national and local radio and TV. The
BBC also advertised in the national press.
Significantly the plugs and ads made no
mention of the £5 entrance fee (3for
children) and £8parking charge. Imet people
who quite genuinely believed the Show was
free. Once there punters paid up rather than
waste their journey.
The only way for the BBC to have done
more would have been to go out in the streets
with vans and herd people in.
'However they did it, we are delighted that
the BBC saved it from disaster,' says Henry
Skinner of the FBA.
Attendance picked up throughout the
week, with peaks when pop groups appeared
live. Each day the pattern was the same, an
exodus at around 5.30pm when day visitors
went home, and an influx of visitors later on
who came to see the BBC's live shows. FBA
exhibitors estimated that there had been 2000
or 3000 visitors on slow days, rising to around
10,000 on Wednesday and Thursday. So
either they or the BBC's claims to 100,000 are
way out.
Without doubt the show would have
flopped without the BBC's quite shameless
use of its own broadcasting facilities to pull in
customers. Other show organizers should be
so lucky.
The Home Office confirms that the BBC
was within its legal rights to self-advertise.
Section 12 of the Licence and Agreement,
which is asub-section of the BBC's Charter to
broadcast (as last revised in April 1981), says
only that the BBC cannot accept money from
anyone else to advertise aproduct. Hence the
BBC can give free advertising to a type of
product (
eg condoms), or advertise its own
products (like records and tapes) or hammerplug its own events like the Radio Show. The
Home Office says listeners who got sick of
listening to adverts for the Radio Show can
complain. To whom? To the BBC.
Already there is talk of future shows. The
BBC seems genuinely to believe that the
event was a resounding success. But the
organizers will face a tough time from the
electronics industry when they set out to sell
the idea again •
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We reproduced, the mating
call of the Humboldt Penguin
and for Oswald
it instantly broke the ice.

The sound that comes out of a
Mordaunt-Short speaker is as natural as
the sound that goes in.
So whether you're listening to the
sounds of the South Atlantic or the
Penguin Cafe Orchestra you can be sure
that the sound you're hearing is the
sound they're making.

Outstanding
performance, superb
craftsmanship and
exceptional value
for money.
What more can you
ask of aloudspeaker?
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73 080) 721 Telex: 86443 MS HIFI
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Y THOUGHTS ON THE Oakley Pre-amp were rendered outof-date within 48 hours of writing
last month's column. Audiofreaks' supremo, Branko Bozic, continued the
tradition by producing alist of changes about
to affect the Oakley Image. What's so
delightful about Branko is that he quite
ingenuously provided these details without
begging me to halt the presses or whatever it
would have taken to stop the December
issue. A fax arrived containing a long list of
improvements, which combine to address just
about every criticism anyone could have of
the Oakley:
1) The fascia will be made from a thicker
front plate with brushed edges, properly
anodised and with new lettering. This should
take care of aesthetic criticisms and make it
even more of aringer for the delightful Rose.
2) The toggle switches are now black, again
making it look 'classier'. 3) The volume
control will now be supplied by ALPS, and
both it and the source selector will have new,
heavier knobs to provide a more positive,
luxury feel instead of the Skoda clunk of the
earlier versions. 4) The PCB has better
suspension, to reduce microphony. 5) The
phono sockets are now gold-plated types. 6)
The glass top cover has better-looking fixing.
7) The line stage has been reconfigured to
provide a less edgy sound on CD. 8) Most
important of all: The price stays at £425. Not
only will this make the Oakley more of a
challenge to the Rose, it could make me eat
my words about Eastern European workmanship.
Branko also delivered some other good
news, having read my remarks in the HiFi
Show report. I'm pleased to inform you that
the sensible, desirable Audion valve products
will be made available in the UK. Branko has
announced aline-up consisting of the follow-

Spectral and Tsurugi back to back .

ing: CD 1line-level valve pre-amp with two
CD and four line inputs and avalve complement of four ECC82s (£399); the Intro
pre-amp with phono, CD, three line inputs
and avalve complement of four ECC83s and
two ECC82s (£749); adeluxe version of the
Intro called the Reference with line-stage
bypass, bigger power supply and stepped
attenuators (£1295); the Finale 24W Class A
valve monoblock power amplifiers (£995 per
pair).
As you can see, the pricing will mean that a
line-level-only pairing consisting of pre-amp
and Class-A monoblocks will cost under
£1500, which puts it up against the likes of
Beard, Audio Innovations, Croft and others.
As far as I'm concerned, the more the
merrier. I've already asked for review samples.
But enough valves for the present. Ihave
to get back to them next month, so allows me
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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to write about something else which has come
my way. Actually, it's kind of embarassing,
but then I'm quite used to the taste of my size
9s.
In our December High End Supplement, I
went overboard on a product which isn't
available in the UK. Why? Because you
deserved to know about it, it's that good. The
Spectral MCR moving-coil cartridge is simply
one of those delightful components which
seems almost immune to the vagaries of
systems matching, never misbehaves and
always delivers the kind of sound which is
unmistakably ' high end'. My rationale was
that — unlike mains-driven goods which need
voltage conversion or products which weigh
in tens of kilos — acartridge could be ordered
from abroad with just awee bit of initiative
and no more hassle than you'd expect from
shipping something weighing under llb
including packing. Since writing that review,
Ihave had second, third and fourth opinions
from respected colleagues who all agree that
the Spectral is very special indeed. One
borrower looked like he was about to burst
into tears when he had to hand it over to me.
Imagine my surprise when a visitor dropped by with a cartridge of which I'd never
heard which turned out to be a dead ringer
for the Spectral. Now I'm not saying that this
mystery cartridge is a Spectral but with a
slightly different body, or that it has a
relationship to the Spectral like that of the
Ikeda's to the Rowland. All Iknow is that
when Iremoved the bodyshell Isaw something which looked just like anaked Spectral.
When Imeasured it in the same arm and on
the same turntable as Iused for the Spectral,
I got the kind of measurements that I'd
expect of two identical cartridges when allowing only for sample-to-sample variation.
Tracking ability was identical both on measured tests and with audible testing via the
Ortofon 0003 Pick-Up Test LP. Stage width
was identical. VTA requirements were identical. Frequency response varied by no more
than ± 0.1dB from one to the other. Even
temperature changes yielded the same slight
variations in frequency response.
The cartridge which seems to be a sonic
twin of the Spectral is called the Tsurugai or
Tsurugi or Surugi; the gentleman who delivered it had no literature and could not
provide the correct spelling. It is likely to be
distributed here soon, and to sell for around
£800 (which is what I'd expect the Spectral to
sell for if they had aUK distributor). Sourced
from Japan, this cartridge has the same
interior architecture as the Spectal, right
down to the small cloth 'dust cover' over the
coil/magnet assembly. The only visual differences are a white back-plate instead of the
Spectral's blue, and a more pointed body
shape. Oh, and the Tsurugi weighs 0.75g
more than the Spectral.
Sonically, the differences were — again — no
greater than I'd expect from sample-to-sample of consistently-manufactured goods.
(This is not to say that all products benefit
from consistency, and Ican — but won't —
name one cartridge of which I've heard four
samples, none of which resembled the
others.) The Spectral seemed slightly
quicker, with the Tsurugi showing atrace of
sluggishness at the very bottom. If you could
measure musical warmth according to Celsius, the Tsurugi was one degree cooler — and
it was only apparent on sparsely produced,
close-miked female vocals. It went on like
this through every parameter, the net result
being that Icould barely tell one from the
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other. Naturally, Iwas getting abit worried
about my powers of perception. How could
these cartridges be so indistinguishable from
each other — despite the differing body
shapes, atrace of added mass to the Tsurugi,
possibly adifferent stylus profile? Isuppose
that Ishouldn't let it get to me, because the
minor differences were repeatably identifiable, but only with great difficulty . . . rather
like listening to the sound of different phono
plugs.
As I said before, I know nothing about
Tsurugi other than nationality, whereas the
Spectral comes from ahighly-respected, wellestablished high-end force. Spectral is the
company that put this cartridge on the map,
and I'm all for credit going where it's due.
And from what Igather, the cartridge is a
runaway success Stateside and the company is
coping with back orders. If you have a
hankering for the Spectral and don't want the
worry of importing acartridge — which means
shipping it abroad yourself for service — or

. . and side by side (Spectral on left)

you can't abide joing the (rumoured) queue,
the Tsurugi is one dandy alternative. Even if
the cartridge has nothing whatsoever to do
with the Spectral, and its similar sound and
construction are mere coincidences, it's still a
highly desirable moving-coil. Now, will somebody tell me how to spell it?
But back to valves for a moment. Glenn
(with two 'N's) Croft has finally done what
we'd all hoped he would do. ( DRUM'
ROLL . . .) HE'S APPOINTED A DISTRIBUTOR! Yes, gang, there'll now be someone to answer the phone, reply to your
queries and even supply gear! The saviour
comes in the form of Eminent Audio, 34
Rayleigh Road, Pennfields, Wolverhampton
WV3 OAR. Telephone number is (0902)
27498 or 26462. Make note of this, because
I'm tired of supplying Glenn's address and
number to all and sundry when Ishould be
listening to music . . . 4*
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POWER WITH PRECISION
When you demand
alittle more
from your sound
system, Maxell's
new UDI-S
delivers. We've
boosted the high
range of our
performance ferric tape
and improved resolution
in the middle and low
ranges to create a
precise yet powerful
sound for listening in
the fast lane. And
there's more to the new
arrow-window shell than
meets the eye: we've
silenced the cassette
mechanism and tape
travel to make sure the
noise you get is the
noise you want. When you
can't slow down, Maxell
leads the pack.

F118Xe II
If it's worth recording, it's worth Maxell.

ALITTLE LEGEND

THE BBC LS3/5A

Conceived originally as a ' Grade II monitor' for the BBC's own use, the L.S3/5A has been in production
for adozen years and remains as popular as ever. Trevor Butler unravels the true story

T

HERE CAN HARDLY be another
single box which has provoked as
much emotive comment, or given rise
to so many myths and misunderstandings, as the BBC LS3/5A. The very
name has caused confusion, but in fact it
simply follows the BBC's coded equipment
format. In this, cabinets have the prefix 'CT',
filters ' FL' and loudspeakers ' LS', hence the
first two letters. The figure '3' in the code
indicates that the design is primarily for
outside broadcast (OB) use. A figure '5'
would mean studio monitoring, as LS5/9. The
number '5' after the stroke is the model
number, the LS3/5 supplanting previous OB
speakers like the LS3/1. So we arrive at LS3/5
which was the title of the initial model. Later,
the 'A' was added to indicate the first and
only design alteration to the original specification. Any further specification change
would result in a 'B'; but that hasn't happened, and isn't likely to, for reasons which
will become apparent.
The concept of this speaker was to suit
those BBC environments where monitoring
on headphones was not satisfactory and yet
there wasn't sufficient room for a ' Grade l'
monitor. A Grade Imonitor can be used for
critical tonal balancing of programme material, setting of microphone positioning, etc.
Current Grade Imonitors are the LS5/8 and
LS5/9. A Grade II monitor may be used for
checking the quality of programme, but
balance and mic positioning are normally
Grade 1-checked unless there is no alternative. It was recognized that what would be
required was asmall Grade II unit with some
sacrifice of bass response and loudness reproduction, this being justified for the sake of
achieving compactness. The likely users
were, for instance, the production-control
areas of television OB control vans, where
the producer needs to listen at alower level
than that used for the actual mixing.
There was no suitably-available commercial unit, and so the Research Department of
the BBC was asked to design one, at its
headquarters in Kingswood Warren. Less
than aweek elapsed between this request and
the first prototype being offered for field trials
and evaluation. This came about because the
LS3/5 was based around an experimental
loudspeaker which had been developed for
some preliminary work on acoustic scaling
tests at Kingswood.
By using one-eighth scale models, and
one-eighth wavelengths (
je, 8-times frequencies), recordings can be made by which the
merits of particular acoustic techniques can
be assessed, without the expense of alife-size
environment. Naturally, though, this implies
that the entire model reproduction chain, of
tape player, loudspeaker, microphone and
recorder, must be capable of operating at
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very high quality with a frequency range of
400Hz to 100KHz, in order to be able to
model accurately a typical broadcast bandwidth of, say, 40Hz to 15kHz.
Pictured is the model speaker the BBC
used from 1972 until 1980, which represented
a major step in the modelling process.
Although it had its limitations, primarily in
terms of its tonal quality and maximum
power handling, components of this small
loudspeaker were found to be of asufficiently
high quality to help fulfil the demand for the

Loudspeaker used by BBC in model work between 1972
and 1980

unusually compact monitor needed in outside
broadcast use. This was therefore packaged
and called the LS3/5 and showed the model
experimenters to have achieved good results.
A small number of these units were made
in-house by the BBC and used in television
mobile-control-rooms where they gave satisfactory service. The BBC got to the stage of
inviting applications to make the LS3/5 under
licence by outside manufacturers. Indeed,
Rogers issued apress release on 19th February 1974 which proudly announced that they
would be exhibiting the new design at
SONEX '74, an exhibition to be held that
April. They offered a photograph and a

provisional specification: 25W power handling with ± 3dB 80-20,000Hz and ± 4dB 6020,000Hz. Crossover frequency was quoted at
3kHz and the units were a110mm bass driver
•
with aPlastiflex doped Bextrene cone and a
27mm mylar dome tweeter. The price: £52
each plus VAT!
Alas, though, there were to be early
problems. Although the BBC had confidence
in the KEF B110 bass unit at the time, when a
subsequent batch of in-house LS3/5s was
needed it was found that the low and high
frequency units had undergone significant
changes and are-design of the speaker would
be required before production could resume.
Accordingly, the speaker was passed to the
BBC's Designs Department, then located in
Great Portland Street, with a request to
modify it so that it would again be suitable.
The trouble was in three areas: the B110
had changed, exciting the cabinet in a different way, producing a coloration both from
the LF unit and the cabinet; and the HF unit
had developed a pronounced ' tipsy' quality.
In an attempt to ensure that cabinet resonance would not cause problems, the side
panels had each been damped with abituminized pad, and the top and bottom panels
likewise, except that two layers were required
here. In addition, aPVC edging was applied
to the chassis of the LF unit to de-couple it
from the front panel and seal the joint. In
order to damp the air modes of resonance
inside, all internal surfaces were lined with
polyurethane foam. The cabinet was sealed
to prevent air leaks, which might produce
extraneous sounds from the high pressures
produced — indeed even the screw holes were
made airtight. The cabinet problems were
associated with the softwood parana pine
fillets which connected the back panel to the
front; these had an insufficient impedance,
and were therefore replaced with beech. The
back panel was made non-removable and the
plywood was re-specified from the previous
sandwich of spruce to multi-ply birch, thus
obviating the voids often associated with
spruce. This then became the CT4/11A.
The opportunity was also taken to sort out
the treble lisp of the tweeter. It was- felt that
this unit, the KEF T27 SP1032, was vulnerable because it was exposed and could easily
be damaged during rigging at avenue. It was
decided to incorporate a protection grille,
and a suitable one was found, with some
modifications, from aCelestion HF2000. The
tweeter is surrounded by a thick felt-strip
mounted on the baffle in order to prevent
acoustic discontinuity presented by the edge
of the cabinet setting up an interference
pattern, since the T27 radiating surface is
small and the radiator nearly omnidirectional. The addition of the protection
grille was wholly beneficial as it raised the
27
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To hear audio systems that will
make your ears sit up and beg
for more, make sure you listen
to Musical Fidelity. Lead the
way to your hifi dealer and ask
for a demonstration. For a free
colour brochure ring 01-900 2866,
9am to 5pm, Monday to Friday.
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output at higher frequencies and help cure
the lisp. The effect of the Tygan cover on the
front was taken into account in the design,
and the loudspeaker should always be used
with the grille on, to avoid discontinuities in
the upper presence region.
Having carried out these changes, the
crossover had to be adjusted to compensate
and the new type, FL6/23, replaced the
original FL6/16. Sporting these alterations,
the first variant of the LS3/5 was born — the
LS3/5A. The 'A' suffix was necessitated
because although the LS3/5A sounded similar
to the LS3/5, the differences were significant
enough for it not to be possible to use amixed
pair for stereo listening. Since only small
quantities of the LS3/5 had been built, this

Fifteen years of history: LS3I5, early LS3/5A from 1975
and a 1988 version

did not present much of aproblem and only
20 units had to be considered obsolete.
For those not fully acquainted with it, the
design is still now very much as it was then,
with just a few slight enhancements which
came about over the years as will be
explained.
There were afew noted difficulties in 1977,
and almost every Summer saw the reject rate
at the manufacturers rise slightly. The early
1980s saw a change when the surround-dip
was seen to have moved slightly. This was
resolved when the crossover resonator controlling it was tuned to alower frequency and
the damping resistor changed. Any alteration
like this is issued by the BBC to the current
manufacturers and is incorporated into their
licence. There have also been some adjustments to the value of the tweeter coupling
capacitor; these are part of the relative
balance adjustment. As the material of the
tweeter alters, the ` Q' changes and there is a
mild 'tipping' of the response. This coupling
capacitor affects the shape of the network
and decides whether it is under or overdamped. To adjust the treble balance, an
output from a tapped transformer on the
FL6/23 is adjusted, and the coupling capacitor changed to maintain the crossover frequency.

Re-assessment
The major re-assessment of 1987 was widely
reported in the specialist press; but this time
the alterations had been requested primarily
by the manufacturers. As one of the licensees, Richard Ross of Rogers, explained,
over the years, whilst it had been possible to
make an LS3/5A which sounded and measured within spec, and which was acceptable,
the number of units, in particular the woofers, which were within tolerance varied.
Because of the particular design of the
LS315A, the B100s, although being to KEF's
standards, happened to have the point where
their tolerance was most variable occurring at
the most critical point in the speaker's design.
In hot summers, the reject rate of the bass
units could be anything from 10 to 85 per cent
and, for the licensees, this was not satisfacHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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tory from an economic standpoint.
At the same time as the licensees were
finding it difficult to make consistent units,
the BBC were encountering their own problems. At the end of 1987 it was noticed that
the units were tending to drift towards the
limit of acceptability. Specifically, they were
found to be about 2dB up at an octave around
lkHz, aparticularly critical area for balance.
There had always been a slight lift on the
LS3/5A here, but it now started to become
objectionable. It should be stressed that the
units were still operating within limit for a
Grade II monitor, but would have been
unacceptable in a Grade I.
The crux of the matter was again the
'surround-dip', the precise frequency of
which varies by a few hundred Hertz over
time. This had become interactive with the
box resonance to the extent that action was
needed. A change had to be brought about so
that speakers could be manufactured which
the BBC would find acceptable, to provide
them with the consistent loudspeaker they
designed, knew, and wanted.
The BBC referred the matter to KEF, who
set their Special Products Division to work.
The problem was traced to variations in the
consistency of the Neoprene used in the
making of the SP1003 B110 and so a new
B110 was specifically designed for the LS3/
5A. This uses a PVC surround, more consistent and temperature stable than the Neoprene, but less compliant. A new spider
voice-coil assembly was therefore required to
give the new drive the same sensitivity and
low resonant frequency as the older one, in
order to achieve the bass performance. This
is the B110 SP1228. Crossover design is
always asource of great debate, and this has
certainly been the case with the LS3/5A.
Changes have been made, as reported, but
the main specification and overall sound
balance of the speaker have remained the
same.

1lohm nominal.
KEF analysed the effect of component
tolerances on the overall response and found
that by tightening these in the most critical
areas an improvement in consistency could be
achieved. In previous units it had been
possible to obtain a 2dB variation. For
example, if the network was + 1dB in the
critical area and the accompanying drive unit
also + 1dB, the two compounded. KEF
decided that by opting for computer-aided
matching, it was possible to nominally select
components so that if the network was + ldB
a drive unit with a — 1dB figure would be
chosen to give OdB overall change. The new
crossover is the FL6/38, SP2128.
Therefore KEF was able to offer matched
Cs
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The crossover
A book could be written on this subject as far
as the LS3/5A is concerned. The complexity
is indicated in the circuit diagram. Li and R1
are employed to equalize the rising axial
response and frequency characteristic of the
bass unit, while the group C5, L2 and R2
compensate for ahump in this characteristic.
For the tweeter, L3 acts as ashunt inductor
and as an auto transformer to allow for
differing levels of sensitivity. C2 is adjusted to
keept the crossover frequency constant, and
R3 is there to prevent ringing, with R4 and
C6 to adjust the frequency response at the
upper end.
The SP1228 has a considerably smoother
response than the older-type B110, and hence
needs gentler crossover equalization. It was
decided therefore that the crossover could
not only be re-designed to compensate for the
change to the drive unit, but could also
incorporate new technology. In essence, the
equalization is very much the same with a
similar-looking circuit. The earlier design
used the already-mentioned taped auto-transformer as part of the high-pass filter and to
adjust the level of the tweeter in ldB steps,
but it was noticed that as the tweeter sensitivity was becoming increasingly consistent (to
within 0.5dB), asimpler constant impedance
resistive attenuator could be used to give the
±1dB of adjustment in 0.5dB steps. One
consequence of the simpler equalization is
that the overall impedance has been reduced
from the previous 15ohm nominal to now

Rogers crossover (left) and the universal KEF's

components to the manufacturing licensees,
even though the company does not manufacture the speaker in its entirely themselves. It
so happens that all three current licensees use
the KEF matched parts. At the end of the
day, it has to be said that KEF did asuperb
job. They were issued with a BBC made
LS3/5A reference unit (No 6) of 1975 vintage,
and produced a set of 1988 parts which
sounded so similar that they were within
Grade I limits, and could be made much
more consistently. Hence LS3/5A remains.
Spendor used to make their own complete
crossover units and say that they could start
again if the situation called for it. They have
now adopted the iron-dust inductors, not to
be confused with ferrite, and have dispensed
with their previous silicon-iron E & Itransformer winding. The E & Ilaminates tend to be
more costly, and the opportunity to buy the
matched KEF sets was taken.
Rogers had for years used various ferrite
and iron-dust cores, because their research
showed they were more economical and gave
superior saturation qualities compared with
the radio metal or grain-orientated strip steel,
29

SONUS FABER-SWEET SEDUCTION
I
am in love with Sonus faber loudspeakers. I
always have been, for there is
no sexier, more tactile work of loudspeaker art available.
The Electas, with their beautiful curves of thick Italian walnut, always elicit
gasps of awe — and there can be nothing more divine in hi-fi than the
seductive hips of the Amator, the top of the range monitor
As for the sound, they speak for themselves — in the clearest, most
transparent and dynamic voice you will ever hear from asmall cabinet.
Their capabilities in a high quality system are awesome.
For those who have been irretrievably seduced by these Italian beauties,
but who find the cost of Pinewood's super-amps alittle prohibitive, Sonus
faber have now introduced a fantastic and very affordable power
amplifier called the Amator. A dual mono design, it is compact, it is
beautiful, it is silver and it has a pair of thick, curvy walnut handles that
almost plead to be touched. Dynamic and open, it brings out the loveliest
qualities of the loudspeakers. And the price is ¡ust £ 1500.
The Sonus faber range is the answer for those who want their high end
system to look as gorgeous as it sounds. Telephone Brian Rivas at any tme,
including weekends and evenings, for advice and a demonstration.

PINEWOOD MUSIC carries the UK's widest range of equipment imported by ABSOLUTE

SOUNDS and is the country's sole demonstrator of the superb KRELL REFERENCE SERIES
amplifiers.

few
'Martins', Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford,
Andover, Hampshire SP11 7HL
Telephone Andover (0264) 57536
Seven days aweek service
Agents for:
Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research, California Audio Labs, Counterpoint,
Duntech Audio, Goldmund, Koetsu, Krell, Madrigal, Magneplanar, Mandrake,
Martin- Logan, Micro Seiki, MIT, PS Audio, Randall Research, Sicomin, Sonus
Faber, Symo, Well Tempered, WBT

Pinewood Music is aspecialist dealerfor ABSOLUTE SOUNDS Ltd
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given that in the transformers there are quite
small gaps with quite high fluxes, whereas in
the ferrites there are big air gaps and alot of
magnetic material. Although there are probably afew more turns and the DC resistance
rises slightly, the saturation properties are
considerably enhanced. Rogers decided that
with modern crossover techniques, it was
simpler to make 2or 3% tolerance iron-dust
core inductors than to make agapped radio
metal choke. This is partly because the design
is complicated and any opportunity to make
things less so should not be avoided.
It would perhaps have been simpler in the
long term for the BBC to have completely
LS3/5A
‘ 7D

to affect the tonal balance, because the
perception of localized coloration is all part
of the balance of the loudspeaker system and
its equalization. So if the tonal coloration was
reduced to an extent in, say, the IkHz region
where it was noticeable, it could highlight
colorations elsewhere.
The new design offers only, in real terms, a
better consistency, executed by KEF to maintain the standard. No enhancement in terms
of the specification was made although commentators say the loudspeaker now sounds a
little better because it is back on the median.
Essentially it produces the same sound. This
has been backed by tests carried out at the
BBC and with manufacturers, with
regard to the units
stereo capability.
The total number
of LS3/5As made
since the first licence
was granted is estimated to be around
60,000 pairs so it is
2k
5k
10k
20k
not surprising that a
the latest I1ohm version
huge interest has
been generated
around the world. In the BBC the speaker
has found many uses from the one-man OB
to the control and balance of experimental
quadraphonic transmissions from the Promenade Concerts several years ago and, in
BBC Local Radio Stations, the design provides the main cubicle monitoring. Even so,
the design has its fallbacks like the passive
and complicated equalizer in the crossover to
restore the loss of low frequency caused by
the cabinet size and limited cone area.
•••
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re-designed the speaker, and to have produced an LS3/5B, but they did not want nor
could they afford this option, since some
three and a half thousand of the existing
design were in use up and down the country.
And design change had to produce similar
results and the same response because future
models would end up alongside existing ones.
Even today, when a batch is taken to a
location, it does not matter whether some are
from one generation and some from another
— they should all be capable of matching as
stereo pairs. That in essence is the whole
purpose of the design, consistency through
production and during use, anywhere. To
sum up, then, the recent changes have
offered no enhancements in terms of specification, simply a means to provide better
consistency in production to maintain the
speakers' standard. This is now back on
'median' and so may sound a little different
from those latter, 'older models' of just
pre-Christmas 1987, but will sound the same
as earlier production runs.
The impedance has altered slightly post
modifications — this can be seen by the
modulus shown, reflecting the Rogers' two
standard models. Whereas the original was a
nominal 15ohms the newer model is nearer to
a nominal 1lohms. Looking at the nomograph, we can see the original as 15ohms,
using the old equalizer and with the old bass
unit which had about a7ohm DC resistance.
The new bass unit has alower DC resistance
but, with the new equalizer, the curves are
very similar in shape, although the average
level is now more like 1lohms. This still
means that the LS3/5A is voltage rather than
current driven and needs an amplifier that
will swing volts and produces reasonable
power levels, but not into low impedances.
So an LS3/5A circa 1977/78 will not in any
particular way be better or worse than one
from 1983 or now. The consensus of opinion,
from those who understand balance, is that
the system is the same and offers the same
qualities as it always has in terms of its tonal
characteristics.
In detail, the latest models are now marginally smoother because irregularities of the
high treble have been sorted out, and the
coloration has been reduced by a small
degree with the new surround, but not so as
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Licensees
The very history of the speaker has interesting connections with licensees who have been
permitted to manufacture them. After early
production runs at the BBC's own Equipment
Department in Chiswick, the Corporation
permitted anumber of companies to apply to
produce the speakers under licence, as it is
obliged to do under its Charter.
The licence fee is ameans of recouping the
original development cost, not purely a way
of cutting unit costs by mass-production, and
the money is recovered by the Director of
Engineering and not BBC Enterprises, the
commercial arm of 'Auntie' which has taken
over other money-making areas like publications and records. Recently as many as four
companies had licences although in essence
only two actually had aproduction line at that
time. This situation came about when Harbeth, formed by HD Harwood who was
working on the LS3/5 at BBC Research
Department, was granted a licence while
Rogers, Spendor and Goodmans were also
permitted to manufacture. Goodmans in fact
had ceased production and did not re-apply
for their licence when the renewal time came
and Harbeth had yet to start making any.
Another licensee manufacturer, Spendor,
founded by the late Spencer Hughes who had
worked with Dudley Harwood at the BBC,
did not al.
:4)1y for a license at the first
opportunity. The company was then already
working to full capacity, but when a 'vacancy'
next arose it did apply, encouraged by the
fact that Mr Hughes knew the design and all
that would be entailed by association with it.
Rogers were involved almost from the start
and now own the Chartwell brand, a company also previously licensed to make the

LS3/5As. The parent company, Swisstone,
acquired the defunct Chartwell, a previous
competitor, in 1978 having merged with
Rogers in 1975. Manufacturing to quantity
demands, in 1979 Rogers announced that it
had sold its ten thousandth pair and proclaimed LS3/5A the world's most successful
small loudspeaker. With the Rogers total to
date standing at 33,534 pairs.
The latest company to be permitted to
manufacture is Harbeth, now under the
control of Alan Shaw. They had samples
from their first batch passed by the BBC and
are now eligible for full production; all are of
the computer optimized type. This initial
sampling process, acondition of all licences,
is to assure the BBC that their speakers are
being made correctly. The licensee selects
two units from the initial batch to send to the
BBC. One of these is kept by the Corporation
as that licensee's working reference, while
the other is tweaked so that it matches the
BBC's own reference, a unit from the very
first in-house batch. This second speaker is
then returned to the licensee and becomes the
reference for all their subsequent units to be
compared with.
Earlier companies to have been licensed by
the BBC have not fared as well. It is agreed
that the LS3/5A is not an easy product to
make properly and must be marketed correctly. Some names have fallen by the
wayside because they found the market was
not as large as they forecast, and some found
it too difficult to make to the BBC's tight
tolerances. These problems could be because
people expect more than they see for a £250
loudspeaker and that without the correct
marketing, sales are just not realized.
Names like Audiomaster, who launched
their models in April 1976, had a rather
short-lived licence span while RAM never got
any units out on the streets: they went
bankrupt before the production line got
underway. Falcon, who were making crossovers for Goodmans, made a batch for the
ailing RAM company and then found themselves having to distribute the boards directly
because RAM were not in a position to pay
for them. A flurry of activity was seen from
JPW but no quantities to speak of ever
materialized. Constant checking of the licensee's production is carried out, and there are
some tales of ` nasties' being found. There's
the case of a unit coming in for evaluation
with a thicker than usual grille material,
causing atwo-octave 11
/dB dip. Needless to
2
say, it was swiftly returned.
Of the three current manufacturers, Spendor say that although a percentage of their
production line ends up in the UK, 80% of
their sales are to the export trade, the areas
being mainly Europe, the USA and the Far
East, including Japan and Taiwan. Rogers
also export to Japan, Europe, North America, Hong Kong and Singapore, with more
sales to Japan than to the United Kingdom
even, where, while aquantity go to the BBC,
the hi-fi retail outlets get through a fair
volume too. Despite the advances of other
designs, the LS3/5A remains a reference
standard loudspeaker in its class. 4
,
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Vivaldi. Which as you'll appreciate is very

As you know CD players shine alaser beam
anto the disc to pick up the musical information.

demanding.

This takes the form of extremely rapid pulses

DAC isn't happy in aCD player because the

Df light, abit like morse code.

electric motor, servo and laser generate an awful

These digital messages are passed on to a

lot of digital noise while he's trying to work.

clever little fellow we shall call DAC.

Ideally DAC would prefer somewhere with
3more like him to share the work. Then he would

DAC's job is to turn dot, dot, dashes into
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Technics
announce a
breakthroug,h
in CD sound.
automatic sampling rates. So it can handle direct
digital signals from Broadcast Satellite tuners,

Lig,ht.

DAT, CD of course, or whatever else comes along.
However if the SU A60 control amp is the
brains then the SE- A50 is surely the brawn.
A 160 wpc, Class AA power amp of twin-

have the time to bring out subtle details of the

mono construction, with enough instantaneous

original recording that nobody knew existed.

current delivery to drive the 9:15 from Euston as

Somewhere quiet, like the inside of the
Technics SU A60 control amp, which has 4DAC
18 bit converters built-in.
It accepts pure digital signals from CD
players like the Technics SL- P990 via fibre optic
cable. Anything else and the sound quality would
go down the tube.
Because unlike normal coaxial, fibre optic

well as any loudspeaker you care to name.
Even the price is no impedence for amuscle
amp of this quality. It features newly developed
EX capacitors made from amaterial so pure that
it needs no additives to resist the oxidization
and ' pitting' that normally occurs on aluminium
electrolyte surfaces.
While you'd need an electron microscope to

cable is totally unaffected by interference from

see the difference ( ordinary stuff looks like crisp-

car starter motors, sunbeds etc. ( we kid you not).

bread, EX like white sliced), you should detect

And when satellite dishes start popping up
like mushrooms you can congratulate yourself
on having the foresight to buy a pre- amp with

amore lucid midrange and treble.
The same attention to detail shows in the
gold-plated terminals.
The metres of oxygen-free copper we've used

Technics
For Music Lovers.

in the power transformers and of course the
revolutionary fibre optic cable.
Nobody goes to greater lengths
to bring you better sound quality.
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LIVE ISSUES

Before judging the standards of the PA equipment used for live music, Ben Duncan
offers afirm grounding in the environmental context in which it operates

I

N PART 1 ( November), we made a
concise acquaintance with the signal path
that's evolved for the reinforcement of
live music. Though there are superficial
similarities, the business of bringing live
sound to an audience is very different from
that of reproducing recorded sound in the
home. For a start, the quality of the sound
equipment is some way down the list of
immediate requirements. Instead, human
relationships take precedence. After all, if
.the performers are upset, and storm off, the
equipment is worthless. And if the performance isn't musically inspired, no amount of
sophisticated electronics will make up the
deficiencies.
The business of sound reinforcement has
elements of industrial plant hire, pragmatic
compromise, and even cynicism. For example, unbidden investigations into the finer
points of audio aren't good protocol in the
territory of highly-strung performers and
their over-zealous aides. Sometimes rudely
se: At this instant, the Professor is confronted
by a smartly dressed gorilla. ' Do you 'ave
your pass?' Arrrmm ... I ... I, just ...' said
the Professor, nervously clutching a soundlevel meter in one hand and fumbling with the
other. `Gortta 'ave a back-stage pass...
whatsis, eh? All recordin' ghia will be consicated by ordah, The Mansjemunt' recited the
gorilla, snatching the professor's meter, and
crushing it effortlessly underfoot.

Fame
'Hey, what you get is no tomorrow. Hey!
What you need you have to borrow.' [ David
Bowie] Throughout the 70s, PA system ownership was common amongst successful UK
artistes, thanks to a generous taxallowance
on capital equipment granted by the Inland
Revenue. At the time, the owners' club
included Pink Floyd, Jethro Tull, The Who,
ELP, BJH, Man and The Pink Fairies. As the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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80s dawned, the abolition of the capital
allowance saw either the disbanding of these
systems, or like Floyd's ' Britannia Row', they
evolved into businesses in their own right.
Up and coming musicians still strive to own
their own sound equipment once they're
bringing in regular dosh, but beyond 16
channels and a few kW, the cost of owning
and maintaining aPA system becomes daunting to most individuals. The table in figure 1
sets down typical prices for a 1st division'
touring system. It's at this point where those
destined to go further are swept off their feet
by acuddly record company, whose accountants are adamant: purchasing or enlarging a
sound system comprising apile of black boxes
costing £ 100k- that may turn out to be
unreliable, unworkable or just unfashionable
is too risky, they insist.
Instead, systems are rented for the occasion from PA hire companies. In this way,
artists can, in . theory, evaluate competing
sound systems without too much risk. They
can then go on to develop long term relationships with the combination of crew and
equipment which gives the best results.
Figure 2lists the main companies with offices
in England, and some of their best known
clients, some past, some recent. There is a
hire company to meet nearly every taste and
requirement. Of course, the performers' continuing appraisal of the PA system's calibre in
'real-time' can only be based on their direct
experience of the monitoring on stage; the
quality of the sound in the auditorium can be
very different. So performers are largely
reliant on indirect evaluation by their own
sound engineers and management. At the
same time, given sufficient sensitivity and
sobriety, experienced musicians are able to
read signs of ' bad sound outfront' off their
audience.
Equally, artistes' management are able to
tender for the 'best' deal. This benefits

performers' finances, since the costs of performing ( and hence of PA rental) is ultimately deducted from their earnings. Figure
3 gives an idea of the range of rental costs,
assuming that the calibre of the equipment is
progressively uprated along with the system
power. For example, a budget system might
include Shure microphones and aSoundcraft
or Ramsa console. Then with a bigger
budget, there's room to specify more refined
mics for the percussion and horn section (
eg
Neumann or Electrovoice), and amore sophisticated console from up-market makers like
AMEK ( see the channel strip, p.37, November), or Yamaha.
By contrast, as the ' outfrone equipment
grows, the brand-name of the component
parts ( amplifiers and speakers) may well
remain the same. In fact, the identity of the
majority of hire companies revolves around
the label on their ' house' speaker system(s).
Martin and Turbosound; ElectroVoice, JBL
(`James B Lansing'), Meyer and MSI (Waryland Sound Inc'); Nexo and Stage Accompany are presently the best known names in
the UK, US and Europe respectively.
Beyond this, many PA hire companies still
rely on their own 'in house' cabinet designs.
The Clair Brothers' S3' enclosure is the most
notable of these.
Looking again at figure 3, it's interesting to
reflect how upgrades in equipment quality
and power (hence headroom) lead rental
costs to spiral. while the labour to operate it
all grows only slightly. The labour costings
reflect the extra time taken to set-up and
tear-down, but also tacitly, that a small PA
system needs just as much skill and attention,
if not more. What about musicians who are
concerned about the sonic quality amidst
their audience? The ones who are intense
enough to insist that their management buys
decent headroom and the best equipment
have to be sure about drawing big enough
35
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LIVE ISSUES
FIGURE 1

FIGURE 2
How much loot?

Who are the PA rental companies?

Breakdown of a 40kW PA system
EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

£(000's)

Front of House speakers
96
20
Flying equipment ( motors, trusses and cables)
30
Power amplifiers, crossovers, cables & flightcases
70
Consoles: F.O.H. & monitoring+multicore cables, stage boxes and patchleads — typically:
F.O.H. processors, FX & sundries: Reverbs, delay lines, noise gates,
20
compressor-limiters, equalisers, cassette deck, CD player, flightcases+cables
Monitoring control gear: 1/3rd octave graphic equalisers, general
12
multiprocessors, compressor-limitrs, noise-gates, cabling & flight cases
40
Monitoring PA: 12 wedge monitors, 2sidefills, 2drum fills, power
amplifiers, crossovers, flightcases and cables
Mica, stands, DI boxes
Mains distribution, tools, trunks, spares
12
Total price: £308,000
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FIGURE 3

Comparison of weekly rental costs
System Size

System £'s

Crew £' s

Overall £'s

10kW
40kW
100kW

800
6000
20,000

1100
2000
2500

£2900
£8000
£22,500

[Source: Britannia Row productions]

Name

Origin

Britannia Row

London
Pink Floyd

Man — aWelsh band of the early 70s.
Chris Barber & Harold Pendleton (the jazz musicians) were the promoters behind
what developed into the Reading Jazz & Blues festival, Entec and The Marquee
Club.
§ Founded by Ricki Farr (promoter of I.O.W. festivals) as Electrosound circa 1970.
Bought Tom Fields Associates (in the US) in 1974 to become TFA-Electrosound.
Later backed by city bankers, Norton-Warburg. In 1981, after Warburg's demise,
split into TFA and Electrosound, the latter later re-named Electrotec. TFA was
subsequently bought by Theatre Projects; was itself bought-out by Samuelsons
(UK film magnates), who then bought out Turbosound Rentals. More recently
Samuelsons sold the whole conglomerate to Britannia Row.
1 In London in the early 70s, Jim Marshall, the man behind the guitar amplifiers set
up aPA hire division. Later, Marshall Equipment Hire was bought-out to be
renamed TASCO in the late 70s.

references with the nett interplay of emotion,
to forge a gestalt.

crowds to pay the rent. I'll leave you to work
out the tiny per cent that sound equipment
accounts for out of a £ 15 concert ticket.
When calculating, remember that 7 days of
equipment hire yields 5 concerts at most.
Whether value-for-money, or service, or
sound quality is put first, depends on the
acumen and standing of the musician(s)
involved.

Air conditioning

Room full of mirrors
In the home, we're free to pursue the sonic
qualities that meet our own tastes, according
to our individual perception of music. Every
private collection of recordings reflects this.
Recorded music provides abaseline, beyond
which different approaches to the mechanics
of music reproduction exist. First because
none are perfect in every domain, and
second, because individuals and audio equipment alike differ in the priority they give to
music's diverse components, ie of timbre,
rhythm, tonal motion, et a/. When the number of listeners goes beyond one, to include
family or friends, individual taste is subtly
modified according to the pressures of social
and cultural norms. Still, the point of reference — afinite set of recordings — remains the
same.
When the number of listeners increases
from one (or a roomful) to encompass a
population the size of a town or a city, and
the music is rock and it's live, not recorded,
the scene is very different. All at once, the
transmission of the music is detached from
firm references. Sonic quality is (ideally) at
the command of the one or two sound
engineers at the helm. In turn, it hinges on
the sum of their intrinsic aural references,
resourcefulness, and all the audio equipment
at their disposal. With these fragile tools,
they have to steer an event that is frequently
described as being 'larger than life' through
the immediate acoustic and emotional
environment. It begins to drizzle.
Simultaneously, the creation of any music
in front of an audience is subject to aseries of
emotional feedback loops (figure 4). While
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Notable Artistes:

Whitney Houston, Paul Simon, Robert
Palmer, Belinda Carlisle, Earth,
Wind+Fire, Robert Plant
+[Samuelsons-TFA]
Womack & Womack, Al Jarreau
Clair Brothers
1988: Springsteen, Michael Jackson
US
Concert Sound
Watford
1988: Nelson Mandela, Dire Straits,
Man*
Level 42, Chris de Burg
Electrotec §: UK & US Rod Stewart
Entec
London, UK Reading Festival, The Tube'
(Entertainment technicians) **
Malcolm Hill
Kent
1985: Live Aid; AC/DC
1988: Aida, Jean Michell Jarre, Pavarotti
Sound-Hire+Meyer affiliates London
SSE-Texsery
Birmingham UB40, Simply Red, Wet Wet Wet
TASCO
1: UK & US Deep Purple, Ozzie Osbourne
(The American Sound Co.)

Figure 4

musicians feed off the audience and each
other, the sound engineer(s), like conductors, react not only to the sounds the musicians are making, and their gestures and
subtle signals, but also to the mood of the
people around them. Good or bad, the
audience's response is instant. With improviz,ation, that's to say without direct control
over what the musicians are playing, and not
forgetting that purely electronic instruments
are nearly always devoid of any objective
aural reference, the mosaic of the `vector
field' is greatly intensified.
Altogether, achieving a 'good' sound (let
alone 'the right' sound) depends to a great
extent on how well the sound engineer
succeeds in marrying his logic and aural

In adomestic setting, the ambient SPL ranges
between 25 and 50dB SPL at mid and high
frequencies, depending on the time of day,
the thickness of the walls, the weather, etc. In
rural settings, similar residual SPLs apply
down to the lowest audible frequencies, but
not within a mile of heavy goods vehicles,
railway lines, agricultural tractors and airports. But wherever an undisciplined crowd
gathers, the aggregate intensity of n-thousand
human voices is surprisingly high, ranging
between 75 and 105dB SPL (averaged rms).
When music is played against such a backdrop, certain classical rules of audio are
superseded. With anoise floor that's between
10 and 50dB below the music's own (mean)
SPL, low level details and sonic errors — the
kind that causes audiophiles to reach for the
on/off switch — are obscured by the acoustic
ambience of the event. Because the latter is
an inseperable part (if everyone was told to
'shut up', and gagged for good measure, the
nature of the event would surely be very
different), accusations of cheating can't be
levelled. Audio electronics designed
expressly for music reinforcement must be
judged in this context. In other words, small
signal errors more than — 50dB below the
peak SPL which don't debase large signal
performance, are of secondary importance.
Equally, the live signal path is short: it has
perhaps only 25% of the masking that plagues the reproduction of recorded sound.
Figure 5 shows why. In the majority of
reproduction chains, each and every stage is
potentially called upon to transmit acomposite musical signal. Sometimes it will have to
cope with only the limited number of tones
emanating from asolo instrument. Even if a
pre- or power amplifier is accurate under
these conditions, there is more to come. For,
at other times, it will be expected to simultaneously handle the tones and/or chords of
3, 30 or even 300 instruments or voices.
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Athena

Flexible inputs and outputs

D

Inputs

by SUMO.

are

provided

for

moving- coil

or

moving- magnet

cartridge (switchable), CD, tuner and video and there are

An affordable upgrade
to high- end sound.

two

tape

recorder

optimised. A

loops.

MC

cartridge

loading

can

be

switchable line level 'direct' facility bypasses

active gain stages. There are two preamplifier outputs, for

further flexibility. Athena can deliver an output of up to 20 volts,

Ahigh-end preamphfieffor £595
SUMO'S Athena preamplifier was designed for enthusiasts,

by enthusiasts, to offer remarkably detailed and transparent,

yet warm and natural sound. Sound directly comparable with

cost- no- object equipment at much higher prices. Yet, thanks

to the falling US Dollar, the American- made Athena now

costs only £595. An affordable upgrade to high- end sound.

high- end

sound

a peak

is

the

result

of

painstaking

to

peak

current of 350mA, giving effortless

headroom.

D

Guaranteedfor three years

SUMO products are designed and made in California, and

backed by parent company Califone International, a major US

manufacturer

quality

All discrete, Class Acircuitry
Athena's

and

is

of

educational

matched

by

electronics.

impeccable

SUMO's

standards

of

sound

finish,

construction and reliability, and a three year guarantee.

In its review of Athena and matching power amplifier Polaris, HiFi News said 'the
SUMO's offered sound which approaches the upper level, easily justifying atotal price
of £ 1190 ... power aplenty, excellent recovery of detail... politeness coupled with real
energy ... I'm hard pressed to name aUK- made pre/power combo at the same price
point which inspires the same confidence'.
development of every design detail, coupled with the use of the

highest grade components. All discrete,Class A circuitry uses 1%

metal film resistors and metallized polypropylene capacitors

MATCHING COMPONENTS BY SUMO
AURORA am/fm tuner: £595

2 x 200w into 8 ohms, 2 x 375%y into

Switchable wide/narrow IF. Dynamic

4ohms, 2x450w into 2ohms. No current
± 40 amp peak capability per

noise reduction for weak signals. Size
matches Athena.

with oxygen free copper leads. Components are mounted on a

connections are made via gold-plated sockets. A muting circuit

prevents switch- on ' thumps'.

channel. i.4kW transformer.

POLARIS power amplifier: £595

THE

2 x 100w into 8 ohms, 2 x I75w into

amp.
lifier £ 1195
2x63w into 8ohms,2 x120w into 4ohms.

4ohms, 2x230w into 2ohms. MOSFET
military grade glass epoxy printed circuit board, and external

ANDROMEDA power amplifier: £995

Digitally synthesised tuning. 8 presets.

NINE

PLUS

Class

A power

output stage with active bias correction

Unique, patented topology for pure Class

for transconductance error. No current

A operation. No current limiting.
Prices are suggested retail including VAT

limiting.

Acoustic Gold

SUMO: AFFORDABLE HIGH- END, FROM CALIFORNIA. FOR MORE INFORMATION AND THE NAME OF YOUR NEAREST DEALER, WRITE OR PHONE:
ACOUSTIC GOLD LTD., I ORSTON LODGE, OLD FARM ROAD, HAMPTON Twi2 3RQ. TEL: 01941 6737 ( 24 HOURS)

LIVE ISSUES

GUITAR

-.1- Composite Music Signal

0
-Individual Instruments
2,3or4 way frequency division
(Mics to group Mix Amps) (Group Mix Amp to Crossover) (Crossover to Speakers)
(etc)
Figure 5

Under these conditions, the scope for intermodulation is multiplied dramatically. Then,
unless the circuit design is of a very high
order, the music takes on achaotic, confused
or 'veiled' quality. By contrast, well designed
reproduction equipment is characterized by
adjectives like 'separation', ' space' and ' air',
indicating the ease with which individuals are
able to pick out discrete musical components
from acomplex score, as one would at alive
concert. The sonic improvements gained by
bi-wiring and triamplification are along these
lines. Here, intermodulation products are
reduced by an order of magnitude or more, as
the signal current and/or voltage is divided
into separate circuits according to frequency.
The machinations of the tired and jaded
old 'pro' audio person who mumbles 'The
audio signal path is so very long, and so very
complicated, it has already been through so
many leaky, spluttering reverse-biased electrolytics, evil op-amps, grimy jack sleeves
and magnetically deviant transformers, that
thank goodness Ihave proved that everything
is perfect and unimprovable' is bad enough.
But anyone who asserts without any knowledge of the subject that live sound reinforcement is doomed to sound bad because a
particularly successful species of op-amp
appears in the signal path n-times, had better
consider their opinions afresh. Looking at the
lower portions of figure 5, the first 4 to 9
op-amps in the chain are part of a tandem
array, handling the signals of individual (
ie
solo) instruments. It follows that the circuit
finesse required for a given level of sonic
accuracy is less stringent than for any normal
reproduction system. Following this, there
are 4 to 10 op-amps in the signal path,
handling an increasingly composite music
signal, as the sub-groups are mixed down,
and the FX returns re-combined.
At this juncture, engineering standards
must be high. But once the signal reaches the
active crossover(s), the path reverts, not to
solo instruments, but at least to a limited
band of frequencies. Finally, as the music
exits the system, horn-loaded PA speakers
lend a final barrier to intermodulation products. Any high frequency garbage being fed
into abass horn is stifled by the horn's natural
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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acoustic low- and high-pass filtration.
Beyond this, bulk acoustic errors are overriding. Concert halls across the world are
designed for classical music. They're acoustically live: their RT60 ( reverb time) is long,
which suits sustained tones, but confuses
rock's primarily percussive components.
They need an even shorter RT60 than speech,
for their envelope ( attack, sustain and decay)
to be resolved. Once the PA system is set up,
there's little time to solve acoustic problems,
and in contrast to the recording studio, the
musicians can't be re-arranged or screenedoff to achieve acoustic separation. Sadly,
visual appearance still takes precedence in
many instances: the concert has become a
show. In the past, the priority granted to
artistic set design, rigging, lights and lasers
has led to routine compromises in the speaker
system's positioning. At this point, the
domestic and the professional reach common
ground: concert hall 'furniture' needs to be
organized around the speakers just as much
as the contents of many living rooms. Added
to which, hire companies intent on trying out
improved techniques (like 'flying' a single,
central loudspeaker cluster) are scarely
encouraged by the minutae of countless
regulations concerning safety in public places
across the globe.
It's no surprise that the best live sound
happens outdoors. Even then, stupidity is
rampant. Sound engineers have to learn to
live with kindly artistic people' who arrive
unannounced, to paint thick emulsion over
the front of the cabinet grilles ( Live Aid,
Wembley '85), or hang thick canvas banners
in front of them (Nelson Mandela, Wembley
'88). It's bad enough when there's atorrential
downpour, and the high frequencies have to
struggle through hastily errected 500-gauge
polythene sheeting.

Tools for thought
Artistes, their managers and promoters
don't understand our work - and we have
almost no common basis of communication in
working with them.' Cliff Hendricksen'
(musician, sound engineer and the USA's
leading compression-driver designer-cumguru) crisply summarizes what's wrong with

live sound - if anything's wrong at all. To his
list, he. may as well have added all kinds of
'Theoreticians'. ' In theory' shouted the professor at the top of his voice, after picking the
worst dollops of mud off his trousers, ' Ihave
come here to measure the sound pressure'.
But the tall man behind the console took no
notice and continued to stare intently into the
rain. The plain fact is that, considering sound
is the human race's second sense, we know
surprisingly .little about it. Compared to the
visual realm, we don't even have many
adjectives to describe it. The limits of mankind's objective knowledge is reached just as
soon as we try to plot the isobaric ('polar')
graphs of the wavefronts and vortices generated by tandem speaker enclosures in real
concert halls. And the business of reinforcing
live music ( particularly high-energy rock 'n'
roll) only goes to highlight problems that
have hitherto been glossed-over.
For example, the underlying physics of air
temperature, thermal currents, barometric
pressure, humidity, altitude and air composition, and their effects on sound propagation
and velocity were explored and defined
between 364 BC and 1942, beginning with
Aristotle and rounding off with the work of
Hardy, Telefair and Pielemeier. Yet in the
past, this body of knowledge' has been left
out of the equation when it came to analyzing
and improving room response; somewhere
along the line, practical acousticians and
engineers learnt ' You can ignore these
effects; they are not significant'. In turn,
ignorance of air physics has made anonsense
of many of the results gained by today's most
valuable acoustics measurement technique,
Time Delay Spectrometry (TDS) - almost
enough to bring it into disrepute.
The truth is that small changes in air
temperature and humidity exert disproportionate effects on interference patterns and
sound propagation. For example, the projection of high frequencies is best both in very
wet ( 100% RH) and very dry (<20% RH)
air, and is at its worst when RH is between 30
and 40%. This leaves the purity of all kinds of
music firmly in the lap of the gods when it's
performed outdoors. Indoors though, without some control over these and other
environmental factors, further acoustic
measurements, analysis and any amount of
exotic electronics aimed at refining sonic
quality are of secondary importance. Music
performed indoors will remain subject to
haphazard disfigurement until air conditioning and proper acoustic design are recognized
and adopted by civic authorities as vital
components in the spaces they hire-out to
musicians, their promoters, and the public. 01
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Your ears tell you it's British, your eyes tell
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you it's not, Which do you trust?
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vibration. The
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what goes into our equipment.

Our phono leads have gold plated connectors

Both the CD player and the amplifier featured for
example, have Gibraltar
chassis, ( Rock
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to improve the flow, and we spot weld them onto
the cable ( instead of using 'sound tarnishing'
soldering like some people).
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The CD player is copper shielded, its loading
tray acoustically sealed. The tape deck is divided

Their origins may be Japanese, but their pedigree
is essentially British.
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Landon: Atlantic Electronics. 295-297 High

Plymouth Sony Centre. 20 Armada Centre.

Road, Willesden,

Armada Way. Plymouth. Devon

Doug Brady HcFi. 18 Monmouth Street.
Covent earden.

Midlands: Absolute Sound & Video Ltd.. 19
Old High Street. Headington. Oxford,

Covent Garden Records. 84 Charing Cross
Road

Absolute Sound & Video Ltd.. 256 Banbury
Road. Surnmertown. Oxford,

Harrods Ltd., Knightsbridge, Brampton Road.
Massey Radio. 117 Chiswick High Road.

James Beattie Ltd.. Victoria Street.
Wolverhampton.

Chiswick
Birmingham Sony Centre. 160 162
Nicholls

430-434 Lee High Roar/

PNR AudioViston. 28 Tottenham Court Road.

Corporation Street. Birmingham
Chew & Osborne Ltd.. 26 King Street. Saffron

H.L Smith, 287 Edgware Road

Walden. Cambridge

Sound Sense. 350 Edgware Road

Derby Sony Centre. 2c Albeit Street. Derby

Welbeck Video Plc, 26 Tottenham Court Road.
Southern England: Absolute Sound &
Video Ltd. 4Feather Lane. Basingstoke,

High Grade Hill. 297 Wellingborough Road.
Northampton,
Horns. 6South Parade. Oxford. Oxon

Hants.
Kings Radio ( Hereford) Lid.. 35 Widemarsh
Basildon Sony Centre. Unit 46. Eastgale Int

Street. Hereford. Herefordshire.

Shop Ctr. Bastidon. Essex
Bexleyheath Sony Centre. 118 Broadway.
Bexleyheath. Kent,
Bournemouth Sony Centre. Westover Road.
Bournemouth. Dorset
Bowers & Wilkins Ltd . 1Beckett Buildings
Littlehamplon Road, Worthing. Sussex
Bromley Sony Centre. 32 The Mall. High
Street. Bromley. Kent
Chew & Osborne Ltd.. 148 High Street.
Epping. Essex,

Leamington Spa Sony Centre. 3Regent
Grove. Leamington Spa. Warveckshire.
Mansfield Sony Centre. 14 Queen Street.
Mansfield. Nottinghamshire.
Northampton Sony Centre. 77I Abington
Street. Northampton. Northants.
Sounds Expensive. 12 Regent Street. Rugby.
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Northern England: Ball Brothers Ents. Ltd.

Street, SI Albans Herts.

15 Bacup Road. Rawlenstall. Lanes

Dawson Radio Ltd. 23 Seamoor Road.

Bennett Superstore. 136 Shields Road. Byker.

Westbourne, Bournemouth. Dorset.

Newcastle•upon•Tyne. Tyne & Wear

Gerald F Giles. 32-36 Rose Lane. Norwtch.

Bradford Sony Centre. Ericks. Rawson

Norfolk

Square. Bradford. W Yorks
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• DENON

BAUDIOLAB

B CREEK AUDIO
• DUAL

Z GALE

B AUDIO TECHNICA

• CELESTION

Z EXPOSURE ELECTRONICS

Z GOLDBUG
• KOETSU

U GOLDRING

High Wycombe Sony Centre. 7High Street.

Doug Brady Hi Fi. I5A Kingway. Warrington.

High Wycombe. Bucks

Cheshire

Holman Radio & Television 3King Street.

R.F Lang. 30 Knowsley Street. Bolton. Lunch

Wimborne. Dorset

Z MUSICAL FIDELITY
• ONIX
111 QUAD

Z MYST

BROTEL

B LINX

Z MONITOR AUDIO

B NAKAMICHI

Z PINK TRIANGLE

Z Q.E.D.

B FOUNDATION

• HEYBROOK HI FI

B LINN PRODUCTS

B MICHELL ENGINEERING

In AIWA

Z CAMBRIDGE AUDIO

111 NAGAOKA

B PHILIPS

• RE VOX

• REGA RESEARCH

R.F. Lang. 6Compton Street. Wigan. Lancs.
Jeffries HiEi. 4Albert Parade. Green Street.

Z ROGERS
Leeds Sony Centre. Jones of Oakwood. 103

Eastbourne. East Sussex
Merrow Ltd.. 21122 Tunsgate. Guildford.

Vicar Lane. Leeds. West Yorkshire
Lintone Audio Ltd.. 7-11 Park Lane.

Surrey.
Merrow Sound Ltd.. 34 West Street. Horsham.

Gateshead. Tyne & Wear.
Manchester Sony Centre. R.N. Clearlone Ltd..

Sussex.
Norwich Sony Centre. St. Stevens Way.
Norwich. Norfolk.

66/68 Bridge Street. Manchester
P & A Audio. 98 Liverpool Road. Crosby.

Sonance Ltd.. 553 Ivybridge Shopping
Centre. Isleworth. Middx.

Liverpool. Merseyside.
Peters Electrical Ltd . 24 St. Michaels Square.

Spalding Electrical Ltd. 352-354 Lower
Addiscombe Road. Croydon. Surrey
The Audio File. 276 Hocked' Street. Bishops

Z SYSTEMDEK

B WHARFEDALE

U YAMAHA

• SENNHEISER
B ZETA

STYLUS & RECORD ( inc. C.D.) CARE
From Discwasher, Slcorn.n, Hunt, Audio Techruca, Nagaoka etc
INTERCONNECTS & SPEAKER CABLE
DES. Exposure. Van Den Hut Cord Co Ifichell Enguleenng etc
Keith Monks Record Cleaning Service
Dehvery and mstallatton and three years parts and labour guarantee on all major items
ol huh except cassette decks und C C. players

Peters Electrical Ltd.. 8High Street.
Bromborough. Wirral. Merseyside.
Peters Hit: of Chester. 11 St. Werburgh Square.

Tru•FI Sound & Vision Ltd . 2Central Parade.

Grange Precinct. Birkenhead. Merseyside.
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Preston Sony Centre. 98-100 Fishergale

Undel Products Ltd. Compton House. 35 High

Walk. SI. Georges Precinct, Preston,

Street. New Malden. Surrey.

Lancashire,

South West England: Absolute Sound &

Searle Audio. 223-225 Rawlinson Street.

Video Ltd.. 65 Park Street. Clif ton. Bristol.

Barrow-in-Furness. Cumbria.

Avon.
Absolute Sound & Video Ltd

B TARGET

B S.M.E.

Chester. Cheshire

Slog' ord. Hells.

London Road. Redhill. Surrey.

II R.A.T.A.

7r.

The Transistor Centre ( Wilmslow). HI Fl
42 Albion

Centre. Green Lane. Wilmslow. Cheshire,

Street. Cheltenham. Glos.
Wakefield Sony Centre. 3-5 Cross Square.
Absolute Sound & Video Ltd . 60 Fleet Street.

Wakefield. W. Yorkshire.

Swindon. Wills
Barnstable Sony Centre. Holland Walk.
Barnstable. Devon.
Bristol Sony Centre. 8-10 Bond Street.
Broadmead. Bristol.
Exeter Sony Centre. 15 Paris Street. Exeter.
Devon.

Scotland: Dundee Sony Centre 18 Union
Street. Dundee.

REGIONAL WINNER

Road. Edinburgh
Perth Sony Centre. 38 South Methuen Street
Perth
Graham Robertson. 5Fountain Road. Bridge

Road. Bath. Avon

of Alan. Stirlingshire

Devon,
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Edinburgh Sony Cenlre.165 Bonninglon

Paul Green Ltd. Hill Harpers Fare BL. London

Paul Lawrence. 100 Union Street. Torquay.
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David Stevens RI« 1-3 Main Street. Ina
Village. E. Kilbncle. Lanarkshire.

Opening Hours: Tuesday- Saturday: 9.30am to 5.30pm (Lunch: 2to 3pm. Except Saturday)
• CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY •

R. Lewis & Co. Ltd.. The Green. Stonehouse.
Gloucestershire.
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6Harris Arcade, Friar Street, Reading, Berkshire. RG1 1DN, Tel: (0734) 585463
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SONY

HE crème de la crème of the hi-fi
industry's retailers gathered in an
upstairs suite at London's Cafe Royal
poised to hear the winners of the
1988 Dealer of the Year Award. The poll,
now in its third year, was conducted by
HFNIRR with both readers of the magazine
and visitors to The HiFi Show at Heathrow's
. ----- • ---- --- - ----

T

More readers than ever voted in
the third HiFi News/Sony
Dealer of the Year Awards, in
association with BADA, which
once again recognizes
outstanding dealers

ners by awarding points for product knowledge, range stocked, installation and after
sales service. The 28 winners and nominations came from eight regional areas and a
single national area covering the whole of the
United Kingdom. There was afurther award
of ' ES Dealer of the Year'.
While Sony has been involved from the
start of the Awards, the dealers' trade asso-

THE NATIONAL DEALER
OF THE YEAR

Audio Projects, Leeds. Proprietor: David
Rae

The Sound Gallery, High Wycombe. Proprietor: Colin WeIlford

NOMINATED:

BEST DEALER — GREATER
LONDON

WINNER:
AT Labs/Audio T, Enfield/W Hampstead.
Proprietor: Tony Jones

NOMINATED:
Audio Excellence, Cardiff/Swansea/Gloucester. Proprietor: Tony Revelle
The Audiofile, Bishop's Stortford. Proprietor: Beverley Reynolds
Doug Brady HiFi, Warrington/London/
Liverpool. Proprietor: Doug Brady

BEST DEALER — SOUTHWEST ENGLANP & SOUTH
WALES
WINNER:

Audio Excellence, Cardiff. Proprietor: Tony
Revelle

NOMINATED:
Radford HiFi, Bristol. Proprietor: Graham
Radford
Radford HiFi, Exeter. Proprietor: Graham
Radford

BEST DEALER — EASTERN
ENGLAND
WINNER:
The Audio File, Bishop's Stortford. Proprietor: Beverley Reynolds

NOMINATED:
Steve Boxshall Audio, Cambridge. Proprietor: Steve Boxshall
Cam Audio, Cambridge. Proprietor: Paul
Molten

BEST DEALER — NORTHEAST ENGLAND
WINNER:
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The Sound Organisation, York. Proprietor:
Hamish McDiarmid
Lintone, Gateshead. Proprietor: Tony Gascoigne

BEST DEALER — MIDLANDS
& NORTH WESTERN
ENGLAND
WINNER:
The Music Room, Manchester. Proprietor:
Jack Lawson

NOMINATED:
Cleartone, Bolton. Proprietor: Ray Nugent
Norman Audio, Preston. Proprietor: Norman
Perriara

BEST DEALER — SOUTHERN
ENGLAND
WINNER:

Hampshire Audio, Chandler's Ford. Proprietor: David Block

NOMINATED:
Jeffries HiFi, Brighton. Proprietor: Kevin
Maxfield
Salisbury HiFi, Salisbury. Proprietor: John
Tri
m

BEST DEALER — THAMES
VALLEY
Reading.

Proprietor:

Audio T (AT Labs), West Hampstead. Proprietor: Tony Jones

NOMINATED:
Spaldings, Croydon. Proprietor: Eric
McQueen
Unilet, New Malden. Proprietor: Peter Merrick

BEST DEALER — SCOTLAND
& NORTHERN IRELAND
WINNER:
Robert Ritchie HiFi, Montrose. Proprietor:
Robert Ritchie

NOMINATED:
In HiFi, Edinburgh.
Hunsley
Zeus Audio, Belfast.
Campbell

Proprietor:

Philip

Proprietor:

David

SONY NATIONAL ' ES'
DEALER OF THE YEAR
WINNER:
BATS Sony Centre,
Manager: Dan Lewis

Birmingham.

Store

NOMINATED:

WINNER:
Reading HiFi,
Padbury

WINNER:

Ian

NOMINATED : Aylesbury HiFi, Aylesbury. Proprietor: Eric
Butler

Dawsons Radio, Birmingham. ES Specialist:
Jeremy Hayler
TrueFi Sound & Vision, Redhill. Proprietor:
Brian Creasey
Merrow Sound, Knaphill. Proprietor:
Richard Curry
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Christmas MENU
ENTREE

We're saving our
gifts until after
Christmas...
...and while we would like to wish all our
customers ahappy Christmas and a
prosperous New Year we feel you will
appreciate the extra couple of days wait for
the presents!

SALE

JBL JUICE

MISSION MOUSSE

[INN LANGOUSTINES

MARANTZ MELON

DEVILLED DENON

ROKSAN RAMEKINS

PRO-AC PATE

KEF KEBABS

MAIN COURSE
ENTRECOTE EXPOSURE

GRILLED GALE

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CURRY

B&W BOUGUIGNONNE

GOODMANS GOULASH
SONY STROGANOFF

REGA RISOTTO

BRAISED BEYER

SIZZLING SENNHEISER
MINCED MONITOR AUDIO

QUAILED QUAD

TANDOORI TANNOY

ROTEL RATATOUILLE

CREAMED CREEK

QUICHE QED

DUAL DUMPLINGS
HEYBROOK HAKE

CRISPY CELEF
RUARK RISSOLES

FOUNDATION FLAMBE

DESSERT
NAKAMICHI NOISETTE

ICED INCA TECH

APPLE ARISTON
ARCAM ALASKA

NEAPOLITAN NAIM
WHARFEDALE WAFFLES
YAMAHA YOGHURT

CITRUS CYRUS

FRESH COFFEE WITH ACOUSTIC ENERGYS
SERVICE CHARGE OF 0% ON ALL MEALS
AUDIO FILE, HI-FI MEAL OF THE YEAR 1988

STARTS TUESDAY

2m & 40 HOCKERILL STREET,
BISHOPS STORTFORD HERTS. TEL. ( 0279) 506576

27th DECEMBER, at 10.00 a.m.
Avisit to our sale will reveal an Aladdin's
Cave of hi-fi treasures...and you won't even
require agenie or alamp!
In the unlikely event of you not finding
anything to interest you in the SALE, don't
forget we offer INTEREST FREE CREDIT on
all normal equipment outside SALE items.
We're Britain's fastest growing high-end
dealer — pay us avisit and find out why.
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Digital Audio Tape
DAT PRICE
BREAKTHROUGH
NEW MIDI sized DAT Recorder from Sony. The DTC

STOP PRESS
Special SALE Promotion
of the Fabulous
Mark Levinson Equipment

M1000 is now available at an astonishingly tempting
price of £899 inc. VAT.
DAT RECORDERS

DAT TAPE -

-Top 5sellers
1Sony DTC 1000 ES
2Sony DTC Midi
3Casio DAI
4Aiwa XDO01
5Sony TCD DIO
DAT 46 mins - £5.15
DAT 60 miss -£5.50
DAT 90 miss- £6.80

Our Agency includes:
A & R. ATC. Acoustic Energy, Air Tangent, Alexander, Alphason, Apogee, Audiolab,
Beard, Bryston, Castle, Celestion, Counterpoint, Crystal, Deltec, Denon, Dual,
Ensemble, Gale, Goldmund, Heybrook, lncatech, Jadis, Koetsu, Krell, Linx,
Magneplanar, Manticore, Marantz, Meridian, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Ore
Pink Triangle, P.S. Audio, Quad, Quicksilver, Revolver, Revox, Robertson, Rogers,
Roksan, Ro el, SD Acoust cs SME, Sosas Fabus, Spendor Sumo, Systemdek,
Source, TDL, Tannoy, Thorens, VDH, WTA, Wharfedale, Yamaha.
VISA

DAT 120 mins - £7.95
DAT PRE-RECORDED - Phone for current list of releases.
01 631 0939.
PRO DAT - Enquiries for current Professional DAT Products [Sony
PCM 2000 + 25001 Please contact Nils Hansen or Neal
Mcormack

At Playback we sell Audio Professionally,
not just Professional Audio.

Z:éM
101, St. Albans Road, Watford, Hertz Telephone: Watford 245250
Open Monday- Saturdays 9.30am-5.30pm

Playback Group
15 Percy St.,
London VC/1P 9FD
Tel: 01-631 0939 — 01-637 8392
FAX: 01-636 5011

DEALER AWARDS •
ciation, BADA, gave their support for the
first time this year, which was fitting since
most of the Association's own charter is
about setting and maintaining high standards
of service — the very qualities the Award is
designed to recognize.
Through its success with compact disc ind
hi-fi video, together with the imminent arrival
of stereo TV sound, Sony is convinced that
the role of the specialist hi-fi retailer is
gaining in significance. The company also
believes that the personal enthusiasm of
specialist dealers with agenuine commitment
to hi-fi is playing amajor role in making the
joy of the hi-fi experience accessible to a
wider audience than ever before.
Addressing the proceedings, Sony's UK
Managing Director, Nobu Watanabe, emphasized this point. ' A wise man once wrote,' he
said, 'that the most pleasing sound — more
pleasing even than music? — was the praise
one received from awell satisfied customer. I
am sure that this is a sound to which our
audience today is very familiar.'
Presenting the .1988 Awards against a
backdrop which looked as though it had been
used in the making of Up Pompeii, radio DJ
Chris Tarrant was on hand to congratulate
the regional winners. The most coveted
award was that for National Dealer of the
Year and was deservedly won by AT Labs/
Audio T, which accumulated amassive number of votes for its two excellent shops in
Enfield and West Hampstead Cor near Kilburn', as Chris Tarrant pointed out). Unlike
the Regional Awards, where two ' runner-up'
nominations were made, a further three
companies were nominated for this national
accolade. One, Doug Brady Hi Fi, also
received a large split vote between no less
than three shops as far apart as Warrington,
Liverpool and London. Another nominee
was the Audio File of Bishop's Stortford, the
winner of the East Anglian Area (Area B),
already the 1988 Federation of British Audio
Dealer of the Year. The Audio File is
unusual in the typically male-dominated
industry of hi-fi, not least because it is run by

.awson of the Music Room broke down on the
Kin Kessler to pick up the A

Tony Jones (also on p43 with Chris Tarrant) took the
Greater London Area as well as the National Award
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Tony Revelle ofAudio Excellence again takes the
Award for South West England & South Wales

I,

Benolds of The Audio File. Bishop's Stortford,
• ii ;, e ' or Eastern Fne:.al.1

David Rae of Audio Projects takes the Award for
Yorkshire and North East England

David Block of Hunipshire Audio n.as deli:plied to
teceive the AwUrd for the .S
outhern hiehind Area

Third time winner in Scotland dc Northern Ireland Area
was Robert Ritchie of Montrose

a woman, the much admired Beverley
Reynolds. This provided an opportunity for
sexist remarks which the compere just
couldn't let pass!
The third nomination was for Audio
Excellence, adealer with three stores whose
Cardiff outlet was also the winner for SouthWest England and South Wales ( Area A).
Sony's award for their National ES Dealer of
the Year went to the BATS Sony Centre in
Birmingham and was presented to store
manager Dan Lewis.
Convinced of the importance of the specialist dealer, HFNIRR's Editor, Steve Harris, said in his closing remarks to those
assembled, that the choice of retailer was, in
many ways a more important decision for a
consumer to make than the actual equipment. ' Hi-fi is not just an experience for an
élite' he said, ' every customer wants to find
his or her ideal system for hi-fi and, in the
end, it is only a caring and knowledgeable
dealer who can put that system together and
make it " sing".'
The response this year was overwhelming
and can really help make areal contribution
to the enjoyment of music in the home.
Nominations in 1988 far exceeded the two
previous years put together, bolstered by the
increased number of visitors to the Penta
Show who were able to take part in the poll.
These awards can benefit the whole industry
from manufacturer to distributor and retailer,
all of whom must in the long term look to
provide the best possible service — but, most
of all, they will benefit the customer.
The journey to London was a worthwhile
one for HFNIRR reader Paul Lloyd from
Bristol, who went away with a Sony 337ES
CD player after his name was pulled out of
the hat in adraw of all those readers who had
voted. Paul, along-standing reader of HFNI
RR, coincidentally had a Sony-based system
already, with the exception of his CD player,
which was a Philips. The new player would
take pride of place, he said and would no
doubt enable him to derive more pleasure
from listening to classical and jazz' CDs. •

an Padbury of llc‘iding
,!,, ninated last year,
akes the Thames 1alley Award this time round

Sony's own ES Dealer of the Year Award went to Dan
Lewis, manager of the BATS Sony Centre
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66 Easily exceeds what's normal
at this price level... an important
and welcome addition... is
selling like hot cakes. 99
WHAT HI-FI?

July1988

66 ... looks a lot more expensive
than you'd expect for £ 120...
The sound was immediately
impressive... For £120 the Onkyo
must represent superb value for
money. 99
NEW HI-FI SOUND

September1988

66 Iwas very impressed by the
deck on a number of counts .. .
It's an excellent deck and highly
recommended. 99
HI-FI ANSWERS

September1988
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Highly Commended

HI-FI MARKETS
July1988

Just afew
of the reasons
why all
hands are on
our deck
Onkyo TA-2120 £119.95
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Please send me full details on the Onkyo TA- 2120 Cassette Deck.
To: Natural Sound Systems: Axis 4, Rhodes Way, Watford, Herts. WD2 4YW. Tel: 0923 226499.
Name

Address
Post Code
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Doug kmd
Building on the
reputation gained by
the KSA 50 and
KSA 100 in the last six
years, we now offer
the new fan less
KSA 80 and KSA 200.
Contact your nearest
branch for ademo and
earliest possible
delivery date
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NATIONAL NOMINEE

The Return of THE MIGHTY KRELL
Doug Brady Hi Fi
W. A. Brady & Son
Kingsway North
401 Smithdown Road
Warrington
Liverpool 115 3JJ
(0925) 828009
( 051) 733 6859
Open 6days
Closed all day Wednesdays

Doug Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth Street
Covent Garden
London WC2H 9HB
Open 6days ( 01) 379 4010

XERXES
ARTEMIZ
ROKSÀN

SHIRAZ

The design of the Xerxes is unique and complemented by aprecision and finish that are exceptional in even the most
sophisticated products. Real wood or piano lacquer finishes contain engineering pieces with tolerances that are not found
outside of the aerospace industry. Xerxes is built for long term reliability and minimum maintenance. Once set up it does
not require further adjustments. ON DEMONSTRATION AT . . .

Salisbury HiFi

Movement Audio

15 Catherine Street, Salisbury SPI 2DF
Tel: (0722) 22169

588 Ashley Road, Parkstone, Poole
Tel: (0202) 730865

ROKSAN ARTEMIZ
Alvin Gold with the first complete review of
the long-awaited Roksan Artemiz tonearm

F

OLLOWERS OF ROKSAN may have noticed references in
the published propaganda to an arm unaccountably called
Cambyses. The Artemiz is claimed by Roksan to be modelled
on said Cambyses which is described in Roksan's literature as
a ' role model' arm. Ithink Isee what they mean; it's certainly not a
real arm. To date at least, no Cambyses has ever been built, no photo
been published, no price has been quoted nor aproduction schedule
announced. Moreover we are helpfully informed that the Artemiz has
many common design elements with the Cambyses, but with simpler
build and less elaborate finishes. And who could stand up and deny it?
Best of all, Roksan suggest that ' its [the Arterniz's] ability to measure
the music signal trapped in the walls of arecord groove is surpassed
only by the Cambyses'.
Thus we have aparadoxical situation in which the bottom line
selling proposition for Roksan's first ever arm is that it is inferior to an
arm that doesn't exist and that has never even tracked vinyl in anger.
It will though. The Cambyses is akind of superset of the ideas
.expressed in Artemiz which is to have better bearings, aone piece
yoke/headshell and amore sophisticated ergonomic design and
mounting arrangement.

Technical description
The Artemiz is unusual in many ways and unique in some, but
everything is directed towards fulfilling the primary agenda which is to
offer low mass, high rigidity and good dynamic stability as well as to
labour under an unpronounceable name whose meaning is obscure.
Some of these requirements are pretty standard; the third— dynamic
stability — has given rise to some enterprising design decisions.
The basis of the arm is amachined bearing housing fixed to a
threaded arm pillar into which is mounted ahorizontally disposed
inner yoke with the arm rear extension and armtube attached to it.
The bearing design is unusual if not unique. There are four bearings,
two for each plane of freedom, the vertical pair at the level of the
record itself. Each is made in the same way. A shallow well is
machined from what becomes the outer bearing housing, and three
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2mm balls are pressed in and slightly embedded so that they can't
subsequently move. The other half of the bearing has a1.5mm ball
contained in the V-shape cone. and this bears on the three captive
balls in adesign that for obvious reasons Roksan describe as a
pyramid bearing.
Such abearing, of course, is physically very small, and has very low
velocity sliding surfaces. This means. according to Roksan, that the
bearing has very low intrinsic noise. A normal ball race acts much
further out from the centre of action and would have intrinsically
higher relative movement. This more usual kind of bearing Roksan
satirically suggest is more appropriate to items subject to constant
rotation, like bicycle wheels. The Artemiz bearings don't require
preloading, and are left with just perceptible free play. The embedded
bearings are so designed that the friction of the vinyl on the stylus
pulls the bearing against two of the fixed balls.
The bias operates by thread and spring, and is designed so that bias
force alters as the record is traversed to take account not only of the
changing bias requirements due to changing linear velocity at the
stylus tip, but, if we are to believe what we are told, changing stylus
geometry across the record. There are no less than three adjustment
points within the bias mechanism which is therefore not easy to
optimize.
The counterweight is even stranger. It consists of aweight which is
attached to acradle which is hung from the arm rear extension by a
simple point-in-cone unipivot bearing. The receptacle is on arunner
which can be fixed in position by free running nuts at each end. The
idea behind the design is that sudden lateral acceleration doesn't
rotate the counterweight around the pivot, but simply moves it
tangentially whilst maintaining its orientation. Therefore less work is
done as the arm accelerates, and this reduces the moment of inertia of
the arm as seen at the stylus tip. One other side effect of the
bearing:counterweight desien, however, is less desirable: downforce
decreases as the arm is significantly raised and reduced as it is
lowered, and this will tend to degrade tracking margins on warped
records.
The bit that points at the user is in the modern vogue — athin wall,
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SELECTIVE
AUDIO

1HOLBURY DROVE PRECINCT
HAMPSHIRE
S041PW

THE FORGE COTTAGE
19 CROSSGATE
OTLEY
LS21 1AA
TELEPHONE
0943-467689

TELEPHONE: 0703-899131
1YORK PLACE
LONDON ROAD
BRIGHTON BN14GU
TELEPHONE: 0273-695776

OPENING TIMES:10-6PM MON
SAT.

ARTEMIZ — SHIRAZ
ON
DEMONSTRATION

ROKSAN

MOORGATE ACOUSTICS LTD.

ROKSAN

STOCKISTS
OF
GOOD QUALITY

XERXES
always in
stock and
on demonstration
at
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2WESTGATE, ROTHERHAM (0709) 370666
184, FITSWILLIAM STREET, SHEFFIELD (0742) 756048.

»ecee

45 HIGH STREET
HOUNSLOW
MIDDLESEX TW3 1RH
TEL: 01-570 7512

ROKSAN ARTEMIZ
machined aluminium tube from which the headshell is formed by
pressure. The tube diameter is of constant width over its length, and
there is only one metal-to-metal join just forward of the bearing. The
arm is wired through with Isolda cable from Japan; astrong, well
made design with the minimum of joins, which consists of assorted
diameters of aluminium, copper and brass conductors to minimize the
Lorentz force — the force exerted on an electron or charged particle
moving through amagnetic field. How, Icannot imagine.
There's no fingerlift on this design, but ahydraulic lift/lower
platform is fitted conventionally, and is designed in such away that if
the arm is aligned just-so on installation, the stylus is not free to drop
to the record level until it is over the record itself. Neat...
The arm has an effective length of 240mm and a17.5mm overhang.
The arm pillar is 22mm in diameter, and coincidentally is compatible
with a23mm Rega cutout if the Artemiz is pulled inwards, towards the
turntable spindle. Neither height nor rear overhang are excessive. The
standard of finish is good, aided and abetted by well machined
surfaces.

•

that Ican judge it definitely. If it was aCD player, an amplifier or a
speaker, then maybe; but history has ahabit of wrongfooting
reviewers of tonearms. Sometimes the performance potential of an
arm may only become apparent later, perhaps because the way to
extract the most from the arm either wasn't available at the time, or
hadn't been recognized. Two examples: the Rega RB300 was
persistently underrated in the early days when it was mostly assessed
on the obvious choice of high quality turntable — the Linn Sondek
LP12 — which hindsight teaches simply didn't suit the arm well.
Similarly, the real capabilities of the Linn Ittok, good and bad alike,

Lab report
The short version is that, in lab test terms at least, the Artemiz needs
some further work to fulfil its evident promise. Bearing friction in
both planes is more than just excessive, with measured levels the
order of 10-25% of normal tracking forces.
A phone call established that this was probably due to incorrect
adjustment of the very early test sample, and Iundertook to re-adjust
the bearing to the correct setting. This Idid without much difficulty
and with reasonable results. Ieliminated all the obvious friction, and
although it was not possible to re-measure the arm, I'm pretty sure
that the arm as finally adjusted was as low in friction as most
competitive arms. But Iam less than convinced that Ihad eliminated
all unnecessary bearing slack, and there was adegree of notchiness I
could not fully eliminate.
The structural resonance plot is interesting too. The first important
arm break-up mode doesn't appear until about 1.2kHz, which sets a
high though not unbeatable standard. There are other structural
resonances between this point and 2kHz, and they're not badly
controlled. But the arm is clearly extremely excitable at higher
frequencies and the plot looks very dirty indeed right up to the
measurement limit at 25kHz. There is rather more high frequency

only really became apparent when the state-of-the-art in cartridges
enabled the window to be opened wide enough.
This means the conclusion of this review must be somewhat
open-ended, but the omens are good. There are many fine qualities
here. The predominant characteristics of the arm are of clarity and
incisiveness, but the liveliness of the structure of the arm at high
frequencies naturally contributes to the way the Artemiz presents
itself.
With the arm bearings initially set rather too loose, the top end
became congested and edgy during peaks. Better adjustment opened
out the sound, both in stereo terms — imagery became explicit and
solid, with excellent instrumental separation and focus — and in
dynamics. When finally adjusted, the arm sounded very impressive
indeed.
The high level of perceived resolution is no artifice. Resolution of
fine detail is truly in the top league, whilst the arm's very obvious
agility and tunefulness in the bass is roughly on apar with the Ittok
(which means better than the Rega) and particularly well suited to the
Xerxes turntable. There's no analogue style sloth here, but plenty of
poise and notably good timing. The Roksan arm faithfully preserves
the qualities of the turntable that preceded it.

Conclusion

Roksan Artemiz tonearm: structural resonances

noise from the arm than is ideal when handling too. The poor bearing
adjustment may have influenced the results unduly, but there's
another probable cause, the lack of sufficient (or any?) internal
armtube damping.
Elsewhere the arm behaves well. Iam vaguely unhappy with the
rather random way the arm counterweight appears to behave, but this
is agut feel objection only; the measurements appear to justify
Roksan's claims. Effective mass is near 9g (with mounting hardware)
which though not low in absolute terms, is below average for ahigh
grade audiophile arm, especially on one like this with an
uncompromisingly wide diameter armtube. Arm geometry is also in
the 'very good' class.
Setting up is not too complex, but requires assistance from
something like the Shure tracking force gauge used for this test. The
cueing platform works satisfactorily and there are no operating
problems except that posed by the absence of afingerlift, which I
missed. No instructions or alignment aids were available.

Sound quality
For the purposes of this test, the arm was used exclusively on a
Roksan Zerxes turntable and was fitted with aKoetsu Rosewood
Signature and — later — an Ortofon MC3000.
Having had the arm for under two weeks, I'm not about to pretend
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The predominant musical attribute of this innovative and well priced
arm can be summed up easily. It is neat, incisive, doesn't overhang
and it sounds well integrated. At the same time, there were
build-quality problems with the very early sample supplied for review
that almost certainly prevented it from living up to its potential. The
Artemiz has all the qualities likely to position it amongst the best
all-rounders available, but the smart money won't have been spent on
the first samples off the production line. le
TEST RESULTS
Approximate effective mass inc mounting
hardware
Headshell
Compatibility
Effective length
Overhang
Offset angle
Geometric accuracy (tested with Elite gauge)
Adjustments provided
Finish & engineering
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Friction (typical) lateral
Friction ( typical) vertical
Bias compensation method
Bias force, rim/centre
Cue drift
Cue rate
Arm resonances
Typical price ( inc VAT)

ROKSAN ARTEMIZ
9g
integral
proprietary 22mm arm pillar,
similar to Rega fit
240mm
17.5mm
24 degrees
very good
overhang, lateral
excellent/very good
good
below average
250mg
100mg
thread and spring, adjustable
150/200mg as set for Koetsu
negligible
3sec
1st resonance > lkHz, excitable
thereafter
£350
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CHICHESTER,
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TELEPHONE
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776402

We sell QUALITY Hi Fi

Vialo
File
40 HOCKERILL STREET,
BISHOPS STORTFORD,
HERTS.

We sell ROKSAN

TEL: 0279 - 506576.

ROKSAN

FINANCE

The Audlo File
HI Fl Dealer
of the year
1988

at

2Market Street,
Barnstaple,
Devon EX31 1BX.

Tel: 0271 46172

UPPER DECKS

Three more ambitious cassette decks reviewed by Chris Bryant:
Denon DR-M34 HR, Nakamichi CR1 and Pioneer CT-939

A

FTER LAST MONTH'S SAMPLING of sub-£200 players,
we move on now to three models in the sub-£400 price
region. The name Nakamichi has become almost
synonymous with the success of Compact Cassette as ahi-fi
medium, and the CRI fits neatly into our line-up along with the
Denon DR- M34 which sports aremote control, and the £400 Pioneer
CT-939. At this price level we are well into hi-fi territory, so we are
looking for asubstantial level of performance and also agood range of
facilities to justify the expenditure.

DENON DR-M34HR
Denon has been building astrong reputation for quality cassette decks
in recent years, and their £400 DX44found favour with several
reviewers. One step down from this is the DR-M34HR, which is
cheaper and lacks some of the automation, but nevertheless promises
to be astrong performer and was an interesting inclusion.
While CD players have been gathering remote controls, even at
very modest price levels, cassette decks have in the main remained
hands-on devices; but Denon break that mould with this fully featured

player, despite it being the cheapest of our review group. Like the
Pioneer it is athree-head deck, so that off-tape monitoring is
available. This means that you can listen to the change in performance
as you adjust the bias while recording, setting the frequency balance
for the tape in use as required.
The case is basically plastic, but it has an undamped steel top cover
and asteel base-plate. The fascia is an aluminium extrusion over
plastic, and the finish is excellent. Front-panel lettering is mainly
white, but record and calibration decals are in red, and for some
reason it boldly proclaims in gold lettering that it has three heads. It
sits on the omnipresent large round feet, which have gold rings and a
soft but high-density foam insert. Also, optional wood side-panels are
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available if you so desire. The Denon has adual-capstan tapetransport for optimum tape tension control across the heads. It is
designed to provide stable speed and constant torque with aminimum
of wow and flutter, and reduces modulation noise. It uses three DC
motors built into apredominantly pressed-steel chassis, and very close
tolerances are claimed in manufacture. The record and replay heads
are of super-permalloy and use oxygen-free copper coils.
Internally, the wiring harness is kept neat. There are two main
boards, one for the power-supply and logic-drive to the transport, and
one containing the audio circuitry. All parts are of standard
commercial quality, but the design utilizes Denon's constant-current
drive circuits in the recording amplifier and direct-coupling between
the head and replay circuits. The display is screened and the general
level of construction and attention to detail good.
Front-panel facilities are numerous and follow the normal layout.
The input level control sits at the right-hand end, above the variable
headphone socket, while the push-button controls reside beneath the
display window and comprise pause, record, play, stop, fast-forward,
and rewind. Adjacent to these are the counter reset and memory-stop
facilities, and below are the Dolby-B and C, MPX filter switching, and
source/monitor switching; HX-pro is operative at all times. Small
rotary controls are provided for record-level, fine-bias and balance
control.
The fluorescent display uses two-colour lettering and features stereo
record level meters with arange of — 20dB to + 8dB in 12 graded
steps, and there are flags for Dolby-B and C, MPX filter, tape/source
monitoring, tape type, and play/record/pause status. The tape-counter
iselectronic and reads from 0to 9999. Blank spaces can be inserted
during recording by holding the recipause/mute key, which causes the
display to flash at half-second intervals.
The infra-red remote control has aminimum of facilities, which
include play, stop, rewind, fast-forward, record, and record-pause.
While these are helpful, it's ashame that source/monitor can't be
remotely switched.

Lab report
Signal-to-noise ratios (see Table) were much as expected on Type II
and Type IV tapes, but the results with ferric tapes were alittle below
average. Dolby-B and C provided the required and successive 10dB
improvements. Wow and flutter were tow, speed error almost
negligible, and with the pre-recorded 8kHz azimuth test-tape used I
could detect no phase- shift. The level meters were accurately
calibrated, with zero error at OdB. Line-output was higher than most
at 0.84V, but shouldn't be aproblem, and ultimately 4.45V was
available before clipping. Channel separation was reasonable, and the
line-input sensitivity with the Rec Cal control set to max was high at
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41mV — but the overload margins were fine.
Intermodulation distortion between apair of HF tones was well
suppressed on all tape types, and the total harmonic distortion figures
were all fairly low. The spectrogram of a3.15kHz test-tone (Graph 1)
reveals arelatively clean signal, so, taking the wow-and-flutter figures
into account, Denon's transport must be good.
Using ferric tapes (Type I) with the bias control in centre position,
all those employed (various Maxell, TDK, That's and Sony) showed a
downward titling response from bass to treble (Grahs 2a), and this

ultimately preferred — but not by alarge margin. With all recordings
there was atrace of upper mid-range hardness, but dynamics were
strong and focus firm. Depth was above average, some ambience was
retrieved from the source material, but the treble never sounded
extended or detailed.
Dolby-B recordings were successful; hiss apart, much like no-Dolby
in fact, with the exception of some increased sibilance. Dolby-C
provided even more sibilance, with atinkly treble, and went no way to
persuading me that recordings thus made don't sound contrived and
processed.

Conclusion
Not entirely successful on sound quality grounds, while the lab tests
did show up some small frequency response anomalies. Generally,
however, the technical performance is well above average and the
tape-transport system very good. If sonic performance is at the top of
your list of attributes, this model needs alittle extra work before it
matches up to the other two reviewed here, but it is cheaper and it
does have aremote control.

NAKAMICHI CR1
The CR1 fits in at the bottom of the present Nakamichi range, and at
£350 should perhaps be seen as abudget model within that context.
Unlike the Denon and the Pioneer, the Nak has only two tape-heads,
so that the integral record/playback head has to be acompromise —
and there can be no off-tape monitoring facility. Also missing are
fine-bias adjustment and preset record-level controls, and if the name
Nakamichi weren't on the front panel the lack of facilities might
persuade one that this is indeed abudget model. However, Nakamichi
sell cassette players not for their gadgets but for their build quality and
performance, and they should perform better for longer.
This model has amatt-black fascia and top cover, lettering is in dull
gold, and the overall effect is stylish if somewhat sombre. There is
little automatic about the design save the auto-memory stop, the
repeat facility, and the timer function which supports both play and

Graph I. Denon DR-M34HR: Flu ter spectrogram at 3150Hz.
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Graph 2. Denon DR-M34HR: Record/replay responses at OdB without Dolby.

Graph 3. Denon DR-M34HR: Recordlreplay responses with and without Dolby.

could only be partially corrected with the fine-bias control.
Admittedly the fall is only around 1.5dB from 50Hz to 5kHz, but it is
there nonetheless and at OdB modulation the treble rolls off quite
steeply from 8kHz onwards. At — 20dB recording level the trend was
the same, but with better HF extension. Type II tapes were similar,
but Type IV metal formulations (Graph 2b) exhibited an HF lift at
OdB levels, producing in effect amidband suck-out. This extended the
—3dB response point to over 16kHz, or to 20kHz at the — 20dB level.
With either Dolby-B or C switched in there was aslight increase in HF
extension, but the general trends remained the same ( Graph 3).

Sound quality
Using pre-recorded material, the initial impression was of arather
polite sound, lacking bass weight and slam. This was confirmed with
extended listening, and further still with recordings made on the
machine, using tapes of all types and whether Dolby was in or out.
Back with pre-recorded material, the mid was quite lively and
detailed, with good dynamics and fine pitch stability. The treble did
sound somewhat muted, with amodicum of grain and tizz, and there
was occasionally atendency to upper-mid prominence. But most of
the time it sounded rather laid-back and relaxed. Focus was
reasonable, some depth was present, and stereo stage-width was
good.
Subjectively, on home recorded material there seemed little
difference between the various tape types, although metal was
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record. All the various tape bias and equalization options (Types I, Il
and IV plus 70/120µS) are selected by push-button, as are the Dolby
noise-reduction circuits (B and C) and the MPX filter. The recordlevel control is alarge knob at the right-hand end, encircled by the
balance facility. No output level adjustment is provided, but at least
there is afixed-volume headphone socket.
The main controls are simple enough, and reading from left to right
comprise rewind, stop, play, fast-forward, pause, and record. Pressing
the record button also activates pause, allowing one to preset the level
before pressing play to set the wheels in motion. The record-level
meter, adual row of LEDs, is simple and easy to use, but is rather
limited in its resolution: — 30dB to + 7dB in eight steps. Alongside this
are flags for Dolby operation and amechanical tape-counter. All the
controls are smooth and efficient in operation.
The chassis is ametal box made up from pressed-steel panels, but
the front is an aluminium extrusion over plastic. The tape-transport is
athree- motor type formed mainly from pressed-steel parts. Inside,
the fully screened mains transformer feeds two separate supplies.
Most of the parts are of fairly standard commercial quality and there
doesn't appear to be anything particularly audiophile in evidence.
They have even refrained from employing gold-plated output phonos
on the back panel, and the leads supplied have plugs of similar quality.
There are arange of presets mounted on the board for setting up tape
bias and level, but thee should be left strictly for the service engineer
and are not user-adjustable. The internal wiring harness is quite neat,
if alittle spidery in nature, and the power-supplies are screened from
the microprocessor section.

Lab report
Replay noise was very similar on all tape types, and at alevel close to
the expected: better than 50dB signal-to-noise ratio without Dolby,
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Graph 4. Nakamichi CRI: Flutter spectrogram at 3150Hz.

nonetheless, with good extension and more than amodicum of
articulation. The mid is fairly clear, open and detailed, with good
dynamics and timing, and although the treble is alittle splashy and
grainy it is fairly extended and detailed. Stereo width is strong, with
decent depth and transparency, and the image focuses well.
On metal tapes (Type IV) the record/replay system delivered an
even better level of performance with non-Dolby operation. It may
have alittle hiss in this mode, but the top-end sounds extended and
lively, the bass more articulate and similarly, extended, and the
overall balance sounds fine. Depth and width are there in good
measure, and there is reasonable preservation of the source material's
ambience.
With Dolby-B the story is much the same. It loses out alittle when
compared to non- Dolby operation, but in the main the processing is
well executed. On ' C' there appeared to be aslight shift in balance,
with emphasis placed more in the mid- range than before. Depth and
width were curtailed with respect to the previous renderings, and the
bass sounded slightly odd, lacking drive and timing. In general, mid
detail was still there, but the top was amite muted.

Conclusion

NAKAMICHI CR1

Nakamichi have managed to squeeze acommendable performance
from this apparently simple system. They have obviously put in the
engineering quotient where it matters — the head may be a
compromise, but it works well enough, and with the electronics used it
makes up aworthwhile player.
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Graph 5. Nakamichi CRI: Record/replay responses at Od8 without Dolby.

Pioneer are no newcomers to cassette deck manufacture, and they
have put their experience to good effect with the intention of creating
an up-market player. They have included aplethora of features for
what is really areasonable price. It may not have aremote control,
but in the context of this group it has facilities for most other things —
although it does have less automation than some competitors.
This deck has FIX-pro, and Dolby- B and C noise- reduction systems.
The fluorescent display has some of the best record-level meters
around, switched by aneat gold button to cover either — 32dB to

Graph 6. Nakamichi CRI: Record/replay responses with and without Dolby.

improving to 70dB with Dolby-C. Wow and flutter were alittle higher
than expected at 0.12%, as was the 0.22%-fast speed error. Azimuth
was slightly in error, but held within reasonable limits. Line-output
was 0.667V for OdB LEC and the line amps managed ahealthy 6.25V
before clip. The meters showed a + 3dB error at OdB IEC, which is
significant if not serious. Channel separation was fine, line-input
sensitivity was close to the modern norm, and input overload margins
were first-rate.
HF intermodulation distortion figures were acceptable rather than
good, likewise the total harmonic distortion. The spectrogram (Graph
4) reveals flutter sidebands which support the measured wow and
flutter figures.
Frequency response measurements revealed the bass to be
extended, but as with the Denon, showing an LF ripple below 100Hz
(Graph 5). As there is no fine-bias adjustment, you have to accept that
the machine is set up for aparticular type of tape. However, with the
test-tapes used (TDK MA-XG, SA and Maxell UD) the responses
were fairly well tailored — albeit still with an overall LF-to-HF tilt.
Measured at the — 20dB level, all types had aresponse extending to
20kHz before the — 3dB rolloff point. At OdB (Graph 5), Type IV
managed 15kHz or so for — 3dB, but this pulls back to just below
10kHz on Type I. But all were well behaved through the mid-band.
Switching Dolby in had little effect on the response save to give some
extra HF extension (Graph 6).

Sound quality
It may be only atwo-head deck, but Nakamichi have aknack with
cassette players and manage to squeeze afine level of performance
from what on the face of it seems asomewhat pedestrian player.
Starting with pre-recorded cassettes, the quality of reproduction
was rather above average. This player actually has some bass, which
seems weak with the majority of units at this price. It may be alittle
fat and ponderous at times, but for acassette it's enjoyable
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+16dB or an expanded range of — 4dB to + 16dB for the fastidious.
The chassis is one of Pioneer's super- stiff honeycomb copper-platedsteel vibration- attenuating constructions. Peering at the base reveals
that even the large round feet are moulded with internal honeycomb
stiffening. The idea behind all this is to achieve both rigidity and an
ability to disperse mechanical energy in different directions, thus
minimizing vibrational effects. The mains transformer is made from
cast-iron for vibration attenuation.
Internal circuit design follows adouble-mono pattern for increased
channel separation, the power-supply is separated from the active
circuitry, and there is acentre divide ( also ahoneycomb pressing) for
improved screening. A short signal-path is achieved by remoting the
record-level and balance adjustments, and the tape-transport
mechanism employs adual-capstan system to ensure optimum tape
stability and reduced wow and flutter.
It's obvious from all this that Pioneer are really trying hard, and the
mechanism certainly looks imposing and complex. Many of the
passive components are selected for audio quality, with Nichicon and
Duorex electrolytic types used extensively. The audio board is
uncluttered and neatly laid out, with the display sensibly screened.
Power-supplies are also carefully constructed, with plenty of reserve
for aproduct of this type.
All the ordinary cassette control facilities are present and reside in a
row of push-buttons along the base of the fascia. In order, these are
rewind, stop, play, fast-forward, recording, pause, and recordmuting. Above these are the subsidiary tape-progress monitoring/
handling controls, noise- reduction, and MPX filter switching. Stuck
out at the right-hand end are the meter- range switch, balance and bias
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out at the right-hand end are the meter-range switch, balance and bias
adjustment knobs, and the source/tape monitor switch — the latter
with aclever auto-mode which monitors source when pause- record is
operational and automatically changes to tape once it's set in motion.
The unit has automatic tape selection, with the type in use denoted
on the display. This also has flags for everything, and asophisticated
electronic tape-counter with three display modes: tape-counter,
timer-counter and time-remaining — but the latter requires that you
input the cassette's capacity. The fluorescent record-level meters act
as awarning which changes according to the tape type used and helps
avoid over-modulation. There are some other useful functions. When
the cassette door is closed any tape slack is automatically taken up.
There is also amusic-search facility which will find desired selections
(tracks) located at up to 15 sections before or after the current
position. This is activated by pressing fast-forward or rewind the
requisite number of times during play.

Lab report
The record/replay signal-to-noise ratios measured pretty much as
expected on all tape types. Wow and flutter were admirably low, but
the + 0.24% speed error was alittle on the high side. No azimuth error
was discovered, which is highly commendable and indicative of careful
setting up during manufacture. The tape record-level indicator
showed no error at OdB, and the line-output at this level was 0.48V
with amaximum of 5.13V available before clipping. Line-input
sensitivity was close to the norm at 89mV, and there is plenty of
headroom. Intermodulation distortion at HF was low on all tape
types, especially on metal at — 63dB (= 0.07%), while harmonic
distortion was held to within reasonable limits except with Type II
(chrome) tape formulations, where the distortion was — 33dB
(=2.2%). But all these measurements are made at the peak
modulation level of OdB, where it has been customary to tolerate 3%
distortion. The flutter spectogram ( Graph 7) shows avery clean plot,
and performance in this area reveals the fine pedigree of Pioneer's
tape-transport.

amild lift above 5kHz (Graph 8b). However, right up to OdB
modulation level the — 3dB point remained above 20kHz, while the
bass was smooth from around 40Hz up. At a — 20dB level all the tape
formulations tried gave aresponse extending above 20kHz; but as
might be expected the output rolled off earlier with Types Iand II at
high recording levels ( Graph 8a). Introducing the Dolby noisereduction system produced arising response above 5kHz, and greater
extension ( Graph 9).

Sound quality
Pre-recorded tapes were alittle disappointing, given the level of
technology employed in this unit. The treble demonstrated too much
grain and fizz, sounding rather 'scratchy', and there was asmearing of
focus. The upper bass was quite good, clean, crisp and fairly dynamic.
This quality extended into the mid-range, where perspectives were
fine, but there was also some loss of detail and ambience. Bass was
softened more than anticipated, with ageneral lack of speed, impact
and extension. Focus was disappointingly loose and there was a
general confusion over image-placement at all frequencies. Whereas
stereo width was good, depth wasn't particularly strong, and ambience
was generally depressed.
When used for recording, the story is generally the same. Images
were somewhat hazy, and the bass soft. The sound was described as
generally veiled and vague, although some depth and ambience were
present. The top was abit brash, somewhat splashy, and the bass
lightweight and ineffectual.
Dolby-B reduced the subjective image width, though some depth
remained and the upper- mid sounded rather accentuated. With 'C'
the sound was less involving — squeaky, coloured, suffering even
greater width reduction, and with exaggerated sibilance. The bass
became thinner, there was ageneral loss of scale and presence, and
interest in the music all but disappeared.

Conclusion
A strange one this. If Ihad been asked to guess the best sounding
player on the basis of the type and quality of parts used, Iwould
probably have gone for the Pioneer. But top-quality sound
reproduction has never been an easy target to hit, and Pioneer don't
seem to have scored abull with this one.

OVERALL CONLUSION

Graph 7. Pioneer CT-939: Flutter spectrogram at 3150Hz.

Here we have adichotomy: the simplest deck seems to sound the best,
but in general measure the worst. Pioneer have gone to great lengths
in the construction of their chassis and tape-transport, and even
bothered to use audiophile components; yet while they have achieved
agenerally fine technical performance, the sound quality hasn't quite
come up to expectations; although the most expensive deck, it was
ranked only second in this group. The Denon is pleasant enough,
performs well, has remote control and is worth considering, but I
admit to being alittle disappointed in its performance. That leaves the
Nakamichi, which is simple and has few facilities, but manages to
squeeze just that little bit extra out of its design. •
TEST RESULTS

Graph 8. Pioneer CT-939: Record/replay responses at OdB without Dolby.

Graph 9. Pioneer CT-939: Record/replay responses with and without Dolby.

Replay noise with various tapes
Type I (CCIR/ARM weighted)
NR out/Dolby-B/C (dB)
Type II (CCIR/ARM weighted)
NR out/Dolby-B/C (dB)
Type IV (CCIR/ARM weighted)
NR out/Dolby-B/C (dB)
Wow & flutter (ay peak-weighted DIN)
Speed error
Azimuth (phase error in degrees at
8kHz)
Line-output for OdB/maximum
VU indication at IEC OdB
Channel separation (
OVU)
lkHz/10kHz
Line-input sensitivity (OVU)/overload
IM distortion ref 11/12kHz OdB toneType I
Type II
Type IV
Total harmonic distortion
ref 315Hz
OdB toneType I (dB)
Type II (dB)
Type IV (dB)
Dimensions (whd) (cm)
Price (typical inc VAT)

DENON
NAKAMICHI
DR-M34HR CRi

PIONEER
CT-939

-48/58/67 - 51/61/70 - 50/60/70
-51/61/70 - 51/61/70 - 53/63/72
-52/62/71 - 52/61/70 - 53/64/72
0.06%
0.12%
0.05%
+0.03% + 0.22% +0.24%
0°
30°
00
0.84/4.45V 0.667/6.25V 0.48/5.13V
OdB
+ 3dB
OdB
46/30dB
41mV/>7V

47/30dB
46/32dB
72.5mV/>7V 89mV/>7V

-40dB
-45dB
-50dB

- 24dB
- 30dB
- 37dB

-44dB
-48dB
-48dB
43x13x29
under £320

- 45dB - 43dB
- 47dB - 33dB
- 39dB - 40dB
43x10x26.5 42x13x37
£350 £400

- 50dB
- 50dB
- 63dB
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We were highly delighted when members
of the Roksan company chose to visit our
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JEFF ROWLAND
MODEL 3AMPLIFIER

Paul Miller offers an in-depth test of Rowland's Model 3monoblock
power amplifiers, along with the Coherence One pre-amplifier

J

EFF ROWLAND BEGAN production with alimited edition
Class A amplifier in 1980, the fruits of which paved the way for
his Model 7flagship amp some four years later. Subsequently,
the Coherence One pre-amp was launched to be followed by
the small, though chunky, Model 3power amp— the subject of this
review and aprime mover in JR's adoption of Differential- Mode
Technology ( DMT). The 100W Model 3monoblock features a
half-inch, milled and black anodised alloy fascia that is broken only at
its centre by an illuminated standby switch. An on/off rocker-switch is
fitted at the rear of this substantial case, next to the IEC mains socket.
The fascia is rounded at its corners to match the curved profile of JR's
multi-finned heatsinks which flank the sides of the amp. while at the
rear JR have thoughtfully provided acouple of carrying handles. Two
phono inputs, inverting and non-inverting, are available together with
afemale XLR; the screw terminals used to connect speaker cable
seem atrifle crude in comparison, it has to be said.
Accompanying the Model 3monoblocks, Jeff Rowland's
Coherence One pre- amp is an altogether slimmer unit though its
standard of build is no less uncompromising. Powered via an umbilical
lead from amatching PSU, the Coherence One offers inputs for CD,
tape, tuner and phono sources, the latter including three gain settings
to accommodate either high or low output m-c's and ahigh level m-m
cartridge. The loading conditions may be arrived at by trial and error
using an internal cermet, though JR supply awide range of top-quality
resistors from which the final value may be selected and then soldered
into place. Remote switching on the fascia also includes a
comprehensive record-out selection, full mute and reversal of
absolute phase; each soft-touch key incorporating & small yellow LED
indicator. Three Penny and Giles potentiometers are utilized, the two
peripheral pots providing around 6dB of trim on each of the two
stereo channels while both normal and inverted outputs provide the
means for bridged or balanced line operation.
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If there is acommon thread running through Jeff Rowland's products,
then the concept of 'minimum storage' or ' signal recognition' is a
prime candidate. JR claims that no series or parallel capacitors are
employed in either pre- or power amp (save in the RIAA network) so
that dielectric absorption is kept to aminimum. All capacitors have a
signal 'memory' or non-linear charge storage because there is a
tendency for the electrons to migrate and concentrate at the surface of
the dielectric, but avoiding signal coupling capacitors in this fashion
represents atrade-off between dielectric absorption and necessary RF
decouplittg. This, and the very low levels of applied feedback,
explains why the Coherence One and Model 3are very wide
bandwidth designs (-3dB typ. 500kHz).
Rowland also makes use of Differential Mode Technology, acatchy
phrase that refers to its electronic— rather than transformer-coupled—
balanced operation. This is atechnique that may be applied inside the
amplifier or between pre- and power amp using special interconnects.
Here two conductors, which are independent of the ground line or
shield, carry antiphase signals which are summed in adifferential
amplifier, thereby applying gain to the difference signal of the
antiphase input. By twisting the signal cores together each will be
equally susceptible to external electric and magnetic fields, but
because the diff amp only recognizes signals of opposing phase any
distortion or noise common to both conductors will be rejected by a
level defined as the Common Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR).
The Coherence One is stunning to behold for it is built onto asingle
PCB, extensively hardwired and littered with Aromat relays for
remote signal switching. JR has opted for acomprehensive two-stage
DC regulation that begins with astabilized, low source impedance
outboard supply. An encapsulated toroid feeds atrio of bridge
rectifiers prior to the extensive regulation which employs two LF411
voltage comparators, asingle 12V MC7812CK positive regulator and
two pairs of complementary 2N3055H/MJ2955 TO-3bipolars feeding
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JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 3
the output. Two main supply lines then enter the pre-amp proper
which is itself constructed in amodular, near dual-mono form. A
further 16 wholly discrete, feedback-free regulation stages are
decoupled with polypropylene SiderealKaps for each channel of the
eight encapsulated gain blocks. Potted in aheat-cured epoxy for
thermal and mechanical stability, these detachable modules comprise
both the low and high level phono amps together with inverting and
non-inverting line stages.
RIAA equalization is split into two transconductance stages, the
passive HF and LF sections being sandwiched between three discrete
gain blocks, the first of which may be adjusted using the supplied
circuit jumpers to snit the loading and gain requirements (60dB, 50dB
or 40dB) of the phono cartridge. A buffer stage is placed before the
final inverting and non-inverting line amps, each gain stage using a
proprietary topology that appears to be based on an array of cascoded
J-FET's run at high voltage (± 50V). JR claims that this zero-feedback
technique, coupled with the hardwiring and star-ground system,
results in a 'pure' second-order distortion characteristic— aclaim
borne out in the lab tests.
Smallest of JR's 'Differential Mode' power amps, the Model 3
incorporates three selectable input impedances (3kohm, 20kohm and
100kohm) depending on whether alow output impedance/high
current solid-state pre-amp or low-current valve pre-amp is to partner
the product. The modular input block runs off ahigher (± 110V) rail
voltage and is heavily regulated, much like the pre-amp, though the
input is configured as asingle differential stage using ultra-fast
J-FET's.
An inverted-cascode topology is employed to accomplish the
appropriate voltage gain in asingle direct-coupled stage, while a
low-key DC servo network operates in the current domain to minimize
any interaction with the output stage. However, using aDC servo to
maintain stability can be problematic as it effectively replaces an AC
coupling cap with an even larger capacitive element together with an
op-amp within the feedback loop. Therefore any minute corruption
(noise + distortion) occurring within the feedback loop will be
reflected at the output; however, JR employ an adjustable current
mirror to change the operating conditions of the amplifier, thus
trimming the output DC voltage without compromising what little
localized feedback exists.
A 700 VA potted toroid and 2x32000µF reservoir capacitors form
the main supply that feeds the compound Class A output stage. A pair
of Fujitsu 2SC2523/2SA1073 ring-emitter bipolars comprise the Class
A emitter-follower driver stage, while afurther 5pairs of the device,
biased to 150mA, are configured as parallel dumpers. Akin to the
Coherence One pre-amp, the Model 3power amp also includes some

non-invasive overload and DC offset projection as well as acouple of
fast-blow 5A speaker fuses.

Lab report
Both pre- and power amp passed muster on all the elementary
measurements, their respective distortion characteristics proving to be
of the greatest interest. As far as the pre-amp was concerned its
channel separation (>60dB at 20kHz), rise time (0.5µsec), squarewave
linearity (-88.6dB) and noise (-88.8dB) were all excellent, though this
was one of the rare occasions where A-wtd noise via m-cwas actually
lower than that via m-m ( both inputs referenced to the respective Il1F
input voltages). As is often the case with the exotic Penny and Giles
pots, channel balance deteriorated markedly at low levels, the error of
6.3dB at -60dBV hardly satisfactory at this price point. The Model 3
power amp maintained aconstant 20-20kHz power bandwidth and
offered power increments of + 2.35dB into 4ohms and + 2.6dB into
2ohms (continous), the concerted regulation restricting the IHF
dynamic headroom to + 0.49dB into an 8ohm load.
The input sensitivity via m-cproved adequate at
though the
figure of 807µV via m-m indicates that some m-ccartridges might be
used through this high level stage with considerable success. Similarly,
the power amp sensitivities of 141mV (OdB.W) and I584mV
(21dB.W) must be adjusted by 6dB to account for the fact that in
balanced mode the two antiphase signals give rise to double the
available voltage swing. No phase shifts were observed through the
line stage, though the 9° lag at 20kHz via the power amp is an
indication of its slightly reduced -3dB point of 174kHz. The differing
poles at LF on the two disc inputs are reflected in both the 14° and 5°
shifts as well as the respective -3dB points of 11Hz (m- m) and 3Hz
(m-c).
Quite simply, all the distortion mechanisms— whether harmonic or
intermodulation — were remarkably consistent in level and
mathematical order regardless of the test frequencies chosen. Note
the minimal variation in THD across the entire audio bandwidth, the
40Hz/230Hz LF IMD of -73.9dB, the 5kHz/12kHz HF 1MD of
-73.2dB, the CCIR IMD of -74.0dB and the 18kHz/50kHz ultrasonic
IMD of -74.8dB. So, not only did the line stage develop aremarkably
predictable distortion mechanism, but the products of this distortion
were wholly second-order.
This favourable frequency/amplitude distortion characteristic was
impaired in both disc stages (increasing at frequency extremes) but the
dominance of second-order effects remained. This is illustrated by the
3D plot taken through the low level m-cinput (ref. 2mV at lkHz)
whereupon despite the seemingly vast + 30.5dB ( 1kHz) and + 29.9dB
(20kHz) headroom figures the presence of strong 2nd- order IMD
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Graph I: Jeff Rowland Coherence One disc, equalization

Graph 3: Jeff Rowland Model 3supply modulation

Graph 2: Jeff Rowland Coherence One m-cultrasonic distortion

Graph 4: Jeff Rowland Model 3ultrasonic distortion
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Oxford Audio Consultants
A New Standard in High- End
Audio Retailers

Our shop facilities are like no other. Our
equipment is without peer.

OUR APPROACH IS UNIQUE
Formal opening hours 10am — 6pm,
Tuesday to Saturday: closed Monday

Individual consultations bookable.
Home demonstrations apleasure.
Agencies include:
Oxford Acoustics, Audio Research, Apogee,
Air Tangent, Counterpoint, Koetsu, Krell,
Magneplanar, PS Audio, Sonus Faber,
Aragon.
We now present:
Beard Audio, Cambridge Audio, Wharfedale,
Linx, Marantz, Stax, Audio Technica, Goldring,
Discwasher, Target, Foundation, Sennheiser,
That's QED, Allsop, Hunt EDA, Van den Hul etc.

CLICK
IT WON'T HAPPEN WITH
THE NEW DENON 100.
Nothing's worse than a favourite song
cut short because the tape isn't long enough.
Now the new Denon 100 gives you afull
100 minutes playing or recording time on
high quality chrome or metal tapes.
(Making them ideal for CDs and longer
albums).
Ask your local stockist for details of the
full Denim Range.

We offer the same superb standards of
demonstration, home installation and service
back-up for these more affordable products.

FEATURED SYSTEM THIS MONTH ON
CONTINUOUS DEMONSTRATION:
Crystal Reference/ Air Tangent/ Kostse/ Red.
Call in any time to audition this superb system or
book your own demonstration.
WIDE RANGE OF LP's & CD's including DMP,
CHESKY, PROPRIUS, REFERENCE, DENON, ETC

0 Xf MI
Distributed by Hitachi

Audio Consultants

Cantay House, Park End Place, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford ( 0865)— 790879 ( 24hr. service)
Write or telephone for appointments or our comprehensive
information pack

JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 3
routes are clearly apparent. Note the products of F 0-50k-0- F 0-20k,
F 20k - F 0-20k and F 0-50k-0- F 20k (very rare) tracking downband
towards the origin and increasing in amplitude (<-27dB or 4.5%)
according to the RIAA characteristic- such distortion obviously
emanates from the disc and not the line stage. The rejection of all
higher order artefacts is quite remarkable.
JR's power amp developed both 2nd and 3rd-order IMD products
in addition to amore extended harmonic pattern. Most important are
the unusual residues at F 0-20k - yF 0-50k-0 (y = 1-5) which are
produced in tandem with the products F 0-50k-0- yF 0-20k (y = 1-2).
The Ramped Supply Modulation test operates over amassive 150.3dB
in this instance, accommodating the + 29.3dBV peak output into 4
ohms while observing phenomena at levels as low as - 121dBV. All the
40Hz harmonics adopt anon-linear amplitude relationship (note the
plateau of each harmonic) while 2nd-order 1MD's dominate once
more at 60Hz (-99.1dB) and 140Hz (-93.3dB). Considering the vast
dynamic range involved, this represents avery 'clean' LF spectrum.

Sound quality
Auditioned in its preferred balanced mode using Rowland's own
MIT-based interconnect cables, Ifound 1m lengths of Deltec's Black
Sixteen speaker cable to provide the ideal complement. In this way
the system afforded avery sharply focused, tightly controlled and
highly detailed picture of events. However, the Model 3s did not
produce an artificially enlarged or superficially impressive soundstage
in the manner of some other large power amplifiers, for instead the
heavy-handed approach of raw power was traded for adry and
characteristically subtle presentation. This measured surety developed
into something of ahallmark, the longer they were powered-up the
more this feeling of control and delicate poise progressed.
The resolution of filigree musical details was quite exquisite,
particularly via the CD input which sounded both sweet and crisp,
avoiding the coarse, lispy treble colorations generally attributed to
broad-band RF intermodulation. For once, the true tonal colours of
Peter Erskine's delicate percussion (
Dream Clock) were revealed with
an unusual sensitivity, the fragile snap of cymbal hanging momentarily
and quite unaffected by the accompanying overtones of flute, sax and
rich-sounding tuba. Music always appeared so very well balanced, the

layers of asoundstage built up one after another in perfect
proportion- stereo images were finely honed, vocals in particular
enjoying arare and delightful sense of articulation. Bass notes were
deep, extended and fairly well damped, just as the treble proved
pleasantly open, ' airy' and free of any distracting, low-level hash.
Nevertheless much of this precision and transparency was lost once
the low-level m-cinput was brought into play. It still realized ahigh
standard of reproductions but the scope and scale of the musical
soundstage was very slightly flattened, individual images faintly
masked and reduced in focus compared to those of the line stage.
Even the simplest recordings, such as Rickie Lee Jones' Unsigned
Painting could not quite break free, the slightest fettering of her voice
obscuring that last vestige of solidity and realism. This particular
observation cropped up at other times in the listening period, the
Rowland combination affording the most technically accurate of
performances at the expense of alittle sparkle or ' magic'.
Records now enjoyed something of the lucid subtlety that first drew
my attention to the line input, though there was still the suspicion of
some extra warmth and richness above and beyond that introduced by
the cartridge itself. Prominent vocals often benefited from this slight
euphony, but there was still the suggestion that performers and
instruments alike were faintly larger-than-life. Meanwhile there was
still this loss of sparkle and emotivity to address, afew discs losing that
indefinable quality that separates apurely automatic performance
from one injected with genuine feeling.

Conclusion
Why these products have not been distributed in the UK until now is
something of apuzzle. The amplifiers reviewed offer an
uncompromised level of construction together with asonic calibre that
approaches that of the very best in home audio. Particularly when
used as aline amp, the Coherence One represents apotent foil to the
current PIP pre-amplifier, though its limitations may prove slightly
more obvious if comparisons are made through either of the disc
inputs. If criticism need be made of the Model 3power amp, then it
may only be levelled at its slightly matter-of-fact presentation;
undoubtedly accurate, it simply skirts the elusive and captivating
emotivity of the very best high-end amps. As atruly unflappable
amplifier however, the Model 3is right up amongst the high fliers. •

TEST RESULTS

JEFF ROWLAND COHERENCE ONE/MODELS

PRE-AMPLIFIER: JEFF ROWLAND COHERENCE ONE

POWER AMPLIFIER: JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 3

Stereo separation ( 20Hz)
(I
kHz)
(20kHz)
Channel balance ( I
kHz, OdBV)
(-20dBV)
(-60dBV)
THD OdBV ( 20Hz)
(1kHz)
(20kHz)
Total LF IMD ( 1:1)
(16:1)
(1000:1)
Total HFIMD ( 1:1)
(16:1)
(1000:1)
Total Ultrasonic 1M Distortion, ( I: I)
(16:1)
(1000:1)
CCIR IMD ( I : 1)
Phase shift ( 20Hz)
(IkHz)
(20kHz)
Rise Time (@ 10kHz)
Settling Time (@ 10kHz)
Fall Time (@ 10k Hz)
Squarewave linearity
Noise ( A wtd. 2011z - 20kHz)
Hum residual ( onwtd)
Input sensitivity ( for OdB.W)
Input Loading
CD/Aux overload
Disc overload ( 20Hz)
(I kHz)
(20kHz)
Disc eq accuracy ( 50-15k Hz)
Pre- amplifier Output ( max)/Impedance
Tape Output ( max)/Impedance
DC Offset, UR
Typical Price
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Aux/CD
I08.9dB
93.67dB
69.56dB
0.19dB
1.55dB
3.45dB
-75.32dB
-74.55dB
-76.62dB
-73.85dB
-93.42dB
-105.2dB
-73.24dB
-86.81dB
-103.8dB
-74.83dB
-94.34dB
-105.9dB
-73.96dB
0°

m-m
m-e
80.44dB
89.75dB
86.38dB
91.28B
60.58dB
65.90dB
0.19dB
0.02dB
0.09dB
0.12dB
5.47dB
6.34dB
- 57.57dB - 66.22dB
- 57.60dB - 59.41dB
- 57.79dB - 53.09dB
- 62.22dB - 69.94dB
- 80.45dB - 85.03dB
- 98.34dB - 104.8dB
- 59.72dB - 53.06dB
- 81.37dB - 75.04dB
- 99.66dB - 92.76dB
- 59.03dB - 46.94dB
- 80.55dB - 68.65dB
- 98.70dB - 85.00dB
- 46.15dB - 32.05dB
14'24'
5°12'
48°36'
50°24'
0°
86°24'
79°12'
0.5gsec
1.0µsec
0.5p.sec
-88.56dB
-88.79dB - 71.78dB - 74.83dB
-84.63dB - 63.84dB - 62.47
104.7mV
807.2uV
109.7uV
9.95kohm 47kohm 0.200ohm
>13V
19.30mV 2.21 ImV
126.3m V 16.83mV
1169mV
155.9mV
-0.15dB/ + 0dB/
+0dB + 0dB
21.13V/193.15kohm
>I3V (line)16.21V (disc)/2.486ohm
+3.399mV/+3.826mV
£750
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tr.

Maximum Continuous Power 8ohms:
4ohms
Dynamic Headroom ( IHF)
Output Impedance
Damping Factor
THD (OdBW)
(
/ power)
2
1

LF ND ( 1:1)
(16:1)
(1000:1)
HF IMD ( 1:1)
(16:1)
(1000:1)
Ultrasonic IMD ( 1:1)
(16:1)
(1000:1)
CCIR IM Distortion (OdBW)
CCIR IM Distortion ( 1
/ power)
2
Rise Time (@ 10kHz)
Settling Time (@ 10kHz)
Fall Time (@ 10kHz)
Power bandwidth (> 1% THD)
Squarewave linearity
Supply modulation linearity
Phase shift 20Hz
IkHz
20kHz
Absolute Phase
Noise (A wtd, 20Hz- 20kHz)OdBW
(A wtd, 20Hz-20kHz) 1
/ power
2
Input Sensitivity (for OdB. W)
(for full output)
Input Loading
DC Offset, UR
Typical Price

20Hz
IkHz
20kHz
119.0W
125.9W
121.1W
210.4W
216.4W
198.1W
+0.486dB ( 140.8W)
0.0843ohm 0.0846ohm 0.0899ohm
94.9
94.6
88.9
-80.62dB - 69.45dB - 61.96dB
-69.67dB - 65.14dB - 60.42dB
2nd Order
-77.31dB
-99.21dB
-124.8dB
-62.98dB
-77.10dB
-106.4dB
-53.03dB
-66.91dB
-103.3dB
-70.40dB
-69.75dB

3rd Order 4th Order
- 69.55dB - 81.044:IB
- 87.21dB - 103.1dB
- 116.4dB - 119.4dB
- 62.26dB - 78.56dB
- 75.35dB - 84.59dB
- 106.6dB - 109.3dB
- 67.51dB - 70.54dB
- 73.26dB - 73.39dB
- 1077.8dB - 107.6dB
- 76.10dB - 83.23dB
- 59.71dB - 67.8dB
3/./sec
leec
3p.sec
7Hz- 25kHz
-81.06dB
-95.62dB
2°53'
0°0'
9°0'
Positive or Negative
-93.23dB
-112.5dB
I40.8mV
1584mV
100kohm/20kohm/3kohm
2.56µV
f1625

Distributed by: Gamepath Ltd 25 Heathfield Stacey Bushes Milton Keynes M K12 6HR.
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"THE GREATEST LITTLE SHOP IN THE COUNTRY" 8

M

aybe it's just an opinion (we're too modest to suggest otherwise), but during our 10 years here we have been told many
times by importers, manufacturers and customers, that we are
"The best little shop in the country."
Being small has advantages. Without the vast overheads of a
large, flashy shop, we can devote as much time as it takes to
ensure our customers get the best for their money, whether
it's £5or £5,000. Futhermore, we are all knowledgeable
enthusiasts (not salesmen on commission) with no need to
push the most profitable lines. And we never rush, hassle or
waffle— we like to keep our customers as friends.
Our demonstration studio is furnished as asitting
room, but stocked with one of the finest ranges of
HiFi in the country. Each and every item is ruthlessly
chosen for it's sound quality, performance, reliability
and' value. If it's worth having, we probably stock it
and would be delighted to demonstrate why. So, give
us aring or drop in— you'll be very glad you did.

LINN LP 12

AUDIO RESEARCH D70

KOETSU RED

We stock fine equipment from:-

Radlett Audio Consultants
141 Watling Street, Radlett, Herts.

W0923-856497

LINN PRODUCTS•REGA•PROAC•AUDIO RESEARCH•CROFT
'AUDIO INNOVATIONS•COUNTERPOINT•KOETSU•CREEK•
AUDIOLAB•VTLeVOYD•J.A. MICHELL•EPOS•KRELL•QUAD
•SNELL•SD ACOUSTICS•MAGNEPAN•ORACLE•ELITE•
PINK A•HEYBROOK•MUSICAL FIDELITY•SME•HELIUS•
TANNOY•DENON•B+W•KEF•A+R•CAMBRIDGE•YAMAHA
'MONITOR AUDIO.EAR•CONCORDANT

PRO AC
TABLETTE

(KELVIN *
LABS
A Class Apart
Hear the NEW Junior/J30 Class A pre- power combination together with
the MC] FET Stereo Preamplifier
M30 and M60 Class A Monoblock Power Amplifiers
Offering, in our opinion, unequalled accuracy and neutrality
At:-

Island Hi Fi ( Isle of Wight) 0983-63993
Pure Sound ( Home Demonstration Specialists — NW) 051-645 6690
Progressive Audio ( Home Demonstration Specialists — South East) 0634 389004/366216
MJS Hi Fi ( Home Demonstration Specialists — Midlands) 0455 46977
Standen's (Tonbridge) 0732 353540
In Hi Fi ( Edinburgh) 031 225 8854
Lakeland Home Music ( Cumbria) 08536-235
Hi Fi Confidential ( London) 01 233-0774

Kelvin Laboratories Ltd., 6Shanklin Crescent,
Upper Shirley, Southampton, SO1 2RB.

Tel: (0703) 785123

TREBLE ENERGY

Small-speaker specialist Acoustic Energy now has three models: Martin Colloms
reviews the giant-killing baby AE1, the larger AE2 and the ambitious AE4

A

COUSTIC ENERGY
is arelatively new
British company
which has already
accumulated anumber of
favourable magazine
reviews for the AE1, their
smallest speaker model. The AE2
has also been introduced, and in
this review we have added the
largest of the present series, the
AE4. The impact that these
speakers have made is well
founded, since they are the result
of an extended development
programme. Also, the designer
has asolid background in
recording studios and was not
going to allow any shortfalls in
clarity, dynamics or powerhandling.
Built as working tools for the
studio, they are not the friendliest
looking speakers; in fact the AE4
is downright bluff and boxy in its
design. The finish — arough blackcrackle texture — also lacks eyeappeal. The prettiest is the
diminutive AE1, which is barely larger than an LS3/5A, but sells for
£700 apair. The AE2 is twice the volumetric size, still well
proportioned and costing £ 1140, while the AE4 (adouble AE2) is
heavy looking and provides asubstantial acoustic power maximum,
costing £1700 apair. The three models ought to sound pretty similar,
since all use the same 5M. ( 110mm) bass/mid unit and 25mm tweeter.
the latter employed with various multiple combinations of the Sin
unit. This latter ` all-metal' driver is the key to the whole range. and to
Acoustic Energy's claim to aspecial performance standard.
Metal-dome tweeters have been with us for some years, and first
appeared on the domestic market in some quality with the launch of
the Yamaha NS1000. This model used pure piston beryllium
metal-domes for both mid and treble drivers. Metal-cone bass or
bass-mid units are also nothing new. GEC produced hi-fi systems
using an aluminium coned bass-mid driver in the mid 1950s, with an
add-on ' Presence' unit to improve HF distribution which was a
forerunner of the Celestion ' BBC' HF1300 tweeter still used in the
Spendor BC1 and SPI systems.
The GEC cone was fabricated from sheet- metal, while the AE
bass- mid is distinguished by its use of ahigh-strength aluminium alloy
spun cone. Very heavy anodising is applied to both sides to achieve an
unusually stiff laminate. By virtue of this straight-sided format, its
small size, and the alloy reinforcement to the centre, the cone
manages to act as an effective piston over the whole of its required
range, as well as to afair extent beyond it. Given that trie associated
dome tweeter also manages piston operation from well below the
frequency at which the bass unit takes over, and continues to well
beyond audibility at the HF end, an audio dream has been realized:
pure piston operation over the whole audible range, in theory offering
high levels of clarity, and freedom from the bumps or resonances
generated by cone breakup.

AE1
Measuring just seven litres internal capacity, this system is dressed in a
sombre black finish and would be small enough to be quite
unobtrusive in anormal listening room were it not for the massive
fluted stand which partners it. The stand dominates the appearance of
the combination and needs some getting used to; however, it is
part-and-parcel of the AE sound, and as the AE1 will not deliver
properly without it, get used to it one must.
The speaker is atwo-way system and the cable connection is via
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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4mm socket binding-posts, not
bi-wired. Just 29.5cm high by
18cm wide, it offers awide
radiation angle and seems to
deliver the lowest coloration when
mounted in free-space. The
review stands came ready-built
and sandfilled, though they will be
supplied in aknock-down pack for
commercial sale, with the sand fill
as a ( highly recommended) user
option.
Robustly built from MDF, the
cabinet has 25mm-thick walls,
with the side panels augmented by
alayer of plaster for mass and
stiffness loading. This results in
quite aheavy little box, with a
basically non-resonant character.
Its air mass is tuned to 55Hz by a
pair of small 25mm diameter
ports, each 135mm deep and
flared at the cabinet entry to
reduce turbulence. Such adeep
aperture-ratio for the port can
encourage rectification distortion
at LF, though the subjective
findings did not suggest that this
was aproblem in practice. The interior is lagged with aloop of
low-density polyester fibre wadding.
Built to AE's specification by Elac-TDL, the 25mm aluminiumdome tweeter is enhanced by the use of edge-wound aluminium
voice-coil wire in place of the usual copper. The tweeter is ferrofluid
damped/cooled, and the bass unit has an AE-designed 80mm anodised
alloy diaphragm using ahigh-power 33mm motor-coil, thermally
linked to improve power dissipation. Built on the usual 110mm
pressed-steel frame, it uses alow-resonance foam polyurethane
half-roll surround, and employs agenerously sized magnet.
The crossover occurs at around 3kHz. AE was concerned about the
more serious breakup resonances of such astiff cone in the treble
region, and have adopted a6-element network for the low-pass
function. The prime network is 4th-order, supplemented by an R-C
`Zober termination placed across the voice-coil terminals. The
crossover is hard-wired, while the cabling to the drivers is a
remarkable fabrication of alow- resistance multi-strand wire like
Kynar; it is also said that silver-solder is used.

Sound quality
In several reviews elsewhere the AE1 has been used with acast- alloy
stand produced for the Celestion SL700, which led to AE designing
their own model, employed for much of this review. The AE1 is very
small — somewhere between the LS3/5A and the SL600/700 — yet it was
clearly comparable with both these models in its similar degree of low
coloration, tonal balance and high definition. Except in matters of low
bass the AE1 rarely betrayed its small dimensions, and sounded
consistently full-bodied. It voiced quite well in my listening room
when placed well clear of the rear wall. First impressions were of a
lively, open sound, smooth and well integrated, and singularly low in
cone-type colorations. An impressive quota of musical detail was
present throughout its range, allied to anice sense of transparency and
aremarkably precise stereo focusine.
Used as part of atop-flight system, the AE1 was good enough to
reveal much of the quality available from the sources used, and like
the older SL600, it possessed the ability to rise to the occasion as
circumstances demanded. The bass was not its strongest point, though
it was sufficiently good for criticisms to be quite moderate. The lack of
output below 45Hz in my listening room was ashame, since it
performed so well elsewhere that one was left wishing that it could
complete the job. Somewhere around the 45-50Hz mark the AEI
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cone begins to deliver, and while aslightly puffy, 'fluffy' tendency was
present in the bass, together with ahint of plumminess on male voice,
the upper bass was distinguished by fine transients, good powerhandling ( surprisingly so for such asmall design) and ahigh level of
tunefulness and articulation. As noted for the rest of the frequency
range, detail was the watchword. In free-space the slight plummy
coloration was well controlled, and the mid-range rarely sounded
either thin or forward. A very common fault has thus been avoided,
and in general the A61 sounded musical and unforced, with agood
potential for delineating perspectives.
Box coloration was low, and while not in the league of the Wilson

up to 100dBA of stereo in atypical room. A minimum input power of
25W is suggested. These figures are in no way compromised by the
loading impedance, represented by avery easy load of typically 11
ohms, with asingle minimum of 8ohms at 200-300Hz (Graph 1c). The
port resonance was identified at 55Hz, with the driver box mode at
90Hz. Many amplifiers with lower current output stages - and a
number of valve models - will suit this speaker well.
One other feature noted from the reference response is the
imperfect driver integration, which results in a3dB dip at 5kHz,
leaving the mid treble isolated in the 7-12kHz range. Neither effect is
serious, but they do add ' character' to the sound quality, making
judgement more amatter of taste than of absolutes. These trends
remain visible on moving out to 2metres ( Graph lb), with the treble
band smoothed out in this 1
/2
octave equivalent presentation. Above
axis at + 15° the output is sucked out by 5dB at 4kHz, with aloss in
output evident down to 2kHz. This axis should be avoided, with the
speaker either angled or used on ahigh stand such as AE's own.
At an 86dB level the AE1 coped well (Graph 1d), delivering a
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE1
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Watt or the SL600, overall coloration was still very good, since the
contribution of the bass-mid driver was so clearly close to the
state-of-the-art. Key sources such as choral voices and piano were as
good as Ihave heard, with avery natural degree of clarity and
articulation. Very few speakers can match the AE1 here, and Iwas
reminded of the costly Pawel Acoustics Ensemble series.
The treble was very good - highly informative and very low in
'grain', ' edge' or other distortions. There was however just ahint of
excess breathiness in the high treble; but more importantly, its high
transparency matched that of the mid-range. The AEI had the knack
of not sounding like amoving-coil speaker; more often, the
impression was that of asmall electrostatic or other film-type panel
speaker. It avoided the majority of common cone and diaphragm type
colorations to which we have become habituated over the years, and
in consequence makes arefreshing change.
Stereo images showed considerable depth, but with aslightly
lightweight recovery of recorded acoustic and ambience. Focus was
exceptionally good, arguably amongst the best heard in
reviews. Localization was pinpoint over the whole frequency range,
and multitrack recordings were ruthlessly torn apart as aresult. This
speaker proved capable of separating out complex orchestral textures
even when driven pretty hard.
If all this sounds too good to be true, Iwill note my few
reservations. There was amild excess in the low treble, only heard
occasionally, and this could induce atouch of aural fatigue at higher
listening levels as well as amild nasality on some clarinet sounds.
Wood-block transients rang alittle too ' hard', while thin sounding
female vocals could become more so.
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For free-field use the reference sensitivity should be somewhat defined
by the output in the 100-500Hz range, which is 83d13/W at one metre,
somewhat below specification. However, the 'presence' plateau,
centred on 2kHz, is likely to define the subjectively perceived
loudness, since it is located close to the regions of maximum acuity for
the ear, and the AEI's sensitivity thus sounds more like 86dB/W.
Essentially flat from 6()Hz to 500Hz, the response rises gently to
+3dB by 2kHz, then declines back to an average level of 83dB. The
solid-line response applies to the grille-off condition, and with the
grille in place the response is altered significantly - but not obviously
for the better. Subjectively, the sound is superior with the grilles
removed. Referenced to lkHz, +2/-4dB limits are applicable over a
55Hz to 16kHz range, with agood result for the size at mid-bass
frequencies. Below 55Hz the rolloff is rapid, measuring - 6dB at
50Hz, the practical in- room limit. Accurately made, the AE1 gave
excellent pair matching at ± 0.1dB/10kHz and ± 0.5dB from 10kHz to
20kHz. Such close matching definitely aids stereo focus.
With apower-handling of 100W peak programme (used with
discretion) this speaker.could handle high levels well, would deliver
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TREBLE ENERGY
sensible balance of 2nd and 3rd-harmonic distortion — typically 0.6%
down to 100Hz, and showing particularly low values above 6kHz in
the treble. By 40-50Hz some increase in distortion was to be
expected, here reaching 3% against the reference level. However, the
speaker's small size began to tell at 96dB spl, which required an input
power of some 20W at 8ohms. Here (Graph le), the speaker is clearly
being worked hard, with an audible 3% of 2nd-harmonic to 200Hz.
The distortion remains at 1% of the more noticeable 3rd-harmonic to
200Hz. The overall figure remains at 1% through the mid-band, these
results being poorer than average, before awelcome improvement
into the treble, from 4kHz upwards. The AEI's printed distortion
specification was not met. This speaker may well take high peak
inputs, but there is aprice to pay in terms of distortion and clarity.
In the listening room the computer averaged response confirmed
the previously noted plateau at 800Hz to 2.5kHz, but it is also
important to note how desirably smooth the overall characteristic is
(Graph 2). The overall result is quite well balanced, with asmooth
and correct rolloff to the high treble. The upper peak shown on the
curve is the ultrasonic dome resonance at an inaudible 30kHz, and can
be ignored.

Conclusion
Nothing is perfect in this world, but the AE1 makes agood attempt at
perfection, given its price and the constraints limiting amonitor class
miniature loudspeaker. In fact from 100Hz upwards it may be placed
in the company of some of the world's best. The matching stands can
be highly recommended and suited the speakers very well, though I
was not so keen on them from an aesthetic point of view. Iappreciate
the engineering; in some respects it builds on the performance of the
700 stand, and is akey component in the AE1 sound.
Only apersonal audition will reveal whether the modest bass
extension and certain other negative aspects will affect aparticular
customer, but Iam sure that no one could fail to be impressed by its
mid and treble performance. Pure piston operation is areality with
this model, and the advantage was clearly audible.

AE2
Priced at £ 1140 apair plus the cost of stands, the AE2 is aserious high
end contender despite its small dimensions. With the tweeter mounted
between the pair of bass-mid drivers, there is an opportunity here to
use these systems in either avertical or horizontal position, though the
former is considered optimum. Given the good reaction to the AE1,
the AE2 aims to repeat that model's performance, but enhanced by
higher sensitivity, more bass extension, lower distortion, and greater
power-handling. The price is high for such asmall model, but there
are precendents such as the Sonus Faber Electa, the Celestion SL700
and the Pawel Acoustics PAL As with the AE1, the aim is to provide
pure piston operation over the whole working frequency range.
In terms of its construction the AE2 closely resembles the other two
models in using a25mm-thick, all-MDF cabinet with plaster loading to
the side walls, as well as multiple bass reflex ports. The two 110mm
bass-mid drivers are wired in parallel, resulting in an actual impedance
minimum of 4ohms; note that the above terminal voltage sensitivity
should be twice that of the AE1, enhanced by the small advantage of
narrower directivity from alarger box, as well as the mutual benefit of
tandem bass-unit operation. With an internal volume of 15 litres, the
system's three ducted ports critically tune the system to 45Hz, and the
effective bass response extends down to this frequency.

weakened violas and cellos. Double-bass was obviously lightweight,
while the high overtones of violins lost their sheen and sounded dull
and enclosed. Side-drum had afaked exaggeration, excessively sharp
on the 'crack' sounds, while trumpet used with amute (Miles Davis,
TuTu) was considered thin and piercing.
Excellent detail was present in some areas, such as the lower-mid
and main treble ranges, but clarity was found to vary over the
frequency spectrum. Stereo focus was not on apar with the AE1, the
AE2's ability to re-create stereo perspectives being far worse.

Lab report
The designer has not had as much success in integFating the driver
outputs here as he had with the AE1. Isuspect that this crossover has
been voiced to give the 'right' overall sound, but in so doing the
speaker's octave-by-octave uniformity has gone by the board. The
claimed on-axis response of 65Hz to 18kHz + 2.5dB was not met in
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Sound quality
First impressions were not as promising as those for the AE1, and
although the AE2 had definite virtues the results never really picked
up despite extended auditioning. Used on its matching stand, and
properly bi-wired with best quality single-conductor cable, the AE2
continued to give an impression of aforward, almost `shouty' quality
in the upper mid-range, and as with many similarly unbalanced
speakers it only 'came together' when driven hard. This phenomenon
arises as the volume level becomes high enough even for the
depressed frequency bands to be clearly heard. So, under heavy drive
this speaker performed quite well, sounding impressive and well 'up
front'.
On rock material it was punchy and incisive, loud but nicely
detailed. It also had quite good LF extension, though the 'forward'
mid-range made the bass sound light and thin, insufficiently powerful
to give agood frequency balance. Conversely, this speaker is not too
bright: if anything, the upper treble sounds atouch depressed relative
to the mid-range. Taking specific sounds, Tracy Chapman sounded
thinner and more strongly projected, but with emphasized sibilance
and alack of bass power.
Orchestral strings were rendered with over-strong violins but with
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THE COMPLETE AUDIO DEALERSHIP
No more do you need to shuttle from shop to shop in order to audition equipment
while attempting to remember the sound you heard two hours or two days earlier. It
is very rare to find an audio dealer who gives you the opportunity to audition so many
fine products in one shop. We pride ourselves in having one of the best speaker
selections in the UK., and certainly the best in the West country.
Why not take advantage of this, and our excellent facilities like the seven day
exchange, two years guarantee, home demonstration, personal service, and the CAR
PARK. We also offer in most cases free delivery and installation.
Customers car park.
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An elegant concept in hi-fi storage by Martin Leighfield

We thought it was about time your sophisticated hi-fi equipment had aresidence to match.
So we set to work, combining traditional
skills with modern techniques, added a
generous measure of innovative design and
this magnificent piece was just one of the
results.
A complete and modular hi-fi storage
system.
Each unit can be used singly or in
connected units of two or three, with the
appropriate top and base. You can even
choose from aselection of tasteful finishes.
We anticipated your preference for a
sturdy construction with attention to detail
and ease of access to every item.
So we incorporated robust fittings and
hinges, smooth and strong drawer runners,
3- unit system
finished in Cherry.
adjustable shelving and aunique device in each
Patent pending. © Martin Leighfield
drawer to keep CD's and cassettes upright.
In short, you're ensured alifetime's, trouble-free operation.
We're sure you would like to know more,
CABINET MAKER
so please write, or telephone for all the
The Howe', Howe Road, Watlington, Oxon OX9 5EX
STOCKISTS
PLAY8ACK
information you'll need to give those hi-fi items a
Tel: ( 049 161) 2697/2296
15 PERCY STREET LONDON V& 9FD
Home of their Own.

Martin Leighfield

TEL 01-63783921 631 0939

TREBLE ENERGY
the swept one-metre reference plot for this review pair (Graph 3a).
These were well matched except in the crossover region from lkHz to
4kHz, where there were L/R errors of 2dB, and the reference range at
89dB. Moreover, a10dB crossover notch is present at 4kHz. The finer
notch noted at 1.2 kHz was thought to be aminor subharmonic of the
main cone breakup modes, well above the main working bandpass of
the bass-mid driver. As errors go, the most serious is the 6dB step
down in level between the upper-mid and the treble.
Some smoothing is to be expected at a2m measuring distance with
/2
1
octave equivalent averaging, and here the group of forward
responses (Graph 3b) suggests better integration from asubjective
viewpoint. Nonetheless, the axial response (full-line) remains lumpy
and unbalanced, with arising trend of almost 4dB from 300Hz to
2kHz, an energy trough in the crossover region, and agenerally
depressed treble. With the speaker positioned upright there was little
to choose between the vertical and horizontal off-axis curves, which
show amoderate variation in the position of the energy dip in the
crossover region. In general, the off-axis responses are quite well
maintained relative to the axial trend, and in energy terms the overall
forward output is more uniform than the specific response traces
suggest
Confirmation of this was provided by the room-averaged response
(Graph 4), which fortunately looks more like the way the speaker
actually sounds. This shows amild average slope from 35Hz up to
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Graph 4. AE2: Room-averaged response (RAR).

lkHz, and while some energy loss is still present in the crossover
range, this is less severe than might have been expected; though the
treble does still look abit isolated. In terms of tonal balance, this
result is fair enough. Although the AE2 offers adecent room-drive in
energy terms, the uneven axial responses will lend some arrival
confusion to the picture, since the tonal balance of the first-arrival
transients departs significantly from neutrality. Some variation in
opinion is to be expected from room to room, and from listener to
listener.
With alower impedance than the other two models, the AE2
loading dips to 4ohms (claimed 5.5) at 250Hz, and averages 6ohms
(Graph3c). Amplifiers with ahighish peak current delivery are
advisable, though the load value is not as low as for atrue 4-ohm
system.

Conclusion
The AE2 was the least successful of this trio. Its mid-range tonal
balance was too flawed to allow for the usual consideration of its
performance — namely abalanced assessment of its qualities and
weaknesses. Aspects of measured performance were contradictory
and likely to result in conflicting review opinions on sound quality,
and it was clear that in practice the designer's target specification was
not being met. AE has commented that better quality-control
procedures are being implemented.

AE4
Measuring 54x33x45cm, this model is much larger than the other two.
It has atotal of five drive-units, with the four 110mm bass-mid units
mounted around the AE 25cm magnesium-alloy dome-tweeter. Very
high power-handling is claimed, for use with up to 300W per channel
amplifiers on music or speech programme material. This model uses a
series-parallel connection for the bass units to allow areturn to an
8-ohm nominal impedance, while the sensitivity is specified as 90dB at
1metre. As with the other two models, AE claim some very low
distortion figures; for example, 0.05% or less for 2nd and 3rdharmonic at a90dB spl. In fact these figures seem unlikely for a
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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moving-coil system and it is probable that all the distortion claims are
in error. AE does, however, quote an interesting parameter which is
sometimes seen in connection with studio monitor systems: the 'power
compression factor'. All speakers suffer from some degree of
compression at high powers, which may rise to 0.5 or ldB at certain
frequencies. This can be due to several factors working together, and
can include overload in the crossover, limiting in the physical
excursion of the driver cone at bass frequencies, and heating of the
voice-coils. Copper increases its resistance to current flow as the
temperature rises, and in aspeaker driven really hard motor-coil
temperatures of 150-200°C are possible. The associated resistive
increase causes areduction in sensitivity, and as aresult the volume of
the loudest sections is squashed.
Ferrofluid cooling in the AE tweeter helps to keep its motor-coil
cool, while the special metal-cone bass-mid driver has exceptional
power-handling for the size thanks to the use of au oversize 32mm
diameter long-throw motor which is thermally joined to the metal
cone. Thus the cone acts as aheatsink for the coil, helping to hold
down the temperature. AE quote acompression of less than 0.25dB
for a1-40W rise in input power ( 16dB) at the 250Hz impedance
minimum. They also quote an amplitude deviation of less than
±0.25dB from the main frequency response when the power is
increased by the same factor. This is agood performance, such as
would be expected from acostly monitor capable of handling very
high sound levels.
With a50 litre volume, the AE4 uses no less than eight of the now
familiar modular ducted ports to produce abass-reflex resonance at
45Hz. A low 'Cr alignment and deeper mid-range equalisation results
in more bass extension than was obtained with the two smaller
models, and in practice agood power response can be expected down
to 35Hz. The crossover frequency is set at 31cHz, and a4th-order
network is used, with high-power iron-dust cores in the bass section
and air-core inductors for the treble. All capacitors are plasticfilin
polyester types, and atotal of 12 crossover elements are used to
complete the design.. Like the AE2, the '4may be connected using the
bi-wiring technique.
Despite the large number of units employed, the AE4 is
fundamentally atwo-way model, and could be viewed as aconcentric
of sorts. The crossover frequency is rather high for abass/mid-range
unit with such alarge effective diameter (55cm along the diagonal
between the bass-mid driver extremities), and lkHz would be
considered the highest practicable operating crossover if good off-axis
responses are to be maintained. Our tests should show whether this is
areal problem or not. The larger cabinet is reinforced by two
circumferential braces located in the vertical direction and flanking
the HF unit. This and the plaster side-wall loading result in an
acceptably dead enclosure, though not much polyester fibre is used
inside the box for soundwave absorption.

Sound quality
Used in adomestic living room, the AE4 did not sound much like
either of the other two AE models. It seemed less open in terms of the
acoustic setting, with aricher, duller room sound. In terms of its direct
sound, it had adry but extended bass, with athickened almost boxy
effect in the mid-range. A weak 'presence' range was coupled with a
mildly sibilant treble which also sounded isolated from the rest of the
spectrum. From aperfectionist viewpoint the AE4 suffered from a
projected, slightly 'megaphonic' quality to the vocal range, though in
truth it nonetheless sounded better balanced than the AE2.
At low frequencies it proved to be very powerful, and it could
accept inputs of up to 300W with comparative ease. The bass
remained tuneful and articulate right down to 35Hz. We discovered
69
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TREBLE ENERGY
on several rock tracks that the AE4 offered the kind of sympathetic
enhancement which is often heard, for example, with large JBL
speakers — asort of 'studio monitor' effect. Conversely, this particular
tendency took away some of the sense of scale and balance possible
with classical orchestral recordings.
Stereo soundstages appeared narrowed, with abarely average level
of focus, while stereo depth was considered unexceptional. As with
the AE2, we took care with the mounting, positioning and source
quality, and ran the speaker both bi-wired and non-bi-wired.
Reversing the tweeter phase gave inconclusive results — ' presence' was
improved at the expense of other aspects of tonal balance. Taken
overall, the AE4 generally sounded quite pleasant and was felt to be a
rather better speaker than the AE2. However, neither came close to
the AEL This biggest model was effective in communicating the
weight and scale of good recordings, and was also capable of
generating agood sense of recorded acoustic; but as regards
coloration, this larger loudspeaker did not sound as clean or as unboxy
as the AEL

Lab report
The AE4 provided some surprises when measured. While there was
more than atouch of the AE2 about it, its larger dimensions change
the way the frequency response should be viewed. The manufacturers
claim 60Hz to 18kHz ± 3dB, but this could not be achieved with our 1
metre reference response measurement (Graph 5a). If areference
level of 90dB was adopted for the average 200-500Hz sensitivity, then
±3dB/-10dB limits were required, the main problem being an
amplitude notch at crossover, rather as exhibited by the AE2. As an
experiment the tweeter phase was reversed, and the resulting curve
(dashed line in Graph 5a) shows amuch better fill-in at 3-4kHz. In fact
the listening trials involved both types of tweeter connection.
While the response possessed an on-axis notch at crossover, this was
considerably smoothed in the 1
/2
octave equivalent presentation taken
at 2metres (Graph 5b), though both the characteristic rising output up
to the mid-range and the ' two humped' appearance still remain. The
off-axis plots show the system coming rough y' nto phase aignment by
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4kHz, but the responses are dominated by an energy dip at 2kHz —
almost the reverse of the AEL This is due to the combination of a
high crossover frequency and the large effective diameter of the
four-driver bass-mid unit array. This has become seriously directional
above lkHz, even at 15° off-axis.
The consequences are clearly reflected in the room-averaged
response (Graph 6), which shows abroad trough 5dB deep and nearly
two octaves wide located between 1and 4kHz. This is a 'presence dull'
effect, particularly in terms of the room ambient sound, and constrasts
strongly with the 'presence forward' and artificially lively effect of the
AEL The AE4 bass is solid to 30Hz in-room, at the expense of some
prominence in the 50Hz band. The 1
/2
octave band at 500Hz (on the
marker line) is higher than Iwould have liked to see, and the general
unevenness shown in this response gives rise to some 'isolation' of the
main treble range.
Given the power-sharing amongst four main drivers, the distortion
produced by the AE4 was low. At 96dB spi ( Graph 5e) it is well within
its dynamic abilities, both 2nd and 3rd-harmonic lying below 1%
except for aminor peak in 3rd-harmonic at 9.2kHz. In fact, the
average distortion level is more or less avery commendable 0.3%
from 50Hz to 20kHz. However, the manufacturer's claims were not
met. At 86dB spi, the 2nd-harmonic dives beneath the 0.1% baseline,
while the average level of 3rd is an insignificant 0.2%. Low distortion
figures were obtained down to the lowest working frequencies, and
the AE4 was clearly capable of clean high sound levels.

Size (height xwidth xdepth, cm)
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
Recommended placement
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In terms of studio monitoring applications the AE4 does deliver much
of the required performance for its size category, and should be of
interest to record producers and balance engineers. However, in a
domestic setting this speaker did not offer either sufficient tonal
accuracy or adequate stereo image quality for aclear-cut
recommendation.
It has some interesting points— for example its low distortion and
high loudness capability — and it may also prove suitable for rock
orientated programme reproduced in larger rooms. A good dealer
may be able to advise here, offering suggestions via ahome
demonstration.
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ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI/AE2/AE4
AEI

AE2

29.5x18x25

38.5x23.5x33 54x33x45

25-100W
On shelf, or
preferably
free-space
on AE
stands
Frequency response within ± 3dB (2m) 80Hz-20kHz
LF rolloff (- 6dB) at 1m
50Hz
Bass frequency extension ( typical
in-room)
48Hz
Voltage sensitivity (ref 2.83V, je: 1W
into 8ohms at 1m)
83dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
100dBA
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive ) Very good
Very good
Forward response uniformity
£700
Typical price per pair, inc VAT
(£250)
Extra for stands, per pair

AE4

10-200W
Free-space
on matching
stands

10-300W
Free-space,
near rear wall
on stands

See text
42Hz

60Hz-16kHz
45Hz

35Hz

35Hz

89dB/W

89.5dBfW

107dBA
Fair
Fairly good
£1140
(£350)

109dBA
Very good
Fairly good
£1800
(£450)
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DR- M121-1X/R £219.95
" . . . the DR-M12I-IX proved extremely easy to use
and provided fine sound quality both with
recordings and pre-recorded tapes... it offers
good results in every respect." Noel Keywood, fii Fi Review.

DR-M24HX £289.95
"This is a very clean, open and spacious
sounding recorder with an attractive range of
facilities. The sound is very positively presented, to the point of being larger than life
at times. A deck of breeding, and very well
bu ilt to boot."
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Ill MA80 AMPLIFIER
Paul Miller tests apromising UK-built ' minimalist' design

Technical description
This is astraightforward, well thought-out MosFet amplifier based on
the original Hitachi applications circuit. A simple, fused and
essentially unregulated power supply uses a120VA toroid and
2x6800p,F Rubycon electrolytics, discrete rectification and localized
RF decoupling. The disc stage employs adual channel NE5532P
op-amp as aswitchable primary gain block followed by afurther
NE5532P incorporated in ashunt-feedback circuit to effect RIAA
equalization. Polyester decoupling caps link this with the line stage
while resistive current-limiters prevent early overload, the phono,
together with other line inputs, then being routed to the volume
control via aremote flexible switching rack that includes aparalleled
array of silver contacts. The subsequent tape output is unbuffered
while input to the high gain power amp is temporarily muted (upon
switch-on) via aFET switch.
Such practice is not usually advisable from the sonic viewpoint but
the device is biased in such away that it is effectively removed from
the circuit under normal operating conditions. Anyway, two pairs of
the new-ish 2SK1057/2SJ161 power MosFets comprise the
complementary output while astandard LC Zobel network limits the
1-11 FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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VHF response of the amp without degrading the low output
impedance — afactor important to ITL in the conception of this
amplifier.

Lab report
ITL's specification of 30W was just met on test at 33.5W, both
channels driven ( 8ohm) while arise of some + 1.3dB was realized into
4ohms. The unregulated supply offered afurther momentary increase
of + 1.22dB despite the fact that avoltage loss was recorded into the
reactive load. Output impedance varied from 0.0578ohm to 0.022ohm
across the audio bandwidth which augurs well for low bass
performance, though an unusual LF field interaction was detected on
the ramped supply modulation test. Second order ¡ MD routes derived
from the 40Hz ramp and each 50Hz supply harmonic (90Hz, 240Hz,
290Hz, 340Hz, 390Hz etc) peaked at — 71dBV (or — 94.5dB rel. to full
output). Other IMD products are visible at 10Hz (- 39.7dBV,
F50 F40 ), 20Hz (- 36.8dBV, F1002F40 )and 140Hz (- 46.4dBV,
Floo +F40 )while anon-linear amplitude relationship exists between the
40Hz ramp and the artefacts at 120Hz, 340Hz, 350Hz and 400Hz.
Channel balance proved typically 0.87dB-1.02dB at — 60dBV due to
tolerances inherent in the volume control while channel separation fell
to around 46dB through capacitive coupling in the remote switch.
RIAA equalization was consistent between the m-m and m-csettings
though both demonstrated a — 0.4dB sag around 200Hz and incurred a
significant 178' phase shift at 20Hz. Reversing absolute phase at the
speaker terminals might prove rewarding when listening via the disc
input. Furthermore the m-cstage gain was estimated at 15dB,
requiring arelatively high 751.6µV for full output and indicates that
the amp is not exactly optimized for such cartridges.
*3

AMPLITUDE ( 1dB/Div)

0

UR BUDGET AMPLIFIER market has been dominated in
recent years by such stalwart designs as the Mission Cyrus
and Arcam Alpha, atrend maintained by the most recent
models from each company. Nevertheless this has not
deterred others from entering the fray, ITL being just one example.
This small company has been trading for acouple of years now and
have just two models on its books, a £150 integrated amplifier and the
more costly pre/power combination. The attractive MA-80 integrated
model offers alow-cost approach to no-frills amplification. For
instance, asheet of folded, brushed alloy forms the rear, underside
and fascia of this slimline amp, which is quite devoid of tone controls,
balance or tape routeing facilities.
Two large alloy knobs over to the right are for both volume control
and input selection, while ahandy headphone socket provides alittle
flexibility in conjunction with the switched speaker outputs. Direct
loudspeaker outputs are also included, both these and the switched
terminals using silver-plated 4mm sockets. Several companies are now
using these recessed sockets because they minimize the chances of
stray cable strands accidentally shorting the amplifier. Tape, aux,
tuner, CD and both m-m/m-c phono options are catered for, though
gain-switching for different cartridges can only be accomplished by
removing the top cover. However, the internal selector is unmarked —
switch it towards the front for m-cand towards the rear for m-m
operation. A note to ITL: please annotate your switch. Additionally,
the output transistors are mounted under the single PCB and rely on
the case for limited heatsinking, so do not be surprised if the fascia
and control knobs warm up while the amp is in use.
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ITL MA80 AMPLIFER
smoother but softer and mildly veiled into the bargain. More
importantly, the amp did succeed in painting aconvincingly musical
picture of events despite the fact that this comfortable fluidity was
achieved with some loss of filigree detail - afaint reduction in sparkle
perhaps. This was all the more obvious when resorting to the
high-gain m-cstage and as aconsequence Iwould urge the auditioning
of this amp with aset of budget step-up transformers, such as the
Ortofon T-5's, if the use of an m-ccartridge is deemed necessary.
Either way, the MA-80 sounded warm, alittle soft of focus but
enjoyable nonetheless.

Conclusion
Avoiding the pitfalls of sounding overtly processed, the MA-80 offers
abeguiling and inoffensive presentation rather than suffering any
'electronic' quality. The m-coption is really something of agiveaway
at this accessible price level and hardly in the same league as the
potential quality offered by most L50+ m-ccartridges. Nevertheless,
struck with care from the minimalist mould the ITL MA-80 is both
visually discreet and sonically rewarding.
TEST RESULTS
ITL MA-80: supply modulation
Maximum continuous power
(one channel/both channels)
8ohms
4ohms
2,ohms
4ohms+2µF
Dynamic headroom (IHF)
Output impedance
Damping factor

l71. MA-80: ultrasonic distortion (m-c)

However, the disc input overload margins were sufficient (+ 26.4dB
m-m, + 26.9dB m-cat lkHz) and the squarewave linearity good at
-82dB though this amp did suffer from steadily increasing THD/IMD
with increasing frequency. The ultrasonic distortion plot proves that
this effect originates with the power amp section and not the disc
stage, the latter slew limiting above 39kHz and showing 2nd-6th order
I
./ID routes associated with Fo-sok-o -F
yFo-20k. A broad carpet of
2.1d- 10th harmonics is also clearly visible while atrace of third-order
F2ok -2F020k tracking directly into the audio band is slightly masked by
the high noise (- 56.5dB, A-wtd) of the m-cstage. Potentially, the
increase in distortion at HF is caused by acapacitive coupling between
the FET's and nearby tracks at high power, the radiated field inducing
avoltage in the FET gates because of their high impedance.

Sound quality
As is often the case with Hitachi-based MosFet amplifiers, the MA-80
required an inordinately long warm-up period, becoming
progressively smoother and sweeter in the treble registers over a
period of days rather than minutes or hours. Iwould suggest to all
potential owners that they keep the unit powered-up permanently.
A trace of sibiliance and coarseness remained, however, there being
aslight loss of timbrai detail associated with cymbals or brass wind
instruments for instance. So, the cornet from Abran's Fantaisie
(Amon Ra) did sound alittle harsh near the top of its range but the
rich texture of the accompanying Broadwood piano, and open, if
somewhat dead acoustic were faithfully revealed. Though faintly
veiled, midband details were portrayed with some flair; this extending
from agenerally solid projection of vocals to afair sense of stereo
depth and stage width. Only when the going got tough - during
arduous classical pieces - did this spatial control lapse and the
performance become muddled. Nonetheless, for much of the time the
MA-80 proved clean, punchy and powerful, the bass seemingly quite
neutral if not quite as extended as might have been wished.
Iconsidered the bass to be weightier though somewhat more
ponderous via the m-cinput, lacking the crisp speed demonstrated by
the standard line stage. Its overall presentation was comparably
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Stereo separation
20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
Channel balance
lkHz, OdBV
-20dBV
-60dBV
Total harmonic distortion
OdBW
Y3 power
Total LF IM distortion
1:1
16:1
Total HF IM distortion
1:1
16:1
1000:1
Total ultrasonic IM distortion
1:1
16:1
1000:1
CCIR IM distortion (OdBW)
CCIR IM distortion ( 2/
3power)
Rise time
Settling time
Fall time
Power bandwidth (< 1% THD)
Squarewave linearity
Supply modulation linearity
Phase shift
20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
Noise
A wtd,OdB.W
2
/
3power
Residual noise (unwtd)
Input sensitivity
for OdBW
for full output
CD/Aux overload
Disc overload
20Hz
IkHz
20kHz
Disc eq accuracy (50-15kHz)
Tape output/impedance
Headphone output/impedance
Input loading
DC offset, left/right
Typical price (incl. VAT)

Hdliz

20kHz

40.8W/34.5W
50.7W/41.8W

40.3W/33.5W 40.4W/33.1W
53.8W/42.7W 53.6W/41.9W
54.6W/41.3W
10% less output voltage
+1.22dB (53.4W)
0.0578ohms
0.0288oluils
0.022ohms
138.4
277.6
364.2
CD/Aux

m-m

m-c

98.5dB
67.2dB
46.3dB

80.3dB
69.2dB
42.8dB

77.4dB
67.9dB
42.3dB

0.13dB
0.51dB
1.02dB

0.04dB
0.42dB
0.97dB

0.08dB
0.88dB
0.87dB

-75.2dB -74.5dB - 73.8dB
-72.5dB -70.9dB - 71.1dB
-83.9dB - 72.4dB -65.4dB
-91.6dB -84.7dB - 76.0dB
-59.1dB - 59.6dB - 59.2dB
-77.4dB -77.7dB - 76.7dB
-103.2dB - 105.4dB - 105.0dB
-40.5dB
-60.7dB
-95.2dB
-79.9dB
-76.8dB

5°46'
0°
15°7'

- 40.9dB
- 60.3dB
-94.9dB
- 73.6dB
-71.1dB
4.51zsecs
2.5µsecs
51zsecs
2Hz-39k1z
-81.9dB
-83.4dB
178°30'
133°12'
86°24'

- 40.5dB
- 60.2dB
- 93.8dB
- 65.6dB
-60.4dB

177°12'
133°12'
84°30'

-78.8dB - 65.7dB - 51.6dB
-87.3dB - 66.8dB - 56.5dB
-62.4dB -62.3dB - 61.5dB
28.67mV
183.7mV

539.21.LV
3.464mV
>13V

117.3e
751.6µ,V

11.32mV
1.207mV
104.9mV
11.04mV
943.5mV
100.5mV
-0.45dB/ -0.33dB/
+0.22dB + 0.18dB
7.356V (disc)
>13V (line)/2.297kohm
•24.66V/327.8ohm
90kohrn/40pF 47kohm/100pF 47kohm/100pF
-25.1mV/+33.5mV
£150
75
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INFF4IZATED
eVZOL;S:IC AR7S • Warlord • ( 0923) 245250
ihrL AUDIO L C • Derby • ( 0332)380385
AADL, f/ER AUDIO • Andover • ( 0264) 58251
AULAO UEN IRE • Sheffield • ( 0742) 737893
AUDIIJSCENE • Chested Hid • ( 0246) 204005
ALI10 SONIC • Aberdeen • ( 0224) 573777
AYLESBURY HI-FI • Aylesbury • ( 0296) 28790
CAMBRIDGE HI-FI • Cambridge • ( 0223) 67773
COKERSLEYL TD • Atherton • ( 0942) 882235
'IC LaiNFLAKE SI IUP • London • DI 631 0472
JATASOUND • Dorking • ( 0306) 862897
DAo., SiEVENS HI- I- II East Kilbride • ( 03552) 44145
LrlAiCHESTER RADIO • Dorchester • ( 0305) 62948
LAWSONS RADIOS Westbourne • ( 0942) 673371
ArrNBOROLIGH'II-FilFarnborough • ( 0252) 520146
I- f
IANK flARVEi • Coventry • ( 0203) 525200
La rANGE I
II Fi
Burton- Upon- Trent • ( 0283) 33655
HARR()W AuL710 • Harrow • 01 863 0938
•
traP ( INC'S HIT I SI Leona rds-on-Sea • ( 0424) 442975
r
CORNER • Easter Road
WLSTERN LODS Newport • ( 0633) 62790
JOHN HOLMES MUSIC LT () • Swindon • ( 07931 34095
'
rU7CHINSON RADIO & • Cheltenham • ( 0242) 573012
ISLAND ' II FIS Ryde • ( 0983) 63993
iCLSI LR
• Leicester • ( 0533) 539753
MiKP MANNING AUDIO • Yeovil@ ( 0935) 79361
MARLEY HIP I West Canterbury • ( 0227) 69329
MOORCAIL ACOUSTICS • Rotherham • ( 04421 50094
MOVEMENT AUDIO • Poole • ( 0202) 730865
MUsiCAL APPROACrl• Stafford • (0785) 55154
N C L HITI • FlOscastle • ( 08405) 248
ywriSIAN r
I1-1 LLD
FI Lf
D • Birmingham • 021 622 2323
.J BRIEN
f • Wimbledon Village • 01 946 0331
P. IC l'OCRAF Trs-F I • Ashford • (0233) 24441
LOUIPMENT • Guildford • I0483) 504801
.AL 7(oMOu Tr i
ICE NIRE • PortsmOuth • (0705)664411
PROVINCIAL RELAY • GodalmIng • (04868) 21100
,,JLIh1S'Ii I' I
le Barnstaple • (0271) 46172
NAPKIN • Northampton • (0604) 37515
II LOW SERVICES • Torquay • (080831 605028
SALISBURY
Salisbury • ( 0722) 22169
M Lir tRONICS • Orpinglou • (0689) 25651
bKAJIrIAMPTON HI TI • Southampton • (0703) 228434
sUsiNI.) APPROACH • Norwich • (0603) 622833
SOUNDS EXPENSIVE • Rugby • (0788) 79736
TANULNS • Tonbadge• (0732) 353540
:;TRAFHVISION(HI-TI SHOP)• Dundee
il IL MrfuIC ROOM • Glasgow • ( 041) 248 7221
i RAIL I FISHOP • Leamington Spa • (0926) 315079
UXORIOCrE AUDIO LTD • Uxbridge • (0895) 33474
(LUS AUDIO • Hope Street • (08687) 332522
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"I loved the MA- 80" Which Compact Disc?- Oct '
88.

o

ITL of Portsmouth 158 New Road, Portsmouth. Hants

The Professional Sound Storage
System Direct from the Manufacturer
ST2
Holds 480 records
price £ 154.00

ST1
Holds 600 records
price £ 183.00

r

Whether your collection is Records, Cassettes or CDs the ARJAY system
is just for you. In fact, at many music studios, stores and libraries throughout the country ARJAY is considered essential equipment.
Its classic and original design makes the best possible use of available
space to provide the ideal storage and display conditions.

.
1.amillembell1.11116

ST5
Holds 120 records
price £48 00

You have a choice of the "Record Collection" which consists of five
different sized units, designed specrfically for record only collections or
"The Combination" which has three different sized units, designed for a
mixed collection of Records, Tapes & Compact discs. There is a unit just
right for you.
The ARJAY System is British made and is available in a choice of -five
functional finishes - Rosewood, Mahogany, Teak, Black or White - to look
good wherever you choose to keep them.
You couldn't put your music collection in be-tier hands or units.

Contact Sandra on 01-390 2101 or send coupon below to:ARJAY Ltd.
54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ

Please send me The ARJAY Sound Storage System
brochure.
HFN/I/89

%el
ST4
Holds 240 records
price £ 92.00

ST3
Holds 360
records
price £ 125.00

All prices are ex- works and inclusive of VAT.

Name
Address

Tel No

WHARFEDALE 505
LOUDSPEAKER

Wharfedale's Precision Series offers something for the
Diamond upgrader — Ken Kessler assesses how much

W

ATCHING THE MAJOR traditional UK speaker
manufacturers — B&W, Celestion, KEF, Tannoy and
Wharfedale — could be acareer in itself. All experience
ups and downs, weave in and out of fashion, and vacillate
between high-end and budget sector supremacy. At the moment,
B&W and KEF have their eyes set westward, Tannoy is regrouping
and Celestion is working hard to get the SL700 into the shops. But
whither Wharfedale?
For the past few years, the company has been pumping out
Diamonds like there's no tomorrow. The success of the wee speaker
has been as much of acurse as ablessing, because it has overshadowed
or even hindered the dearer designs. The company has launched a
series of five models under the 'Precision' banner, and they come in
above the Diamonds — they're the speakers which Wharfedale would
like to see Diamond owners move
on to when upgrade time arrives. I
asked the company if Icould try
the new model which seems to be,
by virtue of price and size, the
most obvious step up from the
Diamond.
The 505.2 is one of those
products which — before you
switch on — gives off 'good vibes'.
(Note to non-hipsters: that does
not mean that it resonates.) For a
speaker costing only £ 169 per
pair, it's built like aproduct
costing twice as much, with
enough mass (packed weight is
17.5kg the pair) to suggest
something more than empty
boxes. The cabinets are made
from 18mm particle board and
finished in an almost-authentic-look'ng black ash wrap; real
mahogany is available as an option, in which case the cabinet material
is MDF. The cabinet is braced internally and features arecessed back
panel for added rigidity.
The grille is black fabric stretched over aframe featuring alarge
lozenge shaped cut-out. This led to aslight problem because removal
of the grille for tweaky listening isn't necessarily the best choice. With
the grille in place, imaging showed slight smearing, suggesting some
kind of interaction with the edges of the cut-out; it disappeared when
the grille was removed. Unfortunately, the speakers have aslightly
peaky treble region which sounded simply gorgeous when the grille
was left on to add slight ' filtering'. But more anon.
The black finished baffle houses the two drivers, a19mm aluminium
dome tweeter and a200mm woofer. The latter utilizes acone made
from MFHP — mineral—filled homopolymer — said to provide superior
damping. Also part of the drivers' construction is Wharfedale's
patented ' Build Ring', aplastic moulding which acts as aprecision jig
during assembly to ensure accuracy and provide greater strength.
Another Wharfedale exclusive is their 'bayonet-fixed' magnesium
alloy chassis, which couples the driver to the baffle in amanner similar
to the way alens fits acamera body. Also unique to the bass driver is a
four- layer voice coil to ensure greater power handling, agood thing
since Ikicked the stuffing out of these babies with over athird of a
Kilowatt because Iwas in aparticularly vicious mood in early
November [ mid-life crisis looming? — Ed]
Crossover details were not supplied, but Ican tell you that the 505.2
is an easy, 8ohm load yielding 87dB of music for one watt of power.
Frequency response is quoted as 40-22kHz (parameters not specified)
but it's not so outlandish aclaim when you hear just what bass can be
squeezed out of these 440 x255 x240mm ( hwd) enclosures.
My only complaint prior to hook-up concerns the cheesy binding
posts. They're spaced just far enough apart that Ihad to remove the
international-standard spaced banana plugs which Iuse to make my
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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life easier — Ifeel like invoicing Wharfedale for five minutes out of my
life — and find loose banana plugs, fit those and then get to work.
(Along with my campaign against separate L/R volume controls, I'm
also pushing for mandatory 19mm spaced five-way binding posts
which will accommodate any speaker lead termination known to
man.)
Anyway, Ifinally got things going, with the 505.2s mounted on the
Celestion SL700 stands, fed by Lieder speaker cable from £ 10,000
worth of Rowland Model 7power amplifiers, Audio Research SP-9
preamp, Marantz CD- 12 and CAL Tempest II CD players, Alphason
turntable and arm and Ortofon MC-70 cartridge. Ialso used a
real-world amp, the Proton AP1000/AA1150 combination, so Icould
hear the 505.2s with the sort of electronics you'd expect to match with
budget speakers. Still, Ipreferred using them on the end of asystem
costing as much as aloaded
Mercedes Gelandewagen because
then Iknew that Iwas hearing
them at their best. Additionally, it
taxed them to their limits, making
the Wharfedales cope with peaks
from 350W monoblocks, in a
room measuring 7.1x 7.5m. And
when I'm in anasty mood and I
crank that pot clockwise to hear
maximum Sticky Fingers, the
Grim Reaper stands over ahi-fi,
not ahuman.
To save you skipping to the
end, they're still playing
beautifully as Iwrite, and the
room is not littered with shards of
particle board or aluminium or
whatchamacallit homopolymer.
My first impression of the 505.2
was exactly that of the Krell KC100 cartridge — the top end (with grille
in place) simply shimmers. It's extended, fast and clear, but free of
any grain, grit or ` nasties'. Remove the grille and get those flecks of
spittle. Nowhere was this more evident than on the recently CD'ed
Ronnie Aldrich & His Two Pianos' All Time Piano Hits (
Decca/
London), amid- 1960s Phase 4recording of breathtaking beauty. With
the grilles on, it sounded like real pianos; grilles off, and Icould
picture the Fisher-Price decal over the keyboard.
But there is aprice to pay for the top-end-through-grilles, as Istated
above. Without the grilles, the imaging is first-class, everything in its
carefully-designated place. Stage width borders on the amazing,
image height is perfectly adequate, but depth is only average if you've
optimised for width. The depth can be improved with increased
toe-in, but then it's bye-bye Cinerama. Put the grilles back on, and the
edges of the images blur slightly — not enough to render the speaker
unacceptable, but it's audible on uncluttered works.
Surprise, surprise: the 505.2s deliver satisfying bass, even on
mammoth pieces like Enya's luscious ' Orinico Flow' (CD single).
There are some d-e-e-pnotes in that recording, and the Wharfedales
followed them into the brine without any trouble, tapering off
gradually instead of cutting themselves dead at agiven point. How
much of this ear-opening performance is down to state-of-the-art
speaker stands and over-the-top sources and amplification is
irrelevant. The salient point is that the 505.2s did not disgrace
themselves by colouring or distorting ahigh-end signal; they merely
filtered off the extreme bottom end and compressed the spatial aspect.
What will plague the 505.2 in the shop is its unforgiving nature; yet
again we find aspeaker too damned good for the products which it
should — by virtue of cost and intent — mate with sympathetically.
Then again, maybe I'm having such agood time with the 505.2
because I've taken the time to set them up properly. Whatever, these
things are the best products I've heard from Wharfedale in years, and
they damned well ought to steal shift-time from the Diamond miners.
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You'll be hearing more from us

Having been involved in the hi-fi industry for some
considerable years, Megavox Marketing Ltd. are acompany of
audiophiles and engineers in pursuit of audio excellence.

Handmade valve amplifiers sees the
re-emergence of quality to the
highest standards from a
living legend. The

speakers

definitive M1

from Mirage,
already acclaimed
by the American press
as amonumental
achievement in sound

reproduction, and the Doland PM1
pre-amplifiers offering valve sound
est transistor technology.
The unique Genesis circuit ( patent pending) from Doxa
incorporated in the Doxa 1power amplifiers, asolid state
amplifier unequalled until this time, complemented by Doxa
speakers, add to the total breakthrough in audio technology.
Now you know why you should be hearing more from us.
Contact Megavox Marketing Ltd. 21 Queens Road Weybridge
Surrey or telephone 0705-671315.

MEGAVOX
MARKETING
Enquiries from the trade welcome

TOSHIBA 9128 CD PLAYER
Chris Bryant tests aEuropean CD player from one of the biggest Japanese names

T

OSHIBA HASN'T EXACTLY been famous for hi-fi
separates in this country in recent years, but as one of the
major Japanese electrical and electronics manufacturers it has
maintained ahigh profile for their main-stream consumer
electronics, from televisions to microwaves. Many CD players sourced
from the Far East incorporate constituent parts carrying the Toshiba
brand-name, which would, perhaps, appear on more complete hi-fi
units were it not for EEC quotas on electronic goods.
The answer for some firms affected in this way is to make the goods
within the EEC themselves, or source them here from other
manufacturers and go in for 'badge engineering' — aploy so beloved by
the car industry. Thus this Toshiba player is made by Philips in their
Belgian factory, and while the front panel may say Toshiba, and the
layout of the controls and decals may have been changed, to the
experienced eye this is undoubtedly aunit from the Philips stable.
It is hardly surprising, considering that Toshiba is acorporation
more interested in general consumer electronics than in specialist
hi-fi, to find that all its current players fall into the 'budget' category.
The 9128 is the most expensive of afour-model range, and for £200
you get afull-width player with the Philips 4-times oversampling
set-up and remote control. But as you might expect at this price, the
chassis and front panel are in the ubiquitous black plastic, with the
normal undamped pressed-steel wrap-around lid. The unit sits on four
circular silver-ringed plastic feet, with felt pad inserts which double as
primary decoupling and anon-scratch mounting interface. Back panel
connections are limited to gold-plated left and right audio phonosockets, adigital-out socket, and astandard 2-pin Philips mains input.
Underneath, the transport locking-pins, once removed, can be
inserted into location holes for safe keeping — aneat Philips touch.
Front-panel layout and controls are fairly standard. The power
switch is on the extreme left above the fixed-volume headphone
output. Next comes the loading drawer with the open/close button
inset adjacent to it. Beneath the display window are push-buttons to
select display functions for choosing elapsed-time of the current track
or time remaining on the disc. The display itself shows the number of
tracks, playing time, play progress, functions, and simple fault
diagnosis during programming operations. Display-select is followed
by repeat, programme or disc, memory for mixed track-select. pause,
and music-search back and forth. Play and stop are at window level,
and beneath these are the track-skip controls.
The remote control mimics all those of the front panel with the
exception of power on/off and open/close, but has the advantage of
index and akey-pad track-select. When using the latter, play must be
pressed within seven seconds of the track number to initiate the
command.
Internal inspection revealed astandard latterday Philips player. The
digital-to-analogue conversion process is performed by the SA7220
digital filter followed by the TDA1541A. with selected DAC and
LM833 dual op-amps which are used as avoltage-to-current
converter, and around which the output filter is arranged. powersupplies are standard, and most components are of ordinary
commercial quality with the exception of the output coupling
capacitors, which are selected Nichicons. The transport is the normal
sprung plastic one with swinging laser arm, current samples of which
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seem to be better made and more reliable than earlier ones.

Lab report

The frequency response was identical on both channels and almost
ruler-flat from 20Hz to 20kHz, albeit with the familiar but almost
imperceptible HF digital filter ripple. Channel balance was near
perfect, with amaximum measured deviation of only 0.06dB, while
left/right separation was maintained at better than 100dB at all
frequencies. Channel phase-difference was zero, the player was
abolute-phase correct, and the impulse test revealed little in the way
of filter ringing.
Total harmonic distortion and down-band suppression were
excellent at high levels, but by — 60dB the THD was around average,
and the player faired less well at very low levels. A low-level tests, for
instance, revealed the 3rd and 5th harmonics of a — 70dB lkHz tone at
only 36dB below the fundamental. However, HF intermodulation
distortion was well suppressed, with down-band products of the
19/20kHz tones notably absent from the spectrogram (Graph 1).
Full-level output was alittle above the standard 2V, but only by
0.5dB, which would be unimportant except on critical A/B
comparison. The output impedance was alow 200ohms measured
from the back-panel phonos, and areasonable 150ohms from the
headphone socket. De-emphasis was quite accurate, showing a
maximum error of only 0.1dB in the mid-band and at HF. Errorcorrection was fine, passing the 1.2mm test before showing signs of
mistracking; track-access time was reasonably fast at 3.5s; mechanical
noise was generally low; and resistance to shock and vibration was
very good.
The measured in-band signal-to-noise ratio was better than 100dB
under all test modes, spuriae up to 100kHz were well controlled on
both channels, and awide-band oscilloscope revealed no problems at
higher frequencies. However, low-level linearity was somewhat
deficient below — 70dB, with amonotonicity test showing marked
asymmetry at the lowest step. The — 90dB sine-wave was quite well
formed (Graph 2), but was rather noisy by virtue of its size error.

Sound quality

As the circuits and components used m this player are the standard
Philips devices, it seems sensible to assume that the audio quality
would be represented by the familiar Philips sound. However,
although the constituents look much the same, Philips technology
does not stand still, and each new generation of players has shown an
improvement in sound quality. This can be put down to detailed
construction and design changes in circuit layout, specific
components, and the generation of chips employed. The Toshiba
undoubtedly benefits from this evolutionary process, as the sound
delivered is most competitive, especially when price is taken into
consideration. Also, it is worth noting that it benefits from adigital
shorting-plug — as with all this family of players [but not with all other
brands, please note — Ed]. In comparison with the best sounding
players around, it is perhaps abit brash, but it is good dynamically,
with plenty of attack and revealed detail. The mid-range is amite
hard, which goes almost unnoticed on rock material. But classical
recordings of violin and female voice occasionally forced the 9218 to
reveal this side of its nature.
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UNLIKE LIFE.

HI-FI ISN'T APUZZLE. IT'S JUST AWAY OF
REPRODUCING MUSIC - SIMPLE IF YOU KNOW HOW.
Finding agood dealer is the solution. We have seventeen years experience as aspecialist Hi Fi retailer. All our staff
are music lovers and HiFi enthusiasts, they know hovy to get the best from their own HiFi systems and you can relax
in the knowledge that with their advice, you will get the best out of yours.
Our in house service engineers ' all specialising in their own fields' will make you feel confident of asound and speedy
service if required. All you have to do is phone, explain your requirements and arrange for ademonstration at atime
suitable to you — or just pop in. We have three demonstration rooms and expansive display areas, so you will not be
kept waiting long.

PINK TRIANGLE
We have on demonstration two PTTOO's fitted with the Moth
RB250 and the SME Series IV with achoice of cartridges to
choose from. You have read the reviews on the PIP, we have it on
demonstration with avariety of power amps — or even yours.
Also, new products on the way are the Pacesetter — abattery
power supply for the PTTOO and the Pacemaker, the same for all
turntables, using A.C. synchronous motors ie Roksan, Linn etc.

ROKSAN
To compliment the Xerses, Roksan have introduce two exciting
new products. The Artemiz tone arm has an intelligent counter
weight which dynamically optimises the tracking weight of the
cartridge, while the record plays, leaving the cantilever to control
the system, not the arm. The Shiraz cartridge uses abroadcast
standard generator clamped exactly in position by three precision spikes, eliminating arbitary compliance and mechanical
impedance incurred in adhesives. Asuperb sounding trio.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
Amongst the power houses the P270 and A370 are quite a
delightful duo called MA50's, which are 50 watts class Amono
blocks and use bipolar output devices instead of the mosfets
found in their larger brothers — highly recommended with any
good loudspeaker. We hear 100 watt versions are on the way.

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
The new pre- power combination C50 and A50 should be in stock
by the time you read this advertisement It is rated 60 watts per
channel and by adding another A50 the power increases to 150
watts per channel. At acost of £200 for each component, if it
has the sound quality of the rest of the range, it would certainly
represent good value. All the range is in stock and is on
demonstration.

CELESTION
Celestion have just introduced the SL6SI and SL600SI based on
the award winning SL range of loudspeakers. Both have
improvements in crossover design compared to their
predecessors, with the SL600SI also being capable of bi-wiring.
Awelcome addition to the range is the SL12SI incorporating
many aspects of the SL6SI but with improved bass extension
and sound output pressure, due to the use of two bass drivers
operating at different frequencies. These units are also biwirable. Iunderstand this company has just won another award,
this time for the DL4. Well done Celestion.

A & R ARCAM

All of this company's products are available for demonstration
from us.

This company picked up three awards at arecent presentation.
The Grand Prix was awarded to the Black Box for the most
innovative design. The Arcam Two was awarded best loudspeaker
under £300 and finally, the Alpha amplifier best budget amplifier.
Well done to John Dawson and his team, they are obviously
working hard.

SPENDOR

SYSTEMDEK

Classic methods and traditional design combined with the latest
in technolgy of drive units and crossover components make
Spendor speakers in our opinion one of the most natural
sounding reproducers of music we know.

ROGERS
On demonstration: Studio 1A, LS7T,
LS35A, New Models on the way —
LS2A, LS4A, LS6A

AUDIO LAB
We have the latest versions of the 8000A
on dem, alongside the 8000C and
8000P

In our opinion Peter Dunlop of Systemdek has always designed
and manufactured turntables to the highest standards. We have
recommended them to our customers for years and we were
delighted for him when his company won the 'What Hi Fi' award
for the best turntable up to £300 with the 11X including arm. We
have it on demonstration along with the same but with the
RB250 and the electronic versions.

QUAD
For the closest approach to the original
sound.

CASTLE
Durham should be proud to have such a
lovely sounding speaker named after
them, with its own stand — strongly
recommended.

MISSION CYRUS

REVOLVER

We have the complete range of products
available for demonstration. We also hear
of anew range of speakers coming.

Alongside the original deck we also have
the New Rebel — well worth alisten.

SEVENOAKS
109-111 London Road Sevenoaks, Kent

WE ALSO STOCK:
AR, B & W, Denon, Heybrook,
Kenwood, JPW, KEF, Marantz,
Monitor Audio, Mordaunt
Short, NAD, QED, Rotel,
Tannoy and Yamaha.

FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION PHONE
PHIL OR MARK ON

(0732)
459556
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Ken Kessler reviews the ATC SCM50

T

HEM- AND-US scenarios crop up all the time in hi-fi,
whether it's pro- or anti-Belt, pro- or anti- CD or any other
pair of opposing factions you wish to name.
For as long as Ican remember, the professional sector has
regarded hi-fi hobbyists as abunch of ill-informed, semi-psychotic
dilettantes who know nothing about sound. What this has resulted in
is the creation of two types of playback equipment, with `our' side
arguing that state-of-the-art hi-fi is probably too good for the stuff
dished out by modern studios. And we tend to blame it on the
monitoring equipment they use. And they look at hi-fi as overpriced
toys.
This is not the place to to into detail about all of the differences
between us and them. Iwrote that introduction only so you would
understand that the ATC speakers I'm about to describe are the
products of ateam who deal almost exclusively
with major studios (they can drop names
which will take your breath away) and that
my first three or four meetings with the
company's principals were as hostile as any
I've experienced. Although Ifirst met them
in ahi-fi - rather than studio - context, they
gave me the kind of look which Mary
Whitehouse would bestow on Paul Raymond.
Their disgust with the world of hi-fi is easy
to comprehend. With nearly adecade-and-ahalfs worth of experience in producing highquality monitors, including the manufacture
of some advanced and complex drivers of
their own design, ATC quite rightly feel that
they have 'paid their dues'. Unfortunately,
credibility in hi-fi circles is not acquired
merely by showing an impressive cv or reams
of AES papers. While I'm not privy to the
incidents which may have plagued their entry
into hi-fi, Ican understand their frustration at
finding that what is highly rated in the studio
may induce yawns in the hi-fi shop. Which is
unfair to ATC.
If aspeakers is aspeaker is aspeaker, then
an excellent speaker should (assuming that
amp and room matching have been dealt with
correctly) sound great in either the studio or
the home. ATC has spent so much time and effort marrying the
practical considerations of studio work with tonal accuracy, low
coloration and correct imaging that their Studio Control Monitors
(SCM) should offer the best of both worlds. With two basic models
available in either triamplified or passive mode designed for both the
professional and domestic user, ATC is armed with speakers aimed
right at the lower steps of the high-end ladder. Having been subjected
to the company's (collective) withering gaze, Itook it as achallenge.
Which leads me to the SCM 50 three-way loudspeaker, the least
expensive item in the ATC catalogue.
The passive SCM 50 version retails for £2185 per pair including
stands, while the active SCM 50A clocks in at £2990 - still abargain
when you consider that the price includes six dedicated amplifiers
yielding atotal of 350W per side. The bigger SCM100 sells for £2875
per pair, or £3400 in active mode, while the monster SCM 200 and the
EC23 electronic crossover leave little change from £5400. All come in
astandard black finish, but ATC can offer four different 'standard'
wood veneers or five luxury finishes as options. The review pair
arrived clad in flawless walnut real-wood-veneer with black grilles,
and the supplied floor stands were rugged enough to cost the
aftermarket boys asale.
'Rugged' is the term that keeps coming to mind, because the SCM
50's rather ordinary box-with-driver looks gave no indication of the
speaker's physical integrity. While 716x304x333mm (hwd) are hardly
small dimensions, neither are they vast, and Ican think of anumber of
mid-priced efforts that will occupy similar space. What the dimensions
don't prepare you for is the sheer mass, and getting them out of the
boxes without marking the perfect finish is atwo-man job. Idon't
register shock when afloor-to-ceiling speaker tips the scales at 60kg+,
but 40kg each for abox you'd expect to move with minimal effort is
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something else. This mass is the result of creating an absolutely dead,
non-resonant cabinet with high density MDF, braced internally and
damped with bitumastic pads. When sited on the supplied stands, the
cabinets' weight cause them to mate with asticky top surface.
precluding the need for Blu-Tack.
The speakers are supplied in mirror-imaged pairs, the raised baffles
designed to prevent ill effects from edge refractions; the design of the
grille frame also contributes to this. The baffle itself is finished in black
and contains the three drivers offset toward the inner edge. ( Iwould
imagine that reversing the speakers to place the speakers on the outer
edges would prove beneficial in smaller rooms.) At the top is a
multi- filament polyester-weave 25mm soft-dome tweeter, the only one
of the drivers which ATC does not manufacturer. Sourced from
Audax, the tweeter is subjected to careful scrutiny resulting in close
matching and ahigh rejection rate for the
diaphragms.
The midrange driver is ATC's own design,
asoft-dome type measuring 75mm in
diameter maximized for both sensitivity and
high power handling. The very short (3.5mm)
voice coil is formed from asingle layer of
edge-wound copper ribbon wire operating in
a5mm magnetic gap. To guarantee the high
power handling capacity. the coil always
remains within the magnetic gap, with its size
precluding the temperature build-up of
smaller designs. Also part of the structure is a
double suspension system designed to control
the motion of the driver down to the bottom
of its 300-4kHz operating range. The large-ish
dome is mounted in aslight recess t.) aid in
dispersion, while compensation for the mass
of the dome - which could lead to aloss of
efficiency - is handled by the use of an
oversized magnet.
The 225mm woofer is also an ATC design,
also utilizing ashort voice coil of only 10mm
operating in a20mm long magnetic field,
again to keep the coil within the magnetic
field during normal operation. As with the
mid driver, the woofer is capable of handling
vast amounts of power, and nothing Icould
do would produce anasty 'crack' from the SCM 50s, even in ahuge
room and with obscene amounts of power. Below the woofer is a
forward- firing cylindrical port.
The passive ATCs use an in-house crossover network which reveals
atouch of the 'tweaks' not in character with ATC's image. Low
resistance, air-cored inductors, low-loss paper capacitors, hard-wiring
-the recipe is straight out of the hi-fi sector, which means we can
agree on something. The only detail Icould fault prior to switch-on
was the choice of speaker connector, amassive screw- post instead of
my preferred 5-way binding posts-cum-sockets.
The ATCs were in use for some time so Iwas able to try them with a
number of products, but the majority of the reviewing was performed
with the Alphason Sonata turntable and arm, Krell KC100 and
Ortofon MC-e000 cartridges, California Audio Labs Tempest H CD
player, Audio Research SP-9and Primare 928 pre-amps and- for
reasons which will be made clear - the Primare 928 power amplifiers
Other amplifiers included the Beard P100 monoblocks, HH and
Rauch professional power amplifiers and afew other oddities, but I
kept returning to the '928s.
The most obvious matching concern for the SCM 50 is power in
reserve, because these speakers offer medium sensitivity (85dB/I W)
but seemingly boundless power handling. They beg to be played at
realistic levels and, as the company promised, can take all the stick
you'll give them. My 7.1x7.5m listening area is big enough to let them
run free, and small enough to keep them from reaching their
hard-to-imagine limitations. Iwas implored to thrash them, and Idid
-but only for the purposes of the review. As regular readers know, I
do not ' bang head' despite my love for music most closely associated
with high sound pressure levels.
Because Ifind 83-85dB at 2m more than enough to set my ears a
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From the perfectionists
in sound, you could
only expect the
greatest names
in sound...

...and at Chew & Osborne, with nearly
30 years' experience in catering to our
customers' discriminating
requirements, we make certain that
we only stock the names that will live
up to these demanding criteria.
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SALE

Starts Tuesday December 27th 10a.m.
Many fantastic bargains —
Come early
27 Springfield Rd., Harrow, Middlesex
Telephone: 01-863 0938
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'Look at the
Music on Disc
and Tape

Look at the Names
• A&R Arcam • Ariston
• Audioquest Livewire
• Bang & Olufsen • BLO • B&W
• Cambridge Audio • Denon
• Dual • Foundation Audio
• Gale • Harman Kardon
• Harman Kardon Citation • Kef
• Kenwood • Manticore
• Marantz • Meridian
• Mission Cyrus • Mordaunt
Short • Musical Fidelity
• NAD • Nakamichi
• Pioneer • Quad
• Rogers • Ruark
• Sansui S Spendor
• Spica • Tannoy
• Yamaha — Plus
Accessories
from
• Audio Technica
• DNM
• Goldring
• MIT
• Nagaoka
• PMB • QED
• Sennheiser
• Target Audio
• Thats
• TDK
• WBT

ARE WE TAKING THE
SEASON OF GOODWILL
TOO FAR?

We've got everything you
/could ever need, including
/ an extensive range of
compact discs at prices to
suit everyone, classical and
/popular naturally!
,

And at Saffron Walden
/there's ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
/As the only specialists in Essex
/appointed by Absolute Sounds, you'll
find it well worth avisit to see and hear
/this truly outstanding equipment. In stock
/now, you'll find • Apogee Acoustics •
/Krell and Sonus Faber • Micro-Seiki
•Sicomin — including cables and
interconnects.
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Look at the Service
Professional, helpful, unbiased advice is only
part of our service. For true peace of mind we back
it with after-sales service which we believe
is second to none.

Chew& Osborne

EPPING, ESSEX, 148 High Street (
0378) 74242
SAFFRON WALDEN, ESSEX, 26 King Street (0799) 23728
BISHOP'S STORTFORD,HERTS,70 South Street (0279)56401
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Only 300 yards from M & S

A TRUE MONITOR
'ringin'. Iwas able to forego the need for abrute amplifier and to
listen instead through an amp which gave the best sound. Despite a
rating of but 100W — only 3dB more power than the recommended
minimum — the Primare 928s did the best job with the ATCs. In terms
of synergy, the Danish monoblocks were able to sweeten an aspect of
the ATCs' treble performance which is avirtue in studio-land but
nearly aliability in the world of hi-fi. And the Primare's one notable
weakness, aslightly soft bottom octave, was out of harm's way
because the ATCs start rolling off gently at 80Hz to — 6dB at 40Hz.
Ishould get this ` synergising' bit out of the way so you can factor out
the minor tailoring which made the ATCs perform so well in my
system. The bass of the SMC 50 is so taut (despite the port), so
rock-solid and so fast from about 70Hz up that the wind-down below
that point — and it is gradual to the point of deception — rendered the
softness of the Primare as inaudible. Ifelt no need to enlist some
half- kilowatt of solid-state brutality to assess the SCM 50's lower
registers because the Primares were well up to the task and the ATCs
didn't tax them one bit. At the other extreme, the ATCs revealed the
over-etched, life-under-a-microscope look at the music which so
ensnares producers who want to listen for the sound of ashirt sleeve
bruhing amic lead in the midst of aSonic Youth session. What the
Primares and the various valve amps did was remove afew barbs,
changing an almost glassy edge to asofter, more natural, less
aggressive delineation between notes and players.
This was particularly apparent on piano, especially those superb
London Phase 4Stereo CDs which the label has been reissuing for the
past 18 months. The recordings themselves are superlative and the CD
transfers among the best I've heard, but with slight treble
augmentation they can acquire abrittleness that makes even ababy
grand lean toward player piano. By switching to the slightly sweeter
amplifiers, this was ameliorated without any loss of detail or
extension.
With the frequency extremes no longer an issue, it was possible to
focus on the speaker's main strengths and how they make the
transition to domestic usage. As Imentioned earlier, they are
unbreakable and capable of yielding levels which no sane householder
would countenance. This flawless handling of dynamic range and
contrasts, utterly devoid of any form of compression, rendered the
ATCs as suitable for both ear-busting rock and the kind of classical

•

which you dream about replicating in the home. Heavy bouts with the
tympani will show just how well these speakers convey power, all the
while belying their size with asoundstage that's wide, deep and — yes —
tall. Just as the dimensions give no clue to build integrity or mass, so
do they fail to suggest that these speakers can fill the area in front of
the listener with near-panel-speaker totality.
Where the ATCs shine is in the all-important midband, its wide
coverage and stupendous clarity negating any doubts about the
frequency extremes. The sound tends toward to cool, with voices
displaying aslight thinness, but this doesn't affect any other
instruments. What surprised me most of all was the way the ATCs
handled massed strings. Iexpected the detail, the ability to separate
each instrument, but Ialso anticipated asteeliness which simply did
not materialize.
Imust confess that Ifelt more like Iwas hearing astudio product
than ahi-fi product because the ATCs were unswerving in their refusal
to mask sounds with euphonic colorations. But Imust also confess
that these are the first pure studio monitors (despite their domestically
acceptable garb) which left the emotion intact. Along with the big
TDL, which offers arather richer balance, the ATC SCM 50 is also
one of the most musically satisfying non-panel systems I've heard,
yielding to panels only in terms of absolute `disappearability'. More
important, though, is that I've been taught alesson about what's being
used in studios, but Idon't suppose that we're about to see the end of
limiters, noise gates and all of the other paraphernalia.
Instead of looking at this as astudio monitor géne astray, please
regard the ATC as something else entirely, something even more
mythical: atrue high-end product that's unlikely ever to break.
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Amplitude linearity ± 2dB
Cut-off frequencies — 6dB
Sensitivity
Maximum continuous SPL
Power amp requirements
Nominal impedance
Crossover frequencies
Price

80-12kHz
40Hz and 20kHz
85dB/1W/lm
112dB ( 1m)
50-500W
8oluns
400Hz and 4kHz
£2185 per pair

ATC, Gypsy Lane, Aston Down, Stroud, Glos. Tel (0285 76)561.

TOSHIBA XR-9128
The treble is detailed, with plenty of air and sparkle, but it does
display ahint of grain in this register. The bass is firm and extended,
but in comparison with players which excel in this area there is some
loss of articulation and definition. Imaging is good and there is fair
depth, but the space around performers could be improved. It lacks
the ultimate in pin-point focus and separation.

Conclusion
Built to an admittedly low price, this player's quality is in keeping but
good enough, technical performance is fine, facilities ample, styling to
taste and inoffensive. Sound quality is right at the top in its class. It's
difficult to ask for much more. •
TEST RESULTS

Graph I. Toshiba XR-9I28: Spuriae up to 10kHz associated with dithered ¡ kHz tone
at — 70dB.
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Graph 2. Toshiba XR-9I 28: lntermodulation spuriae from ¡ 9/20kHz tones at OdB, log
scale 500Hz-I00.5kHz.
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Channel balance
Channel separation
Channel phase difference
Total harmonic distortion, OdB
Total harmonic distortion, — 10dB
Total harmonic distortion, — 60dB
Total harmonic distortion, — 80dB
Intermodulation distortion, 19/20kHz, OdB
Intermodulation, 19kHz/10kHz, — 10dB
Frequency response, left channel
Frequency response, right channel
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz unweighted
Output level, OdB
Output impedance
De-emphasis error
Track access time
Error correction capability
Mechanical noise
Spuriae up to 100kHz
Resolution at — 90dB, left/right
Headphone socket
Dimensions (wdh)
Typical price

TOSHIBA XR-9128
20Hz
0.05dB
121dB

lkHz
0.06dB
111dB

20kHz
0.05dB
100dB

00

00

00

—98dB — 97dB —93dB
—80dB
—43dB
—16dB
—100dB
—86dB
0.01dB
0.0dB
0.044:1B
0.01dB
0.0dB
0.04dB
—105dB
2.11V
200ohms
0.01
0.1
0.1
3.5secs
1.2mm
low
—102dB
—103.8dB/-102dB
Yes 150 ohms, non-variable
420 x280x 88mm
£200
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CAREFUL
LISTENERS
ONLY PLEASE
Audio Technica have built up aworldwide reputation on the quality of its transducer products ... those delicate
components which turn soundwaves and mechanical movement into electrical impulses or vice versa. It's made us
world leader in the field of cartridge technology and now the same micro-engineering expertise is at work in the 900
series 'phones.
The ' larger than life' sensation of our new ATH 909, ATH 910 and ATH 911 models comes courtesy of extra large
diameter drivers with copper clad aluminium voice coils which produce asuperbly natural sound right through to the
critical high frequencies. Add good ergonomic design, soft-feel earpads plus alow overall weight to create amost
impressive headphone.
A
Comfortable enough, you'll agree, for the most careful of listeners.
4cià
Audition the 900 Series soon at your specialist hi-fi store, local BADA
. assui
II BEM i .11dE
member dealer or simply contact us directly for more information.
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ATH 910 Closed Back Monitor
ATH 911 Open Back PC-OCC

The only complete transducer family
• CARTRIDGE • HEADPHONE • MICROPHONE I VITAL LINKS

INNOVATION

PRECISION

INTEGRITY

Techmca House. Lockwood Close. LEEDS LS11 5UU Tel: ( 0532) 771441 Fax: ( 0532) 704836

MF's REFs

Musical Fidelity continues to launch new products at an alarming rate. Steve Harris attempts
to catch up, with this review of the Reference 2speakers and MA 50 power amplifiers

T

HERE HAVE BEEN TIMES in the past few years when it
seemed that British manufacturers would just go on slowly
and steadily improving their products, making reasonably
polite noises, and reviewers would continue to make reasonably polite noises about them. When an outstanding product actually
does appear, it tends to upset the apple cart; trusted commentators
court disbelief as they abandon their usual restraint in a splurge of
superlatives, and cease their hitherto automatic recommendation of
established favourites.
Musical Fidelity, until then strictly an electronics manufacturer,
produced just this effect with the launch of its MC2 and MC4
loudspeakers in 1987. The medium-sized MC2 produced results that
were hard to beat at the price, by pulling together several strands of
modern speaker design. Musical Fidelity has always maintained that
the initials ' MC' stood for ' moving-coil', and much development work
was done in-house, but the basic design for the MC2 and MC4 was
provided by Martin Colloms. This of course precluded Martin from
reviewing the loudspeakers [they were covered instead by Paul Crook,
in HFNIRR Oct '87 and Feb '88
respectively], and the same
applies to the £199 Reference 2,
though Ithink it is fair to say that
in its production form this is more
an MF speaker than an MC one.
At 380 x250 x200mm (hwd), the
cabinet is smaller and squatter
than the MC2, though almost the
same width, to accommodate the
same 160mm effective-diameter
bass/mid unit (210mm to the outside of the frame). The tweeter is
a different 25mm metal dome,
offset in the baffle, the speakers
being supplied in mirror-image
pairs. Sensitivity is 89dB/W at 1 metre. The cabinet is of 17mm
chipboard, without bracing ( it is small enough not to need any), and in
current production contains no wadding or damping material of any
kind. Finish is a ' black ash' vinyl wrap. Much neater than the MC2's
'sculpted' lump of foam, the grille cloth is stretched over awooden
frame whose mounting pegs stand it lOmm clear of the baffle. On the
flush rear panel are four terminals for bi-wiring (with optional links for
those who can't cope with the idea of four wires); inside, the tweeter
and bass/mid crossover sections are laid on separate fibreglass boards,
and as in the MC models the massive components are hard-wired
without recourse to pcb tracks.
Roughly the same size as the Celestion SL6/600/700, this small
speaker is not one that demands to be put on stands away from walls.
On the contrary, the Reference 2attacks the age-old problem of what
to do for buyers who insist on putting speakers against the wall, the
aim being to achieve standards of stereo imaging and neutrality that
most back-to-the-wall models miss.
As Ihad already been listening to MC2s driven by MA-50 power
amps, substituting the Reference 2s should have given an instant
indication of what you lose, in sound quality terms, by going for the
smaller, cheaper box. The answer, in the end, is ' not that much',
though there are limitations to what can be achieved by abox this size.
In fact, changing over the wires initially just emphasized the
Reference 2's higher sensitivity and different balance; it is louder for a
given input and has a slightly more ' upfront' character. Only after
some experimenting did Ibegin to appreciate just how much of the
MC2's convincing dynamics, excellent detail, transparency and stereo
staging have been préerved in the Reference 2.
It was used on Partiiigton stands and on Russ Andrews' RATA
Torlyte stands, and was preferred with the grilles removed. The
inexpensive Partington stands were adequate, but led to loss of focus
and sparkle and to some ' holes' in the bass response, but the RATA
Torlytes (admittedly more expensive than the speaker) seemed free of
any added colorations. Removal of the internal fibre wadding may not
have made the speaker more accurate, but has given the sound more
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'life' and ' air', on some recordings immediately improving the overall
realism.
The sealed-box Reference 2worked very well with its back flat to
the wall, although Ifound that the optimum position in my room was a
metre from side and back walls. Putting the speaker against the wall
does increase the strength of the bass output, but does not cause the
usual deterioration of bass quality. The bass has arather dry, slightly
light but always tuneful character, which is preserved in any position.
The same can almost be said for speaker's remarkable stereo imaging.
The Reference 2s can produce a spacious, convincing soundstage,
which achieves that elusive 'tactile' quality by allowing instruments to
appear as far forward as the plane of the speakers, while maintaining a
striking level of depth behind. Placing the speaker against the wall
produces amore distant, flattened and less focused perspective, but
the scale and realism of the image is still satisfying. In the past,
wall-mount speakers have often left listeners with the feeling that they
are listening to the wall, since the speaker is metaphorically ( and
literally) reflecting the acoustic character of its immediate environment; this does not happen with
the Reference 2.
There are criticisms: the Reference 2 could sometimes sound
just slightly nasal on woodwinds,
and there was a thickening of
string sounds, with less of the
delightfully 'free' openness of the
MC2. Though capable (with grille
removed) of revealing delicate
orchestral textures, the Reference
2 still maintained a characteristic
assertiveness; this could turn to
coarseness given poor programme
or source components. Under the
acid test of this year's most
demanding deep synth-bass favourite ( Eddy L,ouiss's Sang Mele), the
low bass took on asuppressed, indistinct or veiled character; here the
speaker remained civilized if rather stiff, rather than giving up in the
usual one-note flabbiness. This just points to the fact that the design of
the Reference 2really is an intelligently ' musical' compromise, which
is currently almost unbeatable at the price.
Musical Fidelity cannot, currently, be called asystem manufacturer,
but the company has succeeded in making products which work well
together — which is why this review simply had to include a brief
discussion of the MA-50. The apparent synergy of the sweet-sounding
Al amplifier and more sharply- etched Reference 2sound is undeniable. Each MA-50 Monoblok (MF's spelling) is really alarger version
of the power-amp section of the Al, and so, discounting the Al's
rather idiosyncratic disc stage and its limited power, the results should
be similar. In practice, the MA-50 will do justice to much better
pre-amplifiers ( including MF's MVT, for example) and will only be
outclassed by much more expensive components. Each MA-50 is built
in the now standard Musical Fidelity casework, the only features being
a power switch, input jack and two pairs of 4mm outlets, these
connected in parallel for easy bi-wiring. The end plates are now
perforated for extra ventilation, but the amplifiers still run hot enough
to need care in location; Istood them on-end and experienced no
problems.
The MA-50s look neat and presentable, without offering the
high-tech visual appeal, finish or material value many people might
expect at £875. It does not do well on lab measurement either, yet the
fact remains that it is avery good amplifier indeed, and if you want
more transparency and sheer listenability than the MA-50s provide,
you will have to pay a lot more.
Like the Reference 2, the MA-50 has been designed with aclear
sense of priorities and aruthless rejection of superfluities, and seems
almost to justify the confidently aggressive lnarketing approach
adopted by Musical Fidelity.
You can almost see MF's proprietor Antony Michaelson looking
around for the next apple cart. •
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PURE CLASS A
MONOBLOCKS

At last, atrot) high powered, Hi.fi ciao Apower
amplifier with ample, efficient heatsinking for cool
running.

and at asensible price!!!

Output power range from 50W to 250W ( Dependant upon chosen PSU components)
For simply the ultimate in true high fidelity power amplification. the SAGE
SUPERMOS2 class A monoblocks cannot be beaten.
Up to 250 Watts of totally distortionless pure class A
More class A power than any other amplifier and without the switching to class B effects
at high powers of most other amplifiers.
Built for listening to — with 'Sound' principles.
THE SUPERMOS2 A Unique combination of. Absolute technical excellence, combined with the best, top grade audiophile
components ( matched) PLUS, read how we have eliminated FIVE additional 'sound
degrading' factors inherent in all other power amplifiers. This includes elimination
CA PACTOR signature colourations and CLIPPING PSU effects.
FEATURES:Pure class A, very low feedback,
custom made MOSFETs', selected
matched components, zero crossover
distortion, zero TIM distortion,
amere Ipart per million THD, an
exemplary transient capability with
685V/us slewrate, balanced symmetrical
circuitry, sound colourations eliminated.
Ideally can be driven directly from a
CD with just apassive volume control.

and you'll hear music like
you've never heard it before.
We are probably the only specialist Hi -Fi Dealers who record
as well as listen to live music. With this expertise we can
recommend equipment from the following manufacturers:Audio Innovations, Audion, Audionote, Beyer, BLO,
Decca, Denon, Foundations, Goldring, Helius, Jecklin Float,
IPW, jBL, Marantz, Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortofon, Pink Triangle,
Pirates, QED, Revox, Rotel, The Rock, Sennheiser, Snell, Sony,
Sugden, Supra, Systemdek, Torlyte, Target, Valdi, Voyd, etc

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE— Designed by
Les Sage. widely recognised as the country's
leading and most innovative audio design
engineer. These modules come fully built,
tested and guaranteed, requiring just asimple
PSU and acase ( which we can supply).
Thousands of SAGE Supermos modules have
been sold worldwide and we have exported to
just about every country ( inc Japan).
SUPERMOSCs (50W TO 150W) CIS EACH P&P £21
SUPERMOS2's ( 100W TO 250W)1140 EACH P&P U-50)

note these are monoblocks
mud two arc recr for stereo

SEND NOW FOR YOUR BROCHURE - We can't possibly describe theic 'world beating' products in such
asmall ad as thin, to receive an 8page glossy brochure describing this and cla our products. Send «,C2 P.O.
cheque or rains (overseas OIRC's1 to the address below (
Sorry but no money no brochure).
The first 100 enquiries from HiFi News will also receive . 540 discount voucher off the cost of the PSU
components.

SAGE
AUDIO

Sue Wilson, (
HFN) SAGE AUDIO, Construction House,
Whitley Street, Bingley, Yorks BD1S 4JH. England.
Tel: ( 0274) 568647.
TI.: 517783

...Lend me
your ear...

Fax: ( 0274) 551065

Selected Second Hand Equipment available, ring for details
The VPI Record Cleaning Service now availa 7Ie

cccu

sAmdig

5 Mead Lane, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7DY
Tel: ( 0252) 714555
Open Monday to Saturday 10am — 6pm
Demonstrations by Appointment

AT LAST — A TOP QUALITY D.A.T.
PLAYER/RECORDER FOR THE
DOMESTIC USER AT AN AFFORDABLE
PRICE. AVAILABLE NOW!

Acoustic RESEARCI1
CELEF-CELESTION-CASTLE
GALE-HEYBROOK-HARMAN
JBL-KEF-LINN PRODUC-IS
MUSICAL FIDELITY

010

MORDAUNT SHORT-NVA
PROAC-QED-ROCERS
THORENS-TANNOY
'FOP NAMES TAPES
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THE SONY DTCM100 D.A.T PLAYER/RECORDER

1

AIWA-A RISTON-CAM BRIDGE
DENON-DUAL-EXPOSURE
KARDON-INEINITY

£799.00 + P & P

ION SYSTEMS

-

DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE is the most exciting development in
the HiFi industry since the introduction of the Compact Disc.
D.A.T not only gives you the stunning effect of digital
reproduction, it gives you greater portability than other
formats. D.A.T. has already proved asuccess with the
professional users - now, at last, we have adomestic player
available at an affordable price.

....
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MERIDIAN-MARANTZ
MONITOR AUDIO
NAKAMICHI-ORACLE

-r
AL1. MAJOR ACCESSORIES

ROTEL-SONY ES

I

The very latest, 'Second Generation' Sony model DTCM100
D.A.T. Deck is available in limited numbers NOW for
immediate despatch - direct from G.P.P. Ltd. To avoid
disappointment we recommend that you contact us
immediately for ordering details and to reserve your machine.
For your free information
pack explaining more
about D.A.T. itself,
software availability etc
—call or write to us now.

UK Distributors:
Great Products &
Publications Ltd
Howard Works, Norwich Rd.,
Halesworth, Suffolk IP19 8QH.
Tel: 09867-2728
Fax: 09867 5260

DERBY
DERBYSHIRE HI- FIDELITY
3OLD BLACKSMITHS YARD
SADLERGATE DERBY
TELEPHONE 0332-44638
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This month the PWB listening tests; alook at CD
player at the lowest levels and aKEF C35 postcript
PWB listening tests
The Editor has reported in 'Comment' (p5) on the results of the recent
HFNIRR listening tests, which were carried out with the trade's
participation and support, at The HiFi Show this year. The following
are some observations, resulting from my involvement as atest
subject only. My experience of listening tests meant that, at the
outset, Ifelt uncertain about the way in which the listening rooms
were used; initially, panelists visited them in astandard order with no
attempt to randomize the order of the participation, which could well
have helped to improve the reliability of the test results. [At MC's
suggestion, the order was then randomized for most of the tests — Ed.]
Ialso found that the rooms differed for reasons unconnected with the
object of the test, namely the assessment of the 'obviousness' of the
Belt treatment to one or more of the rooms concerned.
For example, the placement of the Quad speakers was not identical
in each room. A tape measure did not appear to have been used for
their positioning and although Itried to sit in asimilar (approximate)
seat in each of the four rooms, as well as actually sit at the same angle,
Ifound the speakers were placed slightly differently each time, with
an estimated 3-4in error. Although this does not seem much, in fact it
will be quite significant in small listening rooms such as the hotel
bedrooms. In addition, in two of the rooms, awall mounted
telephone-table was adjacent to the right hand speaker and, in the
others, the table was closer to the audience. This constituted both a
resonant cavity and areflecting structure that is capable of
significantly modifying the sound.
Experience with the CD players used tells me that there is some

Quad 34 control unit as used in the tests
variability in their performance, both from sample to sample as well as
each time aCD is loaded. The latter is due to the slightly different
centration adopted by adisc each time it is withdrawn or loaded. I
then have to ask how well the complete room systems were toleranced
with regard to channel balance and absolute level. In such achain we
have to assume the errors for the CD player, the pre-amplifier, the
power amplifier, and not least the loudspeakers. The pre-amp used
had adetented volume control so Isuspect that afine calibration of
sound level was not attempted for the test systems by those concerned
with the setting up.
Another factor was the small differences of tonal balance and
frequency response noted from the four sets of speakers. This should
not be taken as acriticism of the Quad 63, which is in fact rather more
consistent than most, but audible differences between speaker pairs
are nonetheless afact of life.
The panelists were not strictly encouraged to vote privately which
may have inhibited some from making ajudgement or may have
allowed others to be influenced. A concealed voting system would
have been better and it might also have been helpful if abrief
non-biased introduction had been given to each panel, describing the
test and the marking, which can help the members relax and adjust to
test conditions.
It was not revealed at the outset, but Isubsequently discovered that
the test comprised two supposedly identical reference rooms; athird
which Peter Belt and his team had treated, claiming that this should
result in amajor and obvious sound upgrade, and finally afourth, with
aspecific small audio difference to check the overall sensitivity of the
test. Checking my own observations on the four rooms, Ihad correctly
identified the 'difference' room, commenting on alouder, brighter
and 'grainier' sound. Ialso correctly guessed that this had been
achieved by rotating the 'slope' control for tonal balance on the Quad
preamp by 2dB, subsequently locking the control knob so that this was
not visually evident to the panelists. In the circumstances this
deliberate difference sounded pretty obvious although Idid note that
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in another room the sound was different in another way — here the
stereo image was staged differently with shift to the left observed from
my seat. Other differences included temperature. When Idid the test,
the rooms differed by up to 7°C, significantly changing the comfort
factor from cool to warm. One room smelled of smoke left by previous
guests. The cumulative result of all these effects is likely to have
obscured subtle differences; however, as Iunderstand it, the Peter
Belt claim was that his treatment would result in amajor alteration to
perceived sound quality. If so, then Idid not hear it.
Martin Colloms

Mystical experiences at the last bit
One of the problems in getting to grips with the subjective effects of
distortion at very low modulation levels on CD is that one normally
finds only the last vestiges of dying ambience down there, and no one
is very sure how that should sound anyway. In his CD player reviews,
Martin Colloms offers interesting — 90dB sinewaves, which are now,
quite frequently, avery respectable shape, but as far as I'm aware
there are no recordings with actual music at such levels. Well, that's
what Ithought; then it occurred to me, when reviewing three versions
of Holst's The Planets (HFNIRR Nov p109) that it might be interesting
to listen-in carefully to what happens as the mystic female chorus in
'Neptune' actually fades into nothingness.
It transpired that on my set-up, when using headphones for listening
at ahigh orchestral level, the total extra gain still available, above the
combined settings of CD-player output control and amplifier volume
control, is 48dB. Thus it is possible to listen right down into the
ultimate CD system-noise, and follow that fading chorus as far as it
may go by continually raising the control settings. With the possible
exception of the end of 'Abschied' from Mahler's Song of the Earth
(which isn't normally faded down quite so absolutely) The Planets
would seem to be unique in its potential to employ the full dynamic
capacity of the CD system with actual sustained musical tones, and
that is exactly what Ifound.
On the IMP recording (LSO/Hickox), made at EMI's Abbey Road
studios, the spatially rather narrow chorus (dare Iask if it came into
the studio via loudspeakers?) fades down by even steps until the very
last repeated phrase, which is surrounded by characteristic 'spiky'
noise and falls in amplitude by amuch larger amount than its
predecessors. Could that extra-big leap be due to adigital oddity? The
Philips version (Boston/Williams) adds an all-pervading LF rumble
from the hall at these extreme listening levels, but the chorus fades
down in ordered steps all the way to the end, where again the last
phrase is surrounded by system- noise. But this time the voices seem to
intermodulate with that noise, and ' splutter out' within it before
bringing the phrase to an end. The Nimbus version ( Philharmonia/
Boughton) has the Albert Hall's relatively high ambient noise to
contend with, but the chorus fades beautifully into amixture of RAH*
'hash' and CD spikiness, not coming to an end so much as genuinely
disappearing into the background, which eventually masks it.
Imerely report what happened with my particular player and these
particular CDs, but others may care to sample some of the alternative
digitally-derived Planets to see if any further oddities present
themselves down at these ultra-low levels. There might be adistinct
pattern, with IM effects on some versions, big final steps on others,
etc. But whatever further mysteries ' Neptune' may have up his sleeve,
do be careful with your ears. Icame within asecond or so of
running-on to the loud opening of The Perfect Fool (
which follows on
the Nimbus CD) with that 48dB of extra gain in situ!
John Crabbe

KEF C35: postscript
Since our first review in the October issue, the C35 has now entered
production with afinalized tonal balance — believed to be brighter
than on the review pair. A second pair was borrowed and reassessed,
without reference to the first; the tonal balance in the second pair did
not seem very different and apart from amild increase in clarity did
not give rise to much comment.
Comparing directly with the originals, the latest speaker does sound
alittle more 'open' and lively, but the effect is subtle and in my
opinion would not substantially alter the outcome of the original
review.
Martin Colloms
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NAKAMICHI CR5E
CASSETTE DECK

ALPHASON SONATA
"THE No. 1TURNTABLE"

LUXMAN KD117
DAT PLAYER
In stock NOW!

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CD2
COMPACT DISC PLAYER

IN STOCK

MANTICORE MANTRA

INFINITY
8 KAPPA
LOUDSPEAKERS

MUSICAL FIDELITY
& MVT PRE- AMP
P2,0 POWÉR AMP

TOWNSH EN D
"THE ROCK"
TURNTABLE

—

MARANTZ CD94/CDA94
COMPACT DISC PLAYER &
DIA CONVERTER

QUAD FM4
TUNER
34 PRE- AMP
306 POWER AMP

OVER 300 SEPARATES PLUS ACCESSORIES

SPENDOR SPI
LOUDSPEAKERS

KEN WOOD
DP-1100SG Remote Controlled
CD Player with Optical Output

B & W MATRIX 1
HARMAN KARDON

TOWNSH END
GLASTONBURY II
LOUDSPEAKERS

TANNOY M20 GOLD

DENON DR-M44HX
CASSETTE DECK

Shoo & Home demonstrations @ wen
ADC, AKG, Alphason, AR, Ariston, Audio Technica, Avance, B&VV, Beyer, British Loudspeakers ( BLQ), Bose, Cambridge Audio, Castle,
Cemac, Chord, Citation, Decca, Denon, DNM, Dual, Foundation, Gale, Glanz, Goldring, Goodmans, Grado, Harman/Kardon, Hunt,
Infinity, JBL, Jecklin, Kenwood, Kiseki, Koss, Logic, Luxrnan, Manticore, Marantz, MDM, Nlilltek, Mordaunt-Short, Musical Fidelity,
NAD, Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Onkyo, Ortofon, Philips ( CD), Proton, QED, Quad, Rata, Revolver, Rotel, Ruark, Sansui, Sennheiser, Shure,
Spendor, Tannoy, Target, Thorens, Torlyte, Townshend ' The Rock' turntable & Glastonbury II loudspeakers, Trio, Van den Hul,
Vecteur, Wharfedale, Yamaha, etc.

NOT ONLY HI—FI IN BRENTWOOD
BUT ALSO COMPACT DISCS, RECORDS let CASSETTES
"THOUSANDS OF CDs - THOUSANDS OF RECORDS - THOUSANDS OF CASSETTES"
*** I
N STOCK * *
Most importantly we offer: FIRST-CLASS PRODUCT CHOICE
ATTRACTIVE PRICES
FRIENDLY, HELPFUL SERVICE
We stock all types of music and spoken word, but concentrate mainly on
classical music. Not only will you find achoice of performance on mainstream
repertoire but also you will discover recordings of many lesser- known works.
We have musically knowledgeable staff to help you as well as the Penguin
Record Guides, back issues of Gramophone, catalogues, etc., for reference in
the shop.

WHERE TO FIND US
BRENTWOOD

o

WE ARE HERE

All products are keenly priced (including our vast back catalogue!) with many
bargains and sale items at all times. There is also avoucher scheme.
HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT OUR VOUCHER SCHEME?
You will receive one voucher for every £ 10 spent at our normal selling price
(but every £ 5 in respect of CDs, records & cassettes). 12 vouchers collected
will entitle you to one compact disc from stock at HALF PRICE ( 6 vouchers
for arecord or cassette).
WHAT MORE COULD YOU WANT?
So we look forward to seeing you soon?

BRENTWOOD
Ground &
First Floor

MUSIC &
HI-FI CENTRE

2INGRAVE ROAD, BRENTWOOD, ESSEX

Tel: ( 0277)
221210

Corner of Brentwood High Street and Ingrave Road ( A128)

On- site customer parking by appointment.

Easy to reach — 5 mins. from M25.
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The best accessories often cost the least. Ken
Kessler looks at two pocket-money problem
solvers, the Point-Of-View and Blacktak

I

LOVE THIS ONE, because it's either the cleverest marketing
ruse ever or the biggest scam in hi-fi history. Fortunately, it will
only cost you acouple of quid to find out. Blacktak is sourced
from AX, who make these humungous concrete-cabinet horn
loudspeaker systems. Fred Davies commissioned from Bostik Ltd a
run of Blu-Tack dyed black, simply because anumber of audiophiles
didn't like seeing the stuff oozing out between their speakers and the
stands' top-plates. Why not dye it black? It would then be less
noticeable in the majority of installations.
Then the feedback from the street reached my ears, confirming my
worst, fears. One or two started claiming that it sounded better than
standard-issue Blu-Tack. Hold on, Ithought, have we all finally gone
mad? It reminded me of claims afew years back that the colour of
your speaker leads made as much difference as the materials or the
configuration. Then Iremembered Wharfedale's research into the
psychological effect of colours on one's hearing, tested by changing
the colours of the grillecloths on the test speakers. And Iremembered
that Ialways preferred Ferraris in red, Bugattis in blue and Levis in
indigo. Is this mere madness, or can different coloured Blu-Tack
suggest asonic improvement?
The good thing about all this is that Blacktak works just like
Blu-Tack, costs only abit more, and does look better if you have a
set-up where the gap between speaker and stand is visible. Steve
Harris used some of his sample to patch his garage roof. Iused it to
damp acartridge and abuzzy transformer. Ihaven't yet tried it for
sticking my Kim Wilde poster to the wall, but I'm sure it will do the
trick. If you're colour-blind, pop down to Smiths for your next supply
of Blu-Tack, but if you suffer from arch-audio-paranoia, then this is
the ONLY material you should place between speaker and stand.
Yet another device for which we're often asked is adecent,
easy-to-use magnifier with which to examine styli. We've looked at
illuminated high-power viewers, hand-held magnifiers (usually
borrowed from Art Ed Gash) - I've even tried the magnifier on my
Swiss Army Knife. The problems we've encountered are legion,
including focusing difficulties, too little magnification and, worst of
all, hideous cost.
The expensive ones were magnificent, but we felt that they were
overkill. Why? Because we believe that the only need you'll have for a
magnifier is to check the amount of grunge on the stylus or to examine
for wear. The high-power ones are fine if you really need to study the
difference in profiles between, say, van den Hut and aReplicant, but
we doubt that you're that curious. Instead, we've opted for aviewer
that's compact, easy to use and offering enough magnification to help
you examine for dirt and wear. And it costs less than aCD.
The HFNIRR Point-Of-View is as simple adevice as we've ever
offered. It consists of agrey plastic barrel 4Vain long and %in
diameter. You look through the open end into amagnifying element
at the bottom. That's it. Either examine the stylus while the cartridge
is mounted in the arm or in the hand or on the table. Then you bring
the Point-Of-View close to the stylus. Simple. Depth-of-focus at this
level is small, so there's not much scope for movement, but what
you'll see is large enough to examine for dirt build-up and the
integreity of the point or profile.

STOP PRESS
We are delighted to announce that Ben Duncan's PAS-01 passive
pre-amp is now available through the Accessories Club, in kit form,
For aphotocopy of Ben's descriptive article (
HFNIRR ,Sept. 1988)
send 50p to the editorial office (cheque or PO payable to Link House
Magazines). •

Use this form to order any of the current
HFN/RR accessories.
Please indicate quantity required. All prices include post & packing.

HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: black-ash box £22.00
HFNIRR 003 Test CD: left, right, sweep, even music! £11.95 0
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: m-cstep-up transformer; £59.95 C
HFNIRR 005 spikes: timber 13 steel C, inc fixing kit, set of 8, £10.00 0
HFNIRR 006 Flutterbuster: 33.3/45rpm. 220/240 only, OK for most
synchronous t/t (specify type); black ash case £79.95 C
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: 14 CD's in a40mm travel pack! £11.95 13
HFNIRR 008 Toolkit: cutters/pliers/knife/tweezers/screw, nut and hex
drivers/alignment protractor, in ablack zip case £32.50 0
HFNIRR 009 Headcase: headphone amplifier. 40mw Class A unit
allows use of headphones; black-ash case; 220/240V-only £79.95 13
HFNIRR 010 News Stand: 19in/430mm housing, 36in high, complete
with 5shelves (3adjustable) black finish £139.95 0
HFNIRR 011 Mushcrusher: 220/240V mains filter. 5A rating £24.95 0
HFNIRR 012 Software Storage System: satin black timber (Medite),
stackable, supplied in kit form. LP unit ( 120 capacity) £37.50 0
CD/cassette unit (40/25) £19.50 0 singles unit (200) £29.50. 13
HFNIRR 013 Walnut: wall mounting two-level turntable support
complete with two shelves; finish, black £49.95 13
Goldring Stylus Cleaner: ultrasonic cleaner; £14.95 13
Mission Isoplat: 17in x13in Medite isolation platform; £19.95 0
Tweek: contact enhancer; clean all signal connections £15.95 O
Michell Banana Plugs: gold plated 4mm connectors; set of 4 £9.50 0
Nagaoka LP inner sleeves: pack of 50 £6.95 0
High Performance Loudspeakers: Martin Colloms' book on the theory
of speaker design £ 18.00 0
Allsop Carbonoptic record cleaning brush: £5.00 0
Allsop CD cleaner: hand-held cleaner; includes fluid £12.95 0
Tape head de-magnetizer: electronic cassette de-magnetizer £12.95 0
Authenticity mini-vac: mini vacuum cleaner £8.95 0
Michell Tenderfeet: aluminium cones for isolation, set of 3.Small
£5.4513 Large £8.45 13
Cobra Indoor FM antenna: indoor aerial, built-in amplifier £39.95 0
Record interface mat: vinyl, self adhesive fixing £28.50 0
Sicosnin CD damper: best CD damper we have come across £27.50 ID
Extra rings for Sicomin, pack of 20. £2.50 C
Audioquest vacuum tube dampers: set of 4 £ 11.95 0
Audioquest damping sheet: sorbothane, 6in x6in self-adhesive £11.95 0
Good Sound: Laura Dearborn's paperback £10.95 El
VPI HW16.5 record cleaning machine: the ultimate record cleaning
system £375.00 cleaning fluid for the VPI system, per 51£12.50 13
HFN/RR self-build loudspeakers: details available for DCI & Bassett
kits, please indicate
Audiophile records: Cantate Domino £6.950 Jazz at the Pawnshop £13.95

Saint-Saéns £.95 0 Close-ups; Kabi Laretei, piano. £6.950 Dáfos (45rpm) £12.95
Chesky scherazade £ 11.950 Marni Nixon/Gershwin £ 13.50 0 Appalachean Spring
£13.50 0 Beethovan Appassionata (RDCE4) £7.50 CI Vintage Tenor ( RDCE 11)
£.50 0 Romance d'Amore (
RDCE8) £7.50

Supercut Records: Randy Newman; Little Criminals £. 00 0 Paul McCartney/
Wings; Band on The Run £ 7.00 O Earl Klugh; Living Inside Your love £7.00 0
Santana; Borboletta £7.00 CI Jackson Browne; Running On Empty £ 7.00 o
Incatech mains plug/socket: twin unswitched socket, flush mounting,
complete with two 13Amp plugs. £25.00
Harrison Cassette Alignment Tape wow! or not wow? 0£18.50
Last Formula 1 £11.95 13Formula 2 £16.50 0Formula 3
£7.50 °Starter pack £12.50 0
Alphason Tonearm Lifter: Yes, it really does! £13.95 0
Elite Alignment Protractor: Essential, universal £12.95 0
PAS-01: Passive control unit kit £86.50 0
Blacktak: £2.00 0
Point-of-View: stylus magnifier £7.95 0

NAME

(
caps please)

ADDRESS

CI Ienclose POIChequelM0*
O Iwish to pay by AccessIVisalDinerslAmex*
My card number is

Expiry date

111111111111111
Signature

Please send orders to HFNIRR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, MK40 1YH.
Cheques should be made payable to HFNIRR Accessories Club.
Delivery subject to availability.
Accessories Club hotline Ilt 0234 741152

NON UK SALES VAT FREE BUT WHERE APPLICABLE
SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL CARRIAGE CHARGES.
Photo copies of this form are acceptable. E&OE
141-F1 NEWS &
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AFAIR DEAL FROM

We may not hold all the trumps but we have apretty strong hand.
A competent, experienced and enthusiastic staff with aselection of
equipment second to none; the best facilities with two dem' studios
(bookable by appointment) and aminimum 2year parts and labour
guarantee.
You can benefit from 20 years expertise whether you're in the
market for an inexpensive set-up or a "state of the art" system.
Whatever your requirement you will receive the same high standard
of service — that's guaranteed!
Pay us avisit soon, you are assured of awarm, friendly welcome
and above all — afair deal!

A
4

OF

841
Starts Deceemerele eve

ecl's annual
New in
Year
Sale
genuine
bargains
new,
ex-will feature
demonstration and second 1)and hi-fi
-equipment. A special Sale price fist go
pubiished the week before Christmas.
(Ise the coupon below to have one

44
4

ent as soon as it becomes avaiiab/e.

P4ere-refeivoe

We are happy to part exchange your
existing equipment subject to it's
ondition and being in working order.
We
w
e;rPOIS),
exp
ort to niost parts otthe
orld. Send for our Telk twee
price list and general
infortnation on how» order.

BRANDS
STOCKED
AIR TANGENT • • : - • ALPHASON •
ARCAM • APOGEE •
AUDIOPIAN •
AUDIOLAB • AUDIO RESEARCH • AVANCE •
BEARD • B & W • CAMBRIDGE • CROFT
CELESTION • DNM • DENON • DUAL •
EPOS • EAR • FOUNDATION • GOLDMUND •
HARBETH • HEYBROOK • JADIS • REF •
KOETSU • KISER' • KINERGETICS.. _ KRELL •
RUZ. IINN • LINX • MAGNEPLANAR •
MARIN LOGAN • MANI-WORE • MARANTZ •
MERIDIAN • MICHELL
MUTER •
MOD SQUAD • —MtSr-CAL FIDEUTY • NAD •
NAIM
NARAMICHI • NUTTY GRTTTY •
ORACLE • PINK TRIANGLE • PS
AUDIO • QUAD • QED • RATA •
REVOX • REVOLVER • ROTEL •
ROGERS • STAX • SD ACOUSTICS
SONUS FABER • SPICA • SME •
SUMO • SLATE AUDIO •
SYSTEMDEK • TANNOY • VOYD •
WHARFEDALE • YAMAHA • ZETA

MULTI ROOM SYSTEMS
We have separate division specialising
in the planning, design and
installation of multi-room systems (i.e.
stereo in as many rooms as you want).
Contact Paul Tam for more
information about this service.

Please send me more information
about KJ Fair Deal Services
Please quote for the following
equipment:

1
II

NAME
ADDRESS

K.J. WEST ONE
26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET,
LONDON WIN 7LH

Telephone: 01-486 8262/8263
Fax 01-487 3452
Open: Monday- Saturday 10am-6pm
Thurs until 7pm

Post Code
Daytime Tel-

l_

HN1
maJ

I
F

ROM TIN WHISTLE to the Onward
Flute Band, from the Berlin Philharmonic to a flute made of gold. It
sounds like afairy-tale, and it is rather
apt that James Galway should be portraying
the Pied Piper on anewly released recording
by RCA [see reviews]. He's part wizard, part
charmer, with ashrewd, practical streak; but
there the similarities with his magical counterpart end. For James Galway would, most
certainly, have led the children safely back
home, with mischievous grins on their faces,
and declared, ' Oh, no charge for the rats'! He
commissioned the work, a highly descriptive
Fantasy for flute and orchestra, from John
Corigliano, and it received its first performance in 1982, with the Los Angeles Philharmonic under Myung Wha Chung.
'It's the Pied Piper story of Browning's, quite simply, and it's a bit of a
show too, because it has all these kids
who come -on stage; and then 1teach
them a tune and take them off, while
the orchestra has the first tune that 1
played when Icome on as the Pied
Piper. It's atone-poem — very interesting — and everywhere we play it, there
is an absolutely standing ovation. I
think that it's one of the most difficult
that I have ever played. John presented me with the final work, which I
learned. It was very funny: there's this
big cadenza, called the War Cadenza,
when I'm supposed to kill the rats; I
thought " I've got this real good now",
and Iplayed it to John. He said, " Ah,
that's very good Jimmy, but Ithink it
should go twice as fast." Inearly fell
out of my socks! But this piece has
been abig success, because alot of the
kids play it now — you know, a lot of
the concerti I commissioned people
don't play because
they are really hard.
Like the Rodrigo, for
example.'
Though he is quite
modest about it — he
makes constant reference to the inspiration and guidance of others
—there is no doubt that he has been singularly
responsible for increasing the flute repertoire
and its popularity.
'When I was a kid, we used to play
everything, because, we didn't know if it was
written by Mozart or whoever..., we just
thought "Oh, this is agood tune", and played
it! The flute is a very, very good crossover
instrument. Better than, for example, the
voice. On the flute I can get away with
playing songs, transcribing, say, bits of Henry
Mancini, better than Icould if Iwere atenor,
and had to sing something from one of the
popular musicals. In the same way that
somebody who is afamous Musical singer has
an awful job singing opera! It's just apeculiar
thing about the flute. Idon't know why; I
don't know any other woodwind person
who's ever tried it — or done it successfully.
'But Ithink the standard of young English
flute players is on apar with anyone else's in
the world, due to people like Geoffrey
Gilbert, one of my teachers, and William
Bennett. Ithink William has started a very
good school, and has made the standard
extremely high. And 1must tell you that I
went to hear Lucia at Covent Garden, and
Margaret Campbell was playing: Ithink it
was the best flute playing that 1 have ever
heard in an opera house. It was just incredible how they played the mad scene.'

In 1975 his decision to leave the Berlin
Philharmonic after six years and become a
soloist opened up whole new areas; though,
as he points out, his approach was never less
than flexible.
'You see, when Iwas in London, Iworked
alot with Sydney Sax; the sort of orchestra he
has [the National Philharmonic], you can't
imagine, they do absolutely everything, and I
got into doing all styles of music. At the same
time I was playing Couperin with Colin
Tilney, and Bach sonatas with Stanislav
Heller! So, it was just a question of putting
these things out at the right time. It made my
life much more coloured. I have a bigger,
broader spectrum than a lot of musicians.
Imagine if your whole life was dedicated to

something; and they should have played some
years in a professional orchestra, to know
what it is all about.'
The relationship between soloist and conductor is critical?
'Very. That's the reason why I'm very fussy
about who Iplay with. And 1don't accept
engagements just with everybody because of
the money, which is very easy, Icould work
every day, two times!'
A musician must find, of course, that his
whole approach to performing changes with
the move from orchestral to solo work. ' Yes,
you do. When you play in an orchestra, you
play in the same place. You know, the solo
flautist in Covent Garden or in the Barbican
sits in the same chair every night. Me — I'm
standing in different places. You cannot possibly stand still for more than
half aminute without beginning to feel
that you need to move amuscle somewhere! And in order to have a good
stance, you have to, all the time, relax
the muscles by moving a little bit.
Also, you just have to get used to
rehearsing before, and getting the feel
of the concert hall, and changing so
that you can fill that particular space.
In a way, you're your own producer,
because you learn the piece, you have
the score, you know what the other
people are going to do, where they are
going to be. So when it comes to the
day, it is up to the director to get the
whole thing together. But you produce
your own performance before and then
when you come together you find that
maybe the conductor he likes it alittle
bit quicker or slower, so you go along
with that.'
From his experience as soloist and
orchestral player he has formed strong
views about concert
halls. He is also frequent member of an
audience: when we
met, he was in London
solely for visits to
Covent Garden and to
Piper who calls the tune . . . in the Royal Festival Hall, there to see his friend
Barry Douglas perform.
conversation with Sorrel Breunig
He explained why he did not stay for the
second half of the concert. 'The acoustic at
playing Bach, or only deeply profound things the Festival Hall is not my favourite place for
and occasionally a little smile, then back to listening to Bruckner. When the orchestra
the same old thing. Ithink it's avery dull life, plays loud the hall doesn't support it, you see.
that! But, the time Iplayed in the opera was And I like to listen to Bruckner in the
time well spent, then the Berlin Philharmc
Philharmonie in Berlin; or in Vienna.
nie, London Symphony and the Roy I
'I just feel so sorry that we don't have a
Philharmonic: these were all very goc d really stunning concert hall in London and —
experience.'
you can print this — there are better ones in
So does he think it wise for a potential the provinces! What we need is aconcert hall
soloist to spend some time with an orchestra? which is built specifically for concerts, for the
'I think it's something that everybody sort of music that we want to hear, like
should Flo — play a couple of years in an Bruckner, Strauss, Debussy, that will support
orchestra ; Because then you find out what it's the noises that are emitted by an orchestra in
possible to do, what the possibilities are when a performance like this. We don't need one
you work with aconductor, what you can ask that is made for string quartets — they are
of the instrumentalists in the orchestra, what better in small halls anyway. You know,
you can do to get the whole thing going.'
Mozart didn't write his string quartets to be
And conductors who themselves have been played for 3000, he wrote them for 300, and
soloists?
then they are really great. I played some
'I would say that the conductors I've played quartets when Iwas a kid in the Esterhazy
for who are very good, are also very good house, and that was just incredible. The
instrumentalists. For instance, Daniel Baren- audiences were small — special for some
boim, Lorin Maazel, and Zubin Mehta — he charity — but we enjoyed ourselves, because
also played the double bass. They understand we were on the same platform where Haydn
what the soloist needs, because they them- played too!
selves have played...'
'There are concert halls in America which
Perhaps then, all conductors should have you cannot believe, they're so terrific. In
been soloists? 'They should be able to play Brisbane, Australia, they have just built a

AMES GALWAY
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A sincere thank you from everyone at
AT Labs to Hi -Fi News readers and those
who voted for us at the PENTA show. Its
great to know good service means as much
to you as it does to us.
\
TONY JONES
MANAGING DIRECTOR
AT LABS
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AT Labs

AT Labs

AT Labs

AT Labs

173-5 Station Road
Edgware

159 Chase Side
Enfield

190 West End Lane
West Hampstead

442-4 Cranbrook Rd.
Gants Hill Ilford

Middlesex

Middlesex

London

Essex

HA 8 7JX

EN2 OPW

NW6 1SQ

IG2 6LL

01 952 5535

01 367 3132

01 794 7848

01 518 0915

AT Labs

Gettozg BIGGER!

&mg BETTER!
AT Labs
Edgware
NOW OPEN
Bringing
REAL Hi-Fi
to N. W. London!

Now even more people can take advantage of our award winning
service. AT Labs Edgware - the fourth AT Labs store - is now open.
Like all our stores it has two demonstration rooms arid is full of the
leading names in Hi -Fi. Our experrenced staff, as always, give friendly
unbiased advice.

AT Labs
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THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADV ICE

AT Labs

AT Labs

AT Labs

AT Labs

173-5 Station Road
Edgware

159 Chase Side
Enfield

190 West End Lane
West Hampstead

442-4 Cranbrook Rd.
Gants Hill Ilford

Middlesex

Middlesex

London

HA8 7JX

EN2 OPW

NW6 1SQ

IG2 6LL

01 952 5535

01 367 3132

01 794 7848

01 518 0915

Essex

Audiocraft

The best HI FI

Being the best is simply
business as usual.
Audiocraft is situated just inside the M25 only five
minutes away from Heathrow Airport.
Mon-Sat. Ilam-7pm.
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PCMII CD PLAYER
The widest range of quality hi-fi in the
West Midlands. Please send for our latest
price list, or phone for your demonstration
THOUSANDS OF COMPACT DISCS IN STOCK
from £6.95
AGENCIES FROM
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH AIWA ARCAN1 ADC AKG AUDIO TECHNICA, MAI,
ARISTON, AUDIOLAB, ALPHASON, BEYER, CAMBRIDGE CASTLE, CELESTION
DENON DUAL ELITE EXPOSURE FUJI GALE, GRADO GOODMANS,
GOLDRING GOLDBUG. HARMAN KARDON HELIUS, HEYBROOK, JBL, KEF
LNB, LINX MANTRA, MISSION, MUSICAL FIDELITY MARANTZ, MONITOR
AUDIO, MORDAUNT-SHORT MERIDIAN, MAXELL, NAD, NAGAOKA,
NAKAMICHI ORTOFON, PHILIPS, PINK TRIANGLE, PROTON, MONSTER,
JECKLIN OED, QUAD ROGERS, ROTEL, SUGDEN, REVOLVER, SOURCE,
TECHNICS, SENNHEISER, SHURE, TARGET, TDK THATS THORENS, TANNOY,
ONKYO VAN DEN HUL VVHARFEDALE YAMAHA, etc

ALTERAATIVE AUDIO LTD.
93-95 Hobs Moat Road Open from:
Solihull
TUES to SAT
West Midlancs 892 8JL 10.00 — 6.00 pm
DEMONSTRATIONS
Sales: 021 742 0254
BY APPOINTMENT
Service: 021 742 0248 PLEASE

PINK TRIANGLE - '
To date this is the finest
production pre-amplifer Ihave ever heard and Ifeel it
has reached significantly beyond established
references'. ( Martin Colloms Hi Fi Choice Nov 88)
Audionote 1.0. & 1.0. LTD. PICK UPS.- For those
music lovers sincerely interested in accurate
reproduction, with aminimum of editorializing, these
Audionotes are unsurpassed.
VOYD TURNTABLES - '
To sum up, here we have a
deck which is visually superb and provides, for me, the
highest quality Ihave ever heard from records.' ( Alan
Bateman Hi Fi Answers April 88)
VOYD TURNTABLES- ' Expensive though it
undoubtebly is, there is equally, little doubt in my
mind that the Voyd is one of the world's finest
sounding turntables.' ( John Bamford Hi Fi Choice Nov
88)
SNELL LOUDSPEAKERS - The most dynamic,
smoothest, integrated, tonally accurate sounding
loudspeakers we have heard; with abig plus, they are
easy to drive.
Uxbridge & Hillingdon Tube Stations only 2minutes
anybody visiting us can be picked up from these
stations.
IgS 0895 - 53340
Export
Facilities Available

VISA

JAMES GALWAY
knockout hall.'
Is it a question of cost?
`No. Ithink it has to do with method of
building, because some of these buildings
didn't cost any more than Nottingham,
Northampton, Warwick University — these
are budget places. It is a eery difficult and
complex problem. The Festival Hall, for
example, was not made as aconcert hall. It's
a multi- media place, and in fact it did not
have aplatform. The first concert there was
given by Yehudi Menuhin, and when Yehudi
went there he said, "where's the platform?".
And they said " don't you play on the floor?".
The platform is the sounding board for the
orchestra!
'In Japan, too, they have very good halls,
and there, they have one interesting thing in
common, they all have floorboards which are
not polished with this goop, plastic sealer.
Which is no good, because it doesn't let the
wood breathe. In the Vienna Philharmonic
Hall, Ithink they have they same floor since
Beethoven; digging acello in there, they just
change the planks. But they don't paint it! I
have alist of concert halls where 1don't play.
Düsseldorf: that's ashocker; it used to be a
planetarium. Not only can you not hear when
you are in the public area, you can't even
hear when you are on the stage! The new one
in Munich is another; just nothing happens,
and you cannot communicate on the platform, because you can't hear the other
people. But it's okay for me, I'm in a
privileged position, because there are enough
great concert halls in the whole world for me
to play in for the rest of my life.'
And what of the audiences in those halls?
'Some of them Ilook forward to because of
their eccentricities! In New York, you get
people turning up with their bags of
groceries, then you get three people in
evening dress and one in shorts and tennis
shoes. Idon't care what people wear; the
thing that gets through to you is the sort of
silence of the audience.
'But, they definitely do get nervous. One
time we were playing the Tchaikovsky First
Piano Concerto, second movement: pizzicato; flute solo, Von Karajan said during
rehearsal, "Jimmy, you know somebody
always coughs in this bit". And it came to
evening, Iget ready to play, and somebody
starts coughing like they were having a lung
transplant right out there! We all started
laughing on stage and Icould hardly play the
solo. But the problem was that the orchestra
was playing so quiet that the poor fellow got
nervous; that's what it's all about.'
And critics, does he read what they say
about his performances?
`No, not because Idon't want to, it's just
that Ileave the next day! It is necessary to
report to the general public, to the people
who wanted to go to a performance and
couldn't; and Ihave to say that in London,
New York, afew other places, there are some
really very, very good critics. When I'm on
tour and Iget on to the aeroplane and they
give you a copy of the Times, or Financial
Times — even better — the standard of
criticism, of music journalism is very high. I
think the job, basically, of the critic is to
promote music in our society and to tell the
people in apositive fashion how it was. Ijust
know that our profession is overloaded, too
many people and not enough outlets. And it
is hard for acritic to go every night to listen to
people play who are giving workmanlike
concerts. It's not just about getting up to
performance level: you have to transcend
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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James Galway with Philip Moll (photo: BMG aassics)
that: I have my standards of playing, and
when I play it doesn't matter if there's
anybody there or not. Word of advice to
young players: when you practice, practice
like it's a concert. Don't, sort of, practice
half-tilt and think "I'll give it the gas on the
night". You should go there prepared to give
everything to the audience, expect nothing
from them.
'People always tell me that the literature
for the flute is not so interesting, and Ithink,
"well, the literature for the piano is not so
interesting unless it's played by a good
player". Shakespeare's plays are real boring
when they are done by middle of the roaders!'
In recording too, these personal standards
prevail. ' I've had the same engineer for the
last 25 records, the same producer too [Mike
Ross and Ralph Mace], because Ithink they
are good; so why should Ichange them?'
He is also prepared to wait, in order to
work with the people he wants. 'The last
Vivaldi record Imade: we wanted to have an
organ in the continuo in some of the adagios.
Isaid " When's the organ player coming?".
They said "Oh, he can only come on Monday". So I said " Okay, we record all the
pieces for him on Monday". And the bassoon
player? " He can only come on Friday night,
Saturday afternoon and Monday morning".
So, we do the bassoon bits then. Imean: it's
very difficult to get a bassoon player who's
real good, who is free for aweek. You just
work around the possibilities, because you
want the best people.'
Time, being the great enemy, has led to
one particularly interesting approach.
'It's the first time I've heard of it. Ihad the
idea; Ithink it's rather good!
'There's apiece of music by Giuliani, which
Iam going to record with a guitarist [ Kazuhito Yamashita], but he is in Japan. So, I'm
going to record the flute part and send the
tape to him, so he can hear what Ido, and he
is going to record the guitar part to my flute
part, and send it back to me — so the two of us
will be rehearsing by post! You see, it means
when we get together in New York in
November we'll not be strangers to the music.
'There are many things, of course, which I
haven't recorded yet. For example, the Bach
and Handel sonatas. And I'd love to make a
record of Couperin with Trevor Pinnock — if
he's free!'
What about Baroque flute?
'In amodern concert hall it doesn't work:
you can't hear it. It's the old thing, Ihave to
play music that works in aconcert hall or big
church situation. I'd rather play that.'
He points to the famous gold flute. ' Ihave
fourteen of those, all different, it's true. Then
Ihave an interesting thing; Ihave a lot of
friends who are young flute-makers and Ijust
buy aflute off them: to get them going. You
know: so that Ican cart it around and say

•

"Hey, d'you want a good flute made personally? Try this". So they are all doing rather
well!'
The flute is particularly sensitive to
environmental conditions. ' Because the pads,
they are very weather conscious — you know
when you come to England you're going to
get an awful lot of water!' Unlike string
instruments, they do not age well, since the
solder deteriorates. The choice of gold he
explains, has a practical reason.
'If they are made from gold, they stay the
same because the whole thing is abetter piece
of engineering. Modern flutes are better
because they have found more lasting solder
techniques, and they have drawn tone-holes,
which is also better.'
He listens to music a lot at his home in
Lucerne, and tries to keep up to date with
what's new in equipment. ' Ithink compact
discs are very good, but Istill play records
too. Ieven bought four records in alocal shop
in Majorca when Iwas on holiday recently'.
He speaks with admiration of the equipment belonging to the designer Erhard
Breuer, whose pick-up arm he has.
'When you sit in his room, you can hear the
orchestra, plus, you can hear the acoustic;
and he doesn't listen loud, he listens like it is
when you sit far enough away from an
orchestra. But musicians, they listen too
loud, because they listen like they are sitting
in the middle of the flute section, which is
bloody deafening sometimes! Imagine when
you get going with aShostakovich symphony:
it's an experience, 1can tell you. People don't
understand: Mr Breuer, he couldn't understand why Ilistened to music so loud. But I
always heard it loud!'
I suggested that, despite a very deeply
rooted musical tradition, comparatively few
notable players have emerged from his native
Ireland. 'There are more than you would
think. But for a long time — Idon't want to
sound anti- English here — one of the problems is, if you are occupied by another
nation, which is not particularly musical...
And this was a purely military operation:
they went there for the money. You know,
old Cromwell, he went there basically to get
the wood to build, he didn't go there to start a
symphony orchestra! And then, after everybody was revolting against each other the last
thing they wanted to do was have a music
college, so that only arrived recently. When I
was a kid we had the first Belfast Youth
Orchestra. We used to play 'Where'er You
Walk' by Handel, and it was a flute solo,
accompanied by two violins, three cellos, and
millions of flutes! But now, they don't think
anything of saying to the kids "okay, in the
next school holidays, we're going to play
Shostakovich 5 and the Miraculous Mandarin", and they practice it, and just get up
and it's an absolute whizz!'
Although he still makes frequent visits, and
performs there, the Belfast of his childhood
has changed almost beyond recognition. The
little street where he was born, gone,
replaced by a new housing complex. 'No
plaque!' he says with that familiar chuckle
which punctuates his conversation. 'Oh, it
smells like Ireland, because it smells of peat;
that's anice smell. You know, Icut the roots
a long time ago. You really cannot continue
life and be a "sentimental Irishman", because
it holds you back.
'When Igo home, Igo to the hotel over the
road for acoffee and Isee my friend Franz
and then Walter next door. Ifeel Switzerland
is my home now.' •
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Avoid disappointment this Christmas
ask Santa for any
of these classic
albums.
TEVE WIN WOOD Roll With It
eeturing the htsliolding On,"Don't
Y
OU Krew What The Night Can Do?:
Boll With It' etc.

HUMAN LEAGUE Greatest Hits
as.;een on TV — featuring the hits
'Don't You Want Me?; 'Human,' Love
Is All That Matters' etc.

BRYAN FERRY& ROXY MUSK The
Ultimate Collection
eseen on TV — i.aturing the hts 'Let's
Stick Together—Lose Is The Drug: 'The
h'Creved; 'Jealous Guy et.

ELAINE PAIGE The Oueen Album
unseen on DI — featuring 'Bohemian
Rtapsody: 'AKinda Magic; 'Radio Ga
Gr' etc.

BEUNDA CARLISLE Heaven On Earth
featuring the hits ' Heaven Is A. Place On
Earth,' ' I
Get Weak: '(ide nThe Sand;
World Without You' etc.

KEITH RICHARDS Talk Is Cheap
first solo outing featuring 'Take It So
Hard,' You Don't Move Me,' Make No
Mistake' etc.

mrir
BREATHE All That Jazz'
featuring ' Jonah; '1
tandsto Heaver;
'How Can [ Fall' etc.

ULIA FORDHAM Julia Fordham
•,aturing 'Wuman Of The '80's:
Happy Ever Aker; The Comfort Of
..ttungers' et!

SCRITTI POLITTI Provision
featunng the hits 'Oh Patti (CDn't Feel
Sorry For Loverboy),"First BayrIn Town
(Lovesick): Boom! There Sne Was' etc.
+2extra tradcs on CD and Cassette.

BUSTER Original Soundtrack
music from the film Including '
Groovy
Kind Of Love,"Two Hearts,"Big Noise'
by Phil Collins, 'Loco In Acapulco' by
The Four Tops and hits from the '60's.

Also available:
ORCHESTRAL MANOEUVRES IN THE DARK The Best Of OMD featuring the hits 'Enola Ga 'Locomotion: 'Talking Loud and Clear,'
'Maid Of O'leans' etc
SPEAR OF DESTINY The Price You Pay featuring 'So In Love With You; 'The Price,' 'Tinsekown,— Radio Radio' etc.
Look out for new albums by HUE & CRY, BOY GEORGE, SMITH & JONES.

TPAU Page
as seen oo TV — teniring ' Secet
Garden: 'Road I.Ourlheàm' etc.

UB40 UB40
featuring th• hits 'Breakfast In Bed'
!arith Christie Hynde), 'Where Did ! Go
•eirong; 'Coale Out To Play' etc.

RECORD
CLASSICAL

113 Pictures at an Exhibition ( Wills)
NIELSEN

BARTOK

113 Symphonies 4 & 5 ( Blomstedt)

101 Concerto for Orchestra, etc ( Dutoit)
101 Piano concerto 1, etc ( Fischer)

PROKOFIEV
113 Symphonies 1-7 ( Rostropovich)
PUCCINI
115 II Trittico ( Maazel)

101 String Quartets (Emerson Qt)
BEETHOVEN
102 Symphonies 4 & 8 (Goodman)
102
102
102
102
113

115 11 Tabarro ( Patane)

Symphony 10 ( Morris)
Piano Concertos 4 & 5 ( Osorio/Batiz)
Violin Concerto, etc (Shumsky/Davis)
String Quartets Opp. 127/135 ( Guarneri Qt)
Cello Sonatas Opp.69/102:2 ( Du Pre/BishopKovacevich)

115 Gianni Schicchi ( Patane)
RAVEL
115 Rapsodie Espagnole, etc (Jordans/Doeselaar)
115 Rapsodie Espagnole, etc (Thorson/Thurber)
REINECKE
III Trio in A (various)

102 Choral music (Tilson Thomas)
BRAHMS

ROSSINI

103 String Sextets Opp.18/36 ( Kocian/Smetana On)
103 Horn/Clarinet Trios ( Borodin Trio er al)
BRITTEN
103 Cello Suites ( Hugh)
BRUCH
103 Septet in E- Flat ( Klôcker)
CHARPENTIER
103 David & Jonathas ( Christie)
CORIGLIANO
105 Pied Piper Fantasy. etc (Galway/Effron)
DVORAK
105 Symphony 9, etc ( Sawallisch)
FAURE

115 Italian Girl in Algiers ( Ferro)
SCHUBERT

105 Violin Sonatas (Bezkorvany/Dawson)
GLAZUNOV
105 Symphony 3 ( Butt)
106 Symphony 3. etc (JIM)
106 Symphony 6, etc ( Jarvi)
106 The Sea/Spring (Jo/vi)

121 HOMAGES (21 composers)
121 EMIL GILELS ( recordings 1930-84)

LISZT
107 Piano Concertos 1 & 2, etc ( Zimerman/Ozawa)
107 Operatic Paraphrases ( Marks)

MARTINU
107 Symphony 5, etc ( Flor)

SALZBURG

.
ALTA MODA

109 Symphonies 40 & 41 (Barenboim)
109 Piano Concertos K414/482 ( Rutman/Ssamp)
109 Horn Concertos, etc (Civil/Kempe)

BES

OST
129 A Summer Story
THE ALAN PARSONS PROJECT
131 The Instrumental Works
HERMETO PASCOAL & GRUPO
125 Hermento Pascoal & Grupo
PEANUT BUTTER CONSPIRACY
131 Turn On A Friend
CARL PERKINS
131 Blue Suede Shoes
PET SHOP BOYS
125 Introspective
ANTHONY PHILLIPS/ HARRY

125 Watermark
THE FALL
129 IAm Curious Oranj
F1SHBONE
125 Truth and Soul
EVELYNE GIRARDON

WILLIAMSON

125 Amour de Fusain
CHARLIE HADEN/PAUL MOTIAN

129 Tarka
THE RECORDS
131 Smashes. Clashes and Near Misses
ZACHARY RICHARD
127 Zachary Richard

125 Etudes
HALF MAN HALF BISCUIT
129 The Peel Sessions
ROY HAMILTON
131 Unchained
WYNONIE HARRIS

BON SCOTT WITH THE VALENTINES
131 The Early Years

131 Here Comes The Blues

THE SEX PISTOLS
131 The Original Pistols - Classic Tracks

HAWKWIND
131 Spirit of the Age

SANDIE SHAW
129 Hello Angel

HAZELL DEAN
129 Always
THE HOWES

THE SMITHS
129 The Peel Sessions

131 Would You Believe?

123 Daydream Nation
SPEAK OF DESTINY

SONIC YOUTH

HOT HOUSE
129 South
HUMAN CHAIN
125 Cashin' In!
INCORPORATED THANG BAND

129 The Price You Pay
SUPERTRAMP
129 Live'88
TEN YEARS AFTER
131 Stonehenge
KEITH AND JULIE TIPPETT
127 Couple In Spirit

129 The Man and His Dream

GRAHAM BOND ORGANISATION
131 At Klooks Kleek

MOZART
109 The Symphonies, Vol 7 (Schrôder/Hogwood)
109 Symphonies 35 & 36. etc ( Schrôder/Hogwood)

ROY ORBISON
131 The Greatest Hits

THE TRAVELING WILBURYS

• JOJO
129 Jojo

131 Lightening Strikes Twice

109 Messe de la Pentecôte, etc (Thiry)
MONTE VERDI
109 Duets & Solos ( Rooley)

131 Classic Tracks
ROBERT NIGHTHAWK
131 Black Angel Blues

123 Lifestyles of the Roach and Famous
JOE JACKSON

129 Alta Moda
BLACK
123 Comedy
MARC BOLAN

MESSIAEN
109 Les Corps Glorieux. etc ( Bate)

127 The Traveling Wilburys: Vol I
TOM TOM CLUB
127 Boom Boom Chi Boom Boom
RUBY TURNER

TOM JONES
131 Green. Green Grass of Home

129 The Motown Songbook
U2

OF THE MON

127 Rattle and Hum
VARIOUS
129 Chess - The Original Broadway Cast Recording
VARIOUS

109 Wind Serenades K375/388 ( various)
Ill Posthom Serenade. etc ( Rolla)
Ill Clarinet Quintet ( Brunner/Hagen Qt)
111 Piano Quartet, etc (Ambache)
I11Clarinet Trio K498 ( Leister eral)
Ill Violin Sonatas K306/454/481 ( Oistrakh/Badura-

MUSSORGSKY

121 MUSIC FROM THE COURT OF

ROCK/POP/JAZZ

107 Instrumental Madrigals ( Dartington Ens)
MENDELSSOHN
107 Symphonies 3 & 4 ( Masur)
107 Symphonies 3-5, etc ( Bernstein)

Skoda)
III Piano Pieces (Schiff)
III Marriage of Figaro ( Mummer)
113 Concert Arias ( Kanawa/Fischer)

121 18TH CENTURY ITALIAN OBOE
CONCERTOS

121 VIRTUOSO CELLO (Felix Schmidt)

MAHLER
107 Symphony I ( Davis)

129 Back to the Front
RANDY NEWMAN
125 Land of Dreams
THE NEW YORK DOLLS

129 The Peel Sessions
ENYA

121 SARUM CHANT ( Salisbury plainchant)

Thomas)
KREUTZER
103 Septet in E-flat ( Klôcker)

125 Strange Kind of Love
GEOFF MULDAUR
131 Sleepy Man Blues
BOB NEUWIRTH

BOOTSY COLLINS
123 What's Bootsy Doing?
LORRAINE CRAIG

DINOSAUR JR
123 Bug
DIRE STRAITS
131 Money For Nothing
DURANDURAN
123 Big Thing
ECHO AND THE BUNNEYMEN

COLLECTIONS

106 Symphonies 2 & 3, etc ( Knussen/Tilson

131 Hope, Honour, Love
LOVE AND MONEY

RSTRAUSS
117 Daphne ( Bôhm)
117 Capriccio ( Bôhm)

Ill Clarinet Quintet ( Brunner/Hagen 01)
YSAYE
119 Violin Sonatas ( Mordkovitch)

KALINNIKOV

CASHFLOW
129 Big Money
MICHAEL CHAPMAN
131 Fully Qualified Survivor

129 Based On A True Storey
THE DINOSAURS
129 The Dinosaurs

119 Concerti Armonica ( Koopman)
WEBER

106 Symphony 1(
Járvi)
KNUSSSEN

KINGS OF THE SUN
129 Kings of the Sun
LAIBACH
129 Let It Be
CLIVE LANGER AND THE BOXES

117 Cello Concerto, etc ( Ma/Davis)
SCHUTZ
117 Music for chorus & brass ( Gardiner)

119 The Curlew ( Partridge/Craxton)
VAN WASSENAER

IVES
116 Holidays Symphony. etc (Tilson Thomas)

KENNY G:
129 Silhouette

CAMEO
129 Machismo
CARAVAN
131 Cunning Stunts

129 T-Shirt
THE DEL- LORDS

119 Concerto Op.8, etc ( Pinnock)
WARLOCK

HINDEMITH
106 Mathis der Maier, etc ( Blomstedt)

KALEIDOSCOPE
131 A Beacon From Mars

123 Stop!

SCHUMANN
117 Carnaval, etc ( Ashkenazy)

VERDI
119 Falstaff ( Bernstein)
VIVALDI

105 Piano Quintet ( Medici Qt/Bingham)
GIBBS

ERIC BRICKELL AND THE NEW

115 Songs- Vol I ( Baker/Johnson)

119 Symphony 5( Masar)
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
119 On Wenlock Edge, etc ( Panridge/Craxton)

JEWS

BOHEMIANS
129 Shooting Rubber Bands at the Stars
SAM BROWN

129 Shades of Blue & Green
THE CRICKETERS

TCHAIKOVSKY

105 String Quartet ( Medici Qt)
FRANCK

RE

Montréal Bartok Concerto for Orchestra
John Corigliano's Pied Piper Fantasy
Schütz from Eliot Gardiner
Sarum Chant
Evelyne Girardon's Amour De Fusain
Hermento Pascoal & Grupo
Pet Shop Boys' Introspective
Zachary Richard's Zachary Richard

o

N

101
105
117
121
125
125
125
127
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131 Matchbox Days
GENE VINCENT
131 Into The Seventies
MAL WALDRON/JACKIE MCLEAN
127 Left Alone 86
JANE WIEDLIN
127 Fur
BOBBY WOMACK
131 Lookin' For A Love Again

o
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CLASSICAL REVIEWS arc based on the Compact Disc, unless indicated • (LP). The catalogue number is followed by total
playing time, and equivalent LP/MC ( Musicassette) numbers. 031 = monophonic recording.
indicates date of first UK
release, eg, on LP — now CD, or LP reissue. ROCK/POP/JAZZ REVIEWS are based on the LP, unless shown: CD.
Equivalent MC number is given in brackets. (
NB. Musicassettes are not reviewed in HFNIRR.) RATINGS Recording and
Performance are separately graded as asummary of each review. In Rock/Pop/Jazz the numerical rating also reflects musical
content. An additional star — A* or 1* — denotes outstanding quality. C) HiFi News & Record Review
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131 Listen to the Banned!
VARIOUS

N

Recording: Performance
A
D
H

1
2
3
4
H

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
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CLASSICAL
BARTOK: Six String Quartets
Emerson Qt
DG 423 657-2 (
2CDs, 149m 05s) digital
There have been several prestigious recordings of these Quartets over the years and one
is tempted to find something revelatory in
each new interpretation only to be even more
beguiled by the next. Bearing this fallibility in
mind I approached this set with reserve,
despite the knowledge that the Emerson
Quartet has adistinguished record of service
to modern string quartet literature, especially
American. They have been involved with the
Bartok Quartets since 1979 and this recording
is the distillation of that study, and an
example of remarkable technical virtuosity
and interpretative insight.
Listeners are often put off Bartok's Quartets by the uncompromising nature of some of
the writing, particularly in 3 and 4; and
certain performers seem to go out of their
way to accentuate this aspect of the music.
The Emersons have integrated these rebarbative characteristics into the fabric of the
music, and all six Quartets — but particularly
the two middle ones — emerge as incisive,
dramatic, yet perfectly comprehensible and
at times almost romantic works. The Third,
BARTOK: Concerto for Orchestra 0 Music
for Strings, Percussion & Celesta
Montréal SO/Dutoit
Decca 421 443-2 (
69m 28s) digital ( LP: 421
443-1, MC: 421 443-4)

Bela Bartok (photo: DG)

BARTOK: Piano Concerto 1 D Music for
Strings, Percussion & Celesta
Zoltan Kocsis (pno)1Budapest Fest OrchlIvan
Fischer
Philips 416 836-2 (
51m 35s) digital e 1987
Concerto for Orchestra featured strongly in
the 1987 European tour, and this Montréal
recording clearly reflects exceptional preparation. Iwondered if the stony echoes of St
Eustache would work with Bartok, but Decca
have set a new recording standard for the
piece — strings remain transparent even in the
screams and whinnyings of the ' Interrupted
Intermezzo', the angry disruptions of 'Elegy',
and at the first climax in (i), at 51, just before
the accelerando (impressively measured by
Dutoit) into the Allegro vivace.
More surprising, Ifind myself concluding
that this is also the best CD version of
Concerto — though Solti's Chicago remake is
a remarkable bargain on ' Ovation', coupled
with the Mussorgsky/Ravel 'Pictures', and
DDD. Solti draws more colour from the
score, eg, with tam-tam at 55 in Elegia, and
the brass chorale in (ii) is magnificent and
rich. Iconfess to finding the Montréal brass
playing faintly ugly there, and the Orchestra's
strings are not the most sumptuously
endowed. But everyone plays with real intent
— listen, for instance, to the way the string
bass players phrase their accompaniment
figures as Shostakovich's ' Leningrad theme is
ridiculed. Now there the brass rasps are
good! And Dutoit is particularly good in the
finale, which can ramble on ( Szell wanted it
cut, and recorded his own ideas for an
abridgment). Generally more spacious than
Solti, and rather nearer to the timings in the
score, he is to be preferred in the Elegy,
where the dark pools are beautifully drawn;
he doesn't adopt the faster manuscript tempo
for the ' Play of the Couples', yet this hardly
matters.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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often thought the most difficult, assumes a
reflective tone accentuated by the violent
rhythmic interjections that punctuate its
ruminative Magyar melancholy, while the
formidable technical difficulties of the Fourth
are recognisable as integral to the language
and structure of the work. For once it is
possible to see the six Quartets as an evolving
sequence, not just a series of unconnected
leaps from experiment to experiment,
although the way the CDs are set out tends to
do think, however, that we have had
more interesting readings, notably Reiner's
(after all, he was instigational in getting
Bartok the Koussevitzky commission, and his
account has historic value), but no-one really
surpasses Dutoit in clarity of texture, in
getting everything in proportion. It's afresh,
thorough account, slightly Germanic in
inclination perhaps. The earlier work is less
impressive. We should have had the two in
chronological order, but Decca have a habit
of putting their best (better) foot forward.
There's nothing very wrong with MSPC: k's a
scrupulous reading from which you could, if
so gifted, write out a pretty accurate score.
But Westernised Bartok pales beside the
utter authenticity of the Hungarian version,

frustrate this, the odd numbered Quartets
being on disc 1, the even numbered ones on
disc 2.
Nevertheless, through recording of exceptional clarity and immediacy, one may
appreciate the wonderful transparency of
Bartok's writing achieved through meticulous
attention to phrasing, dynamics, and even
timing. Few performers actually match Bartok's timings. The Emersons are consistently
slower than the scores suggest, but few will
complain about that, since their phrasing
adheres faithfully to that indicated by the
composer, and dynamics are as subtly shaded
as anyone could wish for. Of course, all
performers aim to realize the composer's
wishes, but the Emersons have drawn attention to something often missed, namely that
Bartok's melodic lines run across all four
voices and the ear must be able to follow
them; the players listen closely to one another
and the music breathes naturally and brilliantly in consequence. Most recordings
encapsulate some of these virtues, but the
fact that 1have returned to all the Emerson
performances no fewer than three times in as
many days is perhaps an indicator of their
compelling power. [ A*:1*]
Kenneth Dommett
not just in the folk rhythms, but in emotional
warmth and atmosphere. Compare the two
versions at the start of the Adagio, (iii).
There's no doubt that the Budapest Orchestra's, though far less crisp in definition as a
recording, is the one that engages the
imagination more.
The reissue is from a Philips/Hungaroton
co-produced 3-disc set [not reviewed at the
time] of Bartok's works for piano and orchestra. Of these, the First Concerto is the least
easy to come to terms with: the Andante,
which is rather like a procession coming in
and out of view, with an unfurling of coloured
banners at the climax, has acurious part for
the soloist comprising mostly endless groupof- three figures, with some virtuoso
flourishes. More like an accompanying role;
whilst the finale is akaleidoscope of emotions
ranging from Miraculous Mandarin- like
savagery to simple expressions of happiness
and joy. Very percussive, hard to assimilate
from LP, it has become far more accessible
nowadays with CD. It is unfortunate that,
like its two most important predecessors
(Pollini/Abbado, Anda/Fricsay), Kocsis's
recording suffers from balancing inconsistencies. Sometimes he sounds pulled forward of
the orchestra, sometimes submerged within,
and then almost difficult to hear. The Chicago/DG has virtually everything in closeup,
with Pollini very forward indeed; the old
Anda/DG (both Anda and Fricsay studied at
the Budapest Conservatory) was avery early
stereo production, with peculiar long perspectives and shifts in adry acoustic. The DG
performances add one minute to Kocsis's
timing for the Andante, and the more flowing
pace strikes me as the more convincing.
Pollini (with No.2) is patently less idiomatic a
Bartok interpreter, but his stark manner has
acompulsive intensity of expression which he
shares with Abbado. Kocsis and Fischer are
no less fine, and the Philips coupling is superb
in the hopping folk-dance of (iv). Like many
versions it has a rather dominant pianoforte
sound — Fricsay was excellent in balancing
that instrument — and, by chance, the CD
booklet notes Bartok's refusal to undertake
the role himself: ' because it's not asolo part'.
101
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There is more mystery to be found in ( i) than
realized by the Budapest strings, although
Fischer gets ahuge ' punch' at the apex of the
long opening crescendo. Some fine sonorities
and agood flowing tempo in (ii). Incidentally,
no-one has emulated the daemonic speed of
Reiner's 1959 Chicago/RCA finale! With the
effects of multi-miking rather in evidence
[A/B:1*/1]. And Dutoit [A*:1*/1].
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 4 & 8
Overtures — King Stephan CI Ruins of Athens
Hanover Band/Goodman
Nimbus NI 5130 (
68m 30s) digital
A splendidly vital record, kicking off with a
rousing performance of the King Stephan
Overture' which had me wondering why we
hear the work so seldom. Orchestral textures,
as in the rest of the programme, are admirably clear, the brass play with asnappy, sharp
attack, the somewhat recessed wind section
strike a particularly happy balance between
homogeneity and corporate individuality,
and the strings combine great precision of
articulation with a pleasingly supple curvaceousness of phrase. If Ihave one general
criticism to offer, it concerns a tendency to
run phrases together without sufficient
'breath' between them. The result is an
occasionally disturbing sense of rush, and
more seriously, amomentary sense of amorphousness which sometimes threatens overall
cohesion. But the world is too full of stable,
static, business-like performances to warrant
serious complaint when faced with readings
of such vitality and momentum as we have
here. Apart from the choice of period instruments and aclear awareness of period style,
these may not be very ' personal' interpretations, such as one gets from aFurtwângler or
aKarajan, but they seem none the worse for
that. To say that they constitute very straightforward, 'objective' readings is no insult. This
is a highly accomplished, well-disciplined
group of musicians who demonstrate that it's
possible to take agreat composer at his word,
so to speak, and still impart ahigh degree of
vitality, humour, pathos and personal enthusiasm. Would that more ' interpreters' had the
same confidence. I've enjoyed this record
very much, not least for the great presence of
the recorded sound, which allows enough,
distance to enhance the very public nature ot
the music yet not enough to swallow details of
articulation and instrumental balances. [
A:1]
Jeremy Siepmann
BEETHOVEN: King Stephan — Overture &
Incidental Music CI Calm Sea & Prosperous
Voyage O Songs — Elegischer Gesang Op.118,
Opferlied Op.121b, Bundeslied Op.122
Lorna Haywood (sop)IAmbrosian Singers/
LSOITilson Thomas
CBS MK 76404 (
51m 39s) ® 1975
A pleasant amalgam of comparatively rare
Beethoven pieces, this largely choral collection was well received on LP. However, on
CD there is already tough competition for the
two more frequently heard items. Thus while
Tilson Thomas's King Stephan Overture has
an appealing sprightliness, I find greater
emotional warmth in the more leisurely pace
of Neumann's version on Teldec. Also,
Chailly offers an excellent Calm Sea &
Prosperous Voyage as afiller to his C- major
Mass for Decca, where Paul Myers (same
producer as here) is served with wider dynamics and cleaner voice/string textures then
are afforded by this earlier CBS recording.
But there is still much to intrigue and
102

delight any explorer of Beethoven byways.
The unfamiliar listener would perhaps have
been better served in King Stephan by a
token insertion of short passages from Kotzebue's spoken ' melodramas', to link the otherwise somewhat disparate musical episodes,
but the latter fascinate nevertheless. And
anyone would surely be touched by the
Elegiac Song's intimate sincerity, or cheered
by the rollicking Bundeslied. The female
choral parts in particular are finely sung
throughout, the blocks of Ambrosian voices
are pleasingly arranged in space, and Lorna
Haywood's solo in Beethoven's fourth and
last setting of Matthisson's prayer-like Opferlied is finely projected. Certainly aCD to be
heard, if not closely cherished. [
A/B:1/2]
John Crabbe
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 10 in E — 1st
movement realised by Dr Barry Cooper,
orchestral performance plus illustrated lecture
LSO/Wyn Morris
IMP PCD 911 (
48m 50s) digital
The rationale for this 'realised and completed' first movement of Beethoven's conjectured Tenth Symphony is set out in the
CD's accompanying notes, and elaborated in
Dr Barry Cooper's well-argued half-hour
lecture which follows the performance. So I
will take the musicological thesis as granted,
simply adding a wish that Dr Cooper had
augmented the piano examples in his talk
with at least afew excerpts from the orchestral realisation.
What does ` No.10' sound like? The brief
forte introduction certainly has a Beethovenian ring (the Grosse Fuge's opening came to
mind), but the ensuing Andante strikes me as
overstretched. Although more than just a
lead-in to the vigorous Allegro section, the
Andante seems to me to have insufficient
thematic substance to sustain its 6m span.
Also, the way in which its fragments are
handled by the woodwind suggests anostalgic
quality of the sort sometimes contrived by
Beethoven for references to themes already
heard, which is strange near the start of a
supposedly first movement. But the central
climactic parts do have an appropriately
defiant turbulence, helped by what seems to
be a large orchestra (no instrumentation is
given) and by Wyn Morris's predilection for
'big' sounding Beethoven. One curiosity at
the movement's heart is a very subdued
drum-roll followed by barely audible shimmering strings, suddenly interrupted by a
huge tutti outburst. This might now qualify as
the biggest dynamic leap in orchestral Beethoven — unless one includes the dissonant
onslaught that launches the finale of No.9
from notional silence.
I've played this intriguing 20m of neoBeethoven many times, and while it tends to
remain somewhat episodic in impact, there's
no denying its strength — at least in parts. It
must be heard, but whether it will become
loved is amatter for each listener to discover.
Wyn Morris provides aconviction-laden performance, and the Walthamstow recording is
spacious and full-bodied. [
A:1] John Crabbe
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concertos 4. & 5
Jorge Federico Osorio (pno)IRPOIBatiz
ASV CD DCA 600 (
70m 57s) digital ( LP:
DCA 600, MC: ZC DCA 600)
1986
Osorio's playing is new to me. On the basis of
this release, Ilook forward to hearing more
of him — not merely because his playing here
has many virtues ( unfailing beauty of tone,

great clarity and strength' of purpose, an
unruffled technical command, a broad sense
of line, asensitive awareness of the pedal and
its myriad potentialities), but because it
promises still better things to come. Unfortunately, neither Concerto begins well. The
opening of the Fourth strikes me as curiously
pedestrian for such an obviously sensitive
artist, with phrasing and articulation largely
ignored ( an inexplicable oversight, shared,
for reasons I've never understood, with many
a world-renowned virtuoso and rendered
particularly glaring here by the accuracy of
Batiz's response, in which the distinctions
between dot and slur, upbeat and afterbeat
are crystal clear). And in the very opening
bar of the ' Emperor' there's aslight but quite
audible fumble which I'm amazed was not
retaken. Less easily remedied is an occasionally excessive metricality in the rhythm
(most obviously in the ' Emperor's' slow
movement). The RPO are in generally good
form, though the wind section is a little
lacklustre; and Batiz has the admirable knack
of standing back from the demands of smallscale detail (which he doesn't neglect) and
taking abroad overview. The recorded sound
is excellent throughout. On balance, then, a
release with much to recommend it, though,
of course, it faces formidable competition.
[A:21
Jeremy Siepmann
BEETHOVEN: Violin Concerto in D LI
Romance in F
Oscar Shumsky (v1n)IPhilharmonial Davis
ASV CD DCA 614 (
53m 53s) digital ( LP:
DCA 614, MC: ZC DCA 614)
Distinguished performances of Beethoven's
much-performed Concerto are not exactly
thin on the ground, but this ranks with the
most satisfying I've heard. Orchestra, soloist
and conductor show a wonderfully supple
single-mindedness, allowing for abroad elasticity of tempo which in no way threatens to
undermine the integrity of the whole. In his
emphasis on the various repetitions of the
famous four-note opening of the work,
Andrew Davis introduces a faintly ominous
element into the generally serene proceedings, and Shumsky unfurls the solo part with
an effortlessly natural lyricism allied to an
equally natural sense of large-scale structure.
Sweet and rich of tone ( with vibrato discreetly apportioned and never applied as a
kind of espressivo sauce), very occasionally a
little uncertain of intonation, and as generous
in dynamic range as it is subtle in inflection,
his playing is everywhere marked by the
greatest nobility. With so much quality on
offer (and this extends to the exemplary
recorded sound), it seems merely greedy to
wish that we'd been given both of the
Romances, but with plenty of time left on the
disc for No. 2, its omission is both striking
and regrettable. Nevertheless, an unhesitating [
A:1].
Jeremy Siepmann
BEETHOVEN: String Quartet in E Op.127
0 in F, Op.135
Guarneri Qt
Philips 420 926-2 (
63m 06s) digital
Ican't overcome a feeling of overwhelming
diffidence when reviewing any performance
of these works which takes scrupulous
observation of the score as its starting point.
Where quartets ride roughshod (or smoothshod, for that matter) over the composer's
markings, then I'm quite prepared to take
them to task. But when an ensemble of
superlative excellence make every effort to
realize the truth of music which Imyself am
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only just beginning to feel I understand, I
naturally grow hesitant. Quite apart from
their deeply pondered interpretation of some
of the most elusive and challenging music
ever written, the Guarneri Quartet here turn
in performances of impeccable quality, in
which technique, variety of colour, textural
balance and unanimity of rhythm combine to
produce playing of the highest professionalism. In particular, Arnold Steinhardt's sweetness of tone and soaring breadth of phrase in
Op.127 live on in the memory long after the
sounds of the music itself have died away.
Almost equally impressive are Michael Tree's
keenly responsive viola-playing and cellist
David Soyer's deft combination of harmonic
awareness and rhythmic momentum. On the
debit side, Isometimes wished for agreater
and suppler inflection of the melodic rhythms
underlying extended phrases, and for agreater willingness to depart — when appropriate —
from the prevailing, homogeneous beauty of
sound. Beethoven was the first great composer to exploit the possibilities of expressive
ugliness, and some of his toughest musical
statements seem to me to depend on it for
their maximum effect.
My one great reservation about the present
performances, however, arises from an
exactly opposite case in point: the Lento assai
from Op.135 — though here we move into the
realm of the (almost) purely subjective. If
this profoundly lonely meditation is to fulfil
both the requirements of its sub-heading
(cantante etranquillo), the aim must surely be
to achieve the highest degree of eloquent
simplicity. The rhythmic license and the
heavily throbbing vibrato on evidence here,
though, like the often divisive mid-phrase
accents from both Soyer and Tree, create an
atmosphere of intense emotion far removed
(it seems to me) from the called-for tranquility. But don't let this very perscinal reaction
put you off. Taken as a whole, this is a
superb, and superbly recorded, offering
which Ican recommend without hesitation.
[A:11
Jeremy Siepmann

warm, caring performances. It's not difficult
to love these highly-charged works, and
where problems arise in performance they
stem primarily, in Op.18, from balance and
emphasis and, in Op.36, from the essential
darkness of mood that underpins even the
work's lightest and most exuberant moments.
In Sextet 1the balance here tends to make
light of the cello parts, resulting in some
weakened harmonic shifts, and some of the
most powerful contrapuntal ideas are rather
underplayed. The texture, then, becomes
homogeneous and, for my taste, too well
blended. In Sextet 2the mysterious opening
is rather prosaically done and this is mirrored
in the lightly-presented angst of the slow
movement — the depths of the work are
hinted at but not fully realised. The close,
uniform recording furthers these features and
although the rich acoustic is wonderfully
characterful, it is not ideally suited to these
pieces. Good alternatives in the CD catalogue are not difficult to find for Op.18 — both
the Amadeus plus, and Les Musiciens can be
recommended — but Iam not sure that any of
the available performances of Op.36 really
come to grips with its potential. This issue,
then, would not be my first choice, but is by
no means an unworthy contender and provides avery convenient coupling. [
B:2/3]
Doug Hammond
BRAHMS: Horn Trio, Op.40 0 Clarinet
Trio, Op.114
Borodin Trio/Michael Thompson (hrn)1James
Campbell (clt)
Chandos CHAN 8606 (
59m 50s) digital (LP:
ABRD 1296, MC: ABTD 1296)

A very satisfying disc. Wonderful works,
beautifully played and well recorded. Having
lately been rather critical of Dubinsky's
violin-playing, and Edlina's rhythm, I'm doubly happy to report that the present disc finds
them both in excellent form. So too are their
distinguished guests, whose reputations still
lag some way behind their accomplishments.
In the Horn Trio, Thompson produces arich,
BEETHOVEN: Cello Sonata in A, Op.69 0 in
mellow tone reminiscent of the two great
D, Op.102:2
Brains, Aubrey and Dennis, in the same
Jacqueline Du Pré (v1c)1Stephen Bishop
work. Indeed this ranks with the best recordKovacevich (pno)
ings of the piece I've heard. I'd put it
EMI CDM 769 1792 (
48m 33s) e 1966
alongside both the Serkin versions (the first
with Adolf Busch and Aubrey Brain, the
Jacqueline Du Pré's later, Edinburgh Fessecond with Michael Tree and Myron Bloom)
tival, performances have just appeared on
and above the rather angular and sharp-toned
CD, but this unique and deeply moving
version by Ashkenazy, Perlman, and Tuckrecording with the supportive young Stephen
well, or the more recent Decca release with
Bishop (as he then was) has aspecial appeal:
Schiff, Meier and Binder. The blending of
one which for me has intensified over the
tone, the give-and-take of the musical conyears. Ihave known this coupling since the
versation, the mixture of dark-hued introoriginal HQS bargain-label LP: it was remasspection and exuberant vitality are all mantered by CfP in '85. The playing is not without
aged with great immediacy and naturalness.
flaw, yet it is extraordinary in its expressive
Perhaps the Scherzo and Finale aren't quite
force, with each artist continuously listening
as fleet as they might be, with background
and responding to the other — pianist balancsubdivisions inadvertently thrust into the
ing with restraint the cellist's spontaneous
foreground, but these are passing distractions
seeking for underlying meaning in Beethin a performance which steadfastly puts the
oven's scores. The sound has dated, slightly,
music first.
but the fresh fragrance of the music-making i
s
No less distinguished is the lovely, autumbeyond fading. [
B: 1 *(H)]
nal Clarinet Trio. As devotees of the Borodin
Christopher Breunig
Trio will already know, Yuli Turovsky is a
cellist of great eloquence, with a warm,
abundant tone and asupple sense of phrases.
BRAHMS: String Sextet 1, Op.18 11 Sextet 2,
The same goes for James Campbell, aCanaOp.36
dian artist of great refinement, who demonsKocian Qt/members of Smetana Qt
trates here akeen ear for contrasting textures
Denon CO-2141 (
73m) digital
and atonal control which avoids stridency at
all times (a virtue too rare in players of his
The Kocian have as their mentor the guiding
instrument). The characteristic Chandos
light of the Smetana Quartet, the cellist
acoustic — big, resonant, occasionally
Antonin Kohout, and he joins the younger
engulfing — strikes me here as well suited to
quartet here, along with the violist of the
performances and music alike. [A:1]
Smetana, Milan Skampa, for these two
Jeremy Siepmann
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BRITTEN: Cello Suites 1-3
Timothy Hugh (v1c)
Hyperion CDA 66274 (
67m 30s)
Following closely on the heels of Alexander
Baillie's recording of these works and the
Cello Sonata, on two discs for Etcetera,
Timothy Hugh's account is a most welcome
rival. He takes rather faster speeds than
Baillie — in fact each Suite undercuts by
progressively more time, about two, three
and four-and-a-half minutes respectively.
Consequently he achieves an easier sense of
flow and malleability, of light and shade,
where Baillie, who still lends the music a
sense of momentum, overall goes for amore
meditative, darker, spiritual style. Subtlety,
variety of mood, and resourcefulness in
scoring characterize these three highly original and sophisticated works, which by turn
touchingly allude to Russian music in general
— Mussorgsky, Tchaikovsky, and Shostakovich in particular. Hugh penetrates their
sometimes obscure world with an impressive
vision and breadth, for all that ease of touch,
and he meets their technical and interpretative challenges with aconfidence and arange
of expressive colour as fine as Baillie's. For
all the differences in their approaches, both
artists stand up well beside Rostropovich, the
dedicatee of all these works; if you must
make a choice, and considerations of economy or of acquiring a recording of the
Sonata are irrelevent, why not simply toss a
coin? [
A:1]
Stephen Pettitt
BRUCH: Septet in E 1, /KREUTZER: Septet in
E
Consortium Classicum1Klócker
Orfeo C 167 881 (
58m 54s) digital
This is a very nice release. Conradin *Kreutzees Septet ( 1822) will be familiar to lovers of
early 19th-century minor masters, but Max
Bruch's work for the same ensemble (clarinet, bassoon, horn, violin, viola, cello and
double-bass) is bound to delight and surprise
other listeners, as it has me. It is an early
piece, written in his student days (around
1849, when he was 21), in four well-balanced
and attractively varied movements. It has
been recorded before (by the Berlin Octet,
for DG), but Ihad not hitherto come across
it. As played here, in an ensemble led by the
clarinettist Dieter Kliicker, it is to be
accounted areal gain. It was recorded as long
ago as December 1982, exactly five years
before the Kreutzer, but has not appeared
before. The Kreutzer is afavourite of mine,
with melodic charm, structural balance and
broad emotional range. Both works are given
fresh, attentive readings, with a feeling of
spontaneity to them; recordings are clean and
spacious. [
A/B:1]
Peter Branscombe
CHARPENTIER: David et Jonathas
LasnelZanettilGardeill Les Arts Florissants/
Christie
Harmonia Mundi IIMC 901289/90 (
2CDs,
122m 35s) digital
The refreshing nature of this performance
comes from the detailed attention to authenticity of Les Arts Florissants. It is not only the
instruments which have a 'Baroque' timbre
but voices too, particularly Monique Zanetti's neat and lovely portrayal of David. Just as
the instrumental symphonies are vigorous
and energetic, or plaintive and affective,
there is a welcome absence in the choruses
and solos of the kind of smothering virtuosity
which all too often ruins performances of
early vocal music. And when all the forces
103
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CLASSICAL
come together in various combinations in Act
2Scene 3, the kaleidoscope of their contrasting textures is enchanting.
With the delights of this music in mind, it is
a pity that David et Jonathas lacks any
coherent drama. Far from being an oratorio,
it was originally written to be performed with
its acts interleaved between those of Saül, a
five-act Latin tragedy which contained the
main action of the composite work. However
this does little to detract from its music,
which revels in aprocession of elaborate airs
(developing the characters and their relationships with vividness and conviction),
choruses, dance numbers, and instrumental
pieces without the less interesting, action
carrying recitatives which were contained in
Saul.
Fortunately this recording is most sensitive
to the contrasts which articulate the remaining structure, with a striking clarity in both
performance and recorded sound. [
A:1/21
Helena Stoward

"er:ZZ.E,..ee
CORIGLIANO: Flute Concerto (Pied Piper
Fantasy) D Voyage — for flute and string
orchestra
James Galway (fl01 Eastmann Philharmonial
David Effron
RCA RD 86602 (
45m 45s) digital (LP: RL
86602, MC: RK 86602)
Children will love The Rats: sneaky, twitching long-nosed creatures, squealing and writhing around, serried in ranks of age. Older
listeners may switch to War Cadenza for the
sheer sophistication of Galway's playing — at
first, rapid, imperious in a ' you will' dance,
then enchantingly, slyly lyrical. Shoals of rats
appear (quasi- improvisatory percussion
cadenzas, brass rasps and growls), horde
upon threatening horde. In The Piper's Victory we hear the scurrying, seething predators lulled away from the town by the
flute-player: as will be the children in the
cheeky, likeable finale to John Corigliano's
seven-movement bravura piece after The
Pied Piper of Hamelin'. Commissioned and
premiered by Galway ( 1982), it has taken a
further three years for this Eastman Theatre
recording to reach us (timely, though, as a
Christmas purchase).
As an orchestral craftsman and recreator of
atmospheres he is abrilliant writer (the BFI
gave him the Asquith Award for the score to
Hudson's ' Revolution', and Russell's
'Altered States' gained him an Academy
nomination); the notes describe Corigliano's
communicative style as one 'embracing pluralism'. The problem for a composer,
architect, or painter today, who is less than a
genius, is that his 'accessible' work will seem
facile. Here, for instance, the thematic material as such strikes me as of trivial worth, and
when the Piper and the children are faded
away electronically to leave the town just as it
was in the first movement (
ie, still with
something nasty about its citizenry), returning to the music of Sunrise, you feel it is just
too predictable. Nor does the juxtaposition of
the Burghers' Chorale and Children's March
work convincingly, especially where Galway
is called upon to emit coarse dry repeated
sounds over an ostinato figure that
immediately makes you think of Bernard
Herrmann's famous 'Torn Curtain' filmscore. There are these inescapable associations: LIKijé, even Strauss's Also Sprach at
the big crescendo at the opening, rising from
aquietly dissonant setting scored with ringing
bells. But one must admit that the fading of
the seductive piper is touching — even if the
background seems derived from the Peter
Grimes Interludes!
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/m filler starts with Galway: but is it
2
Syrinx, or Annie's Song? In the event,
neither, but more a dilution of the Barber
Adagio, aVoyage of tranquility for the flute,
over strings.
Iam underlining the negative qualities of
this issue, but it is one Ihave enjoyed: the
'Galway sound' in itself is magically individual, and the wonderful transparency of the
scoring is finely served by Jay David Saks's
production — Rochester's theatre sounds a
good place to record in. No question: Galway
has taken the cheese and runs off with it
unscathed. His technique may have been
challenged [see interview], but he makes it all
seem like fun. See what you think. [A*:11
Christopher Breunig

DVORAK: Symphony 9 El Scherzo Capriccioso
Philadelphia/Sawallisch
EMI CDC 749 1142 (57m 51s) digital (
LP: EL
749 1141, MC: EL 749 1144)
Philadelphia recording associations with the
'New World' go back to 1917 and 1920, when
Stokowski recorded isolated movements; the
second of his two pre-electric sets was reissued by RCA in 1974 (a1935 version was also
transferred to LP). A mono-only Ormandy
appeared briefly in 1960, but in the stereo era
his (CBS) Dvorak 9 was done as guest
conductor with the LSO. Muti's undistinguished account was with the NPO.
Wolfgang Sawallisch one scarcely associates with this composer but, though working
mainly in the Strauss/Orff sector for Legge,
he did make a Philharmonia 'New World'/
survived
Carnaval on
coupling
CfP tillthirty
the '80s.
years Itago
i
s rather
which
difficult to disentangle the interpretation here
from atypically thick Memorial Hall recording, which jumbles detail as the dynamic level
rises — a great pity, when Legge spoke of
Sawallisch 's 'exceptionally sensitive ear for
balance and texture'. His rather solid reading
emerges as essentially a Brahmsian one,
dignified and faintly impassive, whilst the
filler, though bright and disciplined, is — alas —
more Johann Strauss than anything. Sawallisch quite misses the fluidity and simplicity of
expression found in Kertesz's, or Kubelik's
Dvorak.
So, on this evidence, the prospect of an
EMI Dvorak cycle must thrill lovers of the
composer less than admirers of the Philadelphia Orchestra. For Sawallisch does
produce some ravishing phrasing: the whole
of the Largo, stately, and slower in feeling
than timings might suggest, has one thinking
of the beauty of the music and its execution
far more than in Multi's self-projecting work
with these players. I like, too, the accent
which excites pleasure at the first-movement
repeat. The finale timing is, like Sir Colin
Davis's, very short; but the music only seems
pressed here and there. Again, it's more the
problem of soft and slow passages regaining
the attention which is frustrated by the hall's
clouding effect. Averaging a very mixed
rating of [ 1/11 (Symphony) and [3] for the
Scherzo, on grounds of awkwardness of style,
a [B:2]. Followers of this conductor or of the
Orchestra will, however, be happy with what
they find here.
Christopher Breunig
°>.
FRANCK: Piano Quintet in f/FAURÉ: String
Quartet in e Op.121
Medici Qt/John Bingham (pno)
Nimbus NI 5114 (65m 06s) digital
The almost principled fervour of Franck's
Quintet is calculated to put some listeners off

(myself included), to a degree where it
becomes dangerously easy to overlook the
work's very considerable ingenuity, its meticulously disciplined craftsmanship. Bingham
and the Medici Quartet haven't persuaded
me that I'll ever grow to love the piece, but
the limitation is undoubtedly mine, not
theirs. It would be hard to imagine a more
deeply committed reading. Resisting the
many temptations to peak too high and too
soon, they combine ashrewd sense of proportion with an attention to expressive detail
which, at the very least, commands the
highest respect. Bingham once more demonstrates that he is among our most underrated
and underused pianists, playing with a
kaleidoscopic (but never self-indulgent) tonal
palette, amulti-faceted awareness of rhythm,
and akeenly responsive ear. More's the pity,
then, that the recorded balance here seems to
put him at some distance from the apparently
closely-miked quartet. While they sound like
they're playing in a room, he sounds as
though he's playing from the back of large
and empty hall.
'It is for us to quieten our inner selves,'
writes Geoffrey Crankshaw in his note to the
following Quartet, `if we wish to catch every
echo of Fauré's distilled wisdom.' That being
the case, the really attentive listener will stop
the disc from running on after the close of the
Franck Quintet, whose turgid emotionalism
leaves the inner self far from quiet. And I
could wish that the players too had allowed
themselves amore complete change of gear.
Not that their playing in the Fauré lacks
sweetness and moments of repose. But
there's an underlying throb of intensity,
heightened (perhaps inadvertently?) by a
kind of rhythmic angularity which often
seems at variance with the tone of the music
itself. I'd have welcomed, too, amore varied
and less pulsating use of vibrato, but Ican't
claim an intimate acquaintance with the score
and it would be a mistake to think that my
reactions to a single performance have anything like the authority which the players
themselves bring to their deeply considered
vision of this music. So, asomewhat ambivalent [A/B:1/2].
Jeremy Siepmann
GIBBS: 8 Violin Sonatas
Sergei Bezkorvany (v1n)1Julian Dawson (hpd)
Claudio CR 3606/7-2 (
2CDs, 93m 36s)
These are the only preserved solo sonatas of
the violinist, organist, and composer Joseph
Gibbs ( 1699-1788), an East Anglian who was
painted by his friend Thomas Gainsborough,
and who also composed string. quartets.
Despite clean, realistic recording, what was
in prospect an interesting account of littleknown music turned out to be a less than
impressive event. This was mainly because
the performances are rather pedestrian in
style, lacking as they do more than slight
hints of lively flexibility of technique in the
projections by both players of what are,
indeed, attractive musical lines. It is also
because acceptable standards of intonation
are not maintained in some of the later and
more demanding movements by the violinist.
Few recordings are lawless in detailed intonation, but many compensate by providing new
insights or responsive humour — say, in
dance-movements. Here, only the music
itself is much of anew experience. [
A/B:3]
Stephen Daw
GLAZUNOV SYMPHONIES:
Symphony 3
LSO/Butt
ASV CD DCA 581 ( 46m)
105

KALINNIKOV: Symphony 1/GLAZUNOV:
The Sea 0 Spring
SNOIJdrvi
Chandos CHAN 8611 (
63m 17s) digital (LP:
ABRD 1299, MC: ABTD 1299)

Symphony 3 0 Concert Waltz 2
Bamberg SOIJârvi
Orfeo C 157 101 (
53m 24s)
1987
Symphony 6 0 Poeme lyrique
Bamberg SOIJiirvi
Orfeo C 157 201 (
46m 59s) OD 1987
In the outer movements of the Third Symphony, with Glazunov most dutiful, least
original in his symphonic manner, Yondani
Butt helpfully provides the nuts and bolts.
Jârvi seems less than inspired by the thematic
treatment, and though he does offer a few
glowing insights in developmental keychanges and a racy, up-tempo coda for (i),
the manner is more often perfunctory. It has
to be said, too, that Butt has the right brass
for the job, caught right across the spectrum
in chorale or climax superbly by engineer
Tony Faulkner (Glazunov's tuba-writing is
very well served). It's in the Scherzo and
Andante that Jârvi's inspiration works its
customary magic: (ii) is another plum for his
sweet balletic tooth, its gorgeous oriental
fantasy and Klingsor touches deliciously
limned; and the solo instruments musing on
the slow movement's themes have plenty of
room to manoeuvre — the rhapsodic mood
feels free and natural. There Butt's manner
seems stiff-jointed by comparison. (ASV
track-timings, incidentally, suggest alarming
discrepancies in the two conductors' timings
over the last two movements; in fact, the last
five minutes of the Andante have been
accidentally off-loaded onto the final track.)
Butt [A:2], Jârvi [
A/B:1/2].
With the individual and fertile No.6, Jârvi
is back on consistent form. The theme and
variations are a real treasure-house of delicate invention, subtly and affectionately treated here. The only pity, once again, is that
the Bamberg brass don't have the rich
reserves for some of Glazunov's massier
writing: the deliberate tread of the ' Russian
Meistersinger' finale is wasted on them. Still,
the concept is an impressive one, and
decently recorded. [
A/B:1/(2)]
David Nice

in the first movement of the Symphony, and
the relish with which everyone splashes on
the colour in the Metamorphosis. Blomstedt's
feeling for the shape and underlying pulse of
these two masterpieces is absolutely convincing, so we must hope that he will do Die
Harmonie der Welt soon. The short Trauermusik, written in six hours on the death of
George V in 1936, is the filling in this
sandwich, a surprisingly sensuous threnody
beautifully played here by the orchestra's
principal violist. [A:1]
Kenneth Hommett
IVES: Holidays Symphony E The
Unanswered Question D Central Park in the
Dark D The Unanswered Question (original
version)
Chicago SO & ChlTilson Thomas
CBS CD 42381 (
63m 05s) digital (LP: 42381,
MC: 40-42381)

Ives came to look upon the four tone-poems
collectively known as New England Holidays
as asort of American 'Four Seasons'. Written
between c. 1902 and 1913 and conceived
originally as parts of aviolin sonata (
Decoration Day actually survives in this form), they
scarcely add up to a symphony in any
HINDEMITH: Mathis der Maler/Traueraccepted sense. The first three, Washington's
musik/Symphonic Metamorphosis
Birthday, Decoration Day, and The Fourth of
July have achieved independent status, but
Geraldine Walther (v1a)1San Francisco SOI
Blomstedt
the last and longest, Thanksgiving and ForeDecca 421 523-2 (
56m 08s) digital (
LP: 421
fathers' Day (
which incorporates achoir), is
less familiar. Musically they are the usual
523-1, MC: 421 523-4)
Ivesian amalgam of raucous conflict, popular
ditties thrown at rather sentimental onginal
Decca believe that in Herbert Blomstedt/San
music. One either thinks it wonderfully
Francisco they have found another Dutoit/
inventive or amaladroit conflation of secondMontreal combination and they have snaprate ideas. Most American conductors cleave
ped them up. The first two releases (Nielsen's
Fourth and Fifth, reviewed below, is the
to the first opinion, and Thomas is no
exception. He dwells lovingly on the senother) suggest that they may well be right,
timental, and throws himself ecstatically into
though it has to be confessed that even with
the mêlée, pulling his orchestra unresistingly
the extensive and highly publicised alteraalong with him. The Unanswered Question
tions to the Davies Symphony Hall made by
best sums up Ives's Emersonian transcendenJames Lock for the recording sessions, the
brilliance of the sound does not quite equal
talism; it is the most consistent and most
continuously rewarding of his works. Here
that of Montreal. Davies is a notoriously
we have the original ( 1906) version as well as
treacherous venue (Edo de Waart's recording
its later (c. 1930-35) more contemplative
there of aJohn Adams opus sounded as if it
revision (strings play ppp throughout in this
were recorded under water) but for Hindemith Lock and his team have achieved a one). Central Park in the Dark is its compannear-miracle — the flute and oboe duet near
ion piece. The brief distant roistering fits in
well here with the luminous nocturne beautithe end of Mathis, for instance, is as clear as
fully captured by the performance and
cold spring water, and the Metamorphosis
enhanced by recording of welcome clarity —
finale genuinely dazzles. Blomstedt has to
absolute clarity is almost impossible with
take most of the credit of course. The
Americans have kept Hindemith's flag flying
Ives's often woolly textures. 11'son Thomas
manages to be more revealing than Bernpretty consistently since his death, and in
stein, whose classic versions are obscured by
their new conductor San Francisco have
opaque sound. Whether any but the
found adedicated champion. These performaficionado really wants the Question asked
ances confirm real delight and passion in the
twice is another unanswered question IA:1]
music, and one can savour the intensity of the
Kenneth Donunett
strings as they attack the great fugal passage
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Once again Jârvi sweeps together the diverse
strains of a curious Russian hybrid into
something strong and personal. Even with its
exposition repeat — which gives us achance to
hear the second subject again, so gorgeously
phrased by the SNO horns, violas, and cellos
— Kalinikov's opening Allegro flows along
wholesomely, however wide he seems to cast
his net. Jârvi doesn't hesitate to emphasize
the curious jabbing motif which flits enigmatically across the development, and even the
fugue fits. There's no disguising the fact that
the other three movements could each have
come from adifferent composer, but within
themselves they make sense. There are still
more than a few surprises — the heaving
tritonal clashes as the slow movement makes
up its mind what to do next, the combination
of cross-rhythms and touches of Tchaikovsky's oriental princesses from Swan Lake in
the Scherzo. All Jârvi asks is that you should
enjoy the work as adiverse and occasionally
ambitious entertainment.
The Glazunov tone-poems sound as if they
were quickly (not necessarily hastily) done,
which is, Ithink, the best way to serve their
impressionistic progress. The Sea has a real
breadth to suggest the feelings of Glazunov's
all-important watcher, and some typically
impressive strokes from the SNO tuba and
bass-clarinet — aKraken rising to the surface
under alouring string sky. Chandos's richly
reverberant recording serves the glow of
Spring especially well: decidedly for the
sweet-toothed, yet with a poetic feeling for
nature. [
A:1]
David Nice
KNUSSEN: Symphonies 2 & 30 Trumpets O
Ophelia Dances — Book 1 D Coursing 12
Cantata
PhilharmonialTilson Thomasl Lond SinfoniettalKnussenINash Ens
Unicorn Kanc.hana UKCD 2010 (
58m 21s) ®
1981, '83
Another contemporary compilation from
Unicorn Kanchana which, like this company's earlier issue of Maxwell Davies's Eight
Songs and Miss Donnithorne's Maggot, puts
together two previous recordings. That of the
Third Symphony and Ophelia Dances Book 1
dates from 1981; the rest comes from 1983.
With acomposer whose output is as concentrated as Oliver Knussen's, to hear six
works on a single disc, all written within a
single decade (the '70s) is an instructive and
revealing experience, fixing adjacent points,
as Berio might put it, on asingle curve. One
work, though self-contained, comes from
another, developing and exploring aparticular plane, finding its own particular mode of
expression.
This disc begins with Michael Tilson Thomas's account of the Third Symphony, composed between 1973 and 1979, which is a
kaleidoscope of colliding musics: mysterious,
fantastic, mercurial, and pugnacious, resolving into aclimactic, assured Molto tranquillo.
Its predecessor, given equally brilliantly by
the London Sinfonietta under Knussen himself, might seem less compressed, but its
explorations of the dream-hke and expressionistic in its settings of Trakl and Plath (sung
by Elaine Barry), nevertheless make a
remarkable symphonic achievement, especially for a composer of only nineteen.
These two works frame things no less
substantial, ranging from Trumpets (
1975),
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another Trakl setting for soprano (Linda
Hirst) and three clarinets, through the
equally fantastical Ophelia Dances Book I
(1975), the forthright, Niagara Falls-inspired
Coursing (
1979), and Cantata (
1977), an
abstract work for oboe and string trio that,
like all good abstract works, simply speaks —
or rather sings, since the vocal analogy is also
significant — on its own account, though not
without anod in the direction of the recitative-aria sequence of its baroque equivalents.
All in all, then, an invaluable collection, with
a trace of tape noise which distracts only
when listening through headphones, thus
relegating its rating to [A/B:1].
Stephen Pettitt
LISZT: Piano Concertos 1 & 2D Totentanz
Krystian Zimerman (pno)IBoston SOlOzawa
DG 423 571-2 (55m 48s) digital (LP: 423
571-1, MC: 423 571-4)
Good couplings of the two Liszt Concertos
have been not uncommon since the days of
Kempff and Fistoulari. Richter's, with LSO/
Kondrashin (Philips), has the highest reputation of all, but Brendel's Philips LP with
Haitink and The London Philharmonic — as
they nowadays insist upon being called, even
though we all continue to think of the `LPO' —
also had the Totentanz, glittering forerunner
to Rachmaninov's Paganini Rhapsody.
Knowing of Brendel's taste for 'unconscious
humour it is difficult not to listen to him
skittering across the keys at the beginning of
the piece, or to the bassoons' entry, without
finding the whole thing pretty funny. Neither
Brendel nor Liszt probably intended that,
and Zimerman's account, technically more
assured, gives us more or less straight
diablerie. The two Concerto performances lie
at the opposite pole from Arrau's, with
LSO/Davis. They have a nervous energy,
with a mix of ravishing refinement and
near-mannerism, where Arrau's readings are
Ithink too dignified and reposeful.
What makes the DG less than comfortable
is the excessive 'help' given by the production
team. Especially in 2 (i) the focus on the
keyboard is zoomed-out in accentuation of
the drama of the writing. It doesn't help; on
the contrary, it interferes with the flow of the
music. Generally the quality is bright, and at
the end of 2 the brass crowd into the
foreground. The leader's solo in 1(i) is
another example of the needlessly larger than
life. A pity. Ozawa gives good support and
mostly the solo playing is fabulous. Ut1/C:11
Christopher Breunig
LISZT: Operatic Paraphrases and Transcriptions
Alan Marks (pno)
Nimbus NI5115 (71m 19s)
The Sarabande and Chaconne from Almira
are the surprises here, as Handel was not a
composer in whom Liszt showed much
interest. They result in a useful piece for
provoking the 'authenticity' faddists of our
own day, but the remaining items are mainly
extraordinarily effective transfers of familiar
operatic scenes from the stage to the
keyboard. An exception is the Fantasy on
Two Motives from Figaro, which does not
refer to any specific moment in the opera but
is rather Liszt's thoughts on some aspects of
Mozart's score — with further thoughts from
Busoni, who completed the piece.
Marks is ahighly efficient pianist and even
the most difficult passages are easily within
his powers of execution. He does best in the
Polonaise from Tchaikovsky's Eugene OneHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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gin and the Procession to the Holy Grail from
Wagner's Parsifal — astraightforward dance
and march. Not much sense of drama comes
over in the `Liebestod' from the latter's
Tristan or the `Miserere' from Verdi's Trovatore, however, and Marks apparently grasps
neither the essential irony of Liszt's setting of
the Waltz from Gounod's Faust, nor the
subtlety of the Figaro piece. This issue offers
extremely accomplished piano playing but
not distinguished Liszt interpretation. [A:2}
Max Harrison
MAHLER: Symphony 1
Bavarian RSOIDavis
Novalis 150 033-2 (56m 29s) digital (LP: 150
033-1, MC: 150 033-4)
Heard straightway after the numbing blandness of the Leipzig/Masur Mahler 1 (Barbican, November), Ifound Sir Colin's recording both restorative and astimulant — though
whether the timing of this release, so soon
after the Haitink/Philips, was wise is another
matter. Predictably, this is a serious and
searching account, one suggestive of other,
slightly later composers in places. I think
thereby it misses something of the spirit of
youth and boldness; and there are one or two
selfconscious changes of pacing, for example
in (üi), which characterizations don't come
off. But as a whole this is a reading which
makes you think, one which touches the
emotions. Iwas reminded of my own introduction to the Symphony, through the longgone Mitropoulos recording. Whilst Sir Cohn
seems to conjure a rather Sibelian severity
from the orchestra, he also pre-echoes Bartok's 'night music' in the Naturlaut writing in
(i), and Weill in the parodying cafe-music in
The Bavarian RSO has difficulty coping
with all the stress and detail of the turbulent
finale, where they certainly lack the power
and articulation of the Berlin Philharmonic.
But, again, the reading is unusual and
interesting in the gesangvoll contrasting passages in (iv), which emerge as a hazy
reminiscence of a Viennese ballroom dance
(Mahler's Valse Triste). The recorded sound
(the Herkulessaal Munich) is beautifully
clear, with the off-stage brass evocatively
balanced by the engineers.
To sum up: Isuppose that Sir Colin is
(rather as with Sir Adrian Boult) not quite
the idiomatic Mahlerian, and what he brings
to this recording, his musical integrity and
seriousness of intent, result in afaintly odd
mixture — with respect to such 'old hands' as
Maazel, Kubelik, Solti, Waiter, or Horenstein — of fresh and spirited insights in the
context of an almost plain, generally nonvirtuosic account. Yet Imust emphasize its
pervasive loveliness. I've been drawn to listen
to this CD, in parts and in whole, several
times this month. I'll be interested to read the
critical response elsewhere. [A:1*/2]
Christopher Breunig
MARTINU: Symphony 5 D Fantaisies Symphoniques
Berlin SO/Flor
RCA RD 87805 (60m 39s) digital (MC: RK
87805)
Claus Peter Flor has been Principal Director
of the BSO since 1984, and though he has
conducted widely throughout Europe and
America, his is not yet a household name.
This record is unlikely to further his acceptance, at least as an interpreter of Martinu.
Part of the trouble is the recording quality.
Both Symphonies are complex, full of delicate interlacing rhythms in the woodwinds

and subtle string writing (pizzicatos in the
middle voices etc). Little of this emerges from
this Ariola recording. The general sound is
mushy and poorly focused. Nobody appears
to be paying close attention to Martinu's
dynamics or his phrasing; nor do they
respond to the incandescent passion of the
final pages, seeming content to thump
through the music. By contrast Neumann, on
Supraphon, despite spiky sound, contrives a
clearer and more convincing picture. His
phrasing and tempi are carefully thought out,
and the Czech PO is more incisive than the
East German orchestra (compare the brass
playing for instance), and passionately
involved. Flor seems happier with the Fantaisies yet can only hint at the intricacies of
the scoring. To be fair, Neumann, frustrated
by over-resonant recording, is not wholly
successful in this respect either, but by dint of
better phrasing he does make the music
sound more shapely. Current problems facing
prospective enquirers about Supraphon products may make it difficult to get Neumann's
set, but Járvi's BIS recording should arrive
for review soon and on the strength of his first
four Martinu Symphony recordings ought to
prove abetter bet than this one. [B/C:3]
Kenneth Dommett
MARTINU: Five Madrigal Stanzas E Four
Madrigals for oboe, clarinet & bassoon E
Three Madrigals for violin and viola 0
Madrigal Sonata
Dartington Ens
Hyperion CDA 66133 (56m 56s) digital ®
1985
Not all the music here is of prime importance
even to Martinu admirers, but it is enjoyable,
which is what it was intended to be. The
Stanzas were written for Einstein (a good
amateur violinist) and Casadesus in 1942, and
are of historical interest rather than intrinsic
musical value. The rest, notably the violin
and viola duos written for the Fuchses, and
the Sonata, are in a different category. All
the performances here are of the highest
quality, and their transfer to CD offering a
marginal improvement in clarity over the
excellent LP original should reawaken
interest in this adventurous issue.
[A:1]
Kenneth Donunett
MENDELSSOHN: Symphonies 3 & 4
Leipzig GewandhauslMasur
Teldec 8.43676 (66m 57s) digital (LP:
6.43676, MC: 4.43676)
MENDELSSOHN: Symphonies 3, 4 & 5 O
Hebrides Overture
NYPlBernstein
Pickwick DUET 1CD (2CDs, 108m 58s) ®
1967
As Jeffrey Tate has argued [interview, March
'88], and demonstrated, these Symphonies
work very well with chamber orchestra — and
last month we had authentic instruments as
well, in the Virgin Classics 'Italian'. But
Masur, in these recordings, seems to be
moving even further away from such concepts
—or that is the effect of the swimmy acoustic
of the new concert hall, whereas the 1972
complete cycle from the Versedinungskirche
Leipzig was more compact, colourful and
solid of image.
Adopting aspacious approach, and observing both first-movement exposition repeats —
Bernstein omits that in 3 — Masur directs tidy
performances, musicianly so far as they go.
Unfortunately they give the listener hardly
anything to think about, as the reissues of the
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old NY recordings by Bernstein (two CDs for
the price of one) show only too clearly. True,
Bernstein goes to momentarily disconcerting
extremes of slow/fast speeds in 4(i), but his
'Scottish' is so much more evocative and
impassioned than this bland Leipzig version.
The original CBS tapes were rough in sound,
but this is not really a worry. Though old
recordings (bright and edgy in 3, compressed
in 4), they nevertheless prove more engaging
than the Teldec, which, as Isay, blur outlines
disappointingly.
At their recent Barbican concert, a colleague grumbled that, live, the Leipzigers
were sounding as if on the nth 'take', and the
same rehearsed faultlessness is reflected
under Masur's baton here. Better to stick
with their earlier RCA/Eurodisc LPs. Teldec
IA/B:2/3], Pickwick [C:1/2].
Christopher Breunig
•
MESSIAEN: Les Corps Glorieux O Diptyque
Jennifer Bate (org)
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP(CD) 9004 (
60m 30s)
digital e 1981-2
These are fairly straight transfers from the
vinyl DKP9004 and DKP9015 (Sept '81,
August '82), and the performances seem no
less vital and adept now than when they first
appeared. The Gonzales organ at Beauvais
Cathedral is not the ideal vehicle for this
music but Jennifer Bate uses it with imagination and flair, producing performances that
sustain the concentration even through the
traffic noise that has also been captured.
Whilst 1still maintain a preference for the
clarity of performance, instrumental timbres,
and recording that Thiry enjoys in Les Corps
on CAL 9926, this issue does have qualities
that make it an essential alternative. Ila/C:1/21
Doug Hammond
MESSIAEN: Messe de la Pentecôte 0 Livre
d'orgue
Louis Thiry (org)
Calliope CAL 9927 (
71m 12s) e 1972

each category. Kirkby chooses the dramatic
`Se pur destina', from the Sixth Book of
Madrigals, and 'Exulta filia Son', from a
collection of music by various composers
made by one Lorenzo Calvi in 1629, while
Tubb sings the heartrending lament of Penelope from II Ritorno d'Ulisse and an exuberantly virtuoso `Laudate Dominum' setting
from the Selva morale espirituale collection.
Otherwise, these protagonists of the purer
school of baroque singers combine beautifully together, making the most of Monteverdi's highly charged chromatic suspensions and eloquent harmonic sequences of a
work like Olume dov'e il mio ben and the
brilliance of pieces such as Chiome d'oro or
lo son pur vezzosetta alike. The Consort of
Musicke, as ever, provides the kind of support which defines the players (predominantly of plucked strings but including for
some pieces apair of violins and low viol or
lirone and organ) as nothing less than equal
protagonists. A point deducted for the absence of texts and translations, but an easy.
[A:1] all the same.
Stephen Pettitt
MOZART: Symphonies No.35 & 36 El March
K40812
AAMISchremler-Hogwood
Decca 417 760-2 (
63m 33s) e 1981
Some of the analogue releases in this notable
series were reticent in matters of detail.
Digitalisation has resolved most of the problems, and the clatter of wooden drumsticks
heralding the 'Haffner' March which opens
the record, alerts one to amuch brighter view
of performances of unusual style and real
stature [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Symphonies 40 & 41
ECOIBarenboim
EMI CD-EMX (
60m 42s) e 1968

of this box were always alittle odd, with eight
early Symphonies (K numbers between 42a
and 74g), the old K444 ('No. 37', by Michael
Haydn, apart from Mozart's opening Adagio
maestoso), and the revised version of the
G-minor, K550 (
le with added clarinets). The
dozen scores as here performed are not
uniformly successful — the players are sometimes encouraged to play the fast movements
at a speed that militates against clarity of
articulation (K46a), and the depths of K550
are hardly plumbed, for all the freshness of
the wind playing. There is, however, plenty
of vigour and style; we are unlikely to be
taken closer to the letter or the spirit of
Mozart's intentions overall. The recorded
sound is fresh and sparkling, with a not
unwelcome rasp to the string tone. Despite
some minor reservations, afirm [A:1]
Peter Branscombe
MOZART: Piano Concerto in A, K414 0 in
El7, K482
Neil Rutman (pno)IAcademy of Lois/Stamp
ASV CD QS 6022 (
64m Ois) digital
The 'Quicksilva' series in which this coupling
is issued is amoderately-priced one, but that
should not automatically dictate choice. In
this case, quality is uneven and the playing
not sufficiently outstanding to compensate. I
have no information about either Neil Rutman or the conductor Richard Stamp, though
both turn in reasonably workmanlike performances which suggest that they are aware
of the contrast between the two Concertos.
The little A major is genteely handled and
actually sounds rather prissy. The recording
is transferred at a lower level than its companion; the orchestra seems unnaturally distanced, and piano tone is not well defined
either. The E-flat is adecided improvement.
Both orchestra and soloist are much better
balanced and focused, and we get a better
indication of the style of performance. No
attempt is made to sound particularly authentic and, though the orchestral playing is not as
crisp as might be wished, everyone sounds
confident. Regretfully, though, this is not an
issue to be recommended even if, so far as I
can see, this particular coupling has not
otherwise
appeared.
[B/C:2]
Kenneth Donunett

These two Symphonies were differently coupled when they first appeared twenty years
ago. Barenbotm's Mozart could be very
variable; he conducted some Symphonies
with clear-eyed directness but in others his
Although the recordings here date from 1972,
natural warmth became almost sentimentally
the vividness of the sound is in no way
romantic. Sometimes he was both within the
inferior to that of more recent productions,
compass of the same work. His G-minor is
largely due to the brilliance of the Metzler
one of his more successful — not especially
tet115015.,Aet
organ used and the clarity of the original
fiery or overly dramatic but the tensions
analogue tapings. Both these works benefit
MOZART:
4Horn Concertos 0 Rondo K371
created are genuine and sustained. The Jupigreatly from the strong contrast of timbres
Alan Civil (hrn)IRPOIKempe
ter' on the other hand is disappointing. Here
that the instrument can produce, and the
EMI CD-EMX 2004 (
58m 29s) e 1967
Barenboim seems over-conscious of the
almost elecronic-like sounds that are occawork's
stature,
its
nobility,
and
its
architectusionally created highlight the affinity that
Although the Brain/Karajan is full of
ral splendours, and he pauses from time to
Messiaen's music sometimes shows to that of
ravishing detail, clear-cut yet infinitely varied
time to bid us admire them. In their digital
Varese. As Ihave suggested before, Thiry is a
tonally on the part of the soloist, the lanrevival we can certainly savour some fine
most capable Messiaen interpreter, and the
guorous slow movements and prettification of
playing by the ECO and appreciate the detail,
transfer of his cycle to CD is providing tough
Mozart do make for an effete quality from
but the lines still do not always pull tautly or
competition to that of Jennifer Bate on
which many would turn in relief to this
consistently enough to satisy. [
A/B:21
Unicorn-Kanchana: each of these performers
(originally World Records) alternative.
Kenneth Dommett
has his/her own special range of qualities and
Civil's timbres are fatter, more raspy than
any aficionado of Messiaen 's organ music will
Brain's, yet rounded still, and the music is
not want to be without both sets of readings.
projected with boldness. Certainly Kempe's
MOZART: The Symphonies, Vol. VII
[A:1*/1]
Doug Hammond
warm, caring accompaniments with lively
AAMISchróder & Hogwood
tempi are closer to today's Mozart style than
OiseauLyre 421 135-2 (
3CDs, 195m 26s) e
in the older EMI Références classic. Strings
1982,
'86
MONTEVERDI: Duets and Solos
do sound a little grubby here, in digital
Kirkby, Tubb (sops)/Consort of Musickel
transfer. But pleasurable throughout — and
The principal difference between this set and
the Rondo, in Civil's own realization, is a
Rooley
the original 3LP box of 1982 is that the CD
IMP PCD 881 (
68m 02s) •
near-6m bonus. [
B/C:1/11
equivalent now includes as awelcome bonus
Christopher Breunig
(and DDD rather than ADD, not that the
Excellent value at mid-price, this brand new
difference in quality is marked) two of the
recording of solos and duets by Monteverdi
three Symphonies included on a supshows Emma Kirkby and Evelyn Tubb at
MOZART: Wind Serenades K388 & K375
plementary record issued in February 1987.
their most expressively intense. The selecHolligerlPellerinlBrunnerlSchmidlThune These
are
the
'
Odense',
interesting
but
of
tion, from arepertoire that is in any case an
mann1WilkielBaumannIVIatkovic
highly
dubious
authenticity,
and
the
'Old'
immensely rich one, is beautiful and varied,
Philips 420 183-2 (
49m 30s) digital (LP: 420
Lambach Symphony, which used to be
and neatly divided between the secular and
183-1, MC: 420 183-4)
thought
of
as
Leopold's
work.
The
contents
the sacred, with each singer giving asolo in
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CLASSICAL
the playing was hailed with enthusiasm at the
time, and Isee no reason to dissent now,
especially since the new format offers an even
clearer picture of their performances than did
the LPs. Oistrakh found the ideal partner
here for Mozart, apianist with adistinctive
sense of style whose absence of mannerisms
comfortably matched the violinist's broad,
rich conception of his own role. The rapport
between the two is quite remarkable, of
classic status and well deserving of being
reintroduced to anew audience. The Sonatas
MOZART: Piano Qt in E b, K493 El Piano
in B-flat and E-flat were an obvious choice
Trio in E, K542 El Violin Sonata in G, K301
for avirtuoso violinist since both are genuine
Diana Ambache (pno)IAmbache ChamEns
duos, but Oistrakh turns the little twoMeridian CDE 84142 (
63m 24s) digital (MC:
movement K306, which adheres to the tradiKE 77142)
tion of piano sonata with accompaniment,
into areal duet by sheer force of personality
As a programme this is perhaps unusual,
rather by attempting to dominate by volume
since it avoids the obvious, but these are
or brilliance of tone, and the effect is magical.
shapely yet sturdy accounts of all three
As it happens Badura-Skoda tends to get the
works. The Piano Quartet receives aparticubetter of the balance equation throughout,
larly sensitive reading, with a tender slow
though not so as to make the performances
movement and two outer ones which are
MOZART: Serenade K320 ` Posthorn' D 2
seem at all lopsided. [A:1*1
lively without being overbearingly so; and the
Kenneth Dommett
Marches K335
other two works are equally attractive. The
Franz Liszt CO/Rolla
performances are stylish in the modern manHungaroton HCD 12898-2 (
52m 10s)
ner, though not in any way aggressive; the
MOZART: Variations on ' Ah, vous dirai-je
string vibrato is restrained, and the silvery
It is some time since anew recording of the
Maman' 13 Andante K616 0 Rondo K511 D
tone
of
the
Büsendorfer
is
eminently
pleasing
Posthom Serenade made an appearance. The
Adagio in C K356/617a D Minuet in D K355 ID
to
listen
to,
even
though
it
may
not
be
last of Mozart's big Salzburg `Finalmusik'
Gigue K574 0 Adagio in bK540 D Variations
authentic. Adrian Levine from the ASM is
compositions, it has never quite achieved the
on 'Unser dummer Pobel meint'
the
violinist,
very
crisp
in
the
Sonata.
The
popularity of the Haffner though on several
Andras Schiff (pno)
violist Robert Smissen, also from ASM, and
counts it surpasses it in the grandeur of its
Decca 421 369-2 (
71m 56s) digital
Andrew Schulman, principal cellist of the
conception. It constantly challenges our conPhilharmonia, complete the ensemble. The
cept of what serenades are all about by
Throughout this diverse programme of
recording is intimate without being too close,
presenting us with movements as complex
Mozart's smaller pieces for piano, sandand
warmly
resonant.
[
A:11
and carefully crafted as those of any of the
wiched between his two most popular sets of
Kenneth Dommett
great symphonies of Mozart's last decade.
variations, one is struck by Schiff's cool,
And the interpolated concertante, for a
almost clinical virtuosity and absence of real
woodwind sextet rather than the usual solo
warmth, even in pieces like the A-minor
MOZART: Clarinet Quintet/WEBER: Clarviolin, to say nothing of the eponymous
Rondo and the B-minor Adagio which are
inet Quintet
posthorn solo (played here by Adam Friedgenerally conceded as being among Mozart's
Eduard Brunner/Hagen Qt
rich) which makes its sole but telling appearmost highly charged works for keyboard. The
DG 419 600-2 (
56m 24s) digital
ance in the second trio of the second Minuet,
incipient romaticism of both pieces is set
add an unusual piquancy to the entertainaside in favour of anot altogether appropriEduard Brunner, the principal clarinettist of
ment. The Franz Liszt may be a small
ate hard-line classical linearity. In the first set
the Bavarian RSO, appears regularly with the
orchestra but it makes abig sound. Listening
of variations the precision of the playing,
Hagen Qt as asoloist, and these two Quintets
to this it is hard to believe its size, though the
beautifully measured and eloquently conare apparently staples of their repertoire. In
internal clarity would be difficult for a full
veyed by clear but not too close recording,
the
circumstances
it
is
not
surprising
that
both
size orchestra to achieve, even with such
carries us along. These variations do not
performances display a marked feeling of
good recordings as Hungaroton (and Denon)
demand much expressiveness; nor perhaps do
understanding between the players, though,
have managed to produce. The performance
the small items written for mechanical organ
in Mozart at least, not perhaps the degree of
itself is full of life, and in Rolla's hands,
(K616) and glass harmonica (K356), but it is
warmth one might have expected or hoped
nicely paced; and the subtle wind colours
here that one becomes aware of ahardness of
for. A presumed desire not to over-romantishine through the bright string tones most
tone and exaggerated dynamics. These are
cise the music may have led to a certain
attractively. The Marches serve as prologue
most apparent in the Minuet and Gigue. The
coolness — though one has noticed that the
and epilogue as they would have done in
unusual nature of the first is over-emphasised
Hagen's Mozart generally has atendency in
Mozart's day. [ A:11
Kenneth Dommett
by unnatural stress on the chromatic harmothis direction. It is perhaps a question of
nies — one cannot believe that Mozart would
taste, but surely Mozart bepefits from alittle
have pointed them up so obviously. The
more emotional engagement than is evident
MOZART: Clarinet Trio K498/REINECKE:
Gluck variations at the end display anatural
here? With Weber's more extravert Quintet
and proportionate style and give us abasis for
Trio in A, Op.264
the approach pays greater dividends and,
Karl Leister (c1t)1Chrisioph Schiller (via)!
our belief that Schiff is a more sensitive
curiously, adds abit of weight to music that
Homero Francesch (pno)
Mozart player than much of this recital would
can often seem merely showy. This performEx Libris CD 6070(45m 50s) digital (Impetus)
suggest [ A:21
Kenneth Dommett
ance can be wholly recommended. [
A:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
Reinecke's Trio, clearly designed to be capable of being played in company with
MOZART: Le nozze di Figaro
Van Dam1Hendricks1RaimondilPopplBaltsa
Mozart's, is something of adiscovery. It may
MOZART:
Violin
Sonatas
K306,
K454
&
have been recorded before — no primacy is
etclAmbrosian Op ChlASMIMarriner
K481
claimed — and it makes a good foil to the
Philips 416 370-2 (
3CDs, 177m 36s) ® 1986
David Oistrakh (v1n)IPaul Badura-Skoda
classical masterpiece. Actually the vigour of
(pno)
its performance comes as asurprise after the
On first hearing Marriner's Figaro (
Oct '86,
Chant du Monde LDC 278 909 (
67m 53s)
comparative reticence of the Mozart. Carl
p111) the thing that most struck me was that
®1973
Reinecke ( 1824-1910) was, in any case, a
Barbara Hendricks was too much the soubdevoted admirer of Mozart and today is best
rette to be a wholly convincing Susanna,
Originally recorded for the Ariola label in
remembered as the composer of cadenzas for
while Baltsa was vocally an altogether too
1971, this is the ninth volume of aretrospecthat master's Flute and Harp Concerto. He
hefty Cherubino. Time and the arrival of the
tive edition of the late David Oistrakh's
also had a hand in teaching Grieg and
CD version of the opera have modified but
work. These three Sonatas were released
Janacek. A gifted administrator, poet, and
not entirely dispelled the opinion that both
here by RCA as part of atwo-record set (Nov
were miscast, though in Hendricks's case
painter, he was also aprolific composer as the
'73 p2320) which contained in addition the F perhaps not so badly after all. Replaying
opus number here proclaims, but very little of
major sonata K377 omitted from the CD. The
his work has survived the eruption of taste
parts of the LP version and comparing them
pianist, incidentally, had first billing then.
that destroyed so many 19th-century reputawith the CD, one senses an opening out of
Naturally, with two such distinguished artists,
tions — though a Flute Concerto has been
111

This lively and atmospheric recording was
made in London in 1986. Since the ensemble
has no corporate name it must presumably
have been an ad hoc one, though several of
the players have recorded together before
and are presumably familiar with one
another's style. At least there is nothing
about either performance to suggest any
unease or uncertainty of intention. The playing is beautifully integrated, smooth and
consistently elegant, and among the most
satisfying of the many couplings of these two
Serenades now jostling one another for our
attention. In aless crowded market it might
have been possible to make an outright
recommendation, but this new issue, good as
it is, is not sufficiently in advance of some of
the others to allow that. No-one buying it,
though, is likely to be disappointed. [A:11
Kenneth Dommett
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recorded. If this lively, melodious, and well
constructed Trio, composed as late as 1903, is
typical, a reappraisal would appear to be
overdue. The Mozart Trio receives astylishly
fluent and rather restrained performance by
this distinguished trio. Though perhaps the
Reinecke is a bit 'up front' sonically, the
recording quality is good. The performances
are admirable. [A:11
Kenneth Dommett
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CLASSICAL
PUCCINI: II Trittico
ScottolCotrubaslHornelDomingolGobbilWix elllAmbrosian Op ChINPOILSOIMaazel
CBS M3K 79312 (
3CDs, 167 m)
1976-77

e

Leisurely speeds and sumptuous casting suggest some odd images in this Trittico: cruiseliners on the Seine, classy Florentines
enjoying an occasionally civilized discussion
over a dead relative. Only Suor Angelica
seems to me exactly right. Maazel draws
some exquisite tints, luminously recorded,
from his orchestra in the Ravelian watercolours of the cloistered scene-setting, always
keeping the ladies down to the right levels of
restraint; the conflict of Principessa Home
and Scotto's heartful Angelica sensitively
lightening her tone-colour here and there is
well paced and its aftermath arrestingly
stoical. In the Parisian melodrama, blood
hardly flows. Puccini's new-found sophistication and sense of perspective are admirably
caught in the river-music, the deft orchestral
vignettes and the lovers' hymn to agreat city.
But tension ebbs in the search for atmosphere
as the plot gets under way: Domingo's Luigi
is too aristocratic for afigure out of Zola, and
Wixell's Michele never quite breaks out into
murderous passion as Gobbi so blackly did on
EMI's rough-and-ready Rome recording of
the late '50s.
Gobbi surfaces here as trickster Gianni —
occasionally the worse for wear, but the fun is
there, and more in the notes than was so 20
years earlier. Iconfess to loving this Schicchi
for all the time it gives us to savour /he
fleeting woodwind comments and the richly
indulgent treatment of the lovers' music.
(And why not? Here, after all, is love truly
triumphant for the first time in Puccini's
output.) Ican't deny that afaster gait would
be closer to the spirit of the original; there is,
though, awonderful sense of theatricality in
the performances which carried it through —
after the British supporting teams of Angelica
and Tabarro, CBS turned for its bickering
Italians to natives, led by the battleaxe Zita
of Anna di Stasio — and Lauretta's aria,
urgently pleaded by an irresistible Cotrubas,
fits into the drama better than usual. Incidentally, the pivotal casting of Scotto and Cotrubas, with two operas each, neatly suggests
Puccini's original notion of an Inferno-Purgatorio-Paradiso progression for his trilogy.
[A/B:1*/2]
David Nice

farce with a superb sense of the specific
atmosphere of each piece, and the Bavarians
have absorbed Italianate phrasing without
sacrificing discipline. The casts have been
exceptionally well chosen too, except for
Nimsgern's Germanic Michele. It's a good
voice but lacks the Italianate snarl so thrillingly delivered by Gobbi on the early EMI
set. But Tokody and Lamberti strike me as
the best Giorgetta/Luigi couple on disc, she
an outstandingly temperamental singer with a
'catch' in the voice reminiscent of both Callas
and Scotto, he abelievable, stentorian stevedore, a true son of toil in contrast to
Domingo's patrician bearing on CBS.
The Gianni Schicchi is unmitigated delight
from first to last, with Panerai's sappy baritone shedding the years to give one of the
most amusing and distinctive accounts of the
role ever recorded, while Donath's evergreen
Lauretta, sung with asweet girlish lyricism to
outshine the voluptuous sound of Cotrubas
(CBS) or the sumptuous Tebaldi (Decca,
nla), is alittle miracle. The surprise of the set
is Peter Seiffert's Rinuccio. This is abright,
ringing voice with a remarkable Italianate
'ping' which made me wonder what on earth
this singer is doing singing Parsifals and
threatening von Stolzings. His paean to Florence is thrillingly sung— compare the effortful
'overweight' Domingo on CBS — and he
captures the naive qualities of the role to
perfection. This is sheer joy, recorded with a
lively theatrical presence. II Tabarro [
A:1],
Gianni Schicchi [
A:1*1
Hugh Canning

PUCCINI: Il Tabarro
TokodylLambertilNimsgern1Bavarian RS01
Patane
BMG Eurodisc 258403 (
51m)
PUCCINI: Gianni Schicchi
DonathlSeiffert1PanerailBavarian
Patane
BMG Eurodisc 258404 (
51m 49s)

RSOI

The outer panels of what is to be acomplete
Trittico from Eurodisc's Munich studio are so
fine that Iam tempted to recommend them as
first choices for CD buyers. As yet, only
Maazel's CBS set of three offers an alternative, but that maddeningly proposes an all-ornothing option to prospective buyers. Personally, Iwould wait for Eurodisc to add Suor
Angelica, or CBS to split the set, for the
choice would then be clear.
Where Eurodisc scores over the CBS performance is in the conducting of Patane, so
much more idiomatic and obviously theatrical
than Maazel, who tends to linger and nudge
rather than allow the dramatic momentum of
each piece to unfold naturally. Patane evokes
both the Parisian Grand Guignol of Tabarro
and the breathless comedy of the Florentine
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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their 'sensitivity' to potential nuances (
es,
very measured stance in Introduction, and in
the `Jardin féerique' from Mother Goose —
again, the 'watery' sound doesn't help there).
Actually, the Mother Goose finale is one of
the rarer disappointments on Etcetera too:
no match for the atmospheric Labèques
(Philips) or, better still, Kocsis and Rank' on
Hungaroton. But then the alertness of Fanfare recaptures enthusiasm for Jordans/van
Doeselaar, with their wittily sustained final
crashing chord. But Thorson and Thurber are
sprightly there as well, more suggestive of
writing commissioned for achildren's ballet,
too. So what a pity the acoustic — and, at
times, the very refinement of the readings —
get in the way! Etcetera [
M1], Paula [
A/B:1/
2].
Christopher Breunig

RAVEL FOR TWO PIANISTS
Rapsodie Espagnole D Ma Mère l'Oye O
Fanfare ID Bolero
Wyneke Jordans, Leo van Doeselaar (pno)
Etcetera KTC 1054 (
45m 47s) digital
Rapsodie Espagnole D Ma Mère l'Oye D
Fanfare D Bolero D Introduction & Allegro
Entre Cloches D Overture Shéhérazade
Frontispice* D La Valse
Thorson & Thurber, * David Gardiner (pno/
pnos)
Paula PACD 51 (
2CDs, 87m 29s) (Impetus)
The music on the Danish import would
hardly fill two LPs — but it does contain some
interesting material. The Ouverture féerique
for a projected opera, Shéhérazade, was
published posthumously, first appearing on
records under Martinon and Boulez in their
orchestral sets for EMI and CBS. The 31
/m
2
Entre cloches (
as the title implies), is from the
same period ( 1897-8); the listener hears the
clangour of bells from two sources. Frontispice, 15 bars in length, requires afifth hand; it
was an experimental work composed as
preface to war-poems by an Italian writer.
If the documentation is correct (and it
sounds so), Thorson and Thurber — the CD
booklet tells us nothing about these artists —
use two pianos for Rapsodie and Bolero,
where the Dutch pianists play 'four hands'.
Another oddity is the dip into analogue for
editing: the unusual coding here is DAD. The
pianos, by Fazioli, also sound unusual, having
timbres reminiscent of brushed or lightly
struck cymbals; also they are recorded ('Nimbus manner') at some distance in areverberant setting. Rapsodie, to my ears, sounds
distinctly aquatic thereby — it's athoughtful
performance, but the acoustic suggests the
exploits of Esther Williams more than the
blistering Spanish sun.
Both of these duos play with technical
accomplishment: the two Amsterdam players
keep tauter rhythms, the music flowing forwards, where the Danes tend to underline

ROSSINI: L'Italiana in Algeri
Valentini TerranilGanzarollilDaralAraizal
CorbellilBimalRizzilWest German Radio Chi
Capella ColoniensislFerro
CBS M2K 39048 (
2CDs, 146m 90s) ® 1982
How difficult it is to catch every colour in the
Rossinian rainbow. Here, for instance, is
Valentini Terrani's beautifully poised
Isabella, well versed in seduction and the
limpid line of 'Per lui che adoro'; yet where is
the bold comic turn of the resourceful Italian?
First sighting of Mustafa's ugly mug goes for
nothing; the coloratura is exquisitely done,
but the expressive purpose is often lacking
(she's much too tasteful, for example, with
the parodistic display of 'Col discacciar' in the
Act 1finale). Here, too, is aMustafa with a
nice line in comic asides, but when it comes to
the vainglorious flourishes of his easily
deflated pride, Ganzarolli has trouble.
(Where are the buffo basses to deal with these
kinds of demands?) Araiza, so stylish at high
speeds, lacks the freedom to soar in his
unadorned music. And so on. The example is
left to Ferro's infinitely adaptable Cappella
Coloniensis: anything but academic in their
split-second changes from pathos to patter,
sharp-toned in a way that strikes me as
perfect for this score, and the early flute and
oboe really know how to sing their phrases.
Ultimately, that's the dominating spirit, and I
defy you not to be tickled by this liveliest
specimen of 'authentic' opera. [A:1*/21
David Nice
SCHUBERT: Der Jungling am Bache, D30 E
Thekla, D73 13 Schüfers Klagelied, D121 D
Mlle des Geliebten, D162 D Meeres Stille,
D216 0 Amalia, D195 0 Die Erwartung,
D159 O Wanderers Nachtlied I, D224 D Der
Fischer, D225 0 Erster Verlust, D226 13
Wonne der Wehmut, D260 D An den Mond,
D296 O Das Geheimnis, D250 0 Lied, D28413
Der Flüchtling, D402 0 An den Frühling,
D58713 Der Alpenjâger, D588 O Der Pilgrim,
D794 O Sehnsucht, D636
Janet Baker (m-sop)IGraham Johnson (pno)
Hyperion CDJ 33001 (
69m 32s) digital
This is the beginning of aventure that over
the next decade should make the prodigious
achievement of Fischer-Dieskau and Moore,
even with the back-up of Baker and Moore,
and the uncompleted supplement of Janowitz
and Gage, seem poignantly short of totality.
The intention is for Hyperion to record all
Schubert's songs. Graham Johnson, skilful
planner, superbly sensitive accompanist, and
perceptively enthusiastic note-writer, is
undertaking the whole series with many
different singers, each offering aprogramme
appropriate to his or her voice and temperament.
113
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CLASSICAL
Symphonies is extraordinary) which, Blomstedt affirms, is the product of long and
intimate study. Certainly none of the six
could demonstrate more clearly how far the
conductor has gone in assimilating the composer's individual style since that first series
than the, by turns, beguiling and disruptive
Fourth and Fifth. These are commanding
performances, rich in nuance (beautiful
pianissimos) with eloquent melodic lines and
powerfully affirmative — the timpani duet
towards the end of 4, and the daemonic
sidedrumming in 5 are exciting but firmly
controlled. Not quite as revealing aurally as
MOZART: Concert Arias for Soprano
the Hindemith recording — fugitive percusKin ite Kanawa (sop)! Vienna COI Fischer
sion tends to get swallowed up more often — it
Decca 417 756-2 (
48m 50s) ® 1981
is of high technical quality, confirming the
engineers' estimate of the good behaviour of
Seven arias offering a reasonable cross-secthe venue though, perhaps, not endorsing the
tion of Mozart's work in the field, and
avoiding most of the obvious ones, made a opinion of one of them that the Davies Hal is
one of 'the top three in America'. Maybe its
useful vehicle for Dame Kininear the outset
magic, like that of so many halls, does not
of her career. The voice is pure and sweet and
wholly transfer itself to disc. [Decca build out
never strained, and Gydrgy Fischer (who
a 21' platform extension for recording purflourishes on Hungaroton) provides elegant
poses. Mus Ed] [A:11
Kenneth Dommett
support. Digitalisation has improved both
presence and perspectives. [A:1]
Kenneth Donunett
PROKOFIEV: Symphonies 1-7
Orch Nat de France/Rostropovich
Erato ECD 75380 (
4CDs, 280m) digital
MUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an Exhibition

ROWIWOVICW

Una

rIVAUJICV

the sound-stage on which the characters fall
more naturally into place. In this 're-lit'
situation Hendricks holds her own much
more successfully, and Baltsa sounds rather
less throaty than before. Marriner's pact/
direction gave the performance flair and a
real sense of theatre, and the orchestra's (and
everyone else's) admirable contribution
confirms this as one of the most successful
versions of this most marvellous of operas.
Kenneth Dommett

(trans. Wills)
Arthur Wills (organ)
Helios CDH 88017 (
33m 35s) digital OD 1980

Mussorgsky's Pictures were composed for
solo piano, so there's acertain keyboard logic
in paralleling the various orchestral arrangements with one for organ. In this transcnpdon Arthur Wills employs the well-endowed
instrument at Ely Cathedral; but as TA
pointed out in his Hyperion LP review (Dec
80), not even the widest range of pipes and
stops can match the richness and dynamics of
an orchestra, or the delicacies of touch
possible with a piano. The latter certainly
lacks sustaining power, but an organ has no
transient attack, and Ifound myself wishing
that Ely's great array of pipes had a set of
drums attached to meet the percussive needs
of Mussorgsky's more dramatic pictures — and
also at times to help Dr Wills mould the
performance into better rhythmic shape.
However, given the Ely organ's rather high
inherent noise-level, the sheer recorded
sound here is splendid, and anyone who likes
to hear alarge pipe instrument exploited to
full effect, with massive pedal underpinning
where appropriate, will surely be pleased
with this CD. Mind you, it is abit mean with
its mere 33 1
/m of music, while someone's
2
knuckles should be rapped at Hyperion
regarding the track numberings. There are
four places where you don't get what you ask
for, and two where you can't get what you
want. [
A*/A:2/3]
John Crabbe
NIELSEN: Symphonies 4 & 5
San Francisco SOIBlomstedt
Decca 421 524-2 (
71m 59s) digital (LP: 421
524-1, MC: 421 524-4)
This is the second of the first two fruitings of
Decca's new association with the San Francisco Orchestra (the other is the Hindemith
reviewed elsewhere). Blomstedt recorded all
Nielsen's orchestral music for EMI years ago
when he was conductor of the Royal Danish
Orchestra, and despite his own admission
that several of those pieces were done virtually prima vista they occupy an honoured
position among Nielsen recordings; and are
still highly regarded. This present coupling
marks the beginning of anew Nielsen cycle
(the recent upsurge of interest in •Nielsen's
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Prokofiev can sound gauche and unwieldy;
his Symphonies, even the best of them, often
incorporate an element of selfconscious
awkwardness that responds most readily to
warm, flexible phrasing and acertain degree
of reserve. Rostropovich tempers atendency
to play up this cycle's epic proportions with
an extremely lyrical impulse. If this softening
isn't always entirely appropriate, it does at
least help harness Prokofiev's more aggressive statements in the service of balance and
proportion.
The Classical is of course more pastiche
than authentic self-expression and, in asense,
tells us precious little about the rest of the
cycle. Rostropovich adorns this pert, witty
score with an abundance of lavish gestures;
tempi are slow (except in the Finale), detail
affectionately underlined (woodwinds especially) and the Symphony's classical models
are more nostalgically remembered than reenacted.
Even Prokofiev was confused by his own
Second Symphony (1924-5), ariot of ascore
that was earmarked for eventual revision. I
love its bludgeoning, ferocious opening
Allegro; its raucous brass blares virtually for
the duration, and the provocative tenor of its
blatant dissonance never fails to shock. I'm so
glad that Rostropovich doesn't rush things; in
fact, he seems positively to revel in the score's
anarchic impulse, milking every disruptive
bar for all its worth. The second movement, a
set of variations, admits awelcome degree of
repose: but not for long — a gruelling, Pas
d'Acierstyle buildup leads to a haranguing
march passage and a series of hammered
chords that bring us back to earth with ajolt.
Here, Rostropovich isn't quite as fierce as
Rozhdestvensky (LP only) but he delivers the
goods nonetheless, and offers areading that
in terms of overall impact sweeps the board.
Symphony 3 ( 1928), an outgrowth of The
Fiery Angel opera, opens powerfully, and
incorporates much finely-observed detail, but
Ifound Rostropovich's approach to the thrilling first-movement development a little too
weighted, too emphatic — the pace needs to
surge forwards, though the black, groaning
processional that makes up the Symphony's
Finale sounds marvellous. Here, Prokofiev's
nervous, jittery trumpet writing is very well
projected: Ithink of a lone scout running
alongside some grim, invading army. The

middle movements are also very well done.
There are two Prokofiev Fourths: the
original, Op.47 ( 1929-1930) and the revision,
Op.112 (1947). Both use material derived
from The Prodigal Son ballet, yet the two
Symphonies inhabit totally different worlds.
Op.47 is propulsive, choppy, and full of those
acid harmonies and stinging sonorities that
one finds so frequently in early-middle period
Prokofiev. Op.112, on the other hand, is
substantially protracted, mellowed and
imbued with great emotional intensity. The
first movement builds to a huge, rocking
central statement of its pivotal main theme,
and climaxes in massive chords and the
strange, loud clapping of wood-blocks. The
Symphony's end is equally unexpected: an
explosive full tutti driven by insistent trumpets and powerful brass. For me, Op.112 is
infinitely superior to its terse predecessor,
and Rostropovich penetrates to the very

heart of the piece, drawing cool, consolatory
lines from the Andante tranquillo and shaping
the outer movements' long stretches with
considerable sensitivity.
Rostropovich offers a good, nicely characterized Fifth ( 1944): the very opening
unfolds impressively, with the linear progression of its melodies winding effortlessly
towards the first climax. The coda, too, is
imposing; so is the playful chatter at the
symphony's close. Elsewhere Ifound nothing
particularly exciting, save an effective underlining of low-string writing in the finale.
On the other hand, Six 1945-7) is given a
wonderful performance. If Previn (Philips)
continues to offer the Symphony's most
cogent, considered CD performance, Rostropovich provides amore overtly gutsy alternative. The first movement's Andante Molto is
more pointed than Previn's, and the ensuing
conflict is positively fraught with terror. The
Largo is uncommonly intense, with a really
brutal account of that goose-stepping brass
and drums passage mid-course. However,
Previn's fierce projection of the Finale's
penultimate outburst remains uniquely
dramatic, whereas Rostropovich saves lus big
pins for that slow envoi just before the
Vivace's sudden return.
Rostropovich coaxes much warmth and
fantasy from the Seventh ( 1951-2), revelling
in the Allegretto's Cinderella-style waltz
sequences, caressing the mellow Andante
expressivo and bringing a fair degree of
extraverted spirit to the Vivace. Only an
unusually sedate tempo for the finale's perky
little march tune sets avague question-mark
over a basically fine performance.
The Orchestre National is often highly
accomplished — given the odd ragged edge
here and there — and Erato's sound has plenty
of depth and perspective as well as impressive
clarity and just ahint of 'edge' at the top end
of the spectrum. Ihave to say that there are a
number of conspicuous edits, some of which
are spliced 'on the beat' but, as awhole, I
count this as the best available integral
Prokofiev Symphony cycle. [
A:1/21
Robert Cowan
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A finer beginning could hardly be
imagined: Dame Janet Baker and Johnson
present adelightfully varied recital of settings
by Goethe and Schiller — mainly rather early
in date ( the first of them from the composer's
sixteenth year, though it is by no means the
earliest Schubert song). The artists' commitment and generosity of response, the sheer
loveliness (and drama) of the performances,
means that there are no trivia even among the
usually neglected songs. The extended nearoperatic nature of ' Die Erwartune' ( 13m 09s)
is as rewarding, and finely controlled, as the
touchinglly understated ' Lied' (a mere thirteen bars to the strophe). This last is agood
example of the unfamiliar riches the project
will bring to light time after time. Baker is in
rich vctice, with long phrases and delicate,
stylish ornaments, the wisdom and experience more than compensating for the occasional unevenness. And Johnson's insight
into Schubert's intentions is matched by the
poise and expressive range of his pianism.
Though the piano occasionally recedes
behind the voice, balance is generally excellent, the recording fresh and atmospheric.
Full texts are included, with the English
translations from Richard Wigmore's invaluable new book. One quibble: lines are omitted, or put in the wrong place, two or three
times, and there are rather alot of misprints.
Future records in this series will be eagerly
awaited; it is awonderful start. [A:1/11]
Peter Branscombe

jectivity of the listener plays as dominant a
role as that of either composer or performer,
and the odds against any player getting it
absolutely right for any listener are probably
insuperable. Still, Ican't imagine many being
disappointed here.
I find myself rather less convinced by
Ashkenazy's Humoresque, superbly played
though it certainly is. Ioften felt a certain
fragmentation of line, in which melodic
emphases seemed to spill over into the
accompaniment, with metrically divisive
results. And the tonal palette struck me now
and again as incongruously shallow, with a
brittle sort of clarity oddly redolent of Horowitz in Scarlatti. But in the context of the
whole, these are niggling reservations.
Ashkenazy is such aprolific recording artist,
and his repertoire so vast and wide-ranging,
that we easily take his presence and his
quality for granted. If this were adebut disc,
the flags would be out on five continents
hailing an artist of dazzling accomplishment.
[A:1)
Jeremy Siepmann
SCHUMANN: Cello Concerto E Fantasiestucke, Op.73 D Adagio and Allegro, Op.70
Funf Stucke im Volkston, Op.102
Yo-Yo Ma (vlc)IEmanuel Ax (pno)1Bavarian
Radio SO/Davis
CBS CD 42663 (
60m 43s) digital ( LP: 42663,
MC: 40-42663)

The idea of including on asingle disc Schumann's complete output for cello is so simple
and natural it's a wonder nobody seems to
have thought of it before. Add to comprehensiveness an unerringly high standard of performance from all concerned and you have
some cause for celebration. The concerto,
recorded at a public concert before an astonishingly silent audience, gets as sympathetic,
as clear and as impeccably controlled a
performance as any Ive heard of this work.
Sir Colin's robust but translucent handling of
orchestral textures neatly overcomes all the
usual criticisms of Schumann's scoring, and
the alert and sensitive interplay between
orchestra and soloist keeps the ear riveted
from first note to last. The production team
have wisely resisted the temptation to
enhance the soloist's projection by electronic
means, with the result that arealistic concerthall balance prevails. Ma's tone is on the light
side — he doesn't attempt to overwhelm us
with the sheer power of his sound — and as
e
,
cefn—
subtly varied as Iever expect to hear. Rather
than vaingloriously trying to challenge or
SCHUMANN: Carnaval D Humereske
dominate the orchestra, he adopts a rather
Novelettes I & 2
inward, self-communing approach to his role
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno)
here, rather as though the orchestra were the
Decca 421 010-2 (
65m 57s) digital ( LP: 421
embodiment of the composer's outer persona
010-1, MC: 421 010-4)
(Florestan), leaving the soloist to reveal the
introspective self (Eusebius). The combinaAfter an unpromising start, marred by
tion works wonderfully well. While Ma shuns
curiously heavy dotted rhythms, an Achilles'
bravura at all times, his playing is characteHeel which recurs now and again throughaut
the performance, this turns out to be a rized by an apparently effortless virtuosity fit
Carnaval of great distinction (not that such a to take the breath away. The intonation is of
dazzling purity, the tone conveys both serenthing from Ashkenazy should occasion the
ity and intensity with nary ahint of strain, the
smallest surprise). The mercurial shifts of
vibrato is as eloquent as it is varied and
mood are brought off with rare conviction,
unobtrusive, and the double-stopping in the
stressing the integrity of the composer's
slow movement is matchless in the richness of
musical personality rather than the schizoid
its tone and the subtlety of its voicing.
tendencies of the man behind it. Without
In the three works for cello and piano (only
ever approaching blandness, Ashkenazy preone of which was actually conceived for the
sents aportrait of the artist as an eminently
instrument), the standard of playing is
sane master of poetry and craft alike. Indeed
equally high. These players know one
I've rarely heard such an apparently seamless
another so well by now that the communicaperformance of this easily treacherous work.
tion beween them seems almost psychic. The
Occasionally, perhaps, a little of Florestan's
pacing and scaling of contrasts throughout
nervous 'edge creeps in where a Eusebian
finds an exemplary balance between exuberexpansiveness might have yielded still finer
ant rhetoric and the most touching intimacy.
results ( the ' Chopin' portrait, say), but in
Nor does attention to expressive detail,
such an enormously personal work the subHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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always sensitive and full of momentum, ever
preclude the achievement of large-scale
structural coherence. A winner all the way, in
short — and very well recorded too. [A:11
Jeremy Siepmann

SCHÜTZ: Freue dich des Weibes deiner
Jugend ID 1st nicht Ephraim mein teurer Sohn
Saul, Saul, was verfolgst du mich? 0 Auf
dem Gebirge hat man em nGeschrei gehorest D
Musikalische Exequien
Ashley Stafford (c-ten)1Michael Chance (cten)1Frieder Lang (ten)IMonteverdi Choir/
EBSIHis Majesties Sagbutts and Cornetts/
Gardiner
Archiv 423 405-2 (
50m 36s) digital
A magnificent recording, in every sense. I
recommend it without reservation. The
superb instrumental and vocal balances, the
crisp, sharply defined phrasing and articulation, the magnificent vigour and the glorious
sonorities evident in the very opening are
sustained throughout. The choral singing,
impeccable alike in tone, texture and diction,
is unsurpassed in my experience; the brass
playing is almost equally impressive; and the
recorded sound might have been specified by
the composer himself, so perfectly does it
reflect the ceremonial devotion of the music
at hand. And what music! Never can the
exaltation of the spirit have been celebrated
with a more compelling combination of
rhythmic energy, polyphonic clarity and
robust sensuality. In Schütz, as in no other
composer, the glories of the late Renaissance
and early Baroque are combined with the
asperities of the Middle Ages to a thrilling
(and sometimes chilling) degree quite brilliantly captured in the present performances.
[A*:11
Jeremy Siepmann
R STRAUSS: Daphne
GuedenlKinglWunderlichISchoefflerILittleAugustithisIVienna SOIBóhm
DG 423 579-2 (
2CDs, 94m 21s) C) 1965
R STRAUSS: Capriccio
JanowitzlTroyanosISchreier1Prey1FischerDieskaulRidderbuschlAugerlBavarian RSOI
&Aim
DG 419 023-2 (
2CDs, 142m 24s) C) 1972
Two classic accounts of these scores by a
great Straussian find their way onto silver
disc, superbly packaged in shimmering
Jugendstil patterned boxes by DG. In the
case of Daphne, 1doubt whether this ' live'
performancce from the Theater an der Wien
can ever be superseded, not only because
Bain, as Strauss's dedicatee, identified
uniquely with the work, but the casting
reflects a living tradition of native German
Strauss singing which has all but vanished
today. The late Hilde Gueden may not have
had the ideal Daphne voice — a richer,
warmer sound is called for — but it is hard to
imagine any soprano soaring with such silvery
beauty through her lovely music and staying
so fresh for the transformation music. Popp's
timbre on the later EMI version — announced
for CD transfer last November — may be more
distinctive but she cannot disguise the strain
of the role.
Wunderlich's golden-toned Leukippos,
too, is irreplaceable, partly because any tenor
so abundantly gifted today would be rushed
into heavy Wagnerian duty; and King, at the
beginning of his international career in 1964,
sounds wonderfully muscular and virile as
Apollo (though critics carped at the time).
I find it almost impossible to choose
between DG's and EMI Capriccios — those
117
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who love this ` Konversationsstuck' will have
to have both — because Schwarzkopfs and
Janowitz's Countesses have complementary
virtues: the former achampion of Wort, the
latter, predominantly, of tone ( and
ravishingly lovely it is). One might have
preferences — Ludwig's Clairon over
Troyanos's, or Hotter's wise old La Roche
over Ridderbusch's youthful, commandingly
sung theatre director — but, if it helps, Ithink
Schreier more poetic than Gedda in the Lied,
Prey more down-to-earth than Dieskau as the
poet, Dieskau funnier as the Count than
Waechter. Beehm's way with the orchestra is
more luxuriant and romantic than Sawallisch's. Take your pick or spoil yourself and
buy both! Daphne [
B:11, Capricco [
A/B:11.
Hugh Canning
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 5
Leipzig GewandhauslMasur
Teldec 8.43675 (47m 12s) digital (LP:
6.43675, MC: 4.43675)
Strongly sympathetic rather than particularly
invigorating. For astart, the actual sound is
beautiful: big, exceptionally warm and faithful to inner textures. In the first movement,
filigree woodwinds lick about the stringdominated march theme; the climaxes are
solidly weighted and sonorous, with organlike brass and lunging lower strings. Tempi
are steady throughout, yet the Andante cantabile rises and falls with controlled flexibility.
There's a hint of Eastern tremor in the
opening horn solo, but again full tutti have
the richness and depth of seasoned teak.
After a mellow, thoughtful waltz, Masur
rallies his forces for a noble account of the
Finale's opening Andante maestoso. Here
Teldec's admirable balancing allows for
plenty of backstage brass perspective, and
when the iimps roar into that perenially
unexpected Allegro vivace (
and Tchaikovsky's suggested tempo is very fast indeed), the
effect is thrilling. In fact, this is a very
exciting account of the last movement; not as
fast as Mravinsky's, nor as taut as Dorati's
(long deleted), but powerfully projected. The
final, triumphant statement of the 'motto' is
brightly affirmative rather than pompous or
overblown.
It would be misleading of me to overstate
this disc's virtues, yet Masur's natural
response to a frequently over-interpreted
score is indeed refreshing. If Mravinsky,
Mengelberg (Concertgebouw), Dorati, and
Markevitch continue to monopolize the front
ranks, Masur provides a moderate backbench alternative. There is no digital CD of
the Fifth that Iprefer. [
A*:1/2] Robert Cowan
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: On Wenlock Edge
17 Ten Blake Songs/WARLOCK: The Curlew
Ian Partridge (ten)/Janet Craxton (ob, cor
ang)IMusic Group of Lond
EMI CDM 769 1702 (61m 54s) e 1971, '74
After along absence for the catalogue, Peter
Warlock's wonderfully evocative song-cycle,
The Curlew, became once more available last
year, as part of a pleasing recital of that
composer% songs featuring James Griffett.
Now, Ian Partridge's moving 1974 performance of the work is reissued, along with two
of VW's finest works, to form avery effectively unified concert of English pieces for
tenor with strings and/or woodwind. The
spare textures of the Ten Blake Songs provide
an ideal break from the fuller forces of the
other two works that frame them, and the
differing recordings are well matched, though
longer gaps between works should, Ithink,

have been provided. Although Partridge is
not as demonstrative as he might have been
in On Wenlock Edge, he never pushes his
tone beyond its limits and, with precise
diction, he allows the words to carry their
meaning without over-emphasis. The quality
of his voice and the beauty of instrumental
playing from Janet Craxton and the rest of
the Music Group of London produce their
own intoxication, making this an absorbing
issue, only limited by the recording style of
the period, arresting and vivid, but a touch
artificial in feel. fit : 1*/1]
Doug Hammond
VERDI: Falstaff
Fischer-Dies kaul Ligabuel Resnikl 0ncinal panerailVienna State Opera ChIVPOIBernstein
CBS M2K 42535 (2CDs, 125m 40s) e 1966
Make-up artists can transform the leanest of
classical actors into the rotund Sir John, and
that's exactly what Bernstein does for Fischer-Dieskau. Swift as the singer's wit may be
in comic repartee, one can hardly imagine
that noble and then still-smooth baritone
larding the lean earth; think of it, then, as the
fat knight's image of himself, as earnest as
Strauss scellist in Don Quixote, while the
VPO are set the task of holding amirror up to
vanity. And never more wonderfully than in
2(i), where Fischer-Dieskau captures Falstaff's suave preening to perfection, and the
orchestra counters with apicture of bloated
self-satisfaction. Generally Bernstein's work
on the strings is little short of miraculous,
though the manner strikes me as often too
relentlesly strip-cartoon for much of the
feather-light finesse in Verdi's swan-song.
The harum-scarum antics around the linen
basket, for example, are awesomely articulated well above the metronome marking (a
breathtaking crotchet=168 at the piu mosso,
four after 47), but that means that when we
reach Nannetta's little duet with Fenton,
Bernstein has to slow down where Verdi
wants the same tempo. The scene flags as a
result.
In fact all the young lovers' music is
ponderously done: a particularly unlovely
Nannetta, too, from the thin-voiced Sciutti in
acast that's rife with vocal problems, rough at
best (Ligabue and the ubiquitous Panerai).
The recording suffers odd balances, sharply
divided strings and up-front woodwind, a
baulking at climaxes — so very odd in the giant
squiffy trill of 3(i), which starts with an
over-miked flute and almost passes out at its
most splendid eruption. Still, Ican safely say
what I'd hoped to be able to say for the new
Bohème: some of the playing has to be heard.
And, as far as I'm concerned, FischerDieskau. [C:1*/31
David Nice

sweetened, Ithink, in the transfer to digital
sound.
The two additional' Concertos are
pleasant if undistinguished in competition
with later issues; in these TEC accompany
well. The recording has been well transferred; the change of playing medium may be
responsible for what Ifeel to be awelcome
warmer colouring of the sound; there is more
of asense of direction and presence, too, I
think. However, Ibelieve that VCM with
Alice Harnoncourt give a better account of
the 12 Op. 8 on their (still available) older
black discs. [A:2]
Stephen Daw
VAN WASSENAER: 6 Concerti Armonici
Amsterdam Baroque OrchlKoopman
Erato ECD 75395 (58m 13s) (MC: MCE
75395)
These Concertos, published in 1740 at The
Hague, were for many years misattributed to
Pergolesi; later, they became associated with
an Italian émigré Carlo Ricciotti, and were
published some time ago as his work. Only
recently has an English musicologist, Albert
Dunning, shown that the Dutch nobleman
Van Wassenaer (1692-1766) must either have
composed them personally, or have persuaded some other (talented) composer to
write them and allow him, by cloaking their
origins, to gain credit from their dedication to
his friend the Count de Bentinck.
Although they have been discussed in
comparison with music by both Vivaldi and
Handel, they certainly sound Neapolitan to
me; they might, for instance, have been
composed by one or other of Domenico
Scarlatti's various musical brothers. Here,
they are played with warm affection, luxuriant tempi, and agood sense of mid-18thcentury style. The only problem seems to be
in the violin section where contrasts of
intensity and tonal bloom lead to raw sounds
and inconsistencies of intonation. Scale,
depth, balance and background of the recording, seem just right to me. [A:1/2] Stephen Daw
YSAYE: 6 Violin Sonatas Op.27
Lydia Mordkovitch (yin)
Chandos CHAN 8599 (72m 12s) (LP: ABRD
1286, MC: ABTD 1286)

It is not surprising that these survive in recital
programmes and continue to be recorded, for
to a sufficiently accomplished violinist they
must be very satisfying to play. Also, the
repertoire of significant unaccompanied
pieces is small, and despite such things as the
fugue in Sonata I, or the fireworks of 6,
Ysajie's works sound quite unlike Bach or
Paganini. They would search out any weakness in aplayer's technique, and the Russian
VIVALDI: 12 Concerti Op.8 D Concerto for
violinist Lydia Mardkovitch appears to have
Flute and Strings in D, RV429 D Concerto for
none. Every detail is executed to perfection,
Cello and Strings in b, RV424
the character of each movement is exactly
Simon Standage (vin)ISimon Preston (flt)I
understood, as is that of each Sonata — and
Anthony Pleeth (v1c)1Eng1Lch Concert/ Pinthese vary more than might be supposed.
nock
The Op.27 Sonatas were all composed in
CRD CRD33489 (2CDs, 133m 33s) e 1978
1923, and each is dedicated to agreat violinist
of Ysaye's later years — 1 to Szigeti, 4 to
Apart from the complete Op. 8 (II cimento
Kreisler, etc. It cannot be said that their
dell' armonia edell' inventione' including the
styles of performance are reflected in the
Four Seasons), CRD have generously
pieces which bear their names — surely it was
included on the two discs two extra Concertos
Ysaye's own playing that formed every aspect
from recordings of roughly the same period. I of these pieces— but each has an identity of its
reviewed the late '70s LP set of Op. 8, and
own. For example, 2, inscribed to Thibaud, is
remember finding Simon Standage's athletictypical of their resource and originality. It
ism as a soloist just a little uncritical in
begins with an improvisation on the Prelude
matters of tuning and tone; this combination
of Bach's E major Partita, brief extracts from
of detailed faults still inhibits my enjoyment
which are subject to interruptions marked
of the wholesale package, although some of brutalement; and this whole sonata is full of
the edge of the orchestral tone has been
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SARUM CHANT: Missa in Gallicantu O Four
Hymns — Christe Redemptor Omnium 0
Veni, Redemptor Genitum ESalvator Mundi,
Domine O A Soins Ortis Cardine
Tanis Scholarsl Phillips
Gimen CDGIM 017 (54m 50s) digital (LP:
1585-17, MC: 1585T-17)
For too long, the extensive repertoire of
plainchant which developed in Salisbury during the 13th-century has only been heard
incorporated in polyphonic works by 16thcentury composers such as Tanis and Tye. Its
influence and beauty had kept it in everyday
liturgical use over those 300 years, and its
liquid melodies are no less attractive to us
today.
The Missa in Gallicantu or 'Mass at Cockcrow' was the First Mass of Christmas according to the Sarum Rite, and its music embraces
those parts of the Proper appropriate to this
occasion as well as the invariant items of the
mass Ordinary which can be found in more
modern works. Its single vocal line was either
intoned by the celebrant in asyllabic fashion
or sung in a more florid manner, involving
melismas of varying lengths, by one or more
soloists or the full choir. As if this were not
enough, the clear diction and marvellously
fluid but secure quality of the singing in this
performance avoids even the slightest hint of
monotony. A suitable conclusion to the
programme is provided by four, equally pure,
plainchant hymns from the Divine offices of
Christmas Day.
Since the Mass is presented as it was
intended, as asacred ritual, brief silences are
observed where the spoken parts of the
service would have been, and abell is rung
during the Sequentia reminding us of the
work's original festal purpose. Once again
then, the Tanis Scholars, under the masterful
directorship of Peter Phillips, have opened up
another chapter of our musical heritage, and
with their characteristic professionalism this
recording make an excellent, well balanced
introduction to English plainchant which
must also delight even the most pedantic of
early music lovers with its scrupulous authenticity. With asuperbly resonant sound quality
too, this is a recording which must not be
missed. [A*:11
Helena Stoward

unevenness of quality: Conrad Beck, Arthur
Hoeree, and RogerDucasse are hardly in the
same class as Debussy and Ravel, though
their contributions are pleasant enough. As
in her previous collection devoted to the
ill-named 'Mighty Handful', Margaret Fingerhut turns in thoroughly professional, well
thought-out performances, ably if briefly
assisted by Cable, Bennett, Sillito, and Benson. She brings to her playing great natural
authority and awelcome gift for vivid characterization, though in view of the shopping- list
nature of the programme here, I'd have
welcomed astill greater variety of approach.
While she employs an admirably wide and
well-deployed range of dynamics, her tonal
palette is more restricted. Her most effective
playing, for me, comes in Ravel's Menuet on
the name of Haydn (
very tenderly played,
with lovely, subtle colouring), Widor's rather
academic fugue, Enesco 's Fauré tribute
(again well-coloured, with a sensuous,
undulating rhythmic contour), Poulenc's mischievous acrostic on the name of Roussel
(played with great vitality and wit, asubtly
swinging rhythm and clear, buoyant articulation) and Honegger's offering (where her
bold, well-balanced and rather grand playing
inspired in me adesire to hear her tackle the
Mussorgsky Pictures).
Less convincing and enjoyable by far are
her renditions of D'Indy, Koechlin, Aubert,
Schmidt, and Hahn, in which an excessively
metrical, four-square approach to rhythm and
a disproportionate emphasis on foreground
events get in the way of large-scale structural
coherence. In the more extravert pieces, the
pianist's rather public, concert-orientated
approach is well-suited to the reverberant
Chandos acoustic, though in more intimate
items, like Tansman's creepy, Chopinderived Berceuse, the combination sometimes works against the music. EA/B:1/21
Jeremy Siepmann

HOMMAGES
DEBUSSY: Hommage aHaydn/DUKAS: Prelude Elegiaque/HANN: Theme varie/D'INDY:
Menuet/RAVEL: Menuet sur le nom
d'Haydn/WIDOR: Fugue/DELAGE: À Roussel/HONEGGER: Sur le nom de Roussel/
POULENC: Piece breve sur le nom de RousseUTANSMAN: Berceuse/IBERT: Toccata/
BECK: Fox-Trot/HOEREE: Fanfare/
MILHAUD: Quatrain à Albert Roussel/
RAVEL: Berceuse sur le nom de Fauré 0
untitled Roussel tributes by Enesco, Aubert,
Schmitt, Koechlin, Ladmirault, RogerDucasse
Margaret Fingerhut (pno)/Margaret Cable
(sop)/ Kenneth Sillito (vin)/Clifford Benson
to)
bandos CHAN 8578 (56m 48s) digital (LP:
ABRD 1281, MC: ABTD 1281)
An attractive recital, whose theme proves
both avirtue and aliability. As in Diabelli's
famous enterprise in the 19th-century, each
of the present acts of homage was the result
of apublisher's commission — those honouring Haydn and Fauré being based on agiven
theme, derived from the name of the
dedicatee. One result is a considerable
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18th CENTURY ITALIAN OBOE CONCERTOS
ALBINONI: in D, Op. 7:6 0 in g, Op.
9:8/MARCELLO: in d/SAMMARTINI: in
Eb/VIVALDI: in F, RV455 D in D, RV453
Hansjürg Schellenberger (06)11 Solisti ltaliani
Denon CO 2301 (
55m 21s)
Hansjiirg Schellenberger is one of Germany's
leading oboists; he was born and trained in
Munich and is currently the principal oboist
of the Berlin Philharmonic. He has always
taken a performing interest in 18th-century
music, and has agood reputation for expressive musicianship with the strengths normally
associated with the German style of playing
the oboe.
This is avery fine recording of Schellenberger at his consistent best; his sense of line is
eloquent yet refined, his projection easy and
natural, and his sensitivity always apparent.
The Solisti Italiani accompany gracefully if
just afraction subserviently (especially in the
Vivaldi, Ifelt), and the recording is wellfocused, balanced, and distanced, and the
ambience of the appropriate Italian villa
location, whilst fairly discreetly coloured,
adds to our pleasure. A treat for oboists and
admirers of these most approachable and
enjoyable concertos. [
B:1*/1]
Stephen Daw

EMIL GILELS: Piano recital
Emil Gilels (pno)
Olympia OCD 166 (
71m 37s) 4j) Recordings
from 1930-84
Gilels's warm touch and lightning inflections
particularly suit Scriabin. Sonata 3, recorded
in 1984 (the year before Gilds died), rises
and falls in torrents of sensual tone, with
phrase-ends lovingly tapered yet never excessively protracted. The Sonata 4 (rec. 1957),
which is altogether more moody and mercurial, provides Gilds with avehicle for displaying both tonal subtlety and interpretative
perception: the Andante is rapt, delicate,
infinitely mysterious; the Prestissimo volando
spurts forwards on the wing of spontaneous
impulse. Best of all, perhaps, are the unsettling, inconclusive Preludes Op.74, powerfully evocative aphorisms that inhabit aworld
akin to Bergian decadence.
The rest is brilliant, sonically primitive
(exact recording dates are not provided) and
altogether less thought-provoking. Liszt is
represented by two works: the Marriage of
Figaro Fantasy (
arr. Busoni) and the Sixth
Hungarian Rhapsody. Both bear witness to
Gilels's technical prowess. Then there's
Scriabin's poetic Etude, Op.2/1, Boruika's
ingenious but not altogether convincing
transcription of Debussy's Fêtes (
another
pianistic tour de force) and outgoing, rather
unsubtle performances of Claire de Lune and
Ravel's Tombeau Toccata. Soundwise, the
disc is at best OK (everything is in mono;
many items are 'live), at worst shallow and
constricted (
ie the ' 1930' items). But the CD
is a 'must' on account of an exceptional
Scriabin sequence. [
H:1(*)]
Robert Cowan

MUSIC FROM THE COURT OF SALZBURG
GEORG MUFFAT: Concerti Grossi & Suites/
BIBER: Fidicinium Sacro-Profanum, 1-6
Cantilena/Shepherd
Chandos CHAN 8448/9 (
2CDs, 119m 42s)
digital e 1986
With so little music from the Austrian bar() ;
que available it is disappointing to be able to
give only aqualified welcome to this doubleissue of works by the elder Muffat and his
near contemporary, Biber. The music is
delightful — by turns grave and gay, sonorous
and playful. On the whole the Biber sonatas
fare better than the Muffat, later and perhaps
more taxing works. There is little to choose
sonically between the Biber (recorded in
Glasgow City Hall in January '85) and the
Muffat (Queen's Hall Edinburgh, September
'83): both are velvety, resonant and fulltoned, but rather close; the harpsichord is
nicely balanced against the strings. The disappointment — less marked in faster movements, some of which go very well — lies in
some rather wayward ensemble and intonation; this music calls for cleaner articulation
and a springier rhythmic sense than is here
often apparent. [B:2/3]
Peter Branscombe
VIRTUOSO CELLO
Felix Schmidt (vlc)/Annette Cole (pno)
IMP PCD891 (
59m 43s) digital
A 'palmcoure politeness in the playing
prevents the letting-off of any real virtuoso
fireworks here — which is precisely the touch
these genre pieces need. Schmidt has a
facility and technique, though Popper's Spinning Song seems to tax his intonation.
Annette Cole provides afour-square accompaniment that rarely rises above the ordinary,
as the bland opening of the Mozart Magic
Flute variations ominously foretells, and the
unimaginative handling of the 'Dance of
Terror' from El Amor Brujo confirms.
Bruch's Kol Nidrei, the Dvorak Rondo,
Rachmaninov's Vocalise are the most successful pieces in the recital. Trygg Tryggvason's
Henry Wood Hall recording is pleasantly
atmospheric yet dynamically authoritative.
[A:213]
David Prakel
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For our recommendations on ready to run
systems, we believe the following all offer
excellent reproduction and value.
Cyrus One Amplifier
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Mission 700 Speakers

Cyrus PSX Power Supply

A &RAlpha Plus Amplifier (20 + 20)
Dual CS:503/1 Turntable
Mission 700 LE Speakers
Inc. 10m x76 Strand Speaker Cable
£349.95
AR A04 Amplifier (40 + 40)
AR EB 101 Turntable
AR 6BX Speakers
Inc. 10m x79 Strand Speaker Cable
£399.95
Musical Fidelity Al Amplifier po
Marantz CD65 DX CD Player
Gale GS 220 Speakers
Inc. Target TT2 & HB81 Stands
Chord Co. Interconnects, 10m
Exposure Terminated Cable
£829.95

+ 20)

Naim Nait Amplifier (25 + 25)
Alphason Sonata Turntable/Opal/Eroica
A & RArcam 2Plus Speakers
Inc. Target TT2/HBS1 Stands, 10m
Nairn Cable
£1649.95
Exposure Amplifier 6/7/8 Super (40 + 40)
Alphason Sonata/HR 100S/OC7
Gale 301 Speakers
Inc. Target Ti?, Htybrook HBS1
Stands, 10m Exposure Terminated Cable
£2749.95
A little room to hear it

Mission PCM
7000 C.D. Player

Nairn 32.5/Hi Cap/Naxo/135 (75 + 75)
Alphason Sonata Turntabk/HR1OOMCS/OC9
Naim SBL Speakers
Inc. Target TT2/TT5 Stands
10m Nairn Cable
£8499.95

We've also got expert staff standing by to give
you friendly impartial advice whenever you need it.
It's not often you get room service when you buy

Auditions

your Hi -Fi. So sit back and enjoy it.
FREE MAIL ORDER. For Auditions carriage free mail order service,

STAFF. Staff are required at all levels for Auditions stores opening
in Chelsea, Brighton and Witham.Tel: 04024 72337 for details.

contact our Walton-on-Thames store.
EXTENDED 2YEAR GUARANTEE. Auditions offer an extended
2Year Guarantee on all items of equipment except styli.

PRODUCT AVAILABILITY. In afew instances not all stores carry
every listed brand. Please phone before making ajourney.
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ADVERTISEMENT

NEWSLETTER
Vol. 4, No. 8
AWARDS
There were two outstanding products which we felt advanced the
state of the art in 1988. The
KOETSU 80th Anniversary Moving Coil Pick- Up Cartridge proved,
surprisingly, that there is still a
substantial wealth of detail in the
infinite- sampling technology of
the LP Record. And in addition to
the strength of vinyl at the top
end, the revenues to the record
companies from vinyl remains
stable and substantial. The AUDIO
RESEARCH SP- 15 bridges the gap
between the SP- 11 and live music.
Yes, it is really that good! We
struggled between these two products: we hesitate to award Audio
Research yet again; and to award
a product limited to eighty pieces
worldwide, so we acknowledge
both products joint Gold Level
Award and thank their creators for
such painstaking dedication to
our Art.
At Silver Level, the Roksan Record
Player was born in 1988 in the
sense that the Xerxes turntable
was finally joined to the Shiraz
cartridge and the Artemiz
tonearm. These products reflect
the expertise and dedication
which took so long. You would
not expect another " me-too" product from Roksan Engineering,
and from £ 1,355 ( depending on
finish from black ash through walnut, rosewood, piano finish or
Cognoscenti) this product brings
the potential of the LP into more
homes. Our bronze level award
committee short-listed the Mission Cyrus One Mk.II at £ 179.90 or
their 781 loudspeaker at £239.90;
the former has won so many
prizes except the readily-available- prize, and the latter didn't
quite make it to the shops in time
for Christmas. The new Tannoy
Eclipse (£ 120) loudspeakers firmly
place this Scottish manufacturer
into the top spot for amazingly
affordable Hi Fi lougspeakers, and
we offer them our award, congratulations and an order for another
ten pairs please.

January 1989.

On the subject of awards, we are
delighted to announce that The
Music Room of Manchester has

fiers and tuners deserves special

taken, for the second year, the
Award sponsored by Sony and
Hi Fi news for best Dealer in Midlands and North of England. This

bridge we will take our hats off to
QUAD and to AUDIOLAB and call
in to see MONITOR AUDIO. This
loudspeaker company offers
superb value to budget buyers,
without compromising the
cabinet quality and is now heavily
engaged in research and dey ' 1pment of high- end speakers such
as the R-1200, a floor standing
loudspeaker of excellence and
elegance; costing £795 these offer
gold MD technology and superb
rendition of detail, dynamics and
openess. You really must hear
these!

region covers many of the land's
best dealerships, so from head
office may we rest assured that
our English customers are being
well looked after? This achievement reflects expertise and much
hard work, so we congratulate our
new Manager Nigel Charlton and
Paul Eccles ( his right hand man).
The minority of ladies in the Hi Fi
trade is more than compensated
by their excellence, and what
would we do without our Louise
Gore? New recruit Steven Wroe
has already attracted his personal
following and we thank him for a
most promising start.
COMPACT DISC
Music lovers must now invest or
upgrade in CD. So much improvement has taken place that from
£200, either Philips or Yamaha
offer a range which ( in our opinion) represents the very best
engineering and value from
Europe or Japanese purist
musical companies. The bridge
joining these two is the AmericanJapanese- European owned (!)
Marantz — and their machines
offer the best of all worlds. New to
this range is the CD 85, in effect an
affordable CD- 94 costing £499.
At £499, the Philips 880 must be
considered but you must also listen to the musicality offered by
the Mission PCM II. Although
based on Philips chassis, Mission
have unrivalled experience in
value for money audiophile
engineering and they are justly
proud of their CD Player. Only at
£649 does strong competition
enter: the Cambridge CD- 2, the
amazing 16- bit x 16 technology
by which Stan Curtis has achieved
aworld first for Britain. And yes, it
sounds that good! Also from

acclaim. While we are in that
lovely University town of Cam-

To complete the section on Compact Disc: do not ignore the Philips Combi player: for £499 you
can play CD's and by connecting
up to aTV set, the gold discs now
being released bring artists into
your home in a new way. Sound
and picture quality are amazing,
and Philips are to be congratulated and welcomed to our camp
for adopting so many purist
approaches so alien to their costcutting products as little as five
years ago. David, the audiophile,
has really influenced Goliath and
the result is happy. When the
Philips technology is engineered
to the ultimate standards, you get
the Kinergetics KCD-30 and the
CAL ( California Audio Labs) Tempest Mk. II. If you need to ask the
price, you cannot afford them; if
you need the best, you cannot do
without them.
ANALOGUE
The

increase

in

manufacturing

cost of the SME Series IV
Tonearm is bad news, but we
invested in enough stock to last us
until the end of the year at £675

instead of £810. This arm complements Roksan, Oracle and
Gyrodek but the latter with new
power supply and Air Tangent
tonearm sounds as good as it
looks, and it looks jolly good!
Cambridge, the A8tR black box
Keep up the good work, Mr John
along with their range of ampli - Michell, and renewed salutations

to the affordable Syncrodek with
arm from Audio Technica or Rega.
At last LAST record care accessories are achieving some good
editorial in Britain and we apologise to Accessory Club readers for
the delay in the last shipment.
There was a tremendous
response to Paul Miller's article
on record care accessories in
WHAT HiFi? in which he stated
"LAST is the only formula Iwould
wholeheartedly recommend that
involves tampering with your
records". People now, more than
ever, want to conserve and get the
best from analogue records. LAST
fluids really work to clean records,
preserve them and improve the
sound quality despite the bad
name attached to overpriced and
often damaging cleaning fluids.
Now for some exciting news:
AUDIO TECHNICA UK announce a
10th Anniversary Limited Edition
of their highly acclaimed Moving
Coil Cartridges ( AT- F3, F5; OC 7
and OC 9 which cost £69.90,
£99.90, £259 and £399). These
offer " signature" standard performance and we will make them
available until 31st January to our
customers at no extra cost. These
cartridges are significantly better,
and you may also take advantage
of new-for-old stylus replacement
discount of 25% if you return any
Audio Technica MC cartridge
other than those with replaceable
stylii. AT also announce the 1130
tonearm at £ 189 and the AT-450
metal bodied MM cartridge at a
most tempting price of £49.90.
The Festive Season is the time to
carefully consider accessories
and we stock all the major items.
Exclusive to The Music Room,
until the others wake up, is the
new range of interconnect and
speaker cable from Audio
Research. It is essential for those
who already understand why they
have invested in Audio Research,
and will also bring some of this
excellence to users of other electronics. Please ask for our AUDIO
RESEARCH " Litzlink" Information
and Price List.

AS ALWAYS WE HAVE LOTS OF SECOND-HAND BUT FULLY GUARANTEED GOODIES INCLUDING THE SP- 11 AT £3,750, SP- 10 AT
£1,990 AND SP- 7AT £ 1,150. THE ULTIMATE IN ANALOGUE TECHNOLOGY BUT ONE IS THE GOLDMUND ST-4AND WE HAVE ONE
LIGHTLY USED AT AN UNREPEATABLE f2,750. PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS. WE WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS AND SUPPLIERS A
PLEASANT FESTIVE SEASON, AND A VERY GOOD NEW YEAR IN 1989.

The Music Room, 50 Bridge Street
Manchester M3 3BN, 061-835 1366

The Music Room, 221 St. Vincent Street
Glasgow G2 5QY, 041-248 7221
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ton's funk vehicle from the moment you clap
eyes on the trademark Pedro Bell- designed
cover.
The opening track, ' Body Jackin', introduces all the themes; crisp, spare persussion
is knitted together by sinuous bass lines,
while male and female vocalists go their own
sweet ways in perfect unison. The basic
mixture is enlivened by outbreaks of
instrumental madness (in this case a guitar
solo thrillingly transported from the 1960s).
Co-producer of the Thang Band is Bootsy
Collins, ex-James Brown and bass player of
intergalactic technique. His version of the
funk is found on his new album. Try ' Party
On Plastic' or ' Save What's Mine For Me' for
a dose of his good-natured, but libidinous
funkatonics.
Third, and most commercially successful,
of this trio is Cameo, led by Larry Blackmon.
Larry plays what he calls ' black rock ' n' roll',
but his main lessons were learnt in the
seventies, touring almost continuously as a
13-piece, with Clinton's and Collins even
larger aggregations. New Cameo are stripped
down to three members and Machismo (
their
13th LP) is stripped down to its funky core.
Earthshaking percussion, precision guitar
and keyboard and their patented sweet ' n'
hard twin vocal attack. You need all these
three records or it's time for an organ
transplant. [
All A:11
Pete Clark

HIGHER THAN HOUSE
CAMEO: MACHISMO
Phonogram/Club 836 002-1
Phonogram/Club 836 002-2 (
44m 30s) CD
INCORPORATED THANG BAND: LIFE
STYLES OF THE ROACH AND FAMOUS
Warner Bros 925 617-1
BOOTSY COLLINS:
DOING
CBS 462918

WHAT'S BOOTSY

Before, above and beyond the sherbert
lemon that is house music, there are the
longer-lasting flavours of funk. Throughout
the 1970s and 1980s certain black musicians in
America have been refining the funk, turning
it into asleek, musical missile which delivers
bum-blasting grooves and slinky ballads.
Since the untimely demise of Sly Stone as a
musical force, the undisputed leader of this
renegade strain has been George Clinton,
mastermind of the Parliament/Funkadelic
muthaship which blasted off for outer space
in an explosion of colour in the 1970s. He will
return soon with his own album ( probably
involving Prince), but for now he pops up as
producer of the Incorporated Thang Band's
debut LP, which effectively serves as Clin-

BLACK: COMEDY
A&M AMA 5222
If Colin ' Black' Vearncombe has one thing
going for him it's areal voice. You know the
kind of voice Imean — the sort that'd sound
just as right on aCole Porter medley or even
outfront in a Broadway show. Applied to
pop, it helps Black create the MOR of the
80s; helps him make his self-penned pops just
as acceptable to the more youthful dads and
mums as their Smash Hits perusing offspring.
No, I'm not being snide, not sending him up.
In fact, Iadmire his vocal expertise. So do a
lot of others; about 1.2 million record buyers,
if sales of his last album are anything to go
on. He's not a bad songwriter either. If you
can't quite get the melody lines after just one
hearing, it shouldn't take you long to get the
hang of them. Additionally, his association
with keyboardist and co- producer ( with
Robin Millar) Dave Dix, has always been an
asset. Dix knows all the right musical wraparounds for his man, knows how to vary
shapes and colours, even to the extent of
allowing Vearncombe to deliver ' Let Me
Watch You Make Love' against the most
sparse of backdrops, just aspanish guitar and
hint of harmonica. Thing is, when you have a
real voice, you can turn such situations to
advantage; which is what Black do. [A:IJ
Fred Dellar
SAM BROWN: STOP!
A&M RECORDS AMA 5195
Ihave the feeling that this woman is going to
gain more credibility than her dad Joe did.
With a husky voice which cries its way into
falsetto in a most endearing manner, she
works her way confidently through a set of
co-written, co- produced songs of maturity
and class. The first two singles, 'Stop!' and
'This Feeling', are strong songs but they do
not overshadow the other songs on this
collection. Pete Brown's co-production is
generally excellent, though discovering that
Sam's fabulous voice sounds best dry and
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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compressed causes some lack of variety and
there are one or two clumsy effects thrown in.
This is a really good record, though, and I
think she knows it. Dad should be justly
proud. [A:1]
Neville Farmer

_ ter•..
DINOSAUR JR: BUG
Blast First BFFP 31
SONIC YOUTH: DAYDREAM NATION
Blast First BFFP 34
Just look what these cool cats have dragged in
for your pleasure. Dinosaur Jr are the brainthing of one J Mascis, an enervated genius
who no doubt has extreme difficulty in raising
the ergs to get dressed. What he has no
difficulty in doing, though, is stitching
together tunes composed of pleasurable
extreme
on the one hand, he composes
melodies of a resigned beauty unheard since
the first REM album; on the other, he
virtually (but not quite) buries them under
furious torrents of sound from his Fender
Jazzmaster, an instrument of deranged
beauty in his hands. If you're looking for
odious comparisons, a distant cousin of this
music is to be found on Zuma-period Neil
Young. Whatever, ditties like ' Freak Scene'
and ' Yeah We Know' are absolutely
unobtainable elsewhere (except on last year's
Dinosaur LP You're Living All Over Me .on
SST
Sonic Youth are great fans of the above
group, to the extent of proposing Mascis for
President of the USA but, their music, while
loud and guitar-dri‘ en, is of an utterly different nature. Where Dinosaur teeter permanently on the edge of exhausted extinction. Sonic Youth are possessed of the energy
of maniacs, hurling their music, themselves
and you into sweet oblivion. Anything on this
double set will recede your hairline, but
particular sonic favourites include 'Teen Age
Riot', ' Eric's Trip' and ' Kissability Trilogy'
which covers the whole of side 4in away Yes
never dreamed of. [
B:1*, A:1]
Pete Clark

DURANDURAN: BIG THING
EMI DDB 33
Note the subtle change in name — just one
word instead of two. Note the change in
line-up too. These days, Duranduran are a
threesome comprising Simon LeBon, Nick
Rhodes and John Taylor, plus the best in
sessionmen. Musically, they've also changed,
and Big Thine, though not totally consistent
qualitywise, is without doubt their most
mature album to date. Side one is strictly for
the singles market, being generally funkdriven with fair-to-middling hooks and liberal
sprinklings of heavy guitar. If you caught ' I
Don't Want Your Love', the initial charthope, then you've got the idea. But side two
is a whole new slice of Barbarella bop — a
concept affair that comes laden with harmony-bedecked songs, the strongest LeBon
vocal performances to date and brief interludes that seek to Superglue the various
tracks into one all-encompassing entity. If
only the band hadn't felt the need to hedge
their bets with all those A-side single possibilities, Big Thing could have proved to be an
album of importance, or, at the very least, an
album that purported to be important. As it
stands, it's merely a pointer indicating that
there's more to Duranduran than all the
earlier teenage pandering suggested. [ A*:2]
Fred Dellar
CHARLIE HADEN/PAUL MOTIAN
FEATURING GERI ALLEN: ETUDES
Soul Note (CD) 121 162-2 (
49m 08s)
(Distributed by Harmonia Mundi)
It may seem strange seeing alineup where the
bass and drums are billed first, with the
pianist being 'featured', but this is no ordinary rhythm section. Your ears are drawn time
and time again to Haden's bass and Motian's
drums. It's not that they are flash players,
edging their way into the frame with gimmicky tricks. In fact they each play alot fewer
notes than most bassists and drummers.
There is something arresting about the poise
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When Music Is Important
It's Not What You Know
But Where To Go.
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The advice isn't new, but it still holds true, choosing your hi-fi dealer is more important than
choosing your hi-fi equipment. Find the right dealer, and he'll guide you to the equipment
that's right for your needs.
Introducing and evaluating equipment keeps most magazines fully occupied. There's
seldom the opportunity to do a similar introduction for
retailers, which is why we at Hi Fi
Experience have decided to tell you something about our seven specialist hi-fi shops around the
country. There are three in London, all vvholly owned by HiFi Experience plc, and franchises which we directly
control in Birmingham; Bradford, West Yorkshire; and Leamington Spa in Warwickshire and Glasgow,
Scotland. Each store has a highly individual character of its own if not the building, then the manager! Yet
each benefits from being part of amultiple retailer.
From your, the customer's point- of- view, that means our shops are ready to help each other when it comes
to obtaining an item of equipment you especially want to listen to. Each one stocks a range of equipment much of it British- made- tailored to the requirements of its own customers, but there is a standard of service
that's common to all.
The three years that Hi Fi Experience has been operating have shown us that, with increased leisure time,
people everywhere are putting a higher value on good hi-fi. In addition, we've all lately come to expect better
service regardless of what we're buying, and there was an urgent need for hi-fi retailing to reflect that trend
and finally move away from the 'boxes over the counter' approach of a few years ago.
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At HiFi Experience we decided to offer a new level of service, one that would apply without qualification at
all our shops, regardless of where they were or how big they were. That meant stocking only equipment we
were satisfied with, in terms of sound quality, construction, reliability and after- sales service. We had to be
able to demonstrate that equipment to the best of its capabilities, and that meant implementing an ongoing
programme to ensure our listening rooms and setting- up procedures met that requirement.
There is a constant effort to improve the comfort and ambience of our demonstration rooms, to make
selecting and comparing equipment as relaxed and enjoyable a process as possible.
Of course, the best equipment and the best demonstration facilities would count for nothing if we didn't
believe we also had the best staff. Good staff is aproduct of good training, and we invest heavily to ensure the
people you will encounter in our shops know their equipment, and how to get the best from it. We undertake
the kind of staff training courses that are far- from- commonplace in hi-fi retailing.
It's all part of an effort to offer you alevel of service that's way above the rest, but should you find you don't
get that level of service from one of our shops, let us know and we'll do something about it. We have
confidence in ourselves, and we want you to have confidence in us.
Each of our shops will do some things slightly differently: we encourage an individual approach to
customers' requirements. But the minimum we expect from each one is good demonstration facilities;
comfortable, well- furnished places in which to listen; an exchange- if- not entirely satisfied procedure; and fair
prices. We also hope they'll convince you that good hi-fi can look good, too, and that you don't need the likes of
aGold Visa card to obtain it! All our shops offer sound- value, inexpensive equipment which will form the basis
of a reliable system for years to come.
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It's worth adding that HiFi Experience plc is a member of the British Audio Dealers' Association (BADA) as
are some of our shops on an individual basis. All, however, trade within the terms laid down in BADA 'scharter,
and most often exceed them.
Most people enjoy the experience of recorded music and the world is a richer place for it. Our name means
we can help you share that experience.
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Lion House WI
227 Tottenham Court
Road, London, WI.
Tel: 01-580 3535

Camden

Alfred Pl. WCI

2/4 Camden High Street,
Camden Town, NVV1.
Tel: 01-388 1300

32/34 Alfred Place,
Store Street, London,
WC I. Tel: 01-631 4917

Glasgow

Bradford

Leamington Spa

Birmingham

145 Bath Street,
Scotland.
Tel: 041 226 4268

Errick's,
Rawson Square.
Tel: 0274 309266

49 Park Street,
Leamington Spa, Warks.
Tel: 0926 881500

Superfi, 67 Srnallbrook,
Queensway.
Tel: 021-631 2675
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they display. Haden plays as if each note is
just right, everything seeming so clear and
logical, that you can imagine it couldn't be
played any other way. Motian, on the other
hand, floats deceptively throughout the
music. He plays time in such away that you
are unaware of the precision of the rhythm.
It's just there, in the air. And because of that
airiness it is so easy to overlook the detail of
his playing. Their dovetailing suited Keith
Jarrett well, and now Geri Allen is getting the
benefit of their propulsion; she's cast in an
unusual role here, playing well, but sounding
as if she's conscious of the heaviness of what's
going on around here. She makes most
impact on the ballady pieces, and Haden's
'Silence' would make acorker of a single, if
people did jazz singles. This is certainly one
of the releases of the year and is a must for
discerning listeners of most persuasions.
[A:1]
Ken Hyder
HUMAN CHAIN: CASHIN' IN!
Editions EG. EG ED 57
Three of Britain's most talented jazzers get
together for a knees-up and play inventive,
humorous and often disturbing music which
steps way beyond the 'take atheme and then
take it in turns to destroy' jazz arrangement
which every support band at Ronnie Scott's
insists on. Django Bates certainly deserves
his Best Jazz Composer Award from the
trendy jazz rag Wire, and this unpredictable
collection of numbers is interesting and
dangerous but not too serious — as the cover
suggests. His partnering with Loose Tubes
buddy Steve Arguelles on drums and the
strings of Stuart Flail makes for ahigh quality
record for those with a modern jazz bent.
Fine stuff, more please. [
A:11 Neville Farmer
LOVE AND MONEY: STRANGE KIND OF
LOVE
Fontana 86 498-1
It was pointed out to me, before Ihad even
heard it, that producer Gary Katz had instilled more than a little of the Steely Dan
influence on this record. This Icould have
spotted easily — it sticks out like asore thumb
— but the three moody guys in the band do
more than enough to make their own mark.
Strange Kind Of Love is one of the classier
commercial albums to have been released in
this musically-stagnant year. Slick, rhythmic
songs are impeccably arranged and even the
lyrics stand up for themselves. At times they
sound almost too confident to the point of
being smug but Iwould be quite surprised if
this doesn't turn up in a lot of record
collections this year. [
A:112] Neville Farmer
HERMETO PASCOAL & GRUPO
ITM (CD) (38m 45s) CD 009
(Distributed by Impetus)
This flautist (and reeds player) is the grand
old man of Brazilian music, having laid down
the groundwork when Airto and Flora were
still in, well, short pants. His is adenser kind
of music than most that comes from Brazil.
Listen to the second track, Magimani Sagei,
and hear the complex rhythms at the centre,
prodding and pulling. On top of it all are
squeals and flutes vying for attention in arich
mixture. There's almost a South American
Beefheart feel, too. Pascoal's propensity for
off-the-wall lunacy means that there's never
any danger of this being groovy cocktail bar
stuff. The musicians on this disc seem to have
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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absorbed a lot of rock and jazz, yet they let
their own backyard influences take precedence. It's not easy music to jump into at
first, but after acouple of playthroughs, you
could find yourself happily converted. [
A*:1]
Ken Hyder
ENYA: WATERMARK
WEA WX 199
Her ' Orinoco Flow', bless it's stolen intro
(from Andy Williams' Can't Get Used to
Losing You', actually), was probably the
year's most unlikely No. I . A fascinating
combination of Clannad and Kate Bush
stylistically, it worked wonderfully and made
more than its fair share of artistic impact, set
as it was amid the outpourings of its rap-pack
and crap-pack counterparts. Now here's afull
album's-worth of the girl born Eithne Ni
Bharonain, so what's it like? Well, not
surprisingly, abit like Clannad and abit like
Kate Bush, with maybe the teensiest portion
of Mary O'Hara tossed in at the pure end.
Enya's multi-dubbed synth and voice
approach produces something which is both
undoubtedly beautiful and arguably New
Age. She makes the sort of records that
should only be played late in the evening or at
misty dawns. And if she ever decided to
adopt the Tangerine Dream approach and
play all her gigs in cathedrals, it would all
make perfect sense. Really. [B:11 Fred Dellar

FISHBONE: TRUTH AND SOUL
Epic 481173-1
The most crazy mixed-up band to move out of
LA in years, Fishbone ( their bassist is one
John Norwood Fisher, while their drummer is
known as Fish) are, in simplistic terms, a
black rock outfit. What they actually offer is a
blend of music that encompasses street funk,
speed- metal, punk, psychedelia and a touch
of the salsa plus a chunk of reggae. Freewheeling in the extreme — one idea quickly
follows another and, just when you think
you've pinned the band down stylistically,
they're up and away on something completely
different — their main fault is in their use of
reggae, which somehow deadens their total
impact. Few bands, outside of true Jamaican
practitioners, have ever really mastered the
reggae idiom and though Fishbone try to
assimilate it into their all-points - covered
masterplan, it doesn't work. At their best
though, Fishbone sound fresh, exciting,
exuberant and, strangely enough, abit early
70-ish in appeal. If their hard-boiled reading
of Curtis Mayfield's ` Freddie's Dead' had
turned up on that all-important ' Rock
Machine Turns You On' sampler, it wouldn't
have sounded all that out of place. A statement which is meant as something of a
compliment. [
B:1/2]
Fred Dellar
EVELYNE GIRARDON: AMOUR
FUSAIN
Ocora CD C 559043 (72m 26s) CD
(Distributed by Harmonia Mundi)

DE

Ocora is one of the oldest and most consistent
labels of ethnic music. They cover just about
everything, and they do it well, selecting the
best. And they can still come up with
surprises. This is one of a series of CDs
featuring French regional music which I'll be
looking at over the coming months. Reviewers have to avoid using the overworked word
'beautiful', but Ihave to admit it's the word
which came into by head within iseconds of

hearing the extraordinarily engaging sound
and music on this CD. The songs may be
recognizably French, but Girardon's voice
adds something else. There's amajesty about
her singing that reminds me of Cathy Berberian's rendition of Berio's Folk Songs. Often
— there are 23 tracks — long notes held by a
reverberating choir create an eerie effect
reminiscent of a simplified Ligeti's Lux
Aeterna. All too often, classicised folk music
takes the balls out of the source material, but
this music retains the plaintive attractiveness
of French folk song, while imbuing it with a
sparkling grace. Play it loud on Sunday
mornings. [
A*:11
Ken Hyder
RANDY NEWMAN: LAND OF DREAMS
Reprise WX 212
The pivotal songs are those to be found on
the album's first side, a triumverate of boyhood dreams and nightmares involving a
family move from California to New Orleans,
his father's return from the war and, in 'Four
Eyes', ahorrific first day at school, which, if I
know my Newman, probably utilizes the
kid-with-glasses persecution as an analogy for
racial intolerance, much in the way that
'Short People' did back in '77. And, in fact,
my problem is that I've gotten to know
Newman too well. Those graphic short stories, dropped against a background of blues,
ragtime, and bone-lazy jazz — I've been
listening to them for 20 years now. And
before then, it was Hoagy and Mose. So,
while the man remains acraftsman and atrue
original, he offers no surprises, nothing new.
A renewal of cliches perhaps. But, at least,
Randy Newman's cliches are his very own.
Which is why, despite personal reservations,
Irecommend this collection of southern-fried
short stories. [A:1]
Fred Dellar
PET SHOP BOYS: INTROSPECTIVE
Parlophone CDPCS 7325 CD (50m 3s)
The pure pop track of '88? Probably ' Left To
My Own Devices', the opener to Introspective. A description will probably leave you
utterly confused as to why it's a killer item.
For it features gushing strings, asoprano who
trills hither and thither and a Neil Tennant
rap (presumably biographical) which will win
him no award at Oscar time. But, set against
a rhythm that both swirls and swears and
given abrace of hooks that will buzz around
your head for weeks, ' Devices' seemingly
turns all its faults into advantages and,
eventually, you have to nod and agree that
Tennant's spiel about his friend The Party
Animal, and his belief in setting Che Guevara
and Debussy to a disco beat, works all the
better for his lack of thespian prowess.
Brilliant stuff. If the rest pales by comparison, it's not that such cuts as the 'Always On
M,Mind' remould, the extended version of
'Domino Dancing', and the gorgeously yukky
'I Want A Dog' are dancefloor failures. It's
merely that ' Left To My Own Devices' is, in
it's own frequently over the top way, totally
irresistible. Excuse me then, if Ifeel moved
to dish out ahefty [
A:11 to the whole damn
caboodle.
Fred Dellar
DAN REED NETWORK: DAN REED NETWORK
Mercury 834 309-1
You'll have to make afew adjustments here.
Dan Reed and his Network come on visually
as a straight metal band — thin, long hair,
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".. . The performances could hardly be bettered." Music and Musicians
London (IN PRESS)
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"...a highly polished collection creating an interior life of Emily
Dickinson through her poetry..."
Los Angeles limes
"Getty's concise rtyle melds so seamlessly into the verse that the words
and music seem inseparable..."
Stereo Review
"...poignantly beautiful settings...performed to perfection..."
Des Moines Register
"The spare introspective melodies seem drawn out of the (poems), as if
the music were there all the time.
National Public Radio
"...a major contemporary setting of great words—awork of haunting
beauty. . .'
Newhouse News Service
"Like the poems, the music has adeceptive air of simplicity and power
to wound—deeply, suddenly, unexpectedly..."
Washington Post

THE WHITE ELECTION asong cycle:
poems, Emily Dickinson; music, Gordon
Getty; soprano, Kaaren Erickson; piano,
Armen Guzelimian _Del
os CD 3057

Available now at fine record shops everywhere.
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Distributed by:
Delos International, Inc.,
9244 Jordan Avenue,
Chatsworth, CA 91311
Tel: (818) 718-6600
FAX: (818) 718-7656

cheekbones. And indeed the guitar does play
a large part in the music, riffing along with
HM fierceness when required. But hold your
breath for the solos and you'll pop. The
drummer, too, packs afiery wallop, but you'll
wait in vain for those lame-brain tours of a
massive kit that are so beloved of the topless
HM brethren-of-the-skins. Musically, the
Network are ahybrid. A funky bass dances
through the tracks, cocking a snook at the
heavy-handed competition. And there's the
tunes, which are often based on melodic lines
created by synthesised keyboards and strings.
And there's the singer, Dan Reed, who can
carry atune without screaming! If any of this
sounds unlikely, just listen to the trio of
tracks on the middle of the first side — 'Get To
You', ' Ritual', 'Forgot To Make Her Mine' —
and thrill to the sound of metal balls, funk
dynamics and a pop sensibility. One of the
(side one) debuts of the year. [
A:1]
Pete Clark
ZACHARY RICHARD: ZACHARY
RICHARD
Le Chant Du Monde (CD) (
67m 08s) LDX 274
876
(Distributed by Harmonia Mundi)
If you like Cajun music, but think that
sometimes it sounds abit samey, this CD is
for you — it is one of the most varied
recordings of Cajun I've come across. There's
the familiar accordion/triangle-jangling kind
of Cajun, plus the rock-influenced Cajun that
most people will recognise (out of Jimmy C
Newman maybe). But here there are extra
flavours in the gumbo, with jazz touches,
blues feels, and unsurprisingly, ameasure of
C&W. There's even atrack which can only be
described as Cajun rap. Ilike the way the
songs change mood within their own structure, and although the tracks are taken from
sessions going back to 1976, everything
sounds fresh and vibrant. And just to reinforce the authenticity — it's sung in French.
[A*:1]
Ken Hyder

Bono has always been a mesmerising live
performer and the emotion comes across well
here, as does The Edge's effortless use of the
electric guitar. More than just a U2 album,
there are appearances by BB King, Bob
Dylan and Brian Eno [that's an unrelated
clause, Trevor — Ed], even a snippet of
Hendrix creeps in but Idoubt he would have
minded. If you haven't bought a U2 album
but would consider doing so buy this one.
[A:1]
Neville Farmer
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MAL WALDRON/JACKIE MCLEAN: LEFT
ALONE '86
Paddle Wheel K28P 6453 (
Distributed by
New Note)

But surely they should have decided on some
direction, some definite place they wanted to
go. BBCBB is just a load of well-made
nothingness, rhythm tracks heading nowhere,
covers that should never have been attempted. You want to hear Frantz talk his way
through Dylan's 'She Belongs To Me'? If so,
this is the very album for you. But have you
ever wondered why you haven't any friends?
[A:1]
Fred Dellar
THE TRAVELING WILBURYS: VOL I
Wilbury Records/WEA WX 224
Wilbury Records/WEA 925 796-2 (
36m 22s)
CD

Jackie McLean, and for that matter, Mal
Waldron are among the legions of second
division modern mainstream musicians with a
fan following that argues for their place in the
first division. Just how good players they are
is easy enough to perceive, but the qualities
which separate the first and second division
are harder to pinpoint. Usually it's not
technique — you've still got to be able to play
to get by in the second division. Possibly it's
got something to do with originality — or lack
of it. And maybe there's the quantity of
magic they possess. Anyway, from the first
few moments of the album, McLean's magic
leaps out. There's a vulnerability in his
playing, in the same way as there's vulnerability in Miles, in Chet Baker say. And of
course, Billie Holiday — there are a few
Holiday titles on this album, perhaps encouraged by Waldron, whose connection with
Holiday is well known. For me, it's McLean
who cuts through in this quartet — completed
by Herbie Lewis on bass, and Eddie Moore,
drums. And there are lessons here for young
players of the jazz revival. McLean plays
from the heart, from the gut, and not the
head. The most poignant moments, and there
are afew of those, come in the raw open wail
of his alto, and not from a torrent of
technique. There's a genuine sadness in his
playing here, something which is projected
from deep inside. And that expression of
emotion through the music takes this release
into areas which the run-of-the-mill cannot
reach. [
A*:1/2]
Ken Hyder

Worst-kept secret in the world is that the
TWs are George Harrison, Bob Dylan, Tom
Petty, Jeff Lynne and Roy Orbison. As
they've been splattered all over TV-AM,
Night Network and a few other shows with
pop spots, you'll probably also know that
they got together quite by accident, opted for
a not-so-loose jam, and ended up filling an
LP/CD with their leftovers. Despite complaints about 'old farts taking precious airtime away from new acts' from the likes of
the otherwise perceptive Dee Snider, the
Wilburys have produced a nice and gentle,
KEITH AND JULIE TIPPETT: COUPLE IN
country-ish LP with adequate doses of each
SPIRIT
of the five stars to satisfy the hardcore.
Editions EG. EG ED 52
Although lead vocals are shared, it does seem
that Dylan and Harrison are the gangleaders,
So Mr and Mrs Tippett née Driscoll sit down,
with the Big 0 content to harmonise along
get down to some serious improvisation with
with Petty and Lynne. I'm afan of all five, so
a variety of acoustic instruments, some
Ididn't mind any of the changes of leadership
wandering voices and absolutely no idea of
from track to track, but I'll also be the first to
what will come out of it. Tony Arnold
admit that this is no Cream/Blind Faith/
engineers well and their old friend Robert
CSNY super-session. If three of the five
Fnpp mixes. Says Julie, 'All my musical life I
voices weren't so distinctive, it would have
have been searching for my "ethnic" soul.
been possible to release this with anonymity
This work with Keith has brought me the
as acover, to see if it would 'break' without
closest to finding it.' Ithink she means every
all of the pre-sell. But then it wouldn't have
word of it but Idon't seem to be on the same
been the Traveling Wilburys, so we'll never
plane. Stream of consciousness music is for
know. [A:1/21
Ken Kessler
the participant not the audience, and this is a
family album for showing to relatives and
friends. [
B:521
Neville Farmer
U2: RATTLE AND HUM
ISLAND. CID U27 (
72m 18s) CD
TOM TOM CLUB: BOOM BOOM CHI
BOOM BOOM
Fontana SFLP 8
Fontana 836 416-2 (
39m 40s) CD

Seventy plus minutes of U2 live is bound to
attract publicity but Iwish it had been alittle
more restrained. It is very difficult for me to
be complimentary about the record without
appearing to follow the crowd. Ah what the
Why am Ireviewing this? Oh, Iremember,
hell! This is agreat combined live and studio
it's because Tina Weymouth and Chris Frantz
album by the biggest rock band in the world.
are members of Talking Heads and therefore
U2 got where they did by hard work and
important. Not that you'd know it from
quality work, as this record of their fine
BBCBB. All right, Iaccept that Tom Tom
Joshua Tree tour amply demonstrates. But
Club is merely the twosome's playground, a not only is it agood live album, it is also some
place in which to have some fun when that big
of the best rock and roll they have made.
bad David Byrne isn't standing over them.
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JANE WIEDLIN: FUR
EMI Manhattan Records. CDP 7 48 683-2
(37m 42s) CD
Jane Wiedlin is a bubbly Canadian with a
California upbringing and a love of things
British, including her Scottish husband/manager. As guitarist in the Go Gos with Belinda
Carlisle, she describes herself as 'the one who
bounced around a lot'. But she is also a
talented pop song writer in the 1960s British
mould, and an animal rights campaigner with
acriminal record — hence the Prince-ish title
track which puts her point very straightforwardly. The single, ' Rush Hour', is her first
solo hit from this album, (which was smartly
produced in under a month by Stephen
Hague here in Britain) and gives a fair
indication of what the album contains — a
number of sweetly sung pop songs with
simple but effective arrangements and irritatingly catchy melodies. Wiedlin doesn't come
across as deep and meaningful, but she
delivers what she promises more effectively
than her previous partner Carlisle can. In a
world stuffed with dance records, an album
full of real songs looks lost and lonely, but
thank God somebody still makes them. [A/
B:1]
Neville Farmer
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CAPSULES
ALTA MODA: ALTA MODA
President PTLS 1096
Contemporary funk-pop lifted above the
crowd by virtue of Molly Johnson's vocals.
Superb promotion is common enough these
days, and the melodies are merely good, but
please don't regard this as 'yet another':
Johnson's a find. [
A:1]
EDIE BRICKELL AND THE NEW BOHEMIANS: SHOOTING RUBBER BANDS AT
THE STARS
Geffen WX 215
Surprising debut from an overly eclectic,
occasionally flaky young Dallas vocalist who
bounces from style to style — country to folk
to funk — like a pinball on a rolL Pray she
doesn't calm down. [
A:1]
CASIFFLOW: BIG MONEY
Atlanta Artists/Mercury 832 187-1
Nothing coy here about intentions. Cameo
Wannabees smart enough to get Larry Blackmon to tailor the sound. Perfectly adequate
contemporary dance funk, which only goes to
show why Cameo are leaders, not followers.
[A:1/2]
LORRAINE CRAIG: SHADES OF BLUE &
GREEN
BBC CD 702 (
52m 29s) CD
Marvellous recidivism in the form of alovely
young vocalist who think it's 1947. Ms. Craig
is backed sympathetically by the National
Youth Jazz Orchestra pretending to be their
grandparents. Music the way it used to be.
Get out that dinner jacket. [A:1]
THE CRICKETS: T-SHIRT
CBS 462876 1
CBS 462876 2 (
28m 19s) CD
Essentially a reworking of Three Piece
(reviewed in June), this too- short release
drops some tunes and adds others, most
notably the superb title track. True, it's
basically aHolly pastiche, but still the finest
sort of (aid-back country/pop you could want
to hear. [A:1/2]
THE DEL-LORDS: BASED ON A TRUE
STORY
Enigma/Virgin CDENV 503 (44m 32s) CD
Absolutely straight, no-bouffant, get-down
rock'n'roll from aband with an ex-Dictator in
its ranks. Their third effort, as good as the
first two; now when do they crack the Big
Time? Skip the axe wavers — these guys are
for real. [A/B:1]
THE DINOSAURS: THE DINOSAURS
Big Beat/Ace WIK 83
Or: the San Franciscan Travelling Wilburys.
Take one each from Big Brother, the Airplane, the Garcia Band, Quicksilver and the
Fish, and hey! presto! it's the class reunion of
1968. Magnificent Left Coast supersession
with nods to each band . . including a
drawn-out 'Mona'. Thanks, guys. EA:!]
ECHO AND THE BUNNYMEN: THE PEEL
SESSIONS
Strange Fruit SFPCD 060 ( 12m 48s) CD
Early Echo, live on the Beth in 1979 during
the jangly guitar phase which predates the
American flood of Byrdlets/Velvets clones a
few years back. Haunting and refreshing all
at once. [
A/B:1]
THE FALL: IAM CURIOUS ORANJ
Beggars Banquet 96CD (
57m 02s) CD
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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rall's

The
music for an actual ballet performed during 1988, which suggests dancing
of a none-too-classical type. Bizarre yet
sweeping stuff, with enough sheer crunch to
suggest atouch of leather to the tutus. [
B:1/21
HALF MAN HALF BISCUIT: THE PEEL
SESSIONS
Strange Fruit SFPCD 057 (
12m 34s) CD
As quirky as the name would sugest, aweird
blend of indie attitude, ' alternative' comedy
and folkie fillips, HMHB heard live in '85.
Includes the loopy ' D'Y'Ken Ted Moult?'
[A:lr
HOT HOUSE: SOUTH
RCA PD 71855 (
50m 37s) CD
Superb debut from a London soul suss
enough to record at Muscle Shoals. The
marriage of UK soul and US production has
produced a release fresh enough not to get
lost in the current soul stew. The bigeest
surprise, though, is an eerie cover of Willie
Nelson's classic ' Crazy'. [
A:1]
JOE JACKSON: TUCKER — THE MAN AND
HIS DREAM (
OST)
A&M CDA 3917 (
44m 26s) CD
At last,, a perfect vehicle for Jackson: the
soundtrack to the saga of the flamboyant
1940s American carmaker. JJ captures the
spirit perfectly — Tucker was the DeLorean of
his day — conveying post-war optimism with
real style. [
A/B:1]
JOJO: JOJO
Arista 259 232 (
45m 33s) CD
German hard rockers who do ahell of agood
impression of any number of American stadium fillers. Great if you prefer to buy from
within the EEC. [A:1]
KENNY G: SILHOUETTE
Arista ARCD 8457 (
49m 05s) CD
Casio-sponsored release brining yet more
note- perfect light sax- jazz to the
instrumentally depnved. Not amillion miles
removed from a GRP/Denon/JVC release,
but at least it's soothing [
A/A*:1/21
KINGS OF THE SUN: KINGS OF THE SUN
RCA PD86826 (
44m 51s) CD
What is it with these Australians? Here we
find another band rocking so hard as to make
the rest of us look lame. Stonesybut with a
new edge — and adelight if you're axe-mad.
[A:1/11
LAIBACH: LET IT BE
Mute STUMM 58
Yes, that Let It Be less the title track, covered
by a band of very strange Yugoslavians who
have filtered the Beatles' swan song through
nearly adozen other genres. A vision shared,
but by whom? [A:?]
BOB NEUVVMTH: BACK TO THE FRONT
Virgin CDVGC5 (
43m 02s) CD
Unexpected solo from a session guitarist
good enough to work with Dylan and Kristofferson. Country-flavoured and ultra-slick;
let's hope that the title comes true. [
A:1]
ANTHONY PHILLIPS/HARRY WILLIAM.
SON: TARICA
PRT Records PYL 18
PRT Records PYC 18 (
48m 45s) CD
Or Mike Oldfield Meets David Bellamy. This
musical version of wildlife classic Tar/ca The
Otter benefits from the spread of New Age,

because now you can fuse rock, jazz and
classical without seeming too precious.
Sweeping in places, delicate in others — could
become another instrumental standard. [
A:1]
SANDIE SHAW: HELLO ANGEL
Rough Trade ROUGH 110
The Sixties icon, back with a new LP and
aided by the current artists who want her
deified. Updated material approached as if
she's still getting ready for the Eurovision
contest, but fascinating nonetheless. She
doesn't time-travel as well as Faithfull, but
.the fans won't mind. [
A:1/2]
THE SMITHS: THE PEEL SESSIONS
Strange Fruit SFPSCD 055 (16m 35s) CD
Perfect timing for this one, sessions from '83
to contrast with their recent live LP. Or not,
as the case may be, because this band didn't
grow half as much as their worshippers would
have you believe. Man's better off without
'em. [A:2]
SPEAR OF DESTINY: THE PRICE YOU
PAY
Virgin CDV 2549 (
48m 43s) CD
If — now that being alout is unfashionable —
this odiously-named band is trying to live
down its past, then its first in three years is
little advance. Unless advancing on Poland or
Austria is the idea. For the politically desperate only. [
A/B:3]
SUPERTRAMP: LIVE '88
A&M CDA 3923 (
60m 15s) CD
The band's second in-concert effort, notable
for aharder sound — but not enough to scare
away the faithful. Plenty of familiar material
plus some blues covers as a nod to their
earliest days. [
A:1/2]
RUBY TURNER: THE MOTOWN SONGBROOK
Jive/BMG HIP 58
Not the first time acatalogue's been covered,
but Ms Turner's hommage to Motown
involves the Four Tops, Junior Walker and
the Temptations. The added authenticity
enhances the reworkings, but we doubt that it
will affect the back catalogue. [A:1/2]
VARIOUS: CHESS — THE ORIGINAL
BROADWAY CAST RECORDING
RCA Victor BD87700 (
77m 22s) CD
Hard to accept this 1988 set if you've heard
the over familiar predecessor. The music
suffers because of this (compare the My Fair
Lady film LP to the earlier stage LP for a
further example of this condition) through a
loss of spontaneity and freshness. That aside,
it's a reasonable clone. [
A:1/2]

ALSO RECEIVED
BOLT THROWER: THE PEEL SESSIONS
Strange Fruit SFPS056
Serious plod/thrash from the Beeb 3/1/88.
[A:1/2]
HAZELL DEAN: ALWAYS
PWL/EMI EMC 3546
Better than average Stock-Aitken-Waterman
dancin' pop. [A:2]
OST: A SUMMER STORY
Virgin CDV 2562 (
36m 52s) CD
Gorgeous, relaxing, synth-laden epic. [
A:1]
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£150 + V125=£1000?

Add our £125 sub-bass unit to your £150-per- pair
"Best Buys" and your system will sound as if it
has LARGE (and expensive!) speakers.
Although very compact, this ingenious Push- Pull
design will fill-in that missing " Bottom Octave"
and can be sited almost anywhere in the
room— without affecting the stereo image. It can be
connected directly into systems with medium sized
speakers (87-90 dB sensitivity).
The Wilmslow Audio
CPP sub-bàss speaker
kit contains 2 10" drive
units, flatpack cabinet
kit ( inc. stand)
machined from smooth
MDF for easy assembly,
low pass filters, grille
fabric, reflex port etc.
Dims. ( inc stand):
571x 366x 336mm
Amp. suitability:
20-120 watts
Impedance: 8ohms
PRICE £125 inc. VAT
plus carr/ins £11
telephone credit card orders c'"»

WILMSLOW AUDIO LTD.
35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire
SK9 lAS Tel: 0625 529599
Call and see us for agreat deal on HiFi
(Closed all day Mondays)

BANDOR

MINIATURE LOUDSPEAKERS
DESIGN & MANUFACTURE OF
MINIATURE LOUDSPEAKERS AND SYSTEMS

MK II BANDOR

8ohms &

Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 ( Thurs. 9.30 to 1; Fri. 9.30 to 7)

MODULES NOW AVAILABLE
ohms ( crossover passive)

please send for brochure to. D Jordan.

CD SPECIALIST
Mail Order C.D.. LP. Et Cass.

Music Video

WE CATER FOR EVERY MUSICAL TASTE AND IF WE DO
NOT STOCK THE C.D. YOU WANT WE WILL ENJOY
FINDING IT FOR YOU.
OUR TOP PRICE RANGE IS £ 9.99 AND OUR LOWER
PRICES BELOW THE USUAL HIGH STREET PRICES.
Send for Free Information or visit our shop.
WE PAY TOP PRICES FOR SECONDHAND CD'S.
CD VIDEOS NOW IN STOCK
The C.D. Collection
Stanley House, 64 Victoria Road,
Swindon, Wilts.

Telephone (0793) 694850

Superb Charlotte Drawer-Chest for
480 compact discs!

ie

-4i
..

£287 + £30 Delivery in UK. In Teak or
Mahogany Veneer (extra for Pine,
Oak, Rosewood, Walnut or Black). Four 3Channel Drawers with cross-dividers. Eight
drawer cassette chest also available (£412)

•

----

Special Offer

-•

•

•

. ----------------

•

but made to Ian Edwards'
usual high standard
ALSO AVAILABLE IN GEORGIAN STYLE PLEASE ENQUIRE

For our brochure showing some of
our other units write to
IAN EDWARDS
The Old Chapel,
282 Skipton Road, Harrogate.
0423 500442
please send 3 x 14p stamps/

Sizes 20r wide, 32" high, 18' Deep

CROFT

STOP PRESS: WE NOW DEMONSTRATE CD VIDEO!

Thomas Heinitz Ltd MUSIC IN THE HOME
35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077
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BANDOR MODULES completed systems available

THE AUDIO PRO SUB-WOOFER 'REFRESHES
THE PARTS OTHER SPEAKERS CANNOT REACH'

At £685 and f715 in black or walnut finish, our 3-way system is hardly
cheap, but you could double its cost and still find nothing to compare
amon& conventional large systems. What has made this combination
so eminently worthwhile, of course, is the triumphant emergence of
the compact disc whose repertoire grows ever richer and more
exciting. In this context, we welcome especially the wide range of
cheaper labels, not to mention the stream of historical recordings,
sounding e'en better on CD than ever before, With the 20% discount
available to all who have purchased equipment from us, you can now
build up asubstantial CD library at acost of between £3.35 and £7.50
per disc.

(06285) 29441

The BANDOR module is a miniature loudspeaker with a50mm ( 2") Aluminium Cone and
Former.
Having an exceptional BANDWIDTH of 100HZ —
20KHz — This unique new product has a
remarkable TRANSIENT RESPONSE with a
CLARITY OF SOUND not associated with other
'coned' loudspeakers and is comparable only
to that of the electrostatic sound.

DIY Speaker catalogue £ 1.50 post free (export $6)

We all know that the advertising slogan on which our heading is
based was never meant to be taken seriously but, if we amend it
to 'other domestically acceptable speakers', we mean every word
of it. For, by bringing together the modest-sized sub-woofer from
Sweden and the superb little BBC-designed LS3/5A monitor
speakers, we have created a music system which allows you to
'have your cake and eat it'. With the assistance of decent ancillary
components, which need not be costly, this three-way system
can provide amusical experience of akind few have dreamt of in
normal, domestic surroundings, with only the little BBC speakers
(12 x 71
/ x 61
2
/ 1n.) confronting the listener.
2
The sub-woofer - acube on aplinth, 14 3
/ in.sq. X 21in. - need
4
not be seen at all, for it can be placed anywhere, 'out of sight, out
of mind'. The outcome has to be heard to be believed:
marvellously clear response in the middle and upper reaches
allied to the sort of bass normally experienced only in aconcert
hall or acathedral, making bass drums, organ pedals and other
really low sounds seem agenuine, physical presence. The B1-45
sub-woofer is very precisely controlled by its own, built-inamplifier and cross-over networks and, even if it is placed behind
the listener's back, everything you hear appears to be emanating
from the small speakers confronting you.

Design & Development Studio
1Sydney Cottages
Cores End Road
Boume End
Bucks. SL8 SHY

EMINENT
EMINENT AUDIO,

THE UK CROFT DISTRIBUTORS

Croft Acoustics Valve
Pte•annplifiers

AUDIO

Amplification Systems

Power Ampliflers

MICRO
SUPERMICRO
SUPERMICRO A
MEGAMICRO
HEAD AMPS

£150
£250
E.499
£1250
£991£199

SERIES 4 M T«. 40wichannel
SERIES OS stereo Mtelthmor I
SERIES 4SA Fenn Mhvichannel
SERIES 3 0.T.
L nereo Noviehmnel
SERIES SOIL n0,wblwk , zlzow,ch.ne

£700
£780
£100E
LIMO
£3000

TRADE ENQ UIRIES WELCOME

EMINENT AUDIO
ALSO AVAILABLE RETAIL
S.
D.ACOUSTICS •OMEGA POINT

SPACE ACOUSTICS

SYSTEMDEK •SHURE •COLORING

KUZMA

S.
M.
E.V •APPOLO •THE ROCK •ACOUSTIC ENERGY
EMINENT AUDIO, 34 Rayleigh Rd. Peonlielda, Wolverhampton, WV3 OAR.
Tel, (09021 37496 or 26462
CROFT also available holm
RADLETT AUDIO. 09276 6477

IQ LEISURESOUND, 01-466 0267.13

AUDIO T, CD- 794 7848

REISSUES
MARC BOLAN: LIGHTNING STRIKES
TWICE VOLS I AND 2
Request/Conifer RR 004, RR 005
Two 10-track 10-inchers pressed on red vinyl
— as if anything from Bolan needs enhanced
collectability. Genuinely delightful pop disguised as something important; pity those
who don't recognise it for the fun stuff it is.
[A:1]
GRAHAM BOND ORGANISATION: LIVE
AT KLOOKS KLEEK
Decal LIK 47
GRAHAM BOND: HOLY MAGICK
BGO LP35
The yin and yan of Bond, the former showing
him in his early, purist jazz-blues days, the
latter when he fell under the influence of the,
uh, metaphysical. To his credit, the jazz is
evident under the Crowley-esque trappings.
[B/C: 1] , [11:2]
CARAVAN: CUNNING STUNTS
Request/Conifer RR 003
Mid-to-late period Caravan ( 1975) trying
hard to shed the flower power cutesiness for
pre- spermatozoon New Age. Good in parts,
but the title's the most memorable aspect.
[A/B:2]
MICHAEL CHAPMAN: FULLY QUALIFIED SURVIVOR
C5 Records C5 527
Overtly Dylanesque UK folk music from
1970. Ironically, Chapman has recently reappeared in New Age guise .How the mighty
have fallen, eh? [
A:1]
DIRE STRAITS: MONEY FOR NOTHING
Vertigo VERH64
Vertigo 836 419-2 (
66m 25s) CD
The long-awaited Best Of', made essential
by offering two otherwise unavailable tracks.
At least it lasts for over an hour. [A/A*:1/11
(LP has only one of the unissued tracks.)
ROY HAMILTON: UNCHAINED
Charly CRB1200
Soulful rhythm and blues from atrue master
of the genre. A voice like honey and the best
taste in material this side of Tate. A mandatory purchase if you love soothing male
vocals. [ A:1]
WYNONIE HARRIS: HERE COMES THE
BLUES
Official/Charly 6024
Early ( 1945-6) Harris, slithery R'n'B from
one of the genre's sexiest vocalists. Urban
sleaze of the cheeky variety and not to be
missed if you cherish Joe Turner or T- Bone
Walker. [H:11
HAWKWIND: SPIRIT OF THE AGE
Virgin COM CD8 (
74m 32s) CD
15 from the leading space cadet outfit from
their Charisma period. Pre-grebo, postpsychedelic, but of interest to both. Oh, and
it sounds far less dated than you'd think.
[A/B:1/21
THE HOLLIES: WOULD YOU BELIEVE?
BGO LP 24
The saga continues, now up to 1965/5, the
band again revealing a way with unlikely
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covers: Sam & Dave, Simon & Garfunkel?
Still, they can wrap their harmonies around
anything and make it their own. [
A:11
TOM JONES: GREEN, GREEN GRASS OF
HOME
London 820 182-2 (
44m 23s) CD
14 killers from this eternally popular vocalist.
The title track, awicked ' Sixteen Tons' — no
matter what you think about his Vegas
image, this guy cooks. The Art Of Noise pick
their collaborators very wisely.
[A/A*:11
KALEIDOSCOPE: A BEACON FROM
MARS
Edsel ED 288
Second of the label's reissues and yet another
find for David Lindley fanatics. Curious mix
of good-timey hippie/folk and near-Canned
Heat jamming. But it's never less than
fascinating. [
B:1/2]
CLIVE LANGER AND THE BOXES: HOPE,
HONOUR, LOVE
Demon FIEND 127
Odds and sods from atrue iconoclast known
better as aproducer than aperformer. If you
like the house band on the Last Resort and
the whimsy of Robert Wyatt, this is for you.
[A:1]
GEOFF MULDAUR: SLEEPY MAN BLUES
Big Beat/Ace VVIK 78 •
Early East Coast American folk/blues. More
blues than folk, a bit too studious perhaps,
but still fine, moody material. Makes you
want to patronise a shabby coffeehouse.
[M:1]
THE NEW YORK DOLLS: CLASSIC
TRACKS
Classic Tracks/Counterpoint CDEP 14 (15m
39s) CD
Four of the best from the American precursors to British punk. Hard to believe that
these arch rockers yielded Buster Poindexter.
[B:11
ROBERT NIGHTHAWK: BLACK ANGEL
BLUES
Chess/Charly GCH 8108
A 14-tracker to enhance any blues collection,
from aguitar wizard many deem as important
as Robert Johnson. Eerie stuff, especially
when he's backing Ethel Mae's unearthly
vocals. [
H:11
ROY ORBISON: THE GREATEST HITS
Telstar STAR 2330
20 certified gems from aperennial favourite,
and anice partner for last year's In Dreams.
The surprise is the sound quality, which
shows why the originals now cost serious
money. [A*:11
THE ALAN PARSONS PROJECT: THE
INSTRUMENTAL WORKS
Arista 259 237 (
44m 03s) CD
10-track set of high-tech instrumentals covering 11 years' worth of Parsons' career. The
hardcore won't need this but it will serve as a
fine introduction alongside the existing Best
Ofs. [
A/A*:1]
PEANUT BUTTER CONSPIRACY: TURN

ON A FRIEND
Drop Out/Denon DO 2000
With a name like that, you have to ask?
Selections from two of their LPs, delightfully
melodic but too close to the Mamas and
Papas and too 'hippie' even by the standards
of the day. Still, it's all pleasant enough. File
with PF Sloan, Grass Roots, et al. [
A:1/2]
CARL PERKINS: BLUE SUEDE SHOES
Sun/Charly LP 4)14
CARL PERKINS: PUT YOUR CAT
CLOTHES ON
Sun/Charly LP 1046
Just over two dozen Grade- A rock'n'roll/
rockabilly classics from the Master. CP has
been ' reissued' to death, but this pair of LPs
has everything you'd want and more, all circa
1955-7. [
A/B:1/11
THE RECORDS: SMASHES, CRASHES
AND NEAR MISSES
Virgin COMCD 13 (
73m 36s) CD
Sorely needed 20-track retrospective from a
sadly-negotiated pop machine. Too pod for
the late 1970s, now echoed in everything from
the Bangles to Prefab Sprout. Contains much
rare material. [
A/B:11
BON SCOTT WITH THE VALENTINES:
THE EARLY YEARS
C5 Records C5 520
A shocker for AC/DC fans, Scott heard 20
years ago with arather average, semi-soulful
pop outfit. Fortunately, C5 had the sense not
to overplay the AC- DC connection — asubtle
note in the upper right-hand corner-fl because
no headbanger will find it amusing. [
B:1/2]
THE SEX PISTOLS: THE ORIGINAL PISTOLS — CLASSIC TRACKS
Classic Tracks CDEP 13 (14m 21s) CD
Neat little live four- tracker from the punkiest
of them all. Worth reassessment now that
Lydon's turned into what he hated. [
B:11
TEN YEARS AFTER: STONEHENGE
Request/Conifefr RR002
Psychedelics added to the blues couldn't
disguise the purism, and TYA moving further
into the hippie era still meant lo-o-ong jams.
They were no Green- era Fleetwood Mac, but
Alvin Lee had his moments. [
11:11
VARIOUS: LISTEN TO THE BANNED!
ASV CD MA 5030R (
59m 19s) CD
For those who don't believe that George
Formby was banned by the Beeb, 20 pre- 1933
numbers too risqué for Auntie. Keeping
George company are Mae West, Billy Cotton •
(shock! horror!) and some less memorable
acts. Now, how about amodern version with
`Je T'aime' and ' Relax'? [
H:1]
VARIOUS: MATCHBOX DAYS
Rogue Records FMSL 2016 (Rogue Records,
PO Box 73, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7UN)
The British equivalent of the American white
folk blues sets issued by Ace and Edsel,
showing that not everybody needed a Les
Paul at 110dB. Dave Kelly, Jo-Ann Kelly,
Mike Cooper and others. [
A/B:1]
GENE VINCENT: INTO THE SEVENTIES
See For Miles SEE 233
An embarrassment, Vincent's last work
before his death in 1971. This attempt to do
what was done to Dion — rocker turned folkie
— is simply a fiasco. Remember him for
'Be-Bop-A-Lula'. [
B:2/3]
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A&R,

ADC,

B&W,

Beyer,

AKG,

Alphason,

British

Audio-Technica,

Loudspeakers,

Castle,

ACTON GATE AUDIO CENTRE
HI Ft SPECIALISTS

Celestion,
Creek,
Denon,
Dual,
Dynavector, Elite (Inc. Rock), Glanz,
Goldring, Hunt-EDA, KEF, Lowther,
Meridian, MFSL, Michell,
Monitor Audio
Musical Fidelity,
Nagaoka,
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THE HI Fl SHOP

Nakamichi,
Ortofon, Philips

4 RIJABON ROAD, WREXHAM, CLWYD
TEL 0978-364500

(C.D. only), Quad,
Re vox,
Rogers,

SPECIAL ST AUDIO EQUIPMENT
BRITAIN' PREMIER DEALER FOR

AGENCIES,
TANNOY MICHELL WHARFEDALE 00AD SOUL

Sennheiser,
Shure
Sondex,
Spendor,
Tannoy,
TDK, TDL, Thorens, KT DC, Zenn.

EX -DEMONSTRATION AND SECONDHAND HI-FI
•Our prices are as low as those in the private ads- but we also offer afull
11 months parts/labour guarantee, part- exchange, mail order and
credit facilities ...

NAGAOKA 13«..W THORENS REVOLVF It

•We buy all unmarked Hi Fi equipment for cash

These are afew of the reasons why in just over three years we have built
up amassive clientele of regular customers and friends .
Phone for details now on (0767)312249 and ask
for the secondhand sales dept.
5413 SHORTMEAD STREET, BIGGLESWADE,
BEDFORDSHIRE SG18 OAP

BUCKINGHAMSHIRES
FOREMOST HI-FI DEALER

PS. M15 via Al to our door is only just over 35 minutes.

the
sound gallery
A&R, AIWA, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO TECHNICA, B&W, CAMBRIDGE, CELESTION,
CREEK, DENON, DUAL, LINN PRODUCTS, LOGIC, HEYBROOK, SYSTEM-
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FULL DEMONSTRATION AND
INSTALLATION SERVICE FOR
DOMESTIC AND IN-CAR HI-Fl.
65 CAME STREET HIGH VVYCOMBE
BUCKS
Tel: 0494 31682

fmà
94 Bristol Street
Birmingham 85 7AH
Phone: 021-692 1359

Aylesbury Hi-Fidelity

sound systems

AIWA U AR • A&R CAMBRIDGE II ARISTON U BOSE
• CELESTION • DENON U ELITE la HEYBROOK
MARANT-ZU MISSION CYRUS U MONITOR AUDIO
• NAD

ONKYO III PIONEER

• MUSICAL FIDELITY
Active Audio

ROTELU REVOX

ROGERS

WHARFEDALE
YAMAHA

SANSUI

Active Audio

12 Osmaston Rd

29 Market St

The Spot

Tamworth

Derby
W

Staffs

0 322-380385

DEK, REGA, REVOLVER, NAKAMICHI,
KEF, PROTON, MARANTZ, NAIM
AUDIO, ROTEL, YAMAHA.

4,1 4 /0

MD \ ! TOR AUDIO

9.30-6.00 Tuesday— Saturday

•Please phone for an appointment es we like our clients to take advantage
of our demonstration facilities ( if you come by train, we will arrange for
you to be collected from Biggleswade station)

cirizei
t

ITCH

DEMONSTRATION ROOMS

Five Ways Hi- Fidelity Ltd., 12 Islington Row,
Edgbaston, Birmingham B15 1LD.
Telephone: 021-455 0667.
Demonstrations by appointment

•This is what the FINANCIAL TIMES said about us) 'Attractive discounts
are available at Sound Deals ... Friendly service, if you are interested in
atrade-in do talk to them:

NAD SANSUI

TARGET OED YAMAHA

ORTOF0‘ EXPO9?RE CAS? IEACO ,, TECS
lUDID7I \
1'1
,

W 0827-53355

CLONFY
55 Main Street, Blackrock
Dublin. Tel: 0001-888477
Agents include
Linn, Rega, Creek, Naim, Castle,
Cambridge Audio, Nakamichi, A&R,
Audio Lab, Tannoy.
Closed all day Mon/Thur & Fri open till 9pm
Major credit cards welcome

THE real HI- Fl specialists in Buckinghamshire
Aiwa, MSG. Alphason. Audio Technica ( CD Players also). ADC. AR.
A&R, Beard. Boston, BLQ, Castle, Calent ion, Denon, Diesis, Dual.

HOPKINS HI-FI

Exposure. Gale, Goldbug, Goldring, Grado, Gyrodelt. DeYhtook.
Harmea, Kardon, KEF, Logic. Linn Arms, Monitor Audio, Michell.
Magnum, Mantra, Musical Fidelity. Meridian. Mission, MardauntShort. Marantz, Monster, Myst, Nakamichi. Nagaoka. NAD. Ortofon,
Paragon. Philips ( CD only). P.S. Audio. Proton. Quad, QED, Rata.
Rotel, Revox. Revolver. Sennheiser, Something Solid, Sondes. Stand
& Deliver. Spender. Systemdek. Tannoy, Target. Teac CD. » orees.
Trio CD. Walker, Wharfedale. Yorkshire, Yamaha. Zeta.

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks.
0296 28790

THE SPECIALIST
THE No. 1Dealer IN SE HANTS.
Quad • Dual • Onkyi
o Technics • NAD • Trio•Kenwood •
Cambridge Audio • Acoustic Research • Bose • B&W • Celestion •
Denon • Maxell Mordaurt-Short • Ortoton • QED Tannoy •
Yamaha • AR Electronics • Heybrook • J.B.L • Sennheiser • Monitor
Audio • Hannan Cardon • Ariston
DEMONSTRATION ROOM

OPEN 10am-6pm. Monday- Friday, 9.30am-5.30 Saturday
r. redit tard facilities available

ASTON
THE

HI-FI

AUDIO

CONSULTANTS

4West Street
Alderley Edge, Cheshire
Tel: 0625 - 582704
Open: Tues Fri 10-6pm
Sat: 9am-5pm
Closed: Lunch 1-2pm.

ston
LA Liao

38-40 FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH,
HANTS P01 5BX. TEL: ( 07051 822155

TO ADVERTISE IN
THIS SECTION
CONTACT
BEVERLEY
SIMPKINS
ON 01-686 2599
EXT. 469
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NOTTINGHAM
ANALOGUE
STUDIO
Garrott M....canoed Deccas Garrott P7 ". C.roft

al A & R Cambridge
• B&O MIB&W
• Castle • Celestion
• Denon U Dual U Marantz
II Mission II Monitor Audio:I
Mordaunt-Short • Musical Fidelity
Nakamichi III Pioneer MI Philips CD
Quad U Rogers IS Rotél • Revox
Sony U Spendor U Tannoy • Technics
Thorens U Trio • Yamaha etc.
Two-year guarantee
Private listening room
Excellent comparator demonstrations

54 Chapel St., Chorley, Lancs.
Telephone ( 02572) 71935

ANALOG AUDIO
Specialists)

Space 50 Speakers and Space Deck, Emote Audio
1
, Amplifiers, Mentor Turntable + Arm.

II

Stockiseof full rare of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.

MARKETS}

MIDLAND

re

Warstones
HiFi

LINN PRODUCTS *CROFT
ACOUSTICS • SPENDOR
.
MONITOR AUDIO* INCATECH S
HARMAN KARDON • EXPOSURE
tuan
ELECTRONICS • QUAD •
•R ATA • JPW • ION • SENNHEISER
TANNOY • DEMON • ORTOFON •
NAD • MORDAUNT-SHORT • SYSTEMDEK
•CREEK AUDIO. CELESTION •
Hours of Opening.
Mon Tues. Wed Sat 10am-6pm
Thum Fri 10am-9pm

Westwood& Mason ( Oxford) Ltd
HI-FI SPECIALISTS
SELECTED PRODUCTS FROM: A&R
CASTLE
CREEK
DEAN
DENON
DUAL
HEYBROOK
KEf
LINN SONDEK
MISSION
MONITOR
AUDIO
MORDAUNT-SHORT
INCA TECH
NAIM
QUAD
REGA
ROTEL
SPENDOR
AUDIO TECHNICA
TANNOY
WHARFEDALE
vAMAHA
BEYER
FOUNDATION AND TARGET
STANDS
NAGAOKA
QED
ORTOFON
HARBETH SENNHEISER MARANTZ LOGIC EPOS
Demonstrations strictly by appointment
46 GEORGE STREET, OXFORD
Tel. Oxford (0865) 247783 Closed Thursday

teurrolort ligirtorweimdlid

Also Denon. Dual. Ferguson, Ket.
Koss, Quad, Sennheiser. Aiwa,
IVIordaunt-Short, Ortofon, QED
accessories.
1Glovers Walk,
YEOVIL BA20 1LH
(0935) 25430

fi

CONSULTANTS

Selected ni-fi
EXPOSURE, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
from QUAD, NAKAMICHI, HARMAN, KARDON,
MONITORAUDIO, ROGERS, TAHNOY, CYRUS,
NAD, REVOLVER, MANTICORE, GALE,
MARANTZ, AUDIOPHILE, ELITE, THORENS,
CELESTION, HEYBROOK,
& Many more.
• OPEN MONSAT 9.00-6.00.
• FULL DEMONSTRATIONS— IN STORE & IN HOME

DISCS &
PLAYERS
Always
a
wide choice.
Demonstrations
with pleasure.

Bowers & Wilkins WORTHING
Littlehampton Road Tel. (0903) 64141

•

WARWICKSHIRE

ffvvINGsw

ere
Expensive

Now U.K. Agents for

5arrott—)
(
Brc*r

.
,

cartridges and diamond styli

also analogue audiophile
records supplied
88 Southbridge Rd, Croydon GRO 1AF
(01-688 6565)

.r1

ADVICE, SERVICE, MUSIC
all at:

n

Jeffries
Hifi
=771051

It.V-y;,;421
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Hastivigs

(32 WESTERN ROAD, ST.LEONARDS. (0424) 442975.1

I

THE SONY and PIONEER
CENTRE

54a Warstones Road, Penn, Wolverhampton
Tel: Wolverhampton 345114

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

•MUSICAL FIDELITY •
AIWA • YAMAHA • DENON • KENWOOD •
ROTEL • QED • NAD • SONDEX • MARANTZ •
KEN WOOD • HARMAN ICARDON • TEAC •
ONKYO • PROTON • THORENS • DUAL • JBL •
ICEF • TANNOY • CELESTION • ROGERS •
CELEF • WHARFEDALE • SPENDOR •
MORDAUNT-SHORT • GOODMANS •
AUDIO TECHNICA • SENNHEISER •
53 Brighton Road, Worthing, Sussex
Tel: Worthing (0903) 206820

Tel: 01 445 3267
Finchley's Centre for Celestion, Denon, Dual, Marantz,
NAD, Onlryo, Pioneer, Proton, Rotel, Yamaha.

3

n773-76/94 7

849 High Road, London N12

,
..111•FI

S
E

AcoustIcs, SD Acoustics, Klipsch Hom Speakers

MONITOR
SOUND
•
•
•
•
▪

HITACHI HIFI CENTRE
H

4ALBERI PARADE
GREEN STREET. EASTBOURNE
(0323) 31336
69 LONDON ROAD. BRIGHTON
(0273) 609431
CLOSED MONDAYS LATE NIGHT WF.11-8pm

••••,`
RING NICK ON 0788-540772
AGENTS FOR
A&R - Alphason - Audio Technica - Cambridge Audio Castle - Celestion - Dual - Denon - Grado - Goldring Helius - Heybrook - Marantz Meridian - Monitor Audié Mordaunt-Short - Musical Fidelity - Myst - Nagaoka Ortofon - CIED- Clued - Flotel - Sansui - Sennheiser - SME
-Sony - Spendor - Tannoy - Thorens - Trio- Yamaha.
For Demonstrations, Installations and Expert Advice.
12 Regent Street, Rugby, Warks.

Audio Projects

45 Headingley Lane, Leeds
LS6 1DP.
Tel. 0532 304565.
Open Tues.—Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat 11.00-5.30 only.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.
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Chandos

JANUARY RELEASES

COMPACT DISC
Dvoc Symphony No. 11 The Hero's Song Op. 111
Scottish National Orchestra I
Neeme Járvi
CHAN 8597 CD; ABRDIABTD 1291 • LP & Cassette
Brahms: Symphony No. 11 Schumann: Manfred Overture
London Symphony Orchestra I
Neeme Járyi
CHAN 8653 • CD; ABRDIABTD 1339 LP & Cassette

Mozart: Flute Concertos (
1(314 and K313)
Milan English Chamber Orchestral Leopard
CHAN 8613 • CD; ABRD I
ABTD 1301 LP & Cassette
Bait Piano Duos
Jeremy Brown and Seta Tanyel
CHAN 8603 CD • ABRD / AST() 1295 LP & Cassette
Russian Works for Violin and Cello
(Stravinsky 1
Prokof iev I
Glière I
Tcherepnin)
Yuli and Eleonora Turovsky
CHAN 8652 CD; ABRDIABTD 1338 - LP & Cassette

RTISER

Absolute Sounds
Acoustic Arts ( Roksan)
Acoustic Gold
Alternative Audio
AR Jay Interiors
AT Labs
Audio Excellence
Audio File, The (Roksan)
Audio Projects
Audio South
Audio-Technica
Audiocraft
Aylesbury Hi Fi

8,16
44,58
38
94
76
92,93
108
52,44
199
86
84
94
99

Cambridge Systems Technology
Celestion
Chew & Osborne
Chichester Hi Fi ( Roksan)
Complete CD Collection, The
Covent Garden Records

130
IFC
88
16
56
82
52
130
100,110

DG Polygram
Datasound
Derbyshire Hi Fi
Doug Brady

116
104
86
48

Eminent Audio

130

GGP
Gamepath Ltd ( Rotel)
Gamepath Ltd ( Rowland)
Goldring
Griffen Audio

86
4
22
36
99

World famous artists on Meridian
John Shirley-Quirk
Evonne Kenny
James Bowman
The English Chamber Orchestra
Thea King
The BBC Philharmonic Orchestra
John Bingham
David Sanger
The Choir of New College, Oxford
The Choir of St. John's College
Christopher Herrick
Dennis O'Neil
Roger Vignoles
John McCabe

CF. Abel: Six Symphonies
Cantilena I
Adrian Shepherd
CHAN 8648 - CD; ABRDIABTD 1334 LP & Cassette

ADV

Bandor ( Miniature Loudspeakers)
B&W Loudspeakers
Brentwood Music

Meridian
NATURAL SOUND
RECORDINGS

H.W. International (Koss)
Hampshire Audio
Harmonía Mundi
Harman (JBL)
Hayden Labs
Hastings Hi Fi ( Roksan)
Hi Fi Experience
Hi Fi Markets (Onkyo)
Hitachi Tapes
Ian Edwards
ITL
J. V.C.
K.J. Leisuresound
Kelvin Labs
Leicester HiFi
Leighfield, Martin
Lockton Shops (Auditions)
Magavox
Maxell ( UK) Ltd
Monitor Audio
Moorgate Acoustics (Roksan)
Mordaunt Short
Moth Marketing
Music Room, The
Musical Fidelity
Musical Images (Roksan)

Meridian CDs are obtainable from all good record shops or
post free from the
address below. £ 11.99 remittance with order.

SUPERIOR SOUND

1E5

—TAL AUDIO

MAGNIFICENT MUSIC
MERIDIAN RECORDS, PO Box 317,
ELTHAM, LONDON SE9 4SF.
Send SAE for catalogue and details of
free CD offer.

S INDEX
20
128
114
10,11
70,72,74
58
126
46,47
62
130
76
12
16,90
64
58
68
120,121
78
26
OBC
50
24
89
122
28
50

Paul Green Hi Fi
Photocraft Hi Fi ( Roksan)
Pinewood Music
Playback Studios

68
58
30
44

Queens HiFi

52

Radford HiFi
Radlet Audio
Reading Hi Fi Centre
Roksan
Sage Audio
Salisbury HiFi
Selective Audio (Roksan)
Sevenoaks Hi Fi Centre
(Roksan)
Shropshire HiFi
Sony Audio Tapes
Sony
Soundwaves
Spaldings
Steve Boxshall Audio (Roksan)
Sussex Audio
TDL Electronics
Technics
Thomas Heinitz
Unilet
Virgin Records

Nakamichi

34

O'Brien Hi Fi
Oxford Audio

82
62

Wilmslow Audio
Zeus Audio (Roksan)

112
64
42
IBC
86
48
50
60,80.96,97
60
18
40,41,42
50
104
60
60
14
32,33
130
6
98
130
52

Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid. The rate is 46p per word (private), minimum £12.00 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £.00
extra. Trade rates 55p per word, minimum £15.00 incl. VAT. Copy and remittance for advertisements in February issue must reach
these offices by 12th December addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.
Classified Lineage Advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to
discriminate on grounds of sex (eg. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted unless;
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3 It is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.
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AUDIO RESEARCH M300s AMPS and the latest SP15
Pre Amp less than 6months old must sell. Reply to Box
0745. (B)
CELESTION SL6000 SYSTEM £950. SL600 £375.
Ortofon MC30 Super £120. Tel: 021-449-7532 evenings.
(A)

BEARD P50. Currently Beard serviced £350. Sony
CDP101 Covent Garden upgraded £150. Sansui CAF1
Pre-amp £50. Brenell Mk5 Tape Recorder £25. RCA
Mono P/A Amplifier £25. Audio Research SP8 currently serviced £700. Reasonable offers considered on
all items. Please reply to Box No. 0744. (A)
APOGEE DUETTAS. Perfect condition, unmarked,
boxed, State of Art bargain; car purchase forces sale.
£1950 or nearest offer by January 31st. FREEFONE
3522 Ext 4683; 072882 633 evenings. (A)

(Brighton) 307100. (A)

MARAN'fZ 7.0 Pre-amplifier mint condition with
sleeve £800. Revox B215 Cassette Deck boxed £750.
Mission Mechanic Arm £390. Audiomeca JUSL5 MK2
Turntable three months old £1900. Tel: 01-771 7106.
(B)

SUGDEN A 4811 AMPLIFIER. Boxed. 50 w/c. Many
facilities. Good neutral sound. Heavy! £85.00 o.n.o.
Tel: (0403) 753090 evenings. (W.Sussex) (A)

COMPLETE SET OF HI-FI NEWS & RECORD
REVIEW JUNE 1956 - MAY 1987. First two volumes
bound plus annual years 1966 - 1979. Best offer
secures. Buyer must collect. 01-777 7629. (A)

LINN SONDEK LP12 with LVX arm and ADC XLM
cartridge. £275. DENON DR-M33 Cassette Player,
£150. Both as new and virtually unused. Tel: (0273)

MATISSE PRE-AMPLIFIER £1,725. Ensemble PA- 1
Reference Speakers, black Lacquer, slate stands
£1,925. Souther SLA-3 Triquartz arm, dedicated
Clearaudio Pradikat m-c, £ 1,350. Everything mint,
demonstrated. 01-352 4845. (A)
KEF 105.4 SPEAKERS in walnut; superb, will demonstrate. £325. Also Hafler DH220 Power Amp £150.
Evenings (0332) 766792 (Derby) (A)
ROCIUMERLIN/MOIC/TROHCA - FOR SALE. All
less than one year old, good condition. £900 o.n.o. For
demo ring David 01-540 1132. (A)
SME 3012/THORENS TD150 on H.W. teak plinth. As
new (bought new in 1969) Goldring and Shure heads.
Opportunity £160 o.n.o. Epsom 41013 evenings. (A)
KRELL ESA 100 MK2 Power-amp. perfect condition.
Boxed and can demonstrate. £2,600 o.n.o. Cash only.
Tel: 01-589 4840 after 6pm. Ian. (A)
MAGNEPLANAR MG1B. Immaculate condition,
boxed, great looks and magnificent sound with vast 3-D
soundstage. £650 for quick sale. Tel: 01-968 5709. (A)
CAMBRIDGE TL»0 SPEAKERS. Excellent condition
£150 o.n.o. Call Woking 65975 after 7pm. (A)
DNM SERIES 3PRE-AMP, Krell KSA50 Power Amp,
Madrigal 'Carnegie' (MC1) Cartridge. Sensible offers.
Please phone B. Gowan 01-831 8844 (Work), (078481)
3457 (Home). (A)
AUDIO RESEARCH SPII Mk2 Pre-amp with 3matching (silver) ventilators plus 2matched spare sets of AR
Valves. Cost £5910. Accept £2700. Krell KMA100
Power-amps (pair) £3000. Apogee Scintilla Speakers
£2500. Cambridge Audio CD1 with Quality Monitor
unit. Cost £2200+ Accept £1200. KEF 107 Speakers
(Walnut) £1000. All mint with original packing and
used only about 10 hours. The lot £10,000. Tel: (0954)
588533 or 63077 (evgs). ( A)
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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ORTOFON MC3000 PREMIER MOVING COIL. Only
three months careful use, £499. ORTOFON MC30S.
Twelve months careful use, £110. Both in perfect
condition. Weybridge (0932) 856592. (A)
KEF R107 SPEAKERS: Fabulous sound quality, 1year
old, totally immaculate and complete with all boxes.
Best offer over £1150. Tel: (0789) 720977 (Warwickshire). (A)
QUAD BLACK PAIR ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS
£270, Pre-amp 33 £60, Amplifier 303 £60, Marantz
Tape-Deck SD320 Dolby BCNR £70, Tuner Digital
ST440L. Tel: Oxford (0865) 249087. (A)
•
loe- Hi H consultant of Classical Sounds will be happy to discuss your
Hi Fi, TV and video requirements, at apersonal level in the comfort
of your own home, day or night 7days aweek, including answering
machine to suit your customer. If you live in the Greater London
area the call is free, as indeed is the installation of your chosen
equipment.
Isell equipment from reputable manufacturers but Iam not
connected to anyone in particular. Therefore the best component of
each manufacturer is yours to choose from.
If your existing equipment needs upgrading, advice would be
given as to which component is the weakest link and ready for
change. Repairs too are available for those who require it. All new
equipment has aone year parts and labour guarantee. Phone (09231
203046 Day on Night.

FOR SALE- Trade
THINKING OF THE HIGH END? The Pinewood
Music Company has aconstant and ever-changing flow
of excellent used high end bargains. All carry a
one-year parts and labour guarantee, and atelephone
call to Brian Rivas on (0264) 57536 could make your
dream a reality. The Pinewood Music Company,
'Martins', Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford,
Andover, Hampshire, SPI 17HL. Telephone at any
time. (A)
PRECISION TEST CASSETTES
A unique range of 7high quality. affordable test cassette,. Each
tape is individually digitally mastered in real tinte using top
quality tape. Price range: 13.50418.50.
E18.50 multi- purpose
tape contains tests for Dolby level, Azimuth alignment. 3014..
I5KHz frequency response. Dolby B + C tracking, tape speed and
• meter peak reading accuracy. All tapes are supplied ¡kith
specification, and instructions.
"Professional test cassettes cost up to 180. hut tobtained aver,
•good, comprehensive one from Ian Harrison. of 7. Mill Hill..
Repton. Herby. for 118.50." HI-FI Choice. October 1988.
For full details: Verde to the above address or telephone 0283 702N75

AUDIOPHILE GUIDES
Aseries of step by step plans to upgrade
popular turntables, pre-amps, power
amps, tuners and Loudspeakers.
Send for literature.
AUDIOPHILE QUALITY COMPONENTS

•SicJerealKaps The finest

Polypropylene capacitors with Kimber Kable

leadout. Expensive but the best.
•Teflon
SOLEN CHATEAUROUX Polypropylene caps.
Inexpensive and only second best.
•DNM SLIT FOIL Electrolytic Capacitors Stunning.

OKIMBER KABLET"speaker

cable, Interconnects. Internal wiring. Clean open - transparent - smooth.
eLearn more about these superb products. Don't
build with less than the best.
eWrite for Autumn Price list.

0

RUSS ANDREWS TURNTABLE ACCESSORIES LTD
EDGE BANK HOUSE. SKELSMERGH, KENDAL,
CUMBRIA. LA8 9AS TEL: SELSIDE (053 983) 247

HIGH END CLASSICS in mint condition, guaranteed
and boxed - the finest quality at fantastic savings.
Audio Research SP- 11 Mk2, as new, £3900; Krell
KMA-100 monobloks, as new, £3900; Micro-Seiki
CD-M2 compact disc player (Pinewood demonstrator),
£2000; Apogee Calipers, taupe, slight mark hence
unbeatable price of £1200; Roksan Xerxes in Rosewood with SME V, £1250; Koetsu Red Signature, six
months old, perfect, £900; Koetsu Red, excellent,
£500. The Pinewood Music Company, 'Martins',
Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford, Andover, Hampshire SP11 7HL. Tel: (0264) 57536 at any time. (A)

CD PLAYFAS UPGRADED All Philips and Marantz
16-bit players contain the same microchip set, but other
components vary according to the model and price.
Using the highest quality components agreat improvement to sound quality may be achieved for £59. The
'Pro' modification involves an add-on circuit board for
true Audiophile performance for £135. Modification
available on Philips CD160, CD460, CD360, CD450,
CD650 and Marantz CD56, CD65, CD75, CD273.
Enquiries to Geoff on 01-379 7635 Ext 134. Covent
Garden Records, 84 Charing Cross Road, London
WC2. (A)

AUDIO RESEARCH
MK2. Four months old
£3,450; Shop demonstrator £3,750. Both perfect and
fully guaranteed. Part exchange considered. The Music
Room 041-248 7221. (A)

SPEAKER CABINETS BC1/SPI 75/1/15/1 in various
veneers with or without Baffles and Grills. Spendor
rejects need room 01-985 1646. (A)
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BERLIOZ & BEETHOVEN. Strange bed- fellows, but
they were both full of ideas and opinions which
influenced their music and helped to shape the Romantic Age. The thoughts beliefs and attitudes of each are
examined in highly praised biographies-with-a-difference by one-time HFNIRR editor John Crabbe. Hector
Berlioz — Rational Romantic and Beethoven's Empire of
the Mind are available from bookshops at f5.95 each,
and if your stockist doesn't have copies on his shelves,
tell him that each can be ordered from Messrs Kahn &
Averill. Or you could try your local library. Either way,
they make an intriguing read. ( XIS)

WANTED
ASSISTANT MANAGER
Covent Garden Records require an experienced person knowledgeable
and enthusiastic about Hi Fi.
The salary will be commensurate with age and experience.
Please call Howard or Simon on 379-7427 or write to

Covent Garden Records, 84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
"The UK's premier specialist digital audio retailer".

TO ADVERTISE IN
. THIS SECTION CONTACT
BEVERLEY SIMPKINS

ewelcome complaints from the public about adver tisements in the
W press,
on posters and in the cinema. It helps us keep advertising standards high. But we also monitor aconsiderable amount of advertising, and
take the necessary action ourselves.
If you'd like to know more about our work, and receive acopy of
the rules, please write.

The Advertising Standards Authority. /
We're here to put it right.

ON 01-686 2599 EXT. 469

ASA Ltd., Dept. X. Brook House, Torrington Place, London WC IE 7FIN
This space is donated in the interests of high standards of advertising.
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FOR SALE—

LAST
PRICES DOWN

PRESERVATIVE KIT
£ 11.95
PRESERVATIVE
£9.95
STYLAST
£9.95
RECORD CLEANER
£3.95
POWER CLEANER
£6.95
STYLUS CLEANER
£2.95

Falcon,DIY SPEAKERS
//Send for our FREE price list
PL17 & Focal data sheet, all
we ask for is alarge S.A.E.
(20p stamp) or $2bill ( air) overseas)

USA Collector to sell classic valve gear: Macintosh,
Marantz, Fisher, more. Joe Deane, 103 Riverside Dr.,
Madison, W1 53704, USA. Tel: 608-249 0879. (A)

ORIGINAL LAST PRODUCTS FREE P/P
ASTON AUDIO
4WEST STREET
ALDERLEY EDGE
CHESHIRE SK9 7EG
TEL: 0625.582704

HI-FI NEWS is
within 2 weeks

now available in Australia,
of publication. Also back
issues are available.

PURE SOUND wishes everyone aHappy Christmas
and aProsperous New Year.
Amongst Santas goodies are: Audio Research SP11 Mk 2 at
only £2675.00 Roksan (walnut) with SME IV arm £950.00,
Sonus Faber Electas £695.00 Heybrook HB3 inc stands
£235.00, Koetsu "Black" £245.00, Decca Gold £ 120.00,
Kirnber cable (8TC) at cost. Logic with Linn LVX £99.00,
Milltek Aurora £ 135.00, RB300 arrn £65.00. ADC 2000E CD
£259.00. and much more. Further savings on demonstration
stock from Acoustic Energy. Deltec. Denon etc.
Recent addition to our range of value for money -True
Fidelity" components include: Michel Gyrodec, Ortofon (MC
70A and 3000), ARAGON amps. Celestion (SL only) and SME
arms (3.4.5).
Much to the chagrin of the many dealers in the overpriced
exotica from across the "pond" the Pink Triangle "PIP"
pre-amp continues to set the sonic standard that others can
only aspire to, this very reasonably priced (£2670) product is
one that we can be justly proud of. Demonstrations of any or
all of the above, in house or at home can be arranged to suit,
evenings and weekends included.
Telephone PURE SOUND on 051-645-6690.

SERVICES
AUDIO REPAIRS and restorations of classic equipment by electronics engineer with nearly 40 years
experience. Specialist in Quad, Radford, Leak, etc.
Where possible, restoration to original design conception with full report covering each unit. 7Days enquiry
service. Location: Woodford, Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467.
(X)

NEW! QUAD 33 - ULTIMATE UPGRADE
Introduced In 1983, the Soundbox 96101 upgrade boards hase
modernised and enhanced Quad 33's around the world. Our new
S8707 plug In circuit boards exceed the performance of even the
SB101 especially for distortion, frequency response and noise
performance AND retain the full use of the tone. filter and balance
controls.
When upgraded with the new SB707 the Quad 33 will challenge any
'modern' design for transparency and bass firmness.
SB707 C) pair - £63.00 + VAT

QUAD 33 disc board u• . rade
Replacing the Internal Quad disc amplifier board with the new SB600
greatly Improves LP reproduction. The SI3600
has amore natural
perspective and a sweeter top-end (especially on strings)
SII600 - £ 38.50 + VAT

COMPACT DISC ATTENUATORS
Overload/non-linearity distortion results from the level mismatch
between CD players ( 2 volts) and typical radio/aux amp inputs.
(100mV) like Quads'. This gives ahard gritty treble, asoftened bass
and an uncomfortably high volume. Our CD attenuators eliminate
these distortions and restore the natural sound Available in-line or
as complete 15m leads. Other sensIthitles/matches mailable.
80200 C) (DIN) - £15.00 SB235

(
phono) - £ 17.00

515265 C) (DIN plug to phono sockets) - £20.00
Leads: 811245

(phono plugs/phono plugs) - £23.50

80285 rt) (DIN plug/ phono plugs) - £23.50 ALL + VAT

SOUNDBOX, 3ENTERPRISE PARK,
LINDFIELD, WEST SUSSEX, RH16 2LX.
TEL: 04447 4371
HI -FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

TURNTABLES, ARMS, CARTRIDGES, STYLI.
We specialise in the Great Classic Names & Models.
ADC; AKG; CONNOISSEUR; GARRARD; GOLDRING:
LENCO: ORTOFON: SHURE: SME: THORENS.
All available, Genuine. Equipment Spares & Manuals, even
for some of the early models.
Specialist styli for early Recordings - 78s & LP
Servicing, Repairs, Refurbishing in our own workshops
TECHNICAL & GENERAL 35 MARLOW ROAD.
LONDON SE20 7XX TEL: 01 778 3737
Wednesday to Friday 10.006.00
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HIGH TECHNOLOGY
LOUDSPEAKER UNITS

Please contact:
Audio Q Imports, 64a Burwood Road,
Hawthorn 3122, Victoria, Australia.
Tel: (03)813-3691

KITS
Dome twee ers with sensitivity of 95.5dB
Double voice coil units to 9ive easier design,
lower phase shift and higher efficiency,
NEOFLEX cones for lower colouration.
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED.
FALCON ELECTRONICS
Tabor House, Norwich Road,
Mulbarton, Norfolk NR14 8JT
(0508) 78272
(Proprietors: Falcon Acoustics Ltd.)
LAKELAND HOME MUSIC offers a caring service
supplying to special order Quad. Sugden, Castle.
Spendor, B & W, Nakamichi and most leading makes.
Phone: Ian Bewley (08536) 235 'Fair Place' Watermillock, Pentith. Cumbria. (X)

AUDIO REPAIRS and
servicing of all your quality hi-fi
and video equipment. Wow &
flutter, frequency response tests
etc. Specialist in repair and
restoration of valve amplifiers,
vintage radio, tape recorders,
telephones etc.
KERMACK ELECTRONICS
(Kerr McCosh & Co Ltd)
112-124 Woodlands Rd
Glasgow G3 6HB
Tel: 041-332 2036

ATTENTION: ALL U.S.A. AND CANADIAN HI Fl
DEALERS. HI Fl NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW
IS NOW AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN YOUR STORE.
COPIES ARE DELIVERED WITHIN 1WEEK OF
PUBLICATION DATE. FOR INFORMATION
CALL STU WEIN,
MUSIC AND SOUND IMPORTS

phone: 215-357-7858
FAX 215-953-0360

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS AT WHOLESALE COST!
Mobile Fidelity, Nautilus, Japanese, also Sheffield,
Reference, Wilson, Chesky, M ee K, Proprius, Super
Disks, Direct-to- Disc by many labels. Assessorics by
Audio Quest, Nitty Gritty, Last. U.H.Q.R's for $25.
Call or write for 36 page catalogue. Buy now while
dollar is weak. Selection is good! The Source, Chad
Kassem, P.O. Box 2043, Salina, Ks, 67402-2043, USA.
Tel: 913-825-8609. (A)

SONIC FRONTIERS - CAPACITORS: WonderCap,
Rel-Cap, Chateauroux, Aselco. Resistors: Holco,
Resista, Vishay. Connectors: WBT, Royce. Wire/
Cable: Tara Labs, Cardas, MIT, Van den Hut : Other
Products. Call/Write for Catalogue. 181 Kenilworth
Ave.„ Toronto, Ontario, Canada. M4L 3S7. (416)
691-7877. (C)
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SPECIALIST AUDIO EQUIPMENT
BRITAIN'S PREMIER DEALER FOR
DI-DEMONSTRATION ANO SECONDHAND HI-FI
•Our prices are as low as those Inib, pnvete ads - but we also offer afull
12 months pans/labour guarantee, pan.exchange, mail order and
credit facilities....
•We buy all unmarked Hi.Fi equipment for cash...
•This is mat the RNANCIAL TIMES said about us: ' Attractive discounts
ere available atSound Deals ... Friendly service, dyou are interested in
etrade.in do lair to them:
•Please phone fur en appentment as WO she oar clients to take advantage
of our drenonsnation facilities id you come by «a:rt. we will arrange for
you to be collected from Biggleswade station/
•These are afew of the reasons why in just over three yews we have built
up arnsesive cl entele of regular customers and friends.. .

Phone for details now on (0767) 312249 and ask
for the secondhand sales dept.
545 SHORTMEAD STREET, BIGGLESWADE,
BEDFORDSHIRE Sole OAP
PS. M25 via Al toOur acror is onlyjust over 35 minutes.

WANTED - VINTAGE VALVE HI-FI
Amplifiers: Lowther, Radford, Leak Stereo 50 & 60, Quad. etc.
Turntables: Garrard 301, Thorens TD224. IMKII)
Pickup arms & heads: Decca FFSS, SME 3009 & 3012, etc.
Loudspeakers: Tannoy 15" - Monitors and MI/. Axiom 80, Wharfedale
Airedale. Quad. ESL etc.
New illustrated 22 page "Wanted List" available upon request.
Buyer collects in areas on aregular basis.
The Vintage Wireless Company Ltd., Tudor House, Cossham Street,
Haegotsfield, Bristol, BS17 3EN. Telephone ( 0272) 565472 Anytime.

Urgently required - Garrard 301s, Thorens 124/11,
TD224, EMT, Quad amps and speakers, Tannoy,'
Lowther, Vitavox, Voigt amps and speakers, Parmeko
and Axion 80 drivers, Decca FFSS, Stereo Decola,
HMV Gramophones, Classical records. Midland Radio
Supplies. Maypole Lane, Birmingham B14 4PE, 021430 7817 (Ansaphone available). (X)
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ANOTHER YEAR ROLLS BY:
KEN KESSLER
ISN'T SORRY TO SEE IT GO

V

INTAGE IT WASN'T, but 1988
did spew up afew releases which I'll
play in '89 and beyond. Again, it
was acase of balancing the terrific
with the tedious, the class with the crass. It
started off OK, with Nat 'King' Cole keeping
Astley's cover version of 'When I Fall In
Love' at bay, but then it slid right down the
tubes.
'Bimbo' was the epithet of the year,
appropriated from classic detective films
when it meant the dumb blonde who cuddled
up to the gangster. It's no longer genderrelated, and bimbos encompass everything
from Kylie Minogue to Nick Kamen. What
they did for pop music was lower the tone
even further, making the work of StockAitken-Waterman seem almost constructive.
Then again, SAW contributed to the bimbo
movement with as much vigour as anyone.
As if to counter this flood of airheads we
were given doses of musical cod liver oil in
the form of achingly sincere, socially-conscious bores descended from the sadly reactivated Leonard Cohen. The depressing
Tracy Chapman, the obnoxious, precocious
Tanita Tikaram — almost makes you want to
listen to Minogue.
Other bring-downs included the ascendancy of Bros (surely their 15 minutes of
fame are over?); the continued success of
those painfully amusical Proclaimers; the
continued presence of New Age; the return of
the pompous, tuneless Kevin Rowland; more
nameless/faceless dance-funk outfits than
there are discos to house them; too much
Michael Jackson, Pet Shop Boys and U2; the
deaths of Dave Prater, Nico, Eddie 'Cleanhead' Vinson and others we can't afford to
lose.
But there was relief, especially in the forms
of Fairground Attraction, Zodiac Mindwarp,
the Smithereens, KT Oslin, Julia Fordham,
Crowded House, Ofra Haza, Steve Earle,
Robert Palmer, Gaye Bykers On Acid,
Metallica, Michelle Shocked (who, unlike,
Tracy and Tanita, has a sense of irony/
humour), Belinda Carlisle, Ted Hawkins,
Robert Cray and the passing of the Smiths.
But enough of this rattling through the seven
thousand or so LPs/CDs released in 1988,

here's what kept me sane over the past 12
months.
The single most important release of the
year for this scribbler was 'Perfect', Fairground Attraction's Number One hit and
probably the best radio fodder since Elvin
Bishop's 'Fooled Around And Fell In Love'.
Ican't push this enough, because it's simply a
gorgeous display of melody and performance,
atextbook example of the best way to fill 2.5
minutes of air-time. And, oh, can that dame
sing! That record is amoment, one which had
me wishing Icould close down every record
company for the rest of the decade, freeze it
in time. Now we've got Enya at Number One
with 'Orinoco Flow', another slice of lush
beauty, so maybe, just maybe the drum
machine's days are numbered. But Idoubt it.
Bobby McFerrin shot up the charts in 1988,
too, and without the help of musical instruments. 1rate his Simple Pleasures as one of
the year's most satisfying LPs, and even SH is
starting to show a bit of respect for this
absolutely unique talent. At least I'm not
being an obscurantist in my choices, because
we are talking major hit status here.
Ethnic music seems to be the biggest
growth area in popular music, helped
immeasurably by Paul Simon's Graceland the
year before. But for all of the success of
African artists who had much record label
assistance, the real surprise has to be the

Little Feat showing there is life after Lowell

ascendancy of Ofra Haza, who's tapped into
the dance market with her modern interpretations of Yemenite/Israeli folk music. The
magic ingredient is, of course, her chilling
voice, heard to good effect on the wittily
titled Shaday.
But at the risk of seeming locked in a
time-warp, Imust state that the year's finest
moments came from those thought to be in
permanent retirement. Forget my Beatles
fetish, willya, huh? It took more than the
combined readership of Beatles Monthly to
put George Harrison back on Top Of The
Pops, and repeatedly Imight add. His Cloud
Nine was, quite simply, a terrific LP, good
enough to yield at least three hit singles and
restore the faith in Harrison's abilities, dormant since All Things Must Pass. His crony
Eric Clapton re-emerged with Crossroads,
one of the finest multi-disc retrospectives
ever issued. EC was heard here, there and
everywhere, and to total acclaim.
The biggest surprises/delights for me,
though, were the returns of Robbie Robertson, Brian Wilson and Little Feat, along with
Keith Richards' long-overdue solo LP and
Neil Young's change of direction. (I' was
never a Deadhead, so the Grateful Dead's
resuscitation left me comatose.)

Robertson's eponymous solo LP — another
source for fine singles — may have tested fans
of the Band who hoped for another Music
From Big Pink, but none could complain. As
with John Fogerty the year before, Robertson proved that Sixties leftovers tasted fine
warmed-up in the 1980s. Beach Boys fans
didn't suffer any culture shock with Brian
Wilson, because it was exactly what the band
would have produced if Brian had let them.
Little Feat's Let It Roll showed that there is
life after Lowell, much to everyone's surprise. But two alleged dinosaurs swept in with
LPs for which no apologies are needed.
Neil Young has irritated a number of
listeners, including some of his most rabid
fans, with aseries of such oddball LPs that
many were ready to write him off for good.
So what does he do? He turns to classic R'n'B
for This Note's For You. The result? His most
highly acclaimed LP since the turn of the
decade. It swings, and you'll be amazed at
how he adapts his weird falsetto to material
which would have suited Joe Turner.
Keith Richards has been non-committal in
recent interviews (at least, the ones I've
read), not betraying any long-held need to
release a solo LP, but he's finally done it.
Talk Is Cheap could, and probably should
have been aRolling Stones LP, but how often
did Keith ever get lead vocals? Turn back to
Let It Bleed, listen to the amazing 'You Got
The Silver'. Like it? Then you'll have no
problem with Talk Is Cheap. As far as I'm
concerned, it's definitely the best release of
the year.
Which reminds me: London finally transferred all of the remaining Stones material
(bar Metamorphosis) to CD. Just out — and
just in time for Christmas — are CDs of The
Rolling Stones, Now!, December's Children,
Got Live If You Want It, Flowers, Get Yer
Ya-Yas Out! (
possibly the best live LP ever
released) and both volumes of More Hot
Rocks. If that's not enough, the previous 10
titles have been rereleased and with nicer
booklets.
As some of these are CDs of US LPs, you
might find (unless you're acompletist) treats
in the form of different mixes or alternate
takes. The sound quality is probably too good
if you believe that the Stones should only be
heard via Dansette, but I'm more than
content with the results. I'm not suggesting
that this is the CD event of 1988, but it's one
hell of a way to end the year.
But wait! I've almost forgotten the most
important releases of all: those you cannot
buy. The bootleggers outdid themselves this
year, releasing three versions of Prince's
Black Album (
which he still won't release),
while enterprising villains created 11 volumes
of The Beatles At The Beeb, eight volumes (so
•
far) of The Lost Lennon Tapes (
which Americans can hear on the radio but the Beeb
won't let us hear) and an amazing 14 double
LPs allegedly from Down Under and containing Beatles out-takes which correspond to the
official LPs, right down to parodies of the
sleeves.
If Iadd to that adozen Beatles bootlegs on
CD, plus the devastating EMI box sets, the
Eddie Cochran box, the reissuing of most of
the Younglords catalogue, Sam Cooke & The
Soul Stirrers, new titles from Elvin Bishop
and the Crickets — Iguess Ihave no right at
all to complain. •
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IF ROKSAN
IPRICED THEIR
EQUIPMENT ON
PERFORMANCE
YOU WOULD
NOT BE ABLE
TO AFFORD IT mi
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ROKSAN
JOIN THE COGNOSCENTI
ROKSAN ENGINEERING LIMITED, 21 DDOLE ROAD, LLANDRINDOD WELLS, POWYS LD1 6DF 0597 4911

LISTEN 10 THE
*26mm Dome with vented voice coil assembly.
*F/Fiuid cooled.* Extremely High Power handling.
*Superb Diecast Bass Mid Driver, using large aluminium v/c assembly.
*Vented Pole/Magnet.* Unique coneSurround materials.

